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PREFACE
This volume is a collection of ten papers originally presented at sessions of the Gnosticism and Later Platonism Seminar held from 1993–1998
in connection with Annual Meetings of the Society of Biblical Literature.
The idea of a Seminar devoted exclusively to the relation between Gnosticism and later Platonism grew out of earlier discussions, panels, and
presentations on this theme in the context of other groups and sections
within the Society of Biblical Literature and the American Academy of Religion, notably the SBL Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section and the AAR
Platonism and Neoplatonism Group. John D. Turner was responsible for
organizing the Seminar and bringing together a steering committee that
included himself, Robert M. Berchman, Jay Bregman, John P. Kenney,
Michael A. Williams, and Ruth Majercik. Ruth Majercik served as Chair of
the Seminar during its six-year term.
In organizing the Seminar, a main objective was to bring together a
group of well-known scholars with expertise in the areas of Gnosticism
and/or later Platonism (i.e., Middle Platonism and Neoplatonism) from a
variety of disciplines and methodologies who could bring a diversity of
views and approaches to the general problematic of the Seminar. This was
accomplished by attracting scholars from within the AAR and SBL as well
as reaching out to newcomers who have now become members of these
societies. The core group of active participants each year consisted of
approximately sixteen members with an average of twenty auditors attending each session. In structuring our sessions, we initially decided that we
should have two papers presented each year on a single topic with two
respondents. The purpose was to have each presenter analyze a given
topic from the perspective of his or her expertise in Gnosticism or Platonism; the respondents would reply in a similar manner. In addition, each
presenter was also asked to incorporate the other perspective to the degree
that he or she could, with the understanding that we did not expect our
participants to be equally knowledgeable in both areas. In some years this
routine was varied by having a single presenter and two respondents so
that certain issues could be explored in more detail. This method resulted
in a great deal of creative thinking and discussion on the part of our participants. During the course of the Seminar, most of the presenters also had
an opportunity to act as a respondent. Additional respondents were John
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Sieber, Birger Pearson, and Ruth Majercik. Due to the length of the volume
and other considerations, we were not able to include the remarks (some
quite extensive) of the respondents; however, many of their critical comments have been addressed in the final versions of papers.
The topic for each session was mutually decided upon during our
annual business meetings, with the various topics generally reflecting the
current research interests of our presenters. The topics include: Platonic
and gnostic doctrines of matter (Einar Thomassen and Kevin Corrigan);
gnostic ritual and Neoplatonic theurgy (John D. Turner and Gregory
Shaw); the case for a pre-Plotinian Middle Platonic setting for the Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides and the Nag Hammadi Sethian treatises Zostrianos and Allogenes (Kevin Corrigan and John D. Turner); the
relationship between the metaphysics of Iamblichus and the Platonizing
Sethian treatises, especially Marsanes (John Finamore); Platonic and gnostic uses of negative theology (John P. Kenney and Michael A. Williams);
and the nature of Providence in Plotinus and Sethian Gnosticism (Frederic
M. Schroeder).
In preparing the volume for publication, John D. Turner and Ruth
Majercik were responsible for editing the papers in cooperation with the
authors. They also compiled the bibliography. An earlier version of
Gregory Shaw’s paper originally appeared in The Journal of Neoplatonic
Studies, whose publisher has authorized its appearance here in revised
form. The editors wish to thank the Society of Biblical Literature for sponsoring our Seminar and the SBL Symposium Series, initially under the
direction of Gail O’Day and now Christopher R. Matthews, for accepting
our collected papers for publication.
R. M. and J. D. T
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THE DERIVATION

OF

MATTER

IN

MONISTIC GNOSTICISM

Einar Thomassen
University of Bergen
In his article “The Platonism of the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I,5 ),” John
Peter Kenney has compared the ontological structure of this Valentinian
treatise with various forms of Middle Platonism. He concludes that “the
theology of the Tripartite Tractate is closest in its philosophical design to
the sort of Middle Platonism represented by Albinus (Alkinoos) or Numenius.”1 This conclusion is based on the following elements of comparison:
(1) in Tripartite Tractate, the aeons are represented as the thoughts of
a self-thinking Father, in the same way that the ideas are the thoughts of a
noetic First God in these Platonists;
(2) in both systems this god and the way he generates (i.e., by selfcontemplation) are distinct from a second, demiurgic figure who shapes
the cosmos;
(3) the Logos, as the fallen aeon, is restored though contemplation
in the same way that lower hypostases are united with the higher in
Platonism.
The pertinence of these rapprochements is, I think, beyond doubt. But
once they have been established, further questions arise. Granted that
those similarities exist, how are we to account for the no less real dissimilarities between these Middle Platonists and the Valentinian system of Tripartite Tractate? It is one of these dissimilarities that forms the topic of this
paper: the position of Matter. Albinus/Alkinoos treats Matter as a principle
(Did. 163.11 Hermann; th'" prwvth" u{lh" 171.43 H.). The same is the case
with Numenius, for whom Matter is the same as the Dyad, and is sine ortu
et generatione (frg. 52.10 des Places = Calcidius, In Tim. 295). Tripartite
Tractate, however, denies explicitly that there can be any u{lh existing
along with the Father from the beginning (53,31–32). Instead, the tractate’s
protological myth offers a theory that explains Matter as deriving from
something that exists prior to it: Matter is brought into existence by the
“presumptuous thought” of that aeon that Tripartite Tractate calls “the
1 J. P. Kenney, “The Platonism of the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I,5),” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. Richard T. Wallis and Jay Bregman; Albany: SUNY
Press, 1992), 200.
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Logos.” This “thought” gives rise to numerous chaotic powers
(75,17–80,11). Upon seeing this, the Logos repents, and his repentance
produces a new set of powers, superior to the first, which they combat
(80,11–85,15). As a result of the struggle between the two kinds of powers, those of presumption and those of repentance, “matters of various
sorts”2 (85,10) are produced.
A theory about the origin of Matter forms part of all the attested variants of the Valentinian system. According to the Valentinian model system
offered by Irenaeus, the material substance from which the world was created originated in the passions of Sophia, specified as sorrow, fear, and
perplexity: tauvthn suvntaxin kai; oujsivan th'" u{lh" gegenh'sqai levgousin, ejx
h|" o{de oJ kovsmo" sunevsthken (Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.2).3
This is not a theory that is specific to Valentinianism. As Hans Jonas
has put it, the theory “that no original world of darkness or of matter is
assumed to oppose the primal being, but that the dualism of existing reality is derived from an inner process within the one divinity itself” is “a distinctive feature of the Syrian and Alexandrian gnosis and its major
difference from the Iranian type of gnostic speculation, which starts from
a dualism of pre-existent principles.”4 An explicit assertion of this kind of
theory can be found in NHC II,5 (somewhat misnamed by some modern
editors as On the Origin of the World ):
Seeing that everybody, gods of the world and mankind, says that nothing
existed prior to chaos, I in distinction shall demonstrate that they are all mistaken, because they are not acquainted with the origin of chaos, nor with its
root. Here is the demonstration. How well it suits all men, on the subject of
chaos, to say that it is a kind of darkness! But in fact it comes from a shadow,
which has been called by the name darkness. And the shadow comes from
a product that has existed since the beginning. It is, moreover, clear that it
2

HNnHulh euS@bbiaeit, probably < *poikivlai u{lai; this has Platonist connotations, going back to Tim. 50d5 (cf. Chald. Or. frg. 34 des Places; Clement of Alexandria Exc. 50.1; Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.1).
3 Cf. Haer. 1.2.3: ejnteu'qen levgousi prwvthn ajrch;n ejschkevnai th;n oujsivan th'" u{lh", ejk
th'" ajgnoiva" kai; th'" luvph" kai; tou' fovbou kai; th'" ejkplhvxew" (this is an interpolation
coming from a different source than the one used by Irenaeus for his main account);
1.8.4 (parable of the lost sheep): plavnhn de; th;n ejkto;" plhrwvmato" ejn toi'" pavqesi diatribh;n, ejx w|n gegonevnai th;n u{lhn uJpotivqentai; Clement of Alexandria Exc. 67.4 th'"
a[nw qhleiva" . . . h|" ta; pavqh ktivsi" gevgonen, th'" kai; ta;" ajmovrfou" oujsiva" proballouvsh". Irenaeus returns to this doctrine when he seeks to refute the Valentinian theories
in Book 2: a praedictis passionibus emisit tantam conditionis materiam (Haer. 2.10.3;
cf. the whole of 10.3–4); materiae emissio et reliquae mundi fabricatio . . . ex passione
et ignorantia volunt substantiam habere (2.13.7; also cf. 2.18.7; 2.19.4; 2.20.5).
4 H. Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (Boston: Beacon, 1963), 105.
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(viz., the product) existed before chaos came into being, and that the latter
is posterior to the first product. (97,24–98,7; trans. Bethge et al. in NHLE)

It is then explained that this first product arose as a likeness resembling the
primeval light, out of the volition of Pistis Sophia (98,13–16). NHC II,5 is not
Valentinian, and the general theory about the nonoriginality of Matter was not
invented by the Valentinians. But we shall argue that it was the Valentinians,
more than any other group of gnostics, who made use of a specific set of
concepts derived from the philosophical schools to express the theory.
The Valentinian doctrine that Matter, and subsequently the world, originates from the passions of Achamoth struck the polemical mind of Tertullian, who ridiculed the Valentinians for this fantastic innovation. Here
indeed, he says, was something new to be learned for both Pythagoreans
and Stoics, and even for Plato.5 Tertullian doubtless assumes that all the
schools of philosophy regard Matter as an unoriginate first principle. In this
view Tertullian is, generally speaking, correct. The Pythagoreans were traditionally known to propound a dualism between the Monad and the
Dyad-a[peiron, the Peripatetics opposed Form and Matter, and the Stoa similarly Logos and a[poio" u{lh. The Platonists, of course, taught a tripartition
of God, the Ideas, and Matter. This is the model to which Albinus/Alkinoos
and Numenius adhere as well.
However, Numenius also informs us that certain Pythagoreans take a
different view:
But certain Pythagoreans have not properly grasped the force of this theory. For them, this indeterminate and unlimited Dyad is itself brought
forth from the single Monad, when the Monad withdraws from its nature
and wanders into the condition of the Dyad [etiam illam indeterminatam
et immensam duitatem ab unica singularitate institutam recedente a
natura sua singularitate et in duitatis habitum migrante]. (frg. 52.15–19
des Places = Calcidius In Tim. 295)

Numenius has only scorn for this doctrine, which has the Monad unaccountably disappear and turn into the Dyad, thus transforming God into
Matter. Numenius’s testimony, however, is only one of several that attest to
the existence in Pythagorean circles of monistic theories attempting a derivation of the Dyad-Matter from the Monad.6 These testimonies begin with
5 Age nunc discant Pythagorici, agnoscant Stoici, Plato ipse, unde materia,
quam innatam uolunt, et originem et sustantiam traxerit in omnem hanc struem
mundi; quod nec Mercurius ille Trismegistus, magister omnium physicorum, recogitauit (Tertullian Val. 15.1).
6 Cf. A.-J. Festugière, La révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste, vol. 4: Le Dieu inconnu
et la gnose (Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, 1954), chs. 2 and 3, in particular pp. 36–40;
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the Pythagorean Hypomnemata quoted by Alexander Polyhistor around 80
B.C.E.,7 and further include Eudorus of Alexandria (first cent. B.C.E.),8 Moderatus of Gades (end of first century C.E.),9 the report in Sextus Empiricus
10.248ff., and other Neopythagoreans such as Nicomachus of Gerasa. (This
dossier is not exhaustive.) This monistic type of Pythagoreanism thus
shares with Valentinianism, as well as with Neoplatonism, the view that
matter has secondary, or derived, existence.
According to this Neopythagorean theory, matter, in the sense of the
material from which the sensible bodies of the cosmos are made, is not
derived directly from the first principle (called the Monad, or the One) but
from the principle, or idea of matter, the (Indefinite) Dyad, which in turn
originates in the first principle. The Indefinite Dyad (ajovristo" duav") is of
course the principle of plurality, extension, formlessness, movement, etc.,
which Plato took over from the old Pythagoreans and developed into a
major feature of his oral teaching and which continued to play an important role in the subsequent Platonist tradition. But whereas Plato and the
Old Academy considered the Dyad an independent principle, the Neopythagorean trends with which we are dealing here inserted it into a monistic system of derivation.
In Valentinianism as well, cosmogonic matter only comes into being at
the end of a process. The main feature of this process is the passion of
Sophia. Is it possible, then, that the passion of Sophia here serves to
express the same idea as the Dyad in monistic Pythagoreanism? In my view
there exists conclusive evidence that these Neopythagorean theories about
the derivation of matter were known to the Valentinian theologians and
that they formed a source from which Valentinian systems were persistently built. This evidence consists in a series of Neopythagorean technical
terms that occur in these systems and that can be shown to express the
same ontological notions.10
H. J. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik (Amsterdam: B. R. Grüner, 1967),
320–21, 330–35; J. M. Rist, “Monism: Plotinus and Some Predecessors,” Harvard
Studies in Classical Philology 69 (1965): passim; J. M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1977), 120–21, 126–29, 342–61.
7 In Diogenes Laertius, 7.25.
8 In Simplicius In phys. 181.10ff. Diels. The One as cause of Matter also figures
in Eudorus’s emended version of Aristotle’s Metaph. A 6, 988a10–11, quoted by
Alexander of Aphrodisias In Metaph. ad loc., 59.1 Hayduck.
9 Simplicius In phys. 230.34ff. Diels.
10 In what follows I draw on my previously published article “The Philosophical Dimension in Gnosticism,” in Understanding and History in Arts and Sciences (ed. Roald Skarsten et al.; Acta Humaniora Universitatis Bergensis 1; Oslo:
Solum, 1991), 69–79.
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1. “Audacity” (tovlmh)
This is the one term that has long been recognized as shared by the Valentinians and the Neopythagorean-Platonist tradition. It is well known that
tovlmh, which qualifies the passion of Sophia in Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.2, also
occurs in Plotinus, who uses it generally (in the form tovlma) to describe the
self-positing of a lower hypostasis as distinct from a higher one.11 Plotinus
took over this term from the Neopythagoreans, who employed it as an epithet
of the Dyad. It refers to the breaking loose of the Dyad from the Monad.12
Plotinus used it as a way of expressing that all emanation has a dyadic aspect.
In Valentinianism the idea, if not perhaps the term itself, is also found in Tri.
Trac. 76,19–20, “he acted highmindedly” (aFeire HNoumNtnoG Mmeue), as
well as in the references to the ejnquvmhsi" or e[nnoia of Sophia in other sources.
The Valentinians undoubtedly drew on the same sort of sources as Plotinus in
using the term. But, as we shall try to show in what follows, this is not an isolated example nor a case of merely coincidentally shared vocabulary.
2. “Extension” (e[ktasi")
To characterize the Dyad the term “extension” (ejkteivvnein/e[ktasi") is
used in Sextus Empiricus Math. 10.277: The One is always delimiting,
whereas the Dyad becomes two and extends the numbers into an unlimited multitude (tou' me;n eJno;" ajei; peratou'nto" th'" de; ajorivstou duavdo" duvo
gennwvsh" kai; eij" a[peiron plh'qo" tou;" ajriqmou;" ejkteinouvsh"). The same
term occurs in Moderatus of Gades, when he describes the entity he calls
“Quantity,” which in fact is his name for the Dyad. “Quantity” is characterized by “privation, breaking loose, extension and severance” (stevrhsin
kai; paravlusin kai; e[ktasin kai; diaspasmovn, Simplicius In phys. 230.19–20
Diels).13 In later sources the word occurs not infrequently.14
The term e[ktasi" can also be used to describe the movement of the
Monad itself from oneness to plurality, as in the Pseudo-Clementine
11 A presentation of the entire philosophy of Plotinus has been built around this
concept by N. Baladi, La pensée de Plotin (Initiation philosophique 92; Paris: Les
presses des universités de France, 1970).
12 Cf. Krämer, 321 n. 483; Henry’s and Schwyzer’s note on Enn. 5.1 [10].1.4 in
P. Henry and H.-R. Schwyzer, eds., Plotini Opera (3 vols.; Scriptorum classicorum
bibliotheca Oxoniensis; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964–1982).
13 Moderatus makes a distinction between Quantity as such (posovth") and Quantity
(posovn) as the matter (u{lh) of bodies, the first serving as the paradigm of the latter. It
is more precisely to this last Quantity-as-Matter that the description quoted refers, but
it is apparently intended to be equally applicable to the more original concept.
14 Iamblichus In Nicom. Ar. 10.12 Pistelli; [Iamblichus], Theol. Arith. 13.16–17 de
Falco; Proclus Elem. Theol. prop. 128 Dodds, th;n eij" plh'qo" e[ktasin.
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Homilies 224.34 (Rehm): kata; ga;r e[ktasin kai; sustolh;n hJ mona;" dua;"
ei\nai nomivzetai; cf. ibid., 234.18: ajp! aujtou' eij" a[peiron e[ktasin. In Christian trinitarian theology the Sabellians and Marcellus of Ancyra took up the
term in order to explain how God by extension and spreading out (platuv
nein) is a Triad as well as a Monad.15
It is this precise term, we believe, that is put to use in Irenaeus’s Valentinian model system to describe the effect of the passion of Sophia. On
account of her unfulfillable desire for the Father, it is said, Sophia “extended
herself indefinitely” (ejkteinovmenon ajei; ejpi; to; provsqen, Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.2;
ejkteinomevnh" aujth'" kai; eij" a[peiron rJeouvsh" th'" oujsiva", 1.3.3). In the latter
passage we note also the presence of two other Pythagorean terms as well:
a[peiron is of course the traditional Pythagorean word describing the indefiniteness of the Dyad. rJeu'si", “flowing,” is a word used to express how the
dyadic line issues from the monadic point.16 Thus, by describing the passion
of Sophia as producing an extension into indefiniteness the Valentinians cast
into the form of a tragic myth the Neopythagorean theory of the derivation
of plurality from the Monad through the Indefinite Dyad.
3. “Passion”
An objection that might be raised against this interpretation is that in
the Valentinian systems Sophia does not originate directly from the Father
and that her generation therefore is not comparable to the way that the
Dyad derives from the Monad/One in Neopythagoreanism. Instead, Sophia
is only one among a multitude of aeons that have already been projected
from the Father. She is not herself the cause of this multiplicity, only one of
its products. The initial plurality comes into being with the generation of the
Son (= Monogenes, Nous, etc.), according to most sources,17 and there is
nothing negative about this, the primal projective act.18
15 Cf. Athanasius Apol. sec. 4.13, and Lampe, s.vv. ejkteivnein, platuvnein. platuv-

nein is found, for instance, in Nicomachus Arith. Intro. 2.7.3.
16 Cf. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 320 n. 481, who cites Sextus Empiricus Math. 3.19, 28, 77; 7.99; 9.380, 381; 10.281; Martianus Capella, De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii 7.732; also cf. E. Thomassen and L. Painchaud, Le Traité Tripartite (NH
I,5) (BCNHT 19; Québec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval, 1989), 401.
17 In several instances the Father is given a female suvzugo" (Sige, Ennoia, etc.),
but this is not a genuinely independent entity but rather a hypostatization of the
self-reflecting mental activity of the Father that precedes as a precondition the projection of the Son.
18 This kind of objection is voiced by A. H. Armstrong, who therein sees a fundamental difference between Plotinus and the Valentinians: “In the system of
Valentinus the Pleroma . . . was fully constituted before there was any question of
any sort of tolma. . . . In no Gnostic system is the Pleroma . . . the result of tolma.
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At this point it is important, however, not to be deluded by the mythological form of the Valentinian system. In fact, it can be plausibly argued
that the account of the passion of Sophia, in its basic idea in Valentinianism, is just an exposition in mythological form of the general theoretical
problem of how plurality can be derived from unity. Her passion is the
necessary consequence and epitomization of the difficulties inherent in the
notion of projection/emanation as such and is not a mere accident arising
in the course of this process.
That this is so is shown by the fact that the same terms that describe
the passion of Sophia may also be used for the generation of the Son. In
Tripartite Tractate it is explained that while the Father remains unaffected in his transcendence (64,28ff.), the Son is “the one who extended
himself and spread himself” (paei de aFsa[u]tN MmaF abal Mmin
Mm[aF] auw pentaFpareS@F ab[al], 65,4–6). Behind the Coptic terms
sautN abal and pwr!S abal it is possible to recognize the Greek
ejkteivnein and platuvnein.19 The use of this terminology for the Son indicates that his function is conceived along the lines of the Neopythagorean Dyad: Through him the All as a plurality comes into being
from the Father.
The same terminology can be recognized in Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.1,
where Christ is said to extend himself beyond the Limit/Cross: dia; tou' staurou' ejpektaqevnta. This refers, of course, to an extension into the unlimited.
Finally, the term “spreading out” (pwrS [abal] < *platuvnein) occurs in
Val. Exp. 23,27–31: “He brought [him]self forth, and in the second [he] manifested his will, [and] in the fourth he spread himself [out].” Here the term
seems to be related to the generation of the Pythagorean tetraktys.
If this argument is correct, we should be entitled to expect that even
the idea of passion itself, the most characteristic feature of the “fall” of
There is always in the Gnostic systems a break in the middle of the procession of
all things from the first principle, a radical disorder and discontinuity between the
spiritual world and the ignorant and inferior power which makes the material
world” (The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval History [ed. A. H.
Armstrong; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967], 243–44). Similarly, Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 386–87: “For Valentinus . . . there is nothing evil about
Ennoia. She is simply the condition for the generation of everything after the Forefather. Evil only arises at a much lower level, with the most junior of the aeons.”
Also H. Jonas (Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, vol. 1: Die mythologische Gnosis [3d
ed.; FRLANT NS 33; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1934], 333–34) sees the
passion of Sophia as a willful act of will by a character in a mythological narrative,
rather than as the allegorization of a philosophically necessary implication. In my
view these scholars have misjudged the philosophical intentions of Valentinian systematic exposition.
19 The combination of the two terms is in itself significant, of course.
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Sophia, would not be restricted to her only, but that passion is implied
even at the point of the first duality when the Father projects and manifests himself as and in the Son. That this is really the case is confirmed
by Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.2, where it is explicitly stated that “this (passion)
in fact began among those associated with Nous and Truth, but burst
forth in this erring aeon” (o} [sc. pavqo"] ejnhvrxato me;n ejn toi'" peri; to;n
Nou'n kai; th;n !Alhvqeian, ajpevskhye de; eij" tou'ton to;n paratrapevnta).
Also in Hipp. El. 6.31.1 the Pleroma as a whole is strongly affected by
the passion of Sophia. And in Clement of Alexandria Exc. 30 it is said
that the rest of the Pleroma “suffered together with” (sunepavqhsen)
Sophia. In all these passages it is implied that the passion experienced
by Sophia is inherent in the notion of projection itself, in the coming
into being of duality, of that which in the Pythagorean-Platonist tradition
is referred to as the Dyad. The basis for this is the view that the Monad
represents impassibility and rationality, and the Dyad passion. As John
Lydus says, “The rational comes from the Monad, . . . the passible and
passion from the Dyad.”20 Thus oJrmhv is frequently referred to as an
attribute of the Dyad.21 (I have not, however, been able to find pavqo"
used in this context.)
The Valentinian notion of projection is fundamentally ambiguous. On
the one hand it has a negative aspect, in so far as duality implies infinite
multiplicity and thus, in line with the nature of the Pythagorean-Platonist
Dyad, inevitably produces passion and Matter. On the other hand, projection also has the positive aspect of divine manifestation; the Father graciously allows himself to be known by others through his begetting of
aeonic offspring. It is this ambiguity that expresses itself in the fact that
“extension” may be used, as we saw, both to describe the fall of Sophia
and the subsequent salvation from the fall, when the Savior is “stretched
upon” the Cross, i.e., he extends himself beyond the Limit in order to
redeem Sophia on the outside.
The same ambiguity applies to the notion of the passion. So as if to
condense it in one expression, the Valentinians used the word “compassion” to describe an act that is at the same time tragic and salvific. After
describing the extension and spreading out of the Son quoted above, Tripartite Tractate goes on to state that this was done “because of his enduring suffering for them (sc. the All)” (abal NteFm[nt]Sop Hise arau
etSoop, 65,11–12). This may be compared with Clement of Alexandria,
who in Exc. 30.1 records with indignation that the Valentinians say that the
Father “suffered,” because he showed compassion towards Silence who
20 Mens. 1.11: to; me;n ga;r . . . logiko;n ejk th'" monavdo" . . . to; de; qumiko;n kai;

ejpiqumiko;n ejk th'" duavdo".
21 Cf. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 322 n. 488.
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desired to know him.22 Thus the notion of compassion retains an element
of passion, while at the same time signifying an act of grace. The systems
express this ambiguity by means of horizontal and vertical distinctions:
Sophia represents the negative aspect of projection, the Son is positive
aspect. Or, the Father remains impassible (Tri. Trac. 64,38), while the Son
is the one who suffers compassion. But the systems never really solve this
initial ambiguity in theoretical terms—only the ritually mediated unification
of the syzygoi in the Bridal Chamber offers what is, in the final analysis, a
religious solution to this ontological dilemma.
4. “Otherness” (eJterovth")
This is another term that belongs to the traditional vocabulary of the
Dyad.23 In Valentinian literature this term probably lies behind the description of the generation of the Son in Val. Exp. 22,35–36 “he conceived a
thought of otherness” (a@FJi noumeue NSMmo).
On this point there is a very interesting remark in Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.1
(end), where the passion of the lower Sophia (Achamoth), who has
remained outside the Pleroma, is contrasted with that of the first Sophia,
who was brought back to the Pleroma: “Her sufferings did not have the
nature of otherness, as was the case with her mother, the first Sophia, who
was an aeon, but of contrariness” (kai; ouj kaqavper hJ mhvthr aujth'", hJ prwvth
Sofiva aijwvn, eJteroivwsin ejn toi'" pavqesin ei\cen, ajlla; ejnantiovthta). This distinction between otherness and contrariness seems very likely to go back
to the system of diaeresis that Plato developed in his oral teaching,
reported by Hermodorus and quoted by Simplicius (In phys. 247.30ff.
Diels). Here, Plato distinguished between the categories of the absolute
(kaq! auJtav) and the relative (pro;" e{tera), and subdivided the latter into the
contrary (pro;" ejnantiva) and the undetermined relative (prov" ti).
A version of this theory appears in Sextus Empiricus’s report on
Pythagorean doctrine in Math. 10.261ff. According to Sextus, the Monad is
described as self-identity (aujtovth") and as creating otherness by being added
to itself, and from this eJterovth" the Indefinite Dyad comes into being. Related
to this theory is a system of categories distinguishing between the absolute
(kata; diaforavn), the contrary (kat! ejnantivwsin) and the relative (prov" ti). The

22 ejklaqovmenoi th'" dovxh" tou' qeou' paqei'n aujto;n levgousin ajqevw". o} ga;r sunepavqh-

sen oJ Pathvr, stereo;" w]n th/' fuvsei, fhsi;n oJ Qeovdoto", kai; ajnevndoto", ejndovsimon
eJauto;n parasvcwvn, i{na hJ Sigh; tou'to katalavbh/, pavqo" ejstivn. hJ ga;r sumpavqeia, pavqo"
tino;" dia; pavqo" eJtevrou.
23 Plutarch An. procr. 24; Sextus Empiricus 10.261; Theon of Smyrna Exp. 27.2
Hiller; Plotinus Enn. 5.1.1.4; Porphyry, Vit. Pyth. 48; Krämer, Der Ursprung der
Geistmetaphysik, 322 n. 487.
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category of the contrary is related both to the Monad and to the Dyad in so
far as it is determined (it contains pairs that mutually exclude one another),
as well as relative, whereas the relative proper (where one can speak of more
or less) is wholly undetermined and belongs only to the Dyad.
Of course, this is a system of logical classification, and if we try to compare it with the use of the categories of otherness and contrariness in the
myth of Sophia, obscurities remain. In what sense can the logical category
of the contrary describe passions? And how can a system of logical classification be used in a theory of cosmological derivation, where these passions
described as contrariness subsequently give rise to matter? However, the fact
that the system of diaeresis does appear in a Neopythagorean context, and
that Neopythagoreans were concerned with the derivation of matter from the
Dyad, defined as eJterovth", suggests that the distinction eJteroivwsi"/
ejnantiovth" in the Valentinian text does depend on Neopythagorean models making use of Old Academic diaeresis in a physical context.24
5. “Movement” (kivnhsi")
“Movement” is closely associated with the notions of passion and otherness as a description of the Dyad.25 In Valentinianism movement is a characteristic of the passion of Sophia: th;n fovbou kivnhsin, Irenaeus Haer. 1.5.4.26
In Tripartite Tractate “the Logos which had moved” (plogos entaHkim) is
a fixed expression referring to the fallen aeon (85,16–17, etc.). However, as
with “extension” and “passion,” “movement” can also be found in connection with the very first projection, that of the Son: According to Valentinian
Exposition the Father is characterized by silence (22,21.24–26; 23,22) and
tranquillity (22,22, psGraH@t < *hJsuciva), whereas the Son is described as
“the God who has gone forth” (22,30–31) and “who has moved” (entaHkim,
22,38). Here we discern a distinction between an immovable Monad and a
moving Dyad.
6. “Formlessness”
Formlessness is of course an essential characteristic of the suffering
Sophia as well as of the Dyad and its cosmological specialization, Matter.
The common and traditional terminology here is easily recognizable; e.g.,
oujsivan a[morfon, Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.3; a[morfon de; kai; ajneivdeon, 1.2.4 (cf.
4.1); eij" a[peiron rJeouvsh" th'" oujsiva", 1.3.3; polumerou'" kai; polupoikivlou,
1.4.1; oujsivan a[morfon kai; ajkataskeuvasto", Hipp. El. 6.30.8. To give just
24 Plotinus, too, seems to be alluding to this pair of concepts in Enn. 5.1.1.4–7.
25 Cf. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 322 n. 487.
26 Also cf. Gos. Truth 26,15–19: “All the spaces were moved (kim) and
troubled. . . . Error was anguished.”
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one example: Moderatus portrays his “Quantity” as a[morfon kai; ajdiaivreton
kai; ajschmavtiston (Simplicius In phys. 231.10–11 Diels). This terminology
is obviously derived from Plato’s description of the Receptacle in Tim. 51a7
ajnovraton ei\dov" ti kai; a[morfon.
7. “Division” and “Separation.”
The notion of “division,” or “separation,” often occurs in the Pythagorean sources describing the coming into being of the Dyad. Thus the
Theologumena Arithmeticae, an edition of a work by Iamblichus incorporating materials from Nicomachus of Gerasa, states that “the first Dyad separated itself from the Monad” (prwvth ga;r hJ dua;" diecwvrisen auJth;n ejk th'"
monavdo", 9.5–6 de Falco).27 Iamblichus uses the idea in Myst. 8.3, where
he says that God produced Matter after having cut off the principle of matter from the principle of substance (u{lhn de; parhvgagen oJ qeo;" ajpo; th'" oujsiovthto" uJposcisqeivsh" uJlovthto"). It is the same theory which appears in
Moderatus, who explains that the “Unitary Logos” separated from itself
Quantity by a process of self-privation, depriving it of all its own rational
constituents and ideas (oJ eJniai'o" lovgo" . . . kata; stevrhsin aujtou' ejcwvrise
[ejcwvrhse MSS; emended by Zeller, Festugière] th;n posovthta pavntwn aujth;n
sterhvsa" tw'n aujtou' lovgwn kai; eijdw'n, Simplicius In phys. 231.7–10 Diels).
Finally, Numenius exploits the idea of the schismatic nature of the Dyad,
though within a dualistic framework, in his description of how the third
god is separated from the second: The second god, by coming into contact with Matter, the Dyad, unifies Matter but is itself divided by it because
the Dyad has a concupiscent and flowing nature (scivzetai de; uJp! aujth'"
ejpiqumhtiko;n h|qo" ejcouvsh" kai; rJeouvsh", frg. 11 des Places).
It is this idea that in all probability lies behind the notion of the division or separation of Sophia, which is a constant and characteristic feature
of the Valentinian systems. Her unlimited outward movement provokes the
appearance of the Limit (o{ro"), who separates from her the irrational part
of her passion (cwrisqeivsh" ga;r th'" ejnqunhvsew" ajp! aujth'" su;n tw/'
ejpigenomevnw/ pavqei, Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.4; ajforisqh'nai, ibid., cf. 1.4.1;
diaivresi", Hipp. El. 6.31.2; ajpocwrivzein, ibid., 6.31.4). In Valentinian
Exposition Sophia is said to be “cut off” (asSaat@s abal) from her
suvzugo" (34,38), and in Tripartite Tractate the Logos “suffered a division
and a turning” (oupwSe pe NtaFNkaH M[ma]F mNn ourike, 77,21–22).
The perfect part of the Logos hastens back to the Pleroma (77,37ff., cf. Val.
Exp. 33,36), whereas the part that remains outside is emptied of masculinity (77,12–13), rationality (lovgo") and light (78,34–35). This is, I believe,
essentially the same process as the one described by Moderatus, who lets
27 Cf. also Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 320 n. 479.
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Quantity come into being from the Unitary Logos through an act of deprivation of rationality (kata; stevrhsin). The widespread application of this
theory in Valentinianism is further attested by Irenaeus Haer. 1.11.1, where
Sophia gives birth to Christ “with a certain shadow,” which he then cuts off
(ajpokovyanta) from himself before he ascends to the Pleroma, as well as by
Clement of Alexandria Exc. 33.4, where the term ajpotomiva applied to the
Demiurge serves to indicate his essentially defective origin and nature.
The ambiguity we noted vis-à-vis the first projection also manifests
itself with regard to the notion of separation. The purpose of this notion
is to safeguard unity while at the same time explaining plurality. On the
one hand plurality is cut away from the oneness; on the other hand plurality thereby asserts itself as a separate reality. Through their separation
from one another, the two can only be conceived, however, in a mutual
relationship. The principle of plurality now exists as pure negativity, a
kevnwma (Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.1; Clement of Alexandria Exc. 31.4), opposite
a unity which after the restoration to it of the rational part of the suffering aeon is now also a multiplicity, a plhvrwma: As a result of the restoration of Sophia the aeons form a perfect unity—each individual, while
retaining its individuality, is at the same time all the others—and as an
expression of this new phase of harmonious unity Jesus is brought forth,
being at the same time one and many (Irenaeus Haer. 1.2.5–6; etc.). Thus
we here seem to have a model according to which the Father, who is a
transcendent oneness on the supreme level, gives rise to an opposition
between a unity-in-multiplicity and pure negativity on a second level. This
corresponds to what we find in authors such as Eudorus, Moderatus, and
Numenius, where there is a first absolutely singular One above a second
One, which contains the ideas and exists in opposition to the Dyad. Thus,
for instance, the second One of Moderatus is the Unitary Logos, which
exists relatively to Quantity in the sense that Quantity comes into being
by privation, whereas the Unitary Logos on the contrary contains within
itself all the forms (Simplicius In phys. 231.16–17 Diels). This stevrhsi"
thus corresponds to the Valentinian kevnwma, just as the eJniai'o" lovgo" is
the counterpart of the plhvrwma.
It may be added here that this is one point, perhaps the most important one, where the Valentinian system of derivation differs from Plotinus’s
notion of emanation. For the Valentinians an element of rupture seemed
inevitable in their account of the relationship between the primal unity
and the world. Plotinus thought he could do without such a notion.
Indeed, he insists that there is no break in the flow of emanation. This
insistence appears to be deliberately directed against the kind of theories
we have been discussing here. On this point, then, the Valentinians are
closer to the Neopythagorean sources common to them and Plotinus, than
is Plotinus.
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8. “Shadow”
A brief note may be inserted here on another terminological parallel,
which illustrates further the kinship of thought. “Shadow(s)” (skiav) is a
favorite image with the Valentinians (and other gnostics28) in their descriptions of the derived, purely negative, and only seemingly real, existence of
the material principle that has been cut off from the Pleroma (e.g., Clement
of Alexandria Exc. 31.4; Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.1; 1.11.1; Tri. Trac. 77,16–17).
Precisely the same image is employed by Moderatus: Matter is “a shadow
(skivasma) cast by the primary non-being existing in quantity and having
descended still further and being derived from it” (Simplicius In phys.
231.4–5 Diels).
9. “Limit”
From the preceding discussion it should be clear that the Limit (o{ro")
which separates Sophia from the Pleroma fits neatly into the Neopythagorean framework. The Pythagoreans too, of course, spoke of a pevra"
delimiting the a[peiron of the Dyad. The difference in vocabulary here may
not be taken as more than evidence that the Valentinians, as Christian theologians, made creative use of Pythagorean ideas, expressing them partly in
terminology invented by themselves. Nevertheless a significant verbal affinity is found in Moderatus, who describes how Matter is being kept in check
by the Good and is not permitted to overstep its “boundaries” (katalambavnetai uJp! aujtou' kai; ejxelqei'n tw'n o{rwn ouj sugcwrei'tai, Simplicius In phys.
231.21–22 Diels). Also Plotinus often speaks about how the ajorv iston of the
Dyad is delimited by an oJrismov".29 The idea of privation implied in the
Limit is expressed, moreover, in Tri. Trac. 76,30–34: “For the Father and the
All withdrew from him [ausakou neu sabol MmoF], in order that the
boundary [pHoros] which the Father had fixed might become firm.” This,
again, parallels how the Unitary Logos in Moderatus detaches from itself the
material principle by depriving it of rational content.
The functions of delimiting the unlimited and giving form to the formless are expressed in various ways in Valentinianism. In Valentinian Exposition the Limit is said to have four powers: separation, consolidation,
formation, and the giving of substance (26,31ff., 27,30ff.). In Irenaeus Haer.
1.3.5 only the first two of these powers are attributed to the Limit. In this
system, however, as well as in that of Hipp. El. 6.29ff., the function of the
Limit is doubled by that of Christ and the Holy Spirit (cf. Irenaeus Haer.
1.2.5, Hipp. El. 7.31.2). This duplication seems rather redundant and is

28 Cf. Poimandres 14; Hyp. Arch. 95,5–9; Orig. World 98,17–27.
29 Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik, 312ff.
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perhaps to be explained as caused by a combination of different sources.
In all these systems, however, the dyadic nature of Sophia is controlled by
the operation of one or two distinct power hypostases, the Limit and/or
Christ-Holy Spirit.
In the case of Tripartite Tractate, however, we find that the Son combines in himself both of these opposite functions. On the one hand the
projection of the Son represents, as we have seen, the dyadic function of
extension and spreading out. On the other hand it is also the Son who
gives the All “firmness and a place and a dwelling-place” (65,7–8); that is,
he provides the consolidation that in other texts is attributed to the operation of the Limit and/or Christ-Holy Spirit. The outcome of this double
operation is an All, or a Pleroma, which is a multiplicity as well as a unity:
The “dwelling-place” of the All is said to be a Name (65,9), which at the
same time consists of many names (65,35–67,34). Thus by attributing both
functions to the same hypostasis the ontologically ambiguous character of
the Pleroma as both plurality and unity is accentuated.
The combination of both functions within one hypostasis is what we
find in Plotinus as well, where the dyadic nature of the provodo" of Mind
from the One is complemented by the limiting act of ejpistrofhv, when
Mind directs its attention to its source. By this process Mind is constituted
as a unity-in-multiplicity. It is not inconceivable that Plotinus was influenced by gnostic precursors on this point, but it is prima facie more probable that the model of going forth and return as complementary aspects
of the process of emanation already existed in the Neopythagorean
sources common to both. An indication that this is the case is provided
by the remark in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies quoted above, that the
Dyad is considered to arise from the Monad by a double process of
e[ktasi" and sustolhv (224.34 Rehm: kata; ga;r e[ktasin kai; sustolh;n hJ
mona;" dua;" ei\nai nomivzetai).
To repeat: The Valentinian structure
Father
Son = nou'" = Pleroma

Sophia

corresponds to the Neopythagorean one of
First One
Second One = Ideas

Dyad.

Sophia, just like the Dyad, is derived from, but subsequently cut off from
its noetic counterpart and deprived of rational content, so as to become
the principle of Matter. The inner logic of the connection between the
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three terms is, however, to give form to the relationship between the
first and the second. The dyadic nature of the Son, viz. the Second One,
implicit in its being a first alterity is, as it were, removed from it and relegated to the third term. Thus, by the action of the limiting power, the
second hypostasis remains a unity, while at the same time representing
plurality. But the ambiguously double nature of the first projection may
also be expressed (in a way more similar to Plotinus) by placing both
the dyadic extension and the limiting consolidation within one and the
same hypostasis.
The subsequent phases of derivation in the Valentinian system repeat
the pattern of the initial separation—a repetition entailed by the still
unsolved ambiguity of that separation: Unity acts on formlessness, producing form through division. The following phases may be distinguished:
9.1. Distinction of Spirit and Soul
This phase contains two subphases: (a) The pure negativity of the separated and formless lower Sophia is first turned into receptivity for formation (this is called the formation according to substance) by Christ, who is
sent out from the Pleroma. He extends himself beyond the Cross (= the
Limit) (dia; tou' staurou' ejpektaqevnta). In physical terms this translates as a
movement into the unlimited; in soteriological terms it implies that Christ
subjects himself to “suffering” for the sake of Sophia by “extending himself” on the “Cross.” Having completed his formative purpose he “withdraws” (ajnadramei'n, susteivlanta aujtou' th;n duvnamin). Here we meet again
the same Pythagorean pair of concepts that we discussed above.30 In Tripartite Tractate this point in the process is represented by the intercessory
“help” (bohvqeia) given to the abandoned aeon by the aeons in the Pleroma
(81,10–82,9). It is connected with the ejpistrofhv of the fallen aeon—a term
which here seems to refer not only to a psychological-religious metavnoia
but also to physical notions akin to the Plotinian term (cf. above).31 Thus
the conversion of Sophia is also described as a phase in the derivation of
matter, in terms of a delimitation of the dyadic extension, involving sustolhv, or ejpistrofhv.
30 Already K. Müller, “Beiträge zum Verständnis der valentinianischen Gnosis,” in
Nachrichten von der Königlichen: Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen
(Philologisch-historische Klasse; Göttingen: Dieterichschen Buchhandlung, 1920),
232, related this terminology to the platuvnesqai and sustevllesqai of God in Marcellus of Ancyra. Müller was undoubtedly on the right track here, because, as we
have pointed out above, the trinitarian doctrine of Marcellus was inspired by
Pythagoreanism.
31 The conversion, ejpistrofhv, of the fallen aeon is a constant feature of the systems, cf., e.g., G. C. Stead, “The Valentinian Myth of Sophia,” JTS NS 20 (1969): 83.
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This ejpistrofhv can also be described as an awakening of a rational
element in the fallen aeon, and as becoming receptive of illumination by
a turning upwards. This corresponds in fact to the description of the “slumbering World Soul” in such Middle Platonists as Plutarch and Albinus/Alkinoos.32 This World Soul, which is conceived by these writers according to
traditions about the Dyad, is in fact aroused by the noetic God, who turns
it towards himself.33
(b) In the second subphase the Savior-Jesus is sent out from the Pleroma
to the fallen aeon. Unlike Christ, who seems to represent a still unsettled
relation of Monad and Dyad, the Savior represents the Pleroma as a mediation of unity and multiplicity (he is accompanied by a retinue of angels). He
forms Sophia by separating her from her passions (the formation according
to gnosis).34 As a result a division is established between the passionless,
rational, and spiritual on the one side, and the passions on the other.
9.2. Distinction of Soul and Matter.
The same process is repeated with the passions: (a) The passions are
still incorporeal, and the Savior transforms them into a substance (eij" oujsia
v n h[gagen aujtav, Clement of Alexandria Exc. 45.2); that is, he turns them
into an incorporeal Matter capable of becoming bodies (kai; ejx ajswmavtou
pavqou" eij" ajswvmaton u{lhn metabalei'n aujta;: ei\q! ou{tw" ejpithdeiovthta kai;
fuvsin ejmpepoihkevnai aujtoi'", w{ste eij" sugkrivmata kai; swvmata ejlqei'n, Irenaeus Haer. 1.4.5). This preparatory role of the Savior seems to correspond
structurally to that of Christ vis-à-vis Sophia.
(b) To an inferior power, the Demiurge, is delegated the task of handling this substance and turning it into actual bodies. (He is, to be sure,
invisibly moved by his mother Sophia). He too works essentially through
division and limitation, as his primary task is to separate Matter and Soul.35
32 Cf. Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 204–6, 287.
33 “He rouses and turns towards himself its Mind and itself from, as it were, a

sort of trancelike sleep, that it may look upon the objects of his intellection and so
receive to itself the Forms and shapes, in its striving towards his thoughts” (ejgeivrwn
kai; ejpistrevfwn pro;" auJto;n tovn te nou'n aujth'" w{sper ejk kavrou tino;", o{pw"
ajpoblevpousa pro;" ta; nohta; aujtou' devchtai ta; ei[dh kai; ta;" morfa;", ejfiemevnh tw'n
ejkeivnou nohmavtwn, Albinus Did. 169.31–35 Hermann). Also cf. 165.1–2 th;n yuch;n
tou' kovsmou ejpegeira" kai; eij" eJauto;n ejpistrevya".
34 cwrivsanta aujta; [sc. ta; pavqh] aujth'" . . . ajpokrivnanta cwrivsei, Irenaeus Haer.
1.4.5; ajposthvsa" de; ta; pavqh th'" peponquiva" . . . diakrivna", Clement of Alexandria
Exc. 45.2; ejksth'nai ta; pavqh ajp! aujth'", Hippolytus Ref. 6.32.6; pwr~J, Tri. Trac.
88,24; 96,11; etc.
35 diakrivnanta ga;r ta;" duvo oujsiva", Irenaeus Haer. 1.5.2; diakrivna" de; oJ dhmiourgov" ta; kaqarav ajpo; tou' ejmbriqou'", Clement of Alexandria Exc. 48.1. In Val. Exp.
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Matter, being coarser and heavier, tends downwards, while the lighter
psychic substance moves in the opposite direction. This account of demiurgic division is based on late Hellenistic diavkrisi"-cosmogonies,36 the
division between the psychic and the hylic substances being conceived
along the lines of the division between the lighter and heavier elements in
those cosmogonies. But it also fits excellently into the framework of the
Neopythagorean physical theory employed by the Valentinians, as the final
stage in the derivation of Matter after a series of successive delimitations of
the unlimited Dyad.
Conclusion
We have attempted here to show that Valentinian systematic exposition contains and represents a theory of physics that in its details as well
as in its underlying conception is Neopythagorean. This means that the
Valentinian theologians have a legitimate place in the history of ancient
philosophy—as part of the “paradigm shift” (to use, for once, this hackneyed expression) in late antiquity from two- or three-principles theories
to one-principle ones.
Neopythagorean theories of derivation is thus an essential key to the
understanding of the Valentinian systems. This does not imply, however,
that these systems are just philosophy. They are not. They are also the verbal statements of the hopes and aspirations of a religion of salvation. In
this context the tale of the fallen aeon is also an account of the fall of the
soul from its divine home. And on the collective level it is the story of the
exile of a superior race of people from the divine assembly to which they
belong, and about their reintegration into it. The presence of these complementary, and necessary, components, does not, however, reduce the
genuine philosophical interests that also lie behind the construction of the
Valentinian systems.
35,30–34 it is the Savior himself who acts in the role as dividing demiurge. In Tri.
Trac. 88,34–35 the two lowest orders are split by the manifestation of the Savior
and are kept apart by a certain “power” (97,36ff.).
36 W. Spoerri, Späthellenistische Berichte über Welt, Kultur und Götter
(Schweitzerische Beiträge zur Altertumswissenschaft 9; Basel: F. Reinhardt, 1959),
ch. 1; Thomassen and Painchaud, Le Traité Tripartite (NH I,5), 368–69.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE MATTER IN LATER PLATONISM:
THE UNCOVERING OF PLOTINUS’S DIALOGUE
WITH THE GNOSTICS
Kevin Corrigan
University of Saskatchewan
In this paper, I shall examine four different but related questions about
matter, in order to develop a clearer understanding of the attitude of later Platonism (and particularly, of Plotinus) to the gnostics on this and related topics. Most of what I have to say arises out of an attempt to think through some
difficult problems in the Enneads, and I must confess that until the preparation for this paper I had not really appreciated the importance of gnostic
thought either in itself or for an understanding of Neoplatonism. I offer my
remarks here, then, as an attempt to work out the importance of Gnosticism
for an understanding of what philosophy really was for Plotinus and Porphyry.
My first question is simple, but I think far-reaching. In the context of
ancient thought, from Plato to Moderatus, Plutarch, Atticus, and the Chaldean
Oracles (and even in Aristotle and the Stoics), space, matter, or the ultimate
substratum of physical things is invariably described in positive, negative, or
neutral (often all three) terms. What then distinguishes Plotinus’s doctrine?
How are Plotinus’s views of matter really “new,” and how do we distinguish
them from gnostic views? What I shall try to show as part of an answer to these
questions is how Plotinus develops an inner, hidden dialogue with Aristotle
on the question of matter, and then later how in certain passages there is a
further level of dialogue still, and one that clearly addresses the gnostics.
A similar problem is associated with the generation of matter. The derivation of matter from the first principle was quite common Pythagorean
doctrine in the second and first centuries B.C.E. It is also found in Moderatus of Gades (first century C.E.) and in the Chaldean Oracles.1 Now if soul’s
generation of matter as a good, not an evil act, most separates Plotinus
from the gnostics,2 why is Plotinus so thoroughly obscure on this point that
1 See Diogenes Laertius 8.25 and Simplicius In phys. 181.33–34 Diels. For Moderatus in Porphyry’s account, see Simplicius In phys. 231.5–27.
2 For this view, see D. O’Brien, Théodicée plotinienne, théodicée gnostique (Leiden: Brill, 1993), chs. 3–4.
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Hans-Rudolph Schwyzer for one believes that there is no such generation
in the Enneads? 3 This is puzzling, but I think it bears on the very character of philosophy as practiced by the school of Plotinus. An answer to this
problem, therefore, will shed some light upon Plotinus’s implicit attitude
to possible gnostic adversaries.
My third question will be to ask how Plotinus’s analyses of matter are
to be situated in the context of his explicit critique of gnostic thought in
2.9. This is a complex question,4 but what I propose is simply this. Is 2.9
alone intended to be the critique, or should 3.8; 5.8; and 5.5 be included
(which have been shown by Harder to constitute one work, a
Großschrift)?5 And if the latter, how does the whole work function as a
complex critique? If we can reach a workable conclusion on this part of
the question, then we can compare the results with Plotinus’s analysis of
matter to determine the context and spirit of Plotinus’s polemic.
Finally, I want to turn briefly to some of the major texts of Sethian
Gnosticism to look at the whole question of influence. Is Plotinus influenced by Gnosticism or Gnosticism by Plotinus, or are both drawing upon

3 H.-R. Schwyzer, “Zu Plotins Deutung der sogenannten Platonischen Materie,”
in Zetesis: Album amicorum door vrienden en collega’s aangeboden aan Prof. Dr.
E. de Strycker ter gelegenheid van zijn 65e verjaardag (Antwerp: De Nederlandsche
Boekhandel, 1973), 266–80.
4 While I would not go so far as to argue that Plotinus is closer to Gnosticism
than to the Platonic tradition (with Hans Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, vol.
1 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1934), 46; cf. idem, The Gnostic Religion
(Boston: Beacon, 1958), I share the view of V. Cilento that Plotinus’s positive
exposition in these treatises is part of the whole critique (Plotino. Paideia antignostica [Firenze: F. Le Monnier, 1971]; cf. C. Elsas, Neuplatonische und Gnostische
Weltablehnung in der Schule Plotins [Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1975];
D. J. O’Meara, “Gnosticism and the Making of the World in Plotinus,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on Gnosticism
at Yale, New Haven, Connecticut, March 28–31, 1978, vol. 1: The School of
Valentinus [ed. B. Layton; SHR 41; Leiden: Brill, 1980], 364–78; A. P. Bos. “Worldviews in Collision: Plotinus, Gnostics, and Christians” in Plotinus amid Gnostics
and Christians [ed. D. T. Runia; Amsterdam:, VU Uitgeverij/Free University Press,
1984], 11–28; F. García Bazán, Plotino y la Gnosis [Buenos-Aires: Fundación para
la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura, 1981]), but I am particularly sympathetic to
O’Meara’s view that Plotinus’s attempt to develop an account of the making of the
world in terms of productive contemplation prepares the ground for an antignostic critique, although the line of interpretation I shall adopt will go somewhat further than this. For an overview of this whole gnostic question in Plotinus, see K.
Corrigan and P. O’Cleirigh, “Plotinian Scholarship from 1971 to 1986,” ANRW
2.36.1:571–623.
5 R. Harder, “Eine neue Schrift Plotins,” Hermes 71 (1936): 1–10.
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some common body of texts?6 Further, are Plotinus’s gnostic adversaries
Sethian gnostics, as the Vita Plotini would seem to indicate,7 or Valentinian, perhaps Ptolemaean gnostics, as Igal has argued?8 I shall propose that
while Sethian gnostic texts, among others, are part of the object of Plotinus’s polemic, Plotinus is, at the same time, influenced by these texts in
his description of the fall of soul and of matter but in ways that have perhaps not been fully appreciated.
1. Positive and Negative Matter in Platonism
If we examine the history of the notion of matter starting with Plato’s
Receptacle, it becomes difficult to see what is so distinctive in Plotinus’s theory. On the one hand, Plato’s Receptacle, or cwvra, is nurse and principle of
becoming, “that in which” things come to be, “of which” and “out of which”
they are fashioned (Tim. 52d). On the other hand, it is also a principle of
precosmic disorder (30a2–6; 53b) and of active resistance to order (48a; 56c;
cf. Pol. 269c–270a). How the irrational disorders of this substratum are to
be related to the soul is a problem not only of the late Laws (896e–897d;
904a–c) and Epinomis (988d–e), but also of the whole middle Platonic tradition,9 which results in the evil, demiurgic world soul of Plutarch and Atticus,10 and by contrast an evil, ungenerated matter in Numenius.11 Even for
Aristotle, although form is contrasted with privation rather than matter with
form,12 the notion of matter itself ranges in meaning from positive
6 For Sethian Gnosticism see H.-M. Schenke, “The Phenomenon of Gnostic
Sethianism,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism (ed. B. Layton; Leiden: Brill, 1980),
588–616, and for a convincing comparison see especially the detailed study by J.
D. Turner, “Gnosticism and Platonism: The Platonizing Sethian Texts from the Nag
Hammadi in Their Relation to Later Platonic Literature,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 425–57 (on this
see also note 75).
7 Vit. Plot. 16.1–9.
8 J. Igal, “The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Philosophy’ in Plotinus,” in Neoplatonism and Early Christian Thought: Essays in Honour of A. H. Armstrong (ed. H. J.
Blumenthal and R. A. Markus; London: Variorum, 1981), 138–52.
9 On this see J. Dillon, The Middle Platonists (London: Duckworth, 1977), hereafter MP.
10 Plutarch Is. Os. 369E–372E; An. procr. 1014–1016E, 1026E–1027A. Atticus apud
Proclus In Tim. 1.381.26–382.3; 391.6–12.
11 Numenius frg. 52 des Places. Numenius, however, is reported not only to have
held that matter is the principle of all evil (paragraph 296, Calcidius) but also to
have identified matter with an evil world-soul, source of random motion (paragraph 297, J. C. M. Van Winden, Calcidius on Matter [Leiden: Brill, 1959]).
12 Aristotle Phys. 192a11–25.
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potentiality and neutrality to indeterminacy, unknowability, and even resistance to form.13 The neutral Middle Platonist formula for matter (“neither
body nor incorporeal, but potentially body”)14 tends to follow one strand
of the Aristotelian tradition, whereas the positive-negative view is clearly
related to the interpretation of Plato. Thus, as has long been recognized,15
the Plotinian schema of hypostases and two forms of matter are to be found
already in Moderatus of Gades (if not in Plato himself, according to Simplicius). Following upon the three Ones (The One “beyond being,” the second One “truly existent,” and the third “psychic” One), Simplicius relates,
“the lowest nature . . . that of the sense-realm, does not even participate, but
receives order by reflection from those others, Matter in the sense-realm
being a shadow cast by Not-Being as it manifests itself primally in Quantity,
and which is of a degree inferior even to that.”16 In this general line of interpretation are also the Chaldean Oracles and certain gnostic texts, as well as
Plotinus and Porphyry. In the Oracles matter springs from the “Source of
Sources” (frg. 34), is of various kinds, sometimes positive (frgs. 216; 173),
and yet is also evil, even “bitter” (frg. 129).17 A similar view can be found
in the Corpus hermeticum. The “downward bearing elements of nature are
left bereft of reason so as to be matter alone,” but at the same time God is
the source of “mind, nature, and matter.”18 In gnostic writings, while the
source of evil is identified with entities of the spiritual world,19 and while
13 For positive potentiality cf. Metaph. 1039b29, 1042a27; for neutrality cf. De an.

414a10, Metaph. 1029a20; for indeterminacy Phys. 209b9, 207a22, Metaph. 1037a27;
for unknowability Metaph. 1036a9, Phys. 207a25–26; and for resistance or privation,
Phys. 192a22 (“accidentally ugly”), Gen. an. 769b12, Phys. 207b35–208a4.
14 Albinus Did. 8.6–7, p. 163 Hermann.
15 E. R. Dodds, “The Parmenides of Plato and the Origin of the Neoplatonic
One”, CQ 22 (1928): 129–42. See also Dillon’s comments, MP (see note 9),
346–49.
16 Simplicius In phys. 230.34–231.27. Trans. J. Dillon, MP (note 9).
17 See especially frgs. 88, 100, 105, 134, 172, 180 Majercik. Cf. frg. 129: “Save also
the mortal covering of bitter matter” (pikra'" u{lh") (Majercik) and Enn.
2.3.17.24–25: “matter . . . a sort of sediment [uJpostavqmh"] of prior realities, bitter and
embittering [pikra'" kai; pikra; poiouvsh"].” See Dillon’s comments on these two passages in “Plotinus and the Chaldaean Oracles,” in Platonism in Late Antiquity (ed.
S. Gersh and C. Kannengeisser; Notre Dame, Ind: University of Notre Dame Press,
1992), 139–40. The active bitterness of matter in Plotinus (poiouvsh") is surely a
reflection of the Oracles, and it might also be a result of Plotinus’s dialogues with
the gnostics, as I shall argue here.
18 Cf. Corp. herm., Poimandres 1.10–11a and 3.1a.
19 Cf. Hans Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (see note 4), 179–84; Tri. Trac. 80–85;
Orig. World 98–101.
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matter is sometimes positive, particularly in the Sethian treatises,20 the
active negativity of darkness or matter becomes more prominent and is seen
as a cause of evil in other forms of darkness.21 This active notion of matter
or darkness as evil we find particularly in Enn. 1.8 [51] and 2.3 [52].17, and
later still in Porphyry. In the Sententiae, matter is an active principle of
evil,22 and absolute nonbeing, but in the Commentary on the Timaeus, Porphyry seems to adopt a different position, according to which matter is generated from the One. Porphyry distinguishes the Father and the Demiurge.
The Father generates “the whole” from himself, and the Demiurge receives
matter from the Father. In the later history of Neoplatonism, of course, Plotinus’s view that matter is the ultimate source of evil is rejected. For Syrianus,
Proclus, and Pseudo-Dionysius, evil springs from privation or nonbeing as
an accidental consequence of being.23 In such a context, therefore, Plotinus’s theory looks rather unremarkable, a recognizable interpretative development of some difficult passages in Plato. It seems close to the doctrine of
the Chaldean Oracles and to certain elements in gnostic thought, particularly the idea of an evil matter or a darkness that “makes” other things dark
20 On this see Hans-Martin Schenke, “The Phenomenon and Significance of
Gnostic Sethianism” (note 6), 614–15.
21 Cf. Ap. John 29,26–30: “And the angels changed themselves in their likeness
into the likeness of their (the daughters of men) mates, filling them with the spirit
of darkness, which they had mixed for them, and with evil.” Zost. 1,10–17: “After
I parted from the somatic darkness in me and the psychic chaos in mind and the
feminine desire [that is] in the darkness. . . After I found the infinite part of matter [“the boundlessness of my material (nature)” JDT], then I reproved the dead
creation in me”; cf. 45–46; 5; 9,14–15: “and an origin of matter begotten of lost
darkness [“the dark, corrupt product” JDT].” See also 77–78, which seems to
envisage an intelligible or precosmic dark other (?), not dissimilar from Plotinus’s
descriptions of Penia in 3.5 [50] and 1.8 [51].14. Marsanes 5,9–27; Trim. Prot.
39,20–26: “there appeared the great Demon who . . . has neither form nor perfection, but on the contrary possesses the form of the glory of those begotten in
darkness”; 40–41; Tri. Trac. 89 (“the Outer Darkness,” “Chaos,” “Hades,” “the
Abyss”); 109 (a very “Plotinian” passage setting out alternative theologies); Orig.
World 99,19–21: “just so matter came into being out of shadow and was projected
apart. And it did not depart from chaos; rather matter was in chaos”;
125,36–127,5: “something that has never been. And the product to which the
darkness had been posterior will dissolve. And the deficiency will be plucked out
by the root (and thrown) down into the darkness. And the light will withdraw up
to its root” (cf. Marsanes p. 5).
22 Sent. 30 (Mommert reads kakoi; hJ u{lh), Lambertz (kakovn), 20.
23 See Proclus, De Malorum Subsistentia in Procli Opuscula (ed. H. Boese;
Berlin: de Gruyter, 1960), 253.9–256.43. Pseudo-Dionysius Divine Names
4.732C–D Migne.
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or evil. What then distinguishes Plotinus’s view from the Chaldean Oracles
or from a generally gnostic view?
2. The Ancient Philosophy and the Inner Level of Argumentation
in Enn. 2.4 [12]
The beginning of an answer can be found, I believe, in the Vita Plotini, chapter 16, where Porphyry tells us that there were at that time in
Rome many Christians “as well as sectarians [haeretikoi] who had abandoned the ancient philosophy . . . and produced revelations by Zoroaster
and Zostrianos and Nicotheos and Allogenes and Messos and other people
of the kind.” Porphyry refers apparently to some of the Sethian texts of the
Nag Hammadi library. What is not clear, however, is his attitude to these
gnostics. The phrase aiJretikoi; de; ejk th'" palaia'" filosofiva" ajnhgmevnoi
(2–3) has received two mutually exclusive translations: Ficino’s ex antiqua
philosophia egressi (sc. orti) and Bouillet’s “qui s’écartaient de la philosophie antique” (cf. A. H. Armstrong’s translation above).24 In accord with the
first translation, and with Plotinus’s reference to the gnostics as “friends”
(2.9 [33].10.3–4), H.-C. Puech held that Plotinus regarded the gnostics as
belonging to his own group and as devotees of the mysteries of Plato.25
Igal, on the other hand, taking into account the obvious incompatibility
between the claim that the gnostics were devotees of Plato and their disparagement of Plato and subversion of the cosmology of the Timaeus (Vit.
Plot. 16.8–9; 2.9 [33].6ff.), has argued that the force of the criticism should
be understood in the following way: while the gnostics derive their thought
from “the ancient philosophy” they go on to develop an idia hairesis that
subverts rather than complements Platonic thought.26 2.9 [33].6.10–13 draws
a distinction between two groups of gnostics, those whose doctrines have
been taken from Plato and those who have “innovated” in order to establish an ijdiva filosofiva. On the basis of this, Igal concludes that with the
exception of the un-Greek doctrines that Plotinus attacks at 2.9 [33].6.57–62,
Plotinus is “overly eager to trace back the Gnostic doctrines to Plato,”27 so
much so that he oversimplifies and comes dangerously close to treating the
gnostics as kleyilovgoi. I too favor Ficino’s translation of ajnhgmevnoi. Gnostic doctrine is, according to Plotinus, at least, in part, derived from Plato,
and one of Plotinus’s major criticisms is that the gnostics develop their own
24 See J. Igal, “The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Philosophy’ in Plotinus” (note 8),
139 and 147 n. 10.
25 H.-C. Puech, “Plotin et les gnostiques,” in Les sources de Plotin (VandoeuvresGenève: Fondation Hardt, 1960), 161–74, discussion 175–90.
26 J. Igal, “The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Philosophy’ in Plotinus,” 139–41.
27 Ibid., 141.
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idiosyncratic version of reality without giving reasons for the things they
assert or offering rational support for the revelations they narrate. However,
it is plain from Plotinus’s remarks in 2.9 [33].6.10–13 and 10.3–4 that many
gnostics, if not actually part of the circle of Plotinus, were indeed considered to be friends and fellow philosophers. Thus, the context of Plotinus’s
critique, I suggest, is not simply a polemic but rather the establishment of
a basis for rational discussion and, indeed, philosophical conversation.
Hence, I take a broader, more positive view than Igal of what Plotinus is
doing in the Großschrift. I propose that Plotinus establishes an implicit
basis for rational understanding in the earlier treatises (3.8 [30]; 5.8 [31]; and
5.5 [32]) and only then singles out the ijdiva ai{resi" in 2.9.28 This is consistent with his normal practice. He rarely cites authorities explicitly (even
Plato) but proceeds indirectly either in a hidden dialogue form or by setting up an argument with reference to an implicit subtext. First, then, I shall
outline this interpretation in the light of what I take to be the meaning of
the phrase “the ancient philosophy” and with the purpose of determining
what is distinctive in Plotinus’s doctrine of matter-evil. Second, I shall
examine the generation of matter and the descent of the soul, and, finally,
I shall give a brief analysis of what I take to be the overall context of the
Großschrift.
What is “the ancient philosophy” for our understanding of the context
of Plotinus’s writings? Its most conspicuous source is Plato, but in Porphyry’s famous estimate, Plotinus’s writings are full of hidden Stoic and
Peripatetic doctrines. Aristotle’s Metaphysics, in particular, “is condensed in
them” (Vit. Plot. 14.6–8), and Middle Platonic (Severus, Gaius, Atticus) as
well as Neopythagorean (Cronius and Numenius) and Peripatetic commentaries (Aspasius, Adrastus, Alexander) were read in the school meetings. While these obviously helped to form a context for Plotinus’s own
writings, Plotinus’s thinking itself took “a distinctive personal line” in its
contemplative scrutiny (i[dio" . . . kai; ejxhllagmevno" ejn th/' qewriva), Porphyry
stresses, and brought “the mind of Ammonius” (about which we know little or nothing)29 to bear on the investigation at hand.30 Plotinus’s characteristic approach, then, was not to speak directly out of a textbook but to
take his own creative line of argumentation derived from the context of
ancient philosophy, with Stoic and Aristotelian dogmata concentrated in a
hidden, implicit way in its subtext. This is, at least, what Porphyry claims,
and if true, it may well help to distinguish Plotinian and gnostic writings.
28 See especially 2.9 [33].6.2–12; cf. 9.26–31, 45–51, 74–83.
29 On Ammonius Saccas, see F. M. Schroeder, “Ammonius Saccas,” ANRW

2.36.1:493–526.
30 Vit. Plot. 14.14–18. All translations from the Enneads will be drawn from the
Loeb edition by A. H. Armstrong (though they will sometimes be adapted).
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Despite Porphyry’s testimony, the precise character of Plotinus’s
philosophical method has often gone unnoticed, and the presence of
genuinely Aristotelian elements in his thought (to give Aristotle the prominence that Porphyry gives him for understanding the Enneads) has
received scrutiny only from a few scholars.31 De Gandillac, in fact, has
recently rejected Porphyry’s claim that the Metaphysics is condensed in
the Enneads.32 Yet what is most distinctive about all of the treatises that
are devoted to the problem of matter is that they contain at their core, not
only a reflection upon Platonic doctrines, but an argument with Aristotelian philosophy that is incorporated as a minor key in the much larger
picture of ancient thought within which Plotinus develops his own position.33 Schwyzer has pointed out that Plotinus simply identified the Platonic Receptacle with Aristotelian matter, following such an august
authority as Aristotle himself, of course, but hardly in accord with the
nature of the evidence before us.34 Yet Plotinus does not simply identify

31 For different viewpoints and approaches compare C. Rutten, Les catégories
du monde sensible dans les Ennéades de Plotin (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1961); K.
Wurm, Substanz und Qualität (Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1973); J. Igal,
“Aristoteles y la evolución de la antropología de Plotino” Pensiamento 35 (1979):
315–16; T. Szlezák, Platon und Aristoteles in der Nuslehre Plotins (Basel: Schwabe,
1979); and for a generally unfavorable assessment of Plotinus’s use of Aristotle,
A. C. Lloyd, The Anatomy of Neoplatonism (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1990).
32 M. de Gandillac, “Plotin et la Métaphysique d’Aristote,” in Études sur la Métaphysique d’Aristote: Actes du VIe Symposium Aristotelicum (ed. P. Aubenque; Paris:
J. Vrin, 1979), 247–59.
33 Because of lack of space, I shall deal here primarily with 2.4 [12] and only
briefly with 1.8 [51]. However, 3.6 [26], which is arguably the most Platonic of the
three treatises, contains a central argument that stems from Aristotle. If matter is
impassible, in what sense is this to be understood? Only formal, specific contraries
can produce affections. For example, the hot and the cold work upon each other,
and so too the red or not red, or blue, but not the red and the cold. But if matter
underlies contraries, then it cannot be affected like compound subjects. Therefore,
the affection that matter undergoes requires a different manner of speaking (3.6 [26]
chs. 8–10, especially 11.24–25).
34 On “agreement” between Plato and Aristotle, see A. H. Armstrong, The Cambridge History of Later-Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 9, 82–83, 197. On the identification of the Receptacle
with matter see H.-R. Schwyzer, “Zu Plotins Deutung der sogenannten Platonischen
Materie” (note 3), 266ff.; cf. Calcidius In Tim. 308: “(Silvae) nomen dederunt auditores Platonis ipse enim nusquam silvae nomen ascripsit”; F. Solmsen, “Aristotle’s
Word for Matter” in Didascaliae: Studies in Honour of A. M. Albareda (ed. S. Prete;
New York: B. M. Rosenthal, 1961), 393–408.
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the Receptacle with Aristotelian matter. Rather, in his first work on matter,
he starts with a Platonic view of higher or intelligible matter (2.4 [12].1–5)
and then proceeds to explore the meaning and limits of the AristotelianPeripatetic notion of sensible matter (2.4 [12].6–16). In this latter portion
of the work, his starting point is an orthodox statement of AristotelianPeripatetic doctrine.35 Matter plays a positive role in the composition and
dissolution of compounds (2.4 [12].6), and Plotinus even takes a chapter
to point out the cogency of Aristotelian thought against earlier pre-Socratic
views (7). In the following chapters he explores the meaning of the indefiniteness of matter, namely, that it is not quantity, quality, or any of the
other categories, and he even provides a compelling view of what it
means to say that we experience indefiniteness (10–11). He argues subsequently that while privation does relate to form, it also surely characterizes the very lack of nature in matter too:
If then it is non-existent because it is not being, but some other existing
thing different from being, the definitions are two, one comprising the
substrate, and that of privation making clear its relationship to the other
existing things. (2.4 [12].14.22–24)

Plotinus is sensitive to Aristotle’s insistence that form is opposed to
privation, not matter, and therefore that the definitions of matter and privation should differ. However, he thinks that Aristotle does not go nearly
far enough:
Or perhaps the definition of matter shows its relationship to other things
and that of the substrate also shows its relationship to other things, but
that of privation, if it shows the indefiniteness of matter, might actually
touch upon it itself; but in this case they are both one in substratum, but
two in rational definition. But if privation, by being indefinite and unlimited and without qualities, is the same thing as matter, how do the definitions still remain two? (10.24–30)

Plotinus starts with a tentative suggestion (tavca) and concludes with a
question! Why does he do this, particularly at such a critical juncture of his
argument, namely, the ultimate reference of privation that “might actually
touch upon” indefiniteness and matter? The answer, I propose, is that without ever mentioning Aristotle, Alexander, Aspasius, or any Peripatetic by
name, Plotinus has constructed an inner dialogue with Peripatetic philosophy on the nature of matter at the level of indefiniteness and this is based
35 See the assessment of E. Bréhier in his Notice to 2.4 [12] in Les Ennéades de
Plotin (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1924–1938), 49–50. 2.4 [12] 6 and 7 are a faithful
commentary of Metaph. 12.2, in Bréhier’s view, probably Peripatetic in origin.
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on the text of Aristotle. Thus, the introduction of avpeivrw/ at line 29 (the
meaning of which he will explore in the next chapter) is an implicit appeal
to the reader of Aristotle’s Physics: the “infinite” is not the container, but
the contained, and it is a cause as matter whose being is privation (to; me;n
ei\nai aujtw/' stevrhsi" in 207b35–208a2). Indeed, more than an echo of Aristotle’s sophisticated notion of infinity pervades the final chapter (16) of 2.4.
According to Aristotle, it is characteristic of the infinite that “one thing is
always being taken after another” (Phys. 206a27–28). For Plotinus, matter
is always “other” (2.4 [12].16.26), not in the sense of Platonic “otherness”
from the Sophist (16.1–3), for “what it is it becomes still more” (16.15–16).36
Thus, Plotinus concludes against Aristotle’s criticism that the Platonists
make matter desire its own extinction (Phys. 192a16–25), that on the contrary, matter’s desire for form “brings what it is naturally to actuality and
perfection, like the unsown field when it is sown” (16.11–16).37 This
remarkable conclusion indicates the hidden, revolutionary nature of his
transformation of the notion of matter. Matter’s negative, “misformed,” evil
nature is a direct function of its positive role in generation. When the compound physical thing becomes formed or limited, matter is the recipient of
form, and the coming-to-be of the compound would be impossible without that recipient. Hence, in the light of form, matter is positive, for it
becomes shaped in compounds and possesses a natural potentiality in this
shaping. In its own nature, however, a nature necessarily devoid of all the
categories of being, matter is revealed as absence or privation by the very
presence of form itself. For Plotinus, therefore, the negative, evil nature of
matter is a necessary development of Aristotle’s own thought, which
stopped short at the name of “indefiniteness” and did not pursue the analysis, as he implicitly thinks it should have done, into the privative nature of
the indefinite substratum itself.
2.4 [12], then, provides us with a perfect example of Plotinus’s method.
First, since the topic is matter, the question of Aristotle’s opposition to the
Platonic view has to be confronted. The object, I suggest, is not to reconcile
36 Cf. 2.5 [25].5.3–7.
37 See also the words immediately following this: “and as when the female con-

ceives by the male, and does not lose its femaleness but becomes still more female”
(13–15). Most probably this reflects Aristotle Phys. 192a22–25. There is no space
here for an examination of the role of the feminine in Plotinus’s accounts of matter. Any treatment would, however, have to take account of Plotinus’s treatment of
Penia (Plato’s Symposium) especially in III, 5 [50] and I, 8 [51] 14. For a fascinating
account of part of this topic in gnostic thought, see Birger A. Pearson, “The Figure
of Norea in Gnostic Literature,” in Proceedings of the International Colloquium on
Gnosticism, Stockholm, August 20–25, 1973 (ed. G. Widengren; Stockholm:
Almqvist & Wicksell, 1977), 143–52.
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Plato and Aristotle, but rather to develop a highly individual line of thought
that can show Peripatetics how on Aristotelian grounds such a reconciliation between two living forms of thought might take place. Second, if this
is “the ancient philosophy,” then what Plotinus practices is not the citing
of authority (though he sometimes does that too) but the development of
an inner conversation (in the reflection of Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, etc.)
that is based upon shared discovery rather than private revelation. All in
all, then, it is a mistake to suppose either that Plotinus gets more pessimistic about matter as he gets older or, conversely, that it is only in the
earlier writings that he thinks about matter in a dualistic way and that in
“combating the Gnostics he came to more optimistic thoughts.”38 Plotinus’s
mature view is already implicit in 2.4 [12] but, of course, it is not yet fully
developed. What we can say at this stage is that if the positive and negative functions of matter are so interrelated, then there has to be a positive
view of matter and of the cosmos in the light of form or lovgo". Furthermore, the cause of evil cannot simply be located in the lovgo" or in an ignorant demiurge, since whatever privation there might be in the soul, its
ultimate cause has to be traced to matter in the sense of final deficiency.
On the other hand, to locate evil simply and solely in an apparently independent and ungenerated matter, as Numenius appears to do, is not possible on the terms of Plotinus’s theory, because then one leaves the
correlative, but predominant, positive function of matter out of account.
3. The Generation of Matter and Some Difficult Passages in the Enneads:
A Hidden Dialogue with the Gnostics?
It is at least in part this subtle analysis of matter with its inner level of
hidden conversation that, I believe, is responsible for one of the major
mysteries of the Enneads, namely, the problem of the generation of matter. Schwyzer holds that it is not generated, O’Brien and others (myself
included) that it is.39 But why should Plotinus be so cagey on the issue?
O’Brien recently suggested (in an as yet unpublished paper) that this
38 See H.-C. Puech, Sources (note 25) 184; J. Zandee, The Terminology of Ploti-

nus and of Some Gnostic Writings, Mainly the Fourth Treatise of the Jung Codex
(Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Insituut, 1961), 19.
39 For references and historia quaestionis, see R. Schwyzer “Zu Plotins Deutung
der sogenannten Platonischen Materie” (note 3); D. O’Brien “Plotinus on Evil: A
Study of Matter and the Soul in Plotinus’ Conception of Human Evil,” in Le Néoplatonisme (Paris: Éditions du CNRS, sciences humaines, 1971), 114–46; idem,
“Plotinus and the Gnostics on the Generation of Matter,” in Neoplatonism and Early
Christian Thought (ed. H. J. Blumenthal and R. A. Markus; London: Variorum,
1981), 108–23; K. Corrigan, “Is There More Than One Generation of Matter in the
Enneads?” Phronesis 31.2 (1986): 167–81.
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doctrine is one of the secret doctrines from the teachings of Ammonius
Saccas.40 But if this is so, then why should it be common Neopythagorean
doctrine, to be discovered also in such diverse sources as the Chaldean
Oracles, Tatian, and even perhaps Plutarch?41 According to Tertullian, the
whole question was virtually a topos in Middle Platonist schools of the second century.42
3.1. The Critical Background: 3.4 [15].1; 4.8 [6].6; 2.9 [33].3
O’Brien has recently devoted an entire book to the criticism of a small
article I published in 1986 on the generation of matter.43 There I tried to
show that certain difficult passages in the Enneads constrain us to accept
that Plotinus views the generation of matter in several, rather different
ways and consequently that a rigid two-tier theory of matter, Intelligible
and Sensible matter, is not entirely adequate to the subtlety and richness
of all Plotinus’s analyses. I argued, in particular, that only one passage in
the Enneads, 3.4 [15].1, yields conclusive proof (without need of any further “argument”) that matter is generated by the partial soul, but that other
passages trace this generation to soul in its integrity and that lower matter
may even be said to be an implicit consequence of the emergence of Otherness from the One, disclosed only as lower matter by its remaining eternally “unlit.”44 I further argued (against O’Brien) that lower matter does
participate in the good precisely and only to the degree it is formed, and
I also tried to show that when Plotinus talks hypothetically in a later treatise about soul generating matter in undergoing an affection (paqou'sa, 1.8
[51].14.51), this is a position that he can also assimilate, and I established
parallels for this in other treatises.45
I still hold to this overall view, and O’Brien’s two recent books on this
topic fail to persuade me otherwise. In fact, in matters of real substance my
40 In a paper delivered to the MacKenna Society Colloquium at Trinity College,
Dublin, in May 1992 (to appear in Hermathena).
41 See note 1 above. Cf. also Chald. Or. frg. 34 Majercik, e[nqen (= source of
sources, frg. 30); cf. Psellus Hypotyp. 27, hJ me;n u{lh patrogenh'" ejsti; Tatian Or.
Graec. 5 (matter is generated by the demiurge); 12.1 (matter is produced by
god). Plutarch Quaest. plat. 1001B–C. On this generally, see P. W. van der Horst
and J. Mansfield, An Alexandrian Platonist against Dualism (Leiden: Brill,
1974), 15–16.
42 Tertullian Herm. 16.11ff. Waszink.
43 D. O’Brien, Plotinus on the Origin of Matter. An Exercise in the Interpretation
of the Enneads (Napoli: Bibliopolis, 1991).
44 K. Corrigan, “Is There More Than One Generation of Matter in the Enneads?”
(note 39), 168–72.
45 Ibid., 172–76.
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own position and that of O’Brien are very close. Of course, he rejects my
positive view of lower matter, but despite his excessive criticism of my article, he is now prepared to trace the generation of matter to soul in its
integrity and to accept the “affection” of soul as Plotinus’s own view in his
most recent work.46 As far as I can tell, these were not features of his earlier articles.47 Let this serve as a preface and context for the approach I
shall take here on the generation of matter.
Surely it is remarkable that only one passage in the Enneads should
yield conclusive proof (without need of any further argument) that matter
is generated by the partial, but pure soul (in this case the soul as a power
of growth).48 “What is generated,” Plotinus states at 3.4 [15].1.10–12, “is no
longer a form of soul, but absolute indefiniteness” (ajoristivan . . . pantelh').
“Absolute indefiniteness” can signify nothing else but matter. Plotinus continues: “When it is perfected it becomes a body, receiving the form appropriate to its potentiality” (14–15). This conspicuous statement should refute
the widely held view that matter as such has no positive potentiality for
Plotinus. In fact, it echoes the conclusion of 2.4 [12].16: even “misformed”
matter or ultimate evil is “preserved in being” and “brought to ejnevrgeia
and teleivwsi"” by form (11–13). The positive-negative doctrine of matter
is, therefore, connected with Plotinus’s view of its generation. Unfortunately, however, all other passages relating to its generation are ambiguous (5.2 [11].1.18–27; 5.1 [10].7.46–48; 2.3 [52].18.10–13; 4.3 [27].9.20–26; 3.9
[13].3; 1.8 [51].14.51–54).49 Plotinus may be referring to body or matter, or
the view expressed may be only hypothetical, and so on. Yet Plotinus’s
position is relatively clear. The partial soul generates matter not by any sinful inclination (as Plotinus makes clear also in his critique of the gnostics
in 2.9),50 but as a function of its being soul.
The situation is, however, much more complex than this initial statement might lead us to believe. What seems characteristic of these and other
ambiguous passages is how far Plotinus seems to leave the question open
46 D. O’Brien, Théodicée plotinienne, théodicée gnostique (note 2), 41 n. 17,
55–56; 34–35, 66–67, 75–76.
47 D. O’Brien, “Plotinus on Evil” (note 39).
48 3.4.1.4–5: o{tan de; ejn futoi'" gevnhtai, au\th kratei' oi|on movnh genomevnh.
49 It is impossible in the circumstances to provide the detailed analyses that these
passages merit. For analysis, see the works cited in note 39.
50 See 2.9 [33].8.39–43: Do souls descend by compulsion or voluntarily? Plotinus
asks of the Gnostics. These two alternatives do not exclude one another: the soul’s
descent is both voluntary (without being chosen) and necessary (without compulsion). Cf. 4.3.13.17–20 and also the fine analysis of O’Brien, Théodicée plotiniènne,
théodicée gnostique (note 2), 5–18, which points out the (Aristotelian) distinction
between “will” and “choice.”
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or to allow the reader to form his or her own view. Thus in 4.8.6, two possibilities are presented, but on both, Plotinus argues, matter must be taken
to participate in good:
The nature of matter, then, either existed for ever, and it was impossible
for it, since it existed, not to participate in that which grants all things as
much good as each one of them can take; or else its coming into being
was a necessary consequence of the causes before it, and not even so was
it required to be separate because that which gave it existence as a kind
of gracious gift became stationary through lack of power before it came
to it. (18–23)

But if one adopts the first alternative, there is little reason not to adopt the
second, because if an independent matter participates in some way in the
good, why should one continue to think of it as originally independent? Of
course, to the degree that matter is not a cause, but an accidental nature
(as Aristotle might define this in Phys. 2), the viewpoint that it always
existed as independent still perhaps makes some sense as an initial position. O’Brien holds that the first of these alternatives must concern intelligible matter, since sensible matter cannot participate. But surely Plotinus is
arguing with a hidden interlocutor here, quite possibly a gnostic, and he
wants to make the point that whichever point of view one takes—the ultimate abandonment of matter or its consequential connectedness with
being—one is effectively compelled to the same conclusion.
A more direct dialogue and similar alternative theories about matter
are to be found in the explicit critique of the gnostics in 2.9.3, where Plotinus insists on the eternal dependence of the physical world on intelligible
illumination. If “anyone says” (ti" . . . levgoi) that generated things will be
corrupted into matter, then why, Plotinus argues, “should he not also say”
that the matter will be corrupted? But if “he is going to say”
(fhvsei) that, what necessity was there, “we will say” (fhvsomen), for it to
come into being?51 Plotinus then takes up the two alternatives, the abandonment of matter or its connectedness with being (here recognizably
gnostic), which he had presented in 4.8 [6].6:
But if they will say [fhvsousi] that it was necessary for it to come into being
as a consequence of the existence of higher principles [parakolouqei'n],
the necessity is there now as well. But if matter is going to remain alone,
the divine principles will not be everywhere . . . they will be, so to speak,
walled off from matter; but if this is impossible, matter will be illuminated
by them. (2.9 [33].3.15–21)
51 See also D. O’Brien, Théodicée plotinienne, théodicée gnostique (note 2),

36–37.
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In both passages, but in 2.9 [33] demonstrably, there is a hidden dialogue,
and the object is to have the interlocutor see the apparent truth of the
question on the basis of reason itself. This gives us a clear insight into one
purpose of ambiguity in the Enneads. Ambiguity is a rational means of
respecting the presence of an explicit or implicit interlocutor and of providing sufficient openness for an inner dialogue to be effective. Finally,
since the “aloneness” of lower matter is a recognizably gnostic viewpoint
that Plotinus rejects in 2.9 [33].3, and since there is a precise sense in which
“lower” matter may be said to participate (namely, to the degree that matter is formed), then I conclude that both alternatives in 4.8 [6].6 refer to
lower matter.
3.2. 2.5 [25].5 and 2.4 [12].5: Lower Matter and Intelligible Matter
Let us take another curious passage about matter from 2.5 [25].5.
Although to the best of my knowledge no one has yet proposed this, there
are echoes of a gnosticizing mythology in this chapter. Matter is, “so to
speak, cast out and utterly separated” from the Intelligible (2.5 [25].11–12),
just as the intention or desire of the higher Sophia becomes “cast out into
the spaces of the Shadow and the Void” in the form of the lower Sophia
in Valentinian Gnosticism.52 Matter has “walked out of true being” (28),
like a gnostic personification of passion giving rise to matter.
It was not anything actually from the beginning, since it stood apart from
all realities, and it did not become anything; it has not been able to take
even a touch of colour from the things which wanted to plunge into it, but
remaining directed to something else it exists potentially to what comes
next; when the realities of the intelligible world had already come to an end
it appeared and was caught by the things that came into being after it and
took its place as the last after these two. So, being caught [kataleifqei'sa]
by both, it could belong to neither class of realities; it is only left for it to
be potentially a sort of weak and dim phantasm unable to receive a shape.
So it is actually a phantasm [ei[dwlon] . . . a falsity. (12–23)

The negative side is emphasized here, but the positive function is implicit,
if puzzling, for matter has come out of the Intelligible and therefore must
be traced back to the first outpouring of otherness from the One, as also
in 2.4 [12].5.28–37. But what can it mean to be “cast out” of the Intelligible? Is it, perhaps, that matter is included in the first emanation from the
One as a result of Otherness? Is it then only disclosed as matter because it
remains unillumined in its own nature and, therefore, escapes the realm of

52 Cf. Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (note 4), 62–65, 182–196. See also the Ap. John
II 10; 18.
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being to become, first, precosmic matter (“when the intelligible realities
had come to an end, it appeared”) and, finally, the substratum of the sensible world (cf. it is “caught by the things that come into being after it”)? I
am not sure if this is the correct interpretation, but it certainly seems to fit
at least two difficult passages in the Enneads (2.4 [12].5 and 2.5 [25].5).
Please observe that this interpretation does not deny that the partial soul
generates matter, but rather puts this in the context of the integral emanation of the two lower hypostases, Intellect and Soul. The whole content of
soul, and matter too, is implicitly contained within the first movement from
the One, but since the partial soul, or the lowest creative part of the World
Soul, is higher than the whole of physical existence, it is still the partial
soul—a pure, partial soul—which generates and informs matter.
At any rate, this is how I interpret 2.4 [12].5.28–37:
For Otherness There . . . makes (intelligible) matter; for this is the principle of matter, this and the primary Movement. For this reason Movement
too was called otherness. . . . The Movement and Otherness which came
from the First are undefined, and need the First to define them; and they
are defined when they turn to it. But before the turning, matter, too, was
undefined and the Other and not yet good, but unilluminated from the
First. For if light comes from the First, then that which receives the light,
before it receives it has everlastingly [ajeiv] no light; but it has light as other
than itself, since the light comes to it from something else.

First, the matter of the Intelligible World is generated by Otherness (perhaps a significant difference from the Chaldean Oracles, frg. 34, where
matter is generated directly from the “Source”), but in its conversion
becomes a fully formed oujsiva. Plotinus refers to this as “the dark,” but its
darkness is different from that of lower matter, which is an “outcast” darkness—or at least so Plotinus tells us in 2.5 [25].5. Here in 2.4 [12].5 he
remarks: “the depth [bavqo"] of each thing is matter” (quite probably a
reflection of frg. 163 in the Chaldean Oracles).53 Whatever intelligible
darkness is in 2.4 [12].5, then, it is related to the intelligible substratum that
is formed substance.54 Thus, the Infinite or “dark other” of later Neoplatonism that is “the principle of life, fecundity and creative expansion”55
53 Chald. Or. frgs. 163–65: “Do not stoop [neuvsh/"] into the dark-gleaming
world beneath which an abyss [buqov"] is spread, forever formless [a[morfo"] and
invisible, dark all around, foul, delighting in images [eijdwlocarhv"], without reason [ajnovhto"] . . . forever revolving around its maimed depth [bavqo"], forever
wedded to an invisible shape [cf. Enn. 2.4 [12].10], idle, without breath” (Majercik). Cf. frg. 184.
54 2.4 [12].5.15–16, 19-23.
55 A. H. Armstrong, “Dualism: Platonic, Gnostic, and Christian” (note 6), 42.
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cannot be found in this passage.56 Nonetheless, Proclus’s later development
of this concept is implicit here, as also in 6.7 [38].32, where Plotinus tells us
that the formlessness in Nous springs from the formlessness of the One’s
power which is kalou' a[nqo" ... kavllo" kallopoiovn (31–39—an echo of the
Chaldean Oracles?).57 Still more pertinent is 6.5 [23].12.1–11, where Plotinus describes the omnipresence of being as a single intelligible life whose
matter is not the endlessness of discursive thought, but the infinite, tireless,
and boiling life of the same power “infinite in depth” (bussovqen a[peiron).
Again, this is surely an echo of gnostic or Chaldean influence.58 All in all,
one may say then that Plotinus’s notion of intelligible matter, formless
Beauty, or infinite unrestricted power is a genuine source of later Neoplatonism’s more positive evaluation of the “dark other.”
However, the language of the above passage is puzzling. How can
intelligible matter everlastingly have no light? Is this simply a way of saying that all intelligible moments must effectively be eternal? I suggested in
my Phronesis article that lower matter is implicitly contained in this
description, for only lower matter is truly in itself a recipient eternally in
the state of being before receiving. I do not deny that Plotinus is talking primarily about intelligible matter (though, of course, both matters have been
included in the discussion of the chapter up to this point), but since intelligible matter is defined in its oujsiva by the intelligible form that shapes it,
while lower matter remains “other,” indeed “alien” to the form that appears
in it, I think it most likely that Plotinus implicitly includes lower matter in
his thinking about the integral emanation of everything from the One
through the First Otherness and First Movement.
In sum, the two forms of darkness, Intelligible and Sensible, are to be
distinguished only by the form that renders them different, as Plotinus
states very clearly in 2.4 [12].5.59 Since distinction between the two is not
a question of easy resolution within a single phrase or one description, I
suggest that the whole of these two treatises, 2.4 [12] and 2.5 [25], are systematic rational attempts to explore this fundamental ambiguity of darkness
either in relation to, or by contrast with, the form that shapes it.

56 Proclus In Tim. I [24d–e], 176 Diehl; In Parm. 6.1119.4–11, 23–31; Elem. Theol.
props. 89–92; Platonic Theology 3.7–9.
57 Chald. Or. frgs. 1; 34 (connected with the birth of matter); 35; 37.15; 42; 49;
and 130.
58 See H. J. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik (Amsterdam: B. R. Grüner,
1967), 223–64, esp. diagram, 239; and B. A. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes (NHC
X) and the Platonic Tradition,” in Gnosis: Festschrift für Hans Jonas (ed. B. Aland;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 373–84.
59 2.4 [12].5.12–15.
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3.3. Consequences: The Development of a Pathology of Evil in 1.8 [51]: A
Genuine Comparison and Dialogue with Gnostic Thought
Nonetheless, Plotinus’s language in 2.4 [12].5 and, even more so, his
gnostic description of an exiled matter in 2.5 [25].5 (effectively a description of the fall of matter) remain puzzling (particularly in the latter case,
at the end of a discussion of potential and actual existence). Angels or
souls or mental attributes may fall in gnostic or Platonic myths, but it is
much more difficult to see how matter as nonbeing or privation can
undergo such a fall. Can Plotinus actually be interpreting their own myths
for the gnostics themselves, but along the lines of his own thought? If this
is so, there is a price to be paid, for if Plotinus conducts such a hidden
conversation in argument, description, or phrase, then the gnostics certainly have the right to ask whether his notion of matter is any more compelling or consistent than their own. If one refuses to anthropomorphize
or personify ultimate evil, but nonetheless continues to employ anthropomorphic language, then the question how evil can actually have real
negative effects becomes pressing. How can an absolutely indeterminate
matter cause evil? The very notion seems unthinkable. And how could
such nothingness be related to the soul? Can the soul or lovgo" really
remain pure in generating matter, and what really happens when the soul
becomes evil?
These questions, indeed, Plotinus confronts right at the end of his
life, in his fifty-first treatise (1.8), and I propose that this is partly because
of his continued implicit conversation with the gnostics, as well as
because of his explicit critique that we will examine separately below. At
any rate, despite Heinemann and Thedinga’s reservations about this late
work,60 Plotinus actually succeeds in creating an effective pathology of
evil in 1.8 [51] by means of the notion of matter as antisubstance, which
is surely made possible by Aristotle’s language in Gen. corr. 3 and also
by Alexander of Aphrodisias’s notion of holistic fields of the virtues and
vices opposed by their contrary natures.61 Matter, Plotinus argues, can be
nonsubstance or antisubstance, not as the negation of individual substance, but rather as the universal negation of all beings, by virtue of its
universal opposition to form. Other contraries are either in the same
species or genus and, therefore, have generic or quasi-generic “matter”
to unite them (1.8 [51].6.36–38, 56–59; Aristotle Metaph. 1.1054b27–30).
60 F. Thedinga, “Plotin oder Numenius,” Hermes 54 (1919): 249–78; F. Heinemann, Plotin: Forschungen über die plotinische Frage Plotinsentwicklung und sein
System (Leipzig: F. Meiner, 1921), 83ff.
61 For Alexander, the different virtues (or vices) are contributory parts of the
whole and are virtues or vices only in this relation. De Anima. Liber Cum Mantissa
155.21–28 (Bruns). Cf. Aristotle, Eth. nic. 1096b27–28.
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But where the contrariety is between utterly opposed wholes, that is,
between the complements of substance and those of nonsubstance, the
real application of the term genus disappears;62 as Plotinus says, “they
are made up of opposites and they make opposites (58–59). So in De
generatione et corruptione Aristotle envisages the possibility of a universal opposition between being and nonbeing, oujsiva and u{lh, and argues:
“If unqualified non-being signifies what does not exist at all, this will be
a universal negation of all things, and, therefore, what comes to be must
come to be out of nothing” (317b11–13). Whether or not Aristotle himself holds this view to be true, throughout chapter 3 of De generatione
et corruptione, he treats being and nonbeing as a continuum from form
and substance to privation and matter. Here in 1.8 [51].6 Plotinus argues
that both do not constitute a single genus; hence they must be contrary
species or antispecies. There is, therefore, no “way between them” and,
thus, he cites Aristotle’s Metaph. 1.4 in the closing lines of the chapter to
indicate clearly that these two opposed groups form “the greatest difference.”63 And in the following chapters he develops a theory of the complements of these opposed wholes.64
Here, again, we uncover a hidden dialogue with Aristotle and the Peripatetics behind a text that looks primarily Platonic. Again, there is a subtle
interweaving of latent strands from the thought of “ancient philosophy”
into the development of a new and distinctive line of inquiry. I shall show
that there is still another level of dialogue present even in this complex
subtext, a dialogue—however indirect—with the gnostics. I shall cite only
two examples that I think bear comparison.
3.4. The Affection of Soul and the Fall of Nous: 1.8 [51] and Gnostic Thought
It is sometimes remarked that there is nothing in Plotinus like the failure, weakness, ignorance, and sickness of the Logos in gnostic thought.65
This may be true, but Plotinus nonetheless develops his own version of
this at different levels of descent. Parallel to the curiosity of the Demiurge or the boldness and self-determination of the fall in gnostic
thought,66 are, of course, the tovlma and self-determination (aujtexouvsio")
62 Cf. Alexander of Aphrodisias Quaestiones 78.13 (Bruns).
63 1.8 [51].6.54–59.
64 See esp. 1.8 [51].9.1–14; 11–13; 15.9–12 (this is presaged already in 3.16–17,
30–38; 4.20–22; 5.14–17.
65 See, for example, A. H. Armstrong, “Dualism: Platonic, Gnostic, and Christian”
(note 56), 45.
66 See A.-J. Festugière, La Révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste, vol. 3: Les doctrines
de l’âme (Études bibliques; Paris: J. Gabalda, 1953), 83ff.; Zandee, The Terminology of Plotinus and of Some Gnostic Writings (note 38), 26–27.
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of the early Enn. 5.1 [10].167 and the busybody “restless nature” (fuvsew"
polupravgmono") at rest in eternity of the late treatise 3.7 [45].11.15.68 If
gnostic elements are pronounced in the early treatises, they are equally
present in the middle and late treatises, but perhaps in a more sophisticated, subtextual form. In 1.8 [51] Plotinus develops two variations on the
fall of the lovgo", the first in relation to soul:
That which does not stay like this (soul in perfect intentness upon Intellect) but goes out from itself because it is not perfect or primary but is a
sort of ghost [i[ndalma] of the first soul, because of its deficiency, as far as
it extends, is filled with indefiniteness and sees darkness, and has matter
by looking at that which it does not look at (as we say that we see darkness as well as the things we actually see). (1.8 [51].4.28–32)69

The second variation in relation to Intellect is even more pertinent:
So this intellect which sees matter is another intellect which is not intellect, since it presumes [tolmhvsa"] to see what is not its own . . . so intellect leaving its own light in itself and as it were going outside itself and
coming to what is not its own, by not bringing its own light with it experiences [e[paqe] something contrary to itself that it may see its contrary. (1.8
[51].9.18–26)

In the early Enneads we hear of partial soul “as it were, walking on air and
becoming more indefinite” (3.9 [13].3.11–12), and the problem of the cognition of nonbeing or darkness is part of Plotinus’s thinking from 2.4 [12].10
onwards. Nonetheless, the idea that nou'" has the tovlma to undergo the
affection of its opposite is a genuine development in Plotinus’s thinking. It
is equivalent to intellect de-intelligizing itself, and it seems to me that Plotinus is talking—perhaps indirectly—to gnostics in these passages. I propose that Plotinus may have in mind a strikingly parallel passage from
Zostrianos (or one rather like it) which describes the scattering and return
of man in remarkably similar terms:
If he withdraws to himself alone many times, and if he comes into being
with reference to the knowledge of the others, Mind and the immortal
[Origin] will not understand. Then it has a shortage, . . . for he turns, has
67 5.1 [10].1.3–5: “The beginning of evil for them was the tovlma and gevnesi" and

the first Otherness and the wish to belong to themselves.”
68 3.7 [45].11.15–17: “But since there was a restlessly active nature [fuvsew" . . .
polupravgmono"] which wanted to control itself and be on its own, this moved, and
time moved with it.”
69 Cf. 5.2 [11].1.18–27.
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nothing and separates from it and stands . . . and comes into being by an
alien [impulse. . . ], instead of becoming one. Therefore, he bears many
forms. When he turns aside, he comes into being seeking these things that
do not exist. When he falls down to them in thought, and knows them in
another way because he is powerless, unless perhaps he is enlightened,
he becomes a product of nature. Thus he comes down to birth because
of it and is speechless because of the pains and infiniteness of matter.
Although he possesses an eternal and immortal power he is bound within
the [movement] of the body. He is [made] alive and is bound [always]
within cruel, cutting bonds by every evil breath, until he [acts] again and
begins again to come to his senses. (Zost. VIII 45,12–46,15)

This passage70 is, of course, much influenced by Plato’s Timaeus, and
there is also a hint in the phrase “infiniteness of matter” of the “bottomless
sea of unlikeness” (Pol. 273d6–e1), which Plotinus cites in his description
of the fall and eventual awakening of the soul in the “mud of Hades” in
1.8 [51].13. The focus of the passage, however, is different from Plotinus (if
not Plato), for it appears to describe birth as a fall (whether literal or
metaphorical one cannot tell), whereas Plotinus is concerned to show how
nou'" can experience that which nullifies and even transforms it. Nonetheless, there appear to be important points of agreement between Zostrianos
and 1.8 [51]. In both, there is a first “fall” in thought and then a knowing
“in another way.” In addition, the “ultimate” cause of the fall in Zostrianos
is perhaps nature, but more probably “the pains and infiniteness of matter,” whereas the first cause seems to reside in the soul or lovgo", which
results in ignorance and weakness.
But how precisely is the relation between matter and soul to be conceived, and where is the responsibility for any fall to be located? These
problems Plotinus takes up directly in 1.8 [51].14. The pure soul, which is
70 [Sieber-Layton’s translation should be modified: VIII 45 12 “When (this type)
repeatedly withdraws 13 into itself alone 14 and is occupied with 15 the knowledge
of other things, 16 since the intellect and immortal [soul] do [not] 17 intelligize, it
thereupon 18 experiences deficiency, 19 for it too turns, has nothing, and 20 separates from it (the intellect) and 21 stands [apart] and experiences 22 an alien
[impulse] 23 instead of becoming a unity. 24 So that (type of person) resembles
many forms. 25 And when it turns aside, it 26 comes into being seeking those things
that 27 do not exist. When it 28 descends to them in thought, 29 it cannot understand them 30 in any other way unless 46 1 it be enlightened, and it becomes 2 a
physical entity. Thus this type of person 3 accordingly descends into generation, 4
and becomes speechless because of the 5 difficulties and indefiniteness 6 of matter. Although possessing 7 eternal, immortal power, 8 (this type) is bound in the
clutches of 9 the body, [removed], 10 and [continually] bound 11 within strong
bonds, 12 lacerated 13 by every evil spirit, until 14 it once more [reconstitutes itself]
and begins again 15 to inhabit it.” JDT]
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“not in matter as in a substratum”71 (1.8 [51].14.33), is separate and its activity is unhindered (17–34). But the presence of matter obscures the illumination and darkens soul’s vision (38–43). This is not ajfaviresi", but the
presence of something alien (avllovtrion) (33–34). Thus, all of the soul’s
powers are prevented from operation:
matter hinders them from coming by occupying the place which soul
holds and producing a kind of cramped condition, and making evil what
it has got hold of by a sort of theft—until soul manages to escape back
to its higher state. (1.8 [51].14.46–49)72

But at the conclusion of the chapter, Plotinus offers a slightly different
answer to an implicit interlocutor:
For even if soul herself had produced matter having undergone some
affection, and if she had communicated with it and become evil, matter
would have been the cause by its presence; for soul would not have come
to it unless its presence had given soul the occasion of coming to birth.
(51–54)

What sort of view does the hidden interlocutor hold? Certainly, as in the
Zostrianos passage, he seems to take birth and the moral fall of soul to be
equivalent, yet he also distinguishes between an original pathos of some
sort and a subsequent fall. Perhaps too he holds that soul is primarily
responsible for evil as well as for the generation of what comes after it. At
the same time, however, he seems ready to acknowledge that matter also

71 Cf. Alexander of Aphrodisias Quaestiones 17.8–19.15.
72 The final conversion of soul, a pronounced Platonic motif, is to be found

both here and in Zostrianos. Note too the emphasis on the “alien” (ajllovtrion) in
1.8 [51].14.24 (cf. 3.36) and in Zostrianos. At 1.8 [51].15, in the unsettling of soul
as it “touches upon” a lower nature, fantasiva is a plhgh; ajlovgou e[xwqen which is
received by the soul because of its multiplicity (cf. Zostrianos, “bearing [“resembles” JDT] many forms,” evidently influenced by the Republic) whereas “the
impulse to nous is different” (cf. Zostrianos “eternal and immortal power,” 1.8
[51].15.12–21). The “cruel [“strong” JDT] cutting bonds” of the latter become for
Plotinus, in the final words of 1.8, “beautiful fetters” by which evil is hidden (1.8
[51].15.24–28). For almost the same conception as in Plotinus, however, see the
Apocryphon of John, esp. II 10,14–19: “And she surrounded it [the consequences
of her desire] with a luminous cloud [a hint of the Nephele story which gives birth
to the centaurs?] and she placed a throne in the middle of the cloud so that no
one might see it except the holy Spirit, who is called the mother of the living.
And she called his name Yaltabaoth.” For the bonds upon evil see also Trim. Prot.
XIII 41,18.
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plays a definite, if subordinate role. If this is a correct reading of the subtext, then the hidden interlocutor exactly matches the Zostrianos text. Plotinus, then, argues a similar case here in 1.8 [51].14 as he had done in 4.8
[6].6. Either the soul is pure, but the illumination becomes darkened by the
presence of matter which begs like an exclusus amator for entry (1–50); or
even if the soul does undergo some affection in generating matter, thus
coming to birth, and subsequently still by a different kind of act or knowing becomes evil, still matter is the cause of its descent and fall. Although
Plotinus does not express his meaning clearly, we might say that matter is
the deficient cause ex parte privationis, soul the formal cause ex parte boni.
The two go together, but even in the case of an evil soul the privation has
to be traced to the matter. The conditional clause beginning with kai; ga;r
eij aujth; hJ yuch; is not unreal.73 Plotinus can hold both of the above alternatives from different points of view: according to the first alternative, soul
remains undescended; according to the second, soul proceeds from its
abiding nature and does undergo an affection, but the affection itself is not
a sinful fall. There are, indeed, examples of such an “affection” in the
Enneads.74 Plotinus’s point, therefore, would seem to be this: whichever
view of matter and evil the gnostics take (darkened illumination or psychic-noetic entity subject to affection or both), the cause of weakness and
privation in the soul must be traced to the matter. The ambiguities of this
passage and of others like it in the Enneads, then, are not due to Plotinus
stating his own point of view or failing to do so, but rather to the fact that
there is a hidden dialogue inside a dialogue, which sets out alternative
strands of reasoning so that the hidden interlocutors can enter into the
argument and make it their own.
First, then, I propose that the correlative positive-negative functions of
matter analyzed in 2.4 [12].1–16 are also important for understanding how
Plotinus approaches the tricky question of the derivation, generation, and
yet abandonment of matter. Here we seem to be presented prima facie
with apparently mutually exclusive positions. Both, however, come from
different viewpoints and can therefore be embraced by a more comprehensive position. For Plotinus, in fact, they seem to form part of a persuasive argument against a variety of possible opponents, gnostics, Numenius,
Plutarch, or Atticus. Second, I want to suggest that 1.8 [51] as a project
arose out of a peculiarly gnostic challenge. Yaltabaoth, the personification
of aggressive, demonic evil, is a much more likely evil champion than
73 On this, see the works cited in note 39.

74 See Corrigan “Is There More Than One Generation of Matter in the Enneads? ”
(note 39), 174–75 and notes 21, 22, 23. Cf. 3.7 [45].11.11–40; 4.2 [4].1.41–45; 5.1
[10].1.3–8; 4.8 [6].4.12–17; 5.24–27; 3.9 [13].3.7–16; 3.6 [26].17.4–5; 6.9 [9].5.29; 3.8
[30].8.32–36; 4.8 [6].5.16ff.
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indeterminate matter. The challenge for Plotinus, therefore, was to establish the foundations for a morphology and pathology of evil (that is, how
does evil “make” anything?). This he does, typically on developed Aristotelian terms, but with a clear eye for the central gnostic-character of the
whole project. Finally, if I am right so far in this, then the context for
understanding Plotinus’s explicit critique of the gnostics becomes a little
clearer. A rational framework, established on the basis of a dialogue with
the thought of some of the major ancient philosophers, is the occasion in
which a further dialogue, be it with the gnostics or Numenius, etc., can
begin to emerge. Or, in other words, a dialogue within a dialogue forms a
conversation in which criticisms can be immediately located in a comprehensible context and, therefore, have more force. If I am right, then this
form should characterize the nature of the Großschrift as a whole. And if
this is so, then I propose that we should be alive to the real possibility that
all of the treatises after the Großschrift, especially those with cognate interests such as 6.7 [38] and 6.8 [39], will bear similar traces of such a dialogue.
In which case, and in the sense we have specified, Plotinus is certainly
influenced by the gnostics, for some of his most mature thought is shaped
by an implicit conversation with them.
4. The Großschrift: Ancient Philosophy (Aristotle), Productive
Contemplation, and the Dialogue with the Gnostics
What then of 2.9 [33] and its relation to other treatises of the
Großschrift? Is the whole work or only 2. 9 [33] itself a critique of the gnostics? With the majority of recent critics75 I support the first alternative. Even
75 V. Cilento, Plotino. Paideia antignostica: Ricostruzione d’un unico scritto da
Enneadi III 8, V 8, V 5, II 9 (Firenze: F. Le Monnier, 1971); C. Elsas, Neuplatonische und Gnostische Weltablehnung in der Schule Plotins (Berlin and New York: de
Gruyter, 1975), D. O’Meara, “Gnosticism and the Making of the World in Plotinus,”
in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Gnosticism at Yale, New Haven, Connecticut, March 28–31, 1978, vol. 1: The
School of Valentinus (ed. B. Layton; Leiden: Brill, 1980), 364–78; A. P. Bos, “Worldviews in Collision: Plotinus, Gnostics, and Christians,” in Plotinus amid Gnostics
and Christians (ed. D. T. Runia; Amsterdam: VU Uitgeverij/Free University Press,
1984), 11–28—(note 4). I have not been able to take account of Karin Alt’s book
on 2.9 [33], nor have I had a chance to reread F. Garciá Bazán, Plotino y la Gnosis
(Buenos-Aires: Fundación para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura, 1981). Porphyry, of course, changes the title of 2.9 [33] in his systematic ordering at Vit. Plot.
24 from “Against the Gnostics” (Vit. Plot. 5.33) to “Against those who say that the
Universe and its Maker are evil,” but returns in his edition to the original title.
Cilento and Henry (Études plotiniennes, vol. 1: Les états du texte de Plotin (2d ed.;
Museum Lessianum, Section philosophique 21; Paris: Desclée de Brouwer; Brussels: L’Édition universelle, 1948), held that the second title was more in the style of
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the positive exposition of the first three treatises is somehow a part of the
whole critique. But if so, in what sense? I have suggested above that Plotinus establishes a rational context where conversation can take place and
points of similarity or difference can be examined. Is this “dialogue within
a dialogue” a fruitful (and demonstrable) way of understanding the whole
work? Further, does the work tell us anything more about Plotinus’s theory
of matter-evil?
One brief question before we try to give an answer to the above: Are
Plotinus’s opponents Sethian gnostics or Valentinian, perhaps Ptolemaean
gnostics?76 I do not think that the scope of Plotinus’s argument can be curtailed, for this argument has clear application to many groups. John
Turner’s comparison of Sethian texts and Plotinus is, to my mind,
absolutely convincing.77 Plotinus, then, is addressing a wider group, but he
Plotinus himself. Goulet-Cazé has recently suggested that Porphyry probably
adopted the title to fit the subject matter of the second Ennead (L. Brisson et al.,
Porphyre: La Vie de Plotin, vol. 1: Travaux préliminaires et index grec complet [Histoire des doctrines de l’antiquité classique 16. Paris: J. Vrin, 1992], 302 n. 1).
76 Igal (“The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Philosophy’ in Plotinus,” [note 8]) argues
that Plotinus’s oversimplification and reinterpretation of gnostic doctrine has the
following significant features: (1) It is a four-storied system consisting of four main
Aeons. (2) The first three recall Numenius’s three Gods. (3) The fourth, which Plotinus names Soul, has Sophia in its orbit. (4) The Aeon Sophia is to be distinguished
from her image in the nether world. (5) For Plotinus (2.9 [33].6.15–19, 55–56) the
system derives for the most part from Tim. 39e but is impaired by misunderstandings (2.9 [33].6.19)—four, not three, Hypostases and inconvenient additions (superfluous growth of Aeons, cf. 2.9 [33].6.28–31, 56–57). Plotinus keeps the Pleroma
doctrine separate from the cosmological theses (Igal, 142 and notes). This system,
he goes on to argue, is different from anything in Zostrianos, Allogenes, or Hypsiphrone, being much closer to the Ptolemaean Pleroma of (1) The Ogdoad— “parent, root, and basis of all” (Irenaeus Haer. 1.1.1), (2) The Ogdoad named by four
names: Bythos, Nous, Logos, and Anthropos, (3) Sophia as the youngest Aeon,
belonging to the sphere of the fourth syzygy (Irenaeus Haer. 1.1.3), and (4) a double Sophia, an apparent innovation of Ptolemaeus (Igal, n. 43). In Ptolemaeus, the
first Aeon is a Pre-Principle (Proarche), the second is Nous, the third Logos, and the
fourth Anthropos-Ekklesia. Igal suggests that Plotinus’s equation of the fourth Aeon
with Soul was because of his own identification of man with soul and his own conception of soul as one and many at all levels (Igal, 143–44).
77 The arguments of Igal and Turner are not, in fact, incompatible. Turner
(“Gnosticism and Platonism” [n. 6]), independent of Igal, argues by contrast that the
treatises of the Allogenes group themselves derive the ontological structure of their
transcendent world and of the visionary ascent through it, as well as their negative
theology, from sources “at home in Platonism” (451). While Plotinus does not seem
to attack the Sethian scheme of the unfolding of the divine world, nonetheless
he accepts and rejects different elements in Sethian Gnosticism. He accepts the
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is also, and perhaps primarily in certain places, thinking of Sethian texts,
and I hope to be able to support this thesis from my own amateur reading
of those texts in the Nag Hammadi library.
Plotinus himself gives us a small key to understanding the whole work
at the end of 2.9 [33]. “Even if the Gnostics say that they alone can contemplate, that does not make them any more contemplative,” he says in
virtually the closing paragraph of the work (2.9 [33].18.35–36). In his view,
the gnostics claim contemplation as their own in their private revelations,
Allogenes’ notion of learned ignorance (Enn. 3.8 [30].9–10; NHC XI 59,30–
32; 60,8–12; 61,2–3; 61,17–19; cf. Porphyry Sent. 25–26 Lambertz; Parmenides commentary, frgs. 2, 4), the notion that spiritual beings are simultaneously present in
their entirety as “all together” in the Intellect (Enn. 5.8.7–9; NHC VIII 21; 87;
115–16), and the idea of the traversal of Life from the One into the Intellect (Enn.
3.8 [30].11; NHC XI 49,5–21). On the other hand, Plotinus rejects (1) the strong partitioning of the Intellect (Enn. 2.9 [33], cf. 3.9), (2) the idea that Sophia is derivative and alien (Zost. VIII 9,6–11,9; cf. Enn. 5.8 [31].5) or that Soul or Sophia declined
and put on human bodies or that Sophia illumined the darkness, producing an
image in matter, which in turn produces an image of the image, (3) the idea of a
demiurge revolting from its matter and whose activity gives rise to “repentances,”
“copies” (ajntivtupoi, i.e., the demiurge’s counterfeit aeons) and “transmigrations”
(Enn. 2.9 [33].6; the “alien earth,” 2.9 [33].11; cf. Zost. VIII 5,10–29; 8,9–16; 12,4–21),
(4) the unnecessary multiplication of hypostases, (5) the conception of a secondary knowledge that is the knowledge of yet a higher knowledge (Enn. 2.9 [33].1;
cf. Zost. VIII 82,1–13), and (6) their magical incantations (Enn. 2.9 [33].4; cf. VIII,
52; 85–88; 127; XI 53,32–55,11; VII 126,1–17; X 25,17–32,5). Turner concludes that
Plotinus’s encounter with the gnostics may have caused him to tighten up his own
interpretation of Plato’s Timaeus (esp. 39e) and even provided “sources of doctrine,
insofar as these treatises built their systems upon those of previous Platonists and
Neopythagoreans” (457). Turner stresses the importance of the Allogenes’ contribution of the triads Being-Life-Mind and Existence-Vitality-Mentality to the development of the Middle Platonic exegesis of Tim. 39e and Soph. 248c–e on the
relation and mutual inclusion of intelligence and life. “Sources of doctrine” may be
going too far, though Turner’s precise qualification of this is important and attractive. I am, therefore, very much in sympathy with Turner’s views. My own argument here (certainly compatible with Turner) is that the first three treatises of the
Großschrift prepare for, and contextualize the critique (2.9). Thus, even where Plotinus rejects certain ideas, he does so already in a philosophical context in which
his “opponents” might well agree with him. For example, the strong partitioning of
Intellect and the reduplication of knowledge are already “prefigured” in the doubleness of intellect argument of 3.8.11 (even in elements of a shared philosophical
language): e[fesi" ga;r kai; ejn touvtw/ kai; suvnneusi" pro;" to; ei\do" aujtou'. Again, the
criticism of the “image of an image” (2.9.10–11) has its earlier philosophical echo
at 3.8.2.22–34. Or, finally, even Plotinus’s ridicule of magical incantations has to be
offset by his quasi-Heideggerian etymology in 5.5.5 and even by the appeal to
Egyptian, nondiscursive hieroglyphs in 5.8.6.
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which have nothing whatever to do with the nature of the physical world
and which result in a “private philosophy” of innovations (“outside of the
truth,” 2.9 [33].6.11–12).78 It can hardly be accidental, then, that 3.8 [30]; 5.8
[31]; and 5.5 [32] argue for the view that contemplation, far from being private or external to the world, is the fundamental form of all natural making and, indeed, of all life (3.8 [30].1–8). Furthermore, unlike the action of
an ignorant, fallen Sophia (cf. 2.9 [33].8.36–39; cf. 43–46; 1.19–33), which
makes piece-meal, all artistic and natural objects contain within themselves
the seeds of their own whole-formed making according to a physical sofiva
(5.8 [31].5.1–8), and this has to be traced back internally to Nous so that
one can appreciate the beauty of both worlds, and especially the intelligible beauty of the aesthetic star-gods (cf. 5.8 [31].3.20–36), which the gnostics, in Plotinus’s view, disparage (2.9 [33].16.1–2). Thus, finally in 5.5 [32]
Plotinus explores what it means to locate nature, soul, and nous “within”
the truth (5.5 [32].1.32–36, 59–67; 2.1–20; 3.1–2, 16–24, esp. “the king there
does not rule over aliens, but has the most just, natural power and true
kingdom, since he is king of truth and the natural lord of his gathered
[ajqrovo", i.e., nonscattered] product”).79 External revelation and alienation
from divinity are, in fact, for Plotinus, far from the natural, inner presence
of the Good, which is the most familiar, the most natural and fundamental
presence in us:
One must perceive each thing by the appropriate organ. . . . And we must
consider that men have forgotten that which from the beginning until now
they want and long for. For all things reach out to that and long for it by
necessity of nature [fuvsew" ajnvagkh/] as if divining by instinct [ajpomemanteumevna] that they cannot exist without it. The grasp of the beautiful and
the wonder and the waking of love for it come to those who, in a way,
already know it and are awake to it. But the Good, since it was there long
before to arouse an innate [suvmfuton] desire, is present even to those
asleep and does not astonish those who at any time see it, because it is
always there . . . but people do not see it, because it is present to them in
their sleep. (5.5 [32].12.5–14)

Thus, even cosmic slumber is already pervaded by the presence of the
divine, “unknowable” one, and we are given a reason why He is unknown
in terms of the unconscious or preconscious. Yet by contrast with the gnostic Unknowable, Invisible Spirit (and also with a lot of Plotinus’s other writings!), “the Good is gentle and kindly and gracious, and present to anyone

78 Cf. 2.9.9.27–36, 48–50.
79 !Aqrovo" becomes a leitmotif of the whole work. Cf. 3.8 [30].9.22; 5.8

[31].6.9–10; 5.5 [32].3.19; 7.8.
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when he wishes” (5.5 [32].12.33–34). Therefore, I propose that Plotinus
develops a theory of natural wisdom and contemplation, shows how these
are to be traced to the beauty and inner unity of Intellect, and finally grounds
them in the natural, familiar presence of the Good. He does this clearly in
contrast to elements in gnostic thought,80 but also as an implicit and indirect
dialogue with gnostics on matters with which they might well agree. After
all, not all of them are solipsistic innovators (2.9 [33].6.10–12)! The ability
even of the “innovators” to recognize the truth even in the investigation of
their own doctrines is what Plotinus insists on when he attacks them directly:
“For their ‘illumination of the darkness,’ if it is investigated,” he states at 2.9
[33].12.30–32, “will make them admit the true causes of the universe.”
But how does Plotinus go about his task? I want to take one example
of this and then point out some hidden parallels with Sethian Gnosticism.
As in the case of matter, so in that of nature and contemplation Plotinus
starts with a reflection on Aristotle: if the final goal of all human desire is
contemplation, as Aristotle indicates in the Ethics, and if this includes irrational animals, the power of growth in plants, and the earth itself, as Aristotle reports that Eudoxus thought (Eth. nic. 1072b10), and as Aristotle
himself might hold, if the Good is final cause of all motion, how are we
to conceive of this internal productive contemplation at all levels of the
universe? Plotinus goes on to argue that the formal-final cause complex in
any organism is not only a part of its substance, but internally productive
of that substance.81 Nature is a lovgo", he states, “which makes another
logos, its own product, which gives something to the substrate, but stays
unmoved itself.” The lovgo" that is viewed in relation to the visible shape
is “last, and a corpse, and no longer able to make another, but that which
has life is the brother of that which makes the shape, and has the same
power itself and makes in that which comes to be” (3.8 [30].2.28–34). So
Plotinus distinguishes between the shape, the lovgo" or ei\do" proper (what
we might call the substantial form, in later terminology), and finally Nature
herself, which cannot simply be identical with the productive lovgo" of a
particular nature. On recognizable Aristotelian grounds (the unified
ejnevrgeia of agent and product, and the principle that motion takes place
in the thing moved),82 Plotinus can thus conclude that what comes to be
80 Apart from the comparisons discussed above in note 76, Plotinus’s attempt to

engage in the philosophical interpretation of myth (see especially 5.8 [31].12–13;
5.5 [32].3) is significant for its evident subtext. Myth is common ground for Platonists, Platonist gnostics, and innovators. Lack of space here precludes any further
development of this either in the Großschrift or in the rest of the Enneads.
81 For a different development of this notion, see the later treatise, thirty-eight in
the chronological order, 6.7 [38].1–3.
82 Phys. 3.3; Metaph. 1050a23–b2.
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is made both by an external cause and by its own internal finality, which
is embodied insight or contemplation.83 Therefore, if the lovgo" is contemplation in the sense of already possessing and being what it is and,
thereby, making simply by being itself, then making, being, and contemplation are coextensive,84 and everything, it follows, will be either contemplation or a product of contemplation.85
In his fine essay on this treatise, John Deck has argued that Plotinus
alters Aristotle’s doctrine drastically by extending contemplation to brute
animals and by contradicting Aristotle’s explicit statement that contemplation is not productive (Eth. nic. 1178b20–21).86 Plotinus develops, in Deck’s
view, a curious kind of causality, not formal or final, but a “real efficient
causality” (Deck, 107–9). I think Deck is wrong. True it is that Plotinus is
well aware of the seeming paradoxical nature of the thesis he advances,87
but poivhsi" and pra'xi" still remain distinct from qewriva even if a new context transforms our view of them.88 I suggest instead that Plotinus is consciously developing a line of thought implicit and even important in
Aristotle, but one that Aristotle did not himself develop. If the divine life of
contemplation is the goal of all natural organisms, then how this finality
actually operates in all of nature becomes a problem. Besides, contemplation is conspicuously productive for Aristotle. The productive nou'" of De
an. 3.5 must be a contemplative power, and sofiva, in Eth. nic. 7, whose
function is essentially and comprehensively contemplative, is said to make
in an internal way (1144a1–6). Whether this “making” is a form of efficient
or formal-final causality is the subject of contemporary debate.89 I propose
that Plotinus adopts and develops the latter alternative and indicates that he
is developing Aristotle’s own thought by citing Aristotle at major stages of
his conclusion. 3.8 [30].7.15–18 is just such a stage: “it was necessary, since
the first principles were engaged in contemplation, for all other things to
aspire to this state, granted that their originative principle is, for all things,
83 From a different viewpoint, this is also the goal of the argument in 6.7

[38].1–13.
84 3.8 [30].3.14–23.
85 3.8 [30].7.1–15.
86 John Deck, Nature, Contemplation, and the One (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1967), 107.
87 See, for example, 3.8 [30].1.
88 So in 5.8 [31].1–6 the Aristotelian triad, making-doing-seeing, is retained (as
also in a different way in 3.8 [30].1–4: making in different senses; 6–8: doing as a
prelude to seeing; 7–9: seeing).
89 For a full discussion see R. A. Gauthier and J. Y. Jolif, L’Ethique à Nicomaque:
Introduction, traduction et commentaire (2 vols.; 2d ed.; Louvain-Paris: Publications universitaires, 1970), 2:542–47.
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the goal (ta; a[lla pavnta ejfivesqai touvtou, ei[per tevlo" a{pasin hJ ajrchv).” Nous
or contemplative wisdom is the source and goal (Eth. nic. 1143b9–11). In
the Ethics (6.7) this passage (1143b9–11) is a difficult one, susceptible of different interpretations.90 Aristotle even goes so far as to say that the perception of particulars is nou'"91 (a thought that Plotinus develops in 6.7 [38]
1–7). However, the major drift of Plotinus’s interpretation and development
of Aristotelian qewriva is clear. The sensible world is unfolded from within
nou'". Thus, one can explain why things are so, but one should not suppose
that things are so because of the reason one gives, Plotinus argues later in
5.8 [31].7. Nou'" is like the conclusion before the syllogism (36–41), before
purposive thought (epivnoia, 41–43). As in Aristotle implicitly (cf. Phys. 2.8),
so in Plotinus in a much more developed form, finality is an external principle in and beyond the cosmos, but it is also included in the form of physical things in a way that is not mere conceptual transference or
anthropomorphic mind-projection (this Plotinus spends a lot of time arguing against) or again vague spiritual strivings in nature (Plotinus devotes 3.8
[30]; 5.8 [31]; 5.5 [32]; 6.7 [38] and a part of 6.8 [39] to dispelling this view).92
Thus, in 5.8.7 Plotinus is again thinking of Aristotle’s doctrine of the unity
of “reason” and “fact” in intelligible perception (cf. An. post. 2.19 and 5.8
[31].7.36–44; Phys. 188a27–30 and 5.8 [31].7.45) when he concludes that
“what is ajrchv and tevlo" is the whole altogether and without deficiency”
(5.8 [31].7.47). And, of course, this goes right to the heart of his critique of
the gnostics, for they want to ask “why Soul made the world” or “why there
is a soul” or “why the maker makes” (2.9 [33].8.1–2) and then explain this
in anthropomorphic terms either in terms of change or some kind of discursive thought (2.9 [33].8.2ff.).
I, therefore, propose that if we superimpose these two pictures of the
Großschrift, one gnostic and one Aristotelian (not to mention the much
more evident Platonic dimension), we uncover precisely the form of an
inner, implicit dialogue within a hidden dialogue as a kind of pervasive
subtext to the free, creative line of argumentation that plays out, so to
speak, the major melody. Once one sees this, a lot of other apparently
90 For different interpretations of the reference of touvtwn (dio; kai; ajrch; kai; tevlo"

nou'": ejk touvtwn ga;r aiJ ajpodeivxei"), cf. J. A. Stewart, Notes on The Nicomachean
Ethics (repr. of 1892 ed.; New York: Arno, 1973), ad loc., with H. H. Joachim, The
Nicomachean Ethics (ed. D. A. Rees; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), 213; and J.
Burnet, The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle (London: Methuen, 1900), 281.
91 Cf. Burnet’s comment ad loc. (see note 89 above), 281.
92 On Aristotle’s conception of teleology, see Martha Nussbaum, Aristotle’s De
Motu Animalium (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1978), 57–106; and
Jonathan Lear, Aristotle: The Desire to Understand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 15–42.
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insignificant details become clearer. Take, for example, the following passage from 5.8 [31].5, where Plotinus traces all (the emphatic first word of
the chapter) products of art or nature back to the wisdom of Intellect: “the
craftsman goes back to the physical wisdom [sofivan fusikhvn] according to
which he has come into existence, a wisdom which is no longer composed
of theorems, but is one thing as a whole [o{lhn e{n ti], not the wisdom made
into one out of many components, but rather resolved into multiplicity
from one” (4–8). Why should Plotinus write fusikhnv? Well, for Aristotle,
sofiva is the ajrethv of tevcnh (Eth. nic. 6.7),93 and yet at the same time it is
not piece-meal wisdom or a wisdom parcelled up into various speciesinterests.94 Rather, it presides over the whole of reality and provides for the
coming-to-be of practical wisdom and skill.95 Plotinus, in the above passage, implicitly emphasizes that this recognizably traditional view concerns
physical wisdom (not manipulative or artificial thinking), evidently with the
purpose of excluding any fallen, demiurgic Sophia who seeks to contract
or reconstruct the world in a discursive manner. For the world is made,
Plotinus states, “in every way after the manner of nature [fusikwvteron . . .
pavntw"], rather than as the arts make; for the arts are later than nature and
the world” (2.9 [33].12.17–18). If everything that comes to be is guided by
this physical sophia, then there is no need for an ignorant, fallen Sophia.
At the same time, Plotinus’s theory of contemplation and the unconscious
takes the problem of ignorance very seriously, but shows that the apparent gnostic view can be given a much more subtle interpretation than
gnostic mythologists or at least than that segment of “innovative solipsists”
give it.
This positive appeal to the wider group of gnostics is, in my view, reinforced by Plotinus’s use of important images or ideas that are clearly
shared by the gnostics. The visionary description of the “true earth” and
“true heaven” in 5.8 [31].3–4, while of course deriving from Phaed. 109dff.
and Phaedr. 247ff., is conspicuously parallel to Zost. VIII 48–55. Even more
noteworthy is the famous image of the One as a spring in which all rivers
have their source or as the life of a great plant, giving and yet self-standing (3.8 [30].10). To be sure, this is common enough. Similar images are
found in Macrobius and the Corpus hermeticum.96 Is it merely accidental,
however, that the Tripartite Tractate has both images? “The Father brought

93 Eth. nic. 1141a12.
94 Cf. Eth. nic. 1141a20–1141b23.
95 Cf. Eth. nic. 1144a1–36.
96 Macrobius In Somn. Scip. 2.16.23: fons . . . qui ita principium est aquae, ut

cum de se fluvios et lacus procreet, a nullo nasci ipse dicatur. Cf. Corp. herm.
4.10.
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forth everything, like a little child, like a drop from a spring, like a blossom from a [vine] . . . like a <planting> . . . in need of gaining [nourishment]
and growth” (62,6–13). In both passages, the emergence of multiplicity
from the One is under discussion, and the intimate relation between product and Source, which permits the product to know the Source but which
leaves the Source “undivided” (3.8 [30].10.17–19) or “incomparable” (Tri.
Trac. 63,15–16), is developed at some length (Tri. Trac. 60–64; 3.8
[30].10.12–35). Or again, is it accidental that Plotinus constantly uses the
analogy of perception for understanding the nature of intellection both in
itself and in relation to the One? This tends to ground the analysis in a
shared “objective correlate” rather than a private apocalypse but at the
same time would be readily comprehensible to readers of the Sethian texts,
with their emphasis on light and vision. Indeed, a passage in 5.5 [32].7 that
I have always found a little puzzling comes into a new focus because of
this comparison with Sethian texts. After a prolonged analysis of perception, in which Plotinus effectively distinguishes four cognate moments of
light,97 Plotinus concludes:
“Just so Intellect, veiling itself from other things [ajpo; tw'n a[llwn kaluvya"]
and drawing itself inward, when it is not looking at anything will see a
light, not a distinct light in something different from itself, but alone by
itself in independent purity [aujto; kaq! eJauto] suddenly appearing
[ejxaivfnh" fanevn], so that Intellect is at a loss to know whence it appeared,
from outside or within. . . . ” (31–34)

I had thought that ejxaivfnh" fanevn was a distant echo of the daughters of the
sun pulling back the veils (kaluvptra") from their faces in Parmenides’
Proem (Diels-Krantz frg. 1.10; cf. Plato Symp. 210e4; cf. 212c6, 213c). However, I now cannot help thinking that Plotinus includes within his empirically
based image an indirect reference to the gnostic triad Autogenes-Protophanes-Kalyptos, just as he unites being-having-seeing in one unified
description of Intellect in dialogue with Numenius or Amelius.98 Thus, Intellect’s vision is no longer that of Allogenes (“one thing in another”) but rather
that of Kalyptos (veiling itself from others), a seeing of Autogenes (“itself in
itself alone, pure”) as Protophanes (i.e., self-generated and first appearing:
ejx! auJtou' ... fanevn). Instead of a triad of distinct personified hypostases,
there is one unified description of a dynamic multiplicity. This may seem

97 Cf. the four aeons or lights of Zost. 126–28; Gos. Eg. 51,17–53,9; or the Father
as “the eye of those who see,” Tri. Trac. 66,26–27. For the four moments of light
in 5.5 [32].7, see K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry on Being, Intellect
and the One,” ANRW 2.36.2:989.
98 See Corrigan, ibid., 975–93, esp. 981.
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oblique, but I believe it is characteristic of the sophisticated level of argument that Plotinus employs, and it reveals, I think, that at root some of the
gnostics, or at least those “friends” in Plotinus’s circle, influenced by gnostic
ideas, are not so much opponents as potentially sophisticated interlocutors.
This is not to minimize 2.9 [33] as a critique, but rather to acknowledge that
the first three treatises are primarily directed to colleagues and gnostics,
especially to those who hold to the “ancient philosophy.”
Finally, the Großschrift presents probably the most positive view of
matter in the Enneads. In fact, matter is difficult to find, so hidden is it
under all the forms (5.8 [31].7.21–22). It is itself “also an ultimate form; so
this universe is all form, and all the things in it are forms” (22–23). This
may sound inconsistent, but Plotinus’s positive-negative view developed
from Aristotle permits him to speak of matter in this sense as a kind of
“proximate” or “ultimate” form.99 Perhaps even more remarkable is the
thought-experiment Plotinus devises two chapters later (after reproving
those who censure the visible world, 8.22–23):
Let us then take in our thought [diavnoia] this universe, each of its parts
remaining what it is without confusion, gathering all of them together into
one as far as we can, so that when any one part appears first, for instance,
the outside heavenly sphere, the imagination of the sun and, with it, the
other heavenly bodies follows immediately, and the earth and sea and all
the living creatures are seen, as they could all be seen . . . inside a transparent sphere. Let there be, then, in the soul a shining imagination of a
sphere, having everything within it. . . . Keep this, and apprehend in yourself another, taking away the mass: take away also the places, and the
mental picture of matter in you, and do not try to apprehend another
sphere smaller in mass . . . but calling on the god who made that of which
you have a mental picture, pray him to come. And may he come, bringing his own universe with him. . . . (5.8 [31].9.1–15)

Since Plotinus mentions this sphere again at the end of 2.9 (ch. 17.4–19), I
take this to be the proposal of a direct contrast to the gnostic private revelation that comes directly from above and that ignores or despises the cosmos.
Instead of the many spheres of Valentinian cosmology, for instance, and the
subsequent separation from God, Plotinus presents the single sphere of traditional Greek cosmology as the immediate phenomenological space of individual consciousness.100 Nothing is bracketed, but everything has to be
included in consciousness: a unifying grasp of perception, discursive reason,
appearance, imagination, and apperception. In Zostrianos there is an ambiguous but analogous insistence upon “going through everything,” a phrase that
99 Metaph. 1045b18: hJ ejscavth u{lh kai; hJ morfh; taujtov.
100 Cf. the spherical shape of soul in Marsanes pp. 25–26.
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is repeated at least three times.101 At the same time 5.8 [31].9 echoes certain
elements in the Sethian texts and transposes them into an empirically based
model: for example, seeking the Father of all in thought and perception (Zost.
2,13; 44,2–3), the use of productive imagination (10,10–14), or thought in
silence (24,10–17), or “in accordance with the pattern that indwells you,
know likewise [that] it is in this way in [all such matters] after this very pattern” (Allogenes 59,37–60,2), or especially prayer (Zost. 63; Tri. Trac. 66),102
which neatly indicates in terms clearly acceptable to the Sethian gnostics that
ascent, understanding, or production is not one’s own private doing, but a
shared endeavor in which one’s own activity calls forth to a cognate but superior power. However, Plotinus does not tell us to take away the matter, only
the “phantom of matter in you.” Can it be that matter itself here is genuinely
part of form, even part of the intelligible? Plotinus, of course, cannot accept
gnostic ajpokatavstasi" or even the view that finally “the entire defilement”
will be saved (Marsanes 5,15), but he is surely sympathetic with the worldaffirming side of the Sethian texts: “<I have come to know> when <I> was
deliberating that in every respect the sense-perceptible world is [worthy] of
being saved entirely” (Marsanes 5,24–26). Thus far, all this seems compatible
with Plotinus’s view of the generation of matter and matter’s positive function
in genesis. But without the gnostics, would we really have been able to see
this side of Plotinus’s thought so clearly in the Enneads? At any rate, this positive view is generally characteristic of subsequent treatises in the chronological order from 34 up to 50.103 Plotinus’s critique of the gnostics might well
have helped to make possible, for all I know, one of the strangest statements
in the whole of the Enneads in 6.2 [43].21, to the effect that since bodies are
in the intelligible, matter and qualities must be there too (52–53). What we
are to make of this I am not entirely sure. In the light of the criticism of Aristotelian-Peripatetic philosophy that comes both before and after this treatise,
however, 6.2 [43] is concerned to demonstrate how a Platonic intelligible
view of reality is more capable of explaining the rich, teeming, even sensual
101 Zost. 4,26–6,2; 44,5–22.
102 For the importance of prayer in connection with the Three Steles of Seth, see

the assessment of Hans-Martin Schenke, “The Phenomenon and Significance of
Gnostic Sethianism” (note 6), 602: “In short I cannot help seeing the Three Steles—
as a typical liturgical text. And the passage 127:6–21 . . . is something like a rubric,
in which it is expressed how the three prayer formulas are to be used and what
results from performance of the ritual. Our text does not represent the pure formula, as it were, but has been stylized and framed as an etiology of the ritual.”
103 Of the treatises in this chronological section, 3.5 [50] requires proper, separate attention, which it is not possible to give it here. For an interpretation of the
birth of Eros, see Corrigan, “Is There More Than One Generation of Matter in the
Enneads?” (note 39), 177–80.
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diversity of all life rather than what we might call the poststructuralist, categorial mentality which begins with abstract categories and tries to fit everything into these. The latter view, I believe, is less characteristic of Aristotle
than of the subsequent history of interpretation.104 All in all, however, the
interpretation of the “living creature” of the Timaeus that Plotinus offers in
chapter 21 of 6.2 [43] is not dissimilar from Neopythagorean, Chaldean, or
gnostic views of the unfolding of intelligible reality down to the ultimate sediment that is, in this perspective, a pretty desiccated “physical universe”
(because the soul has been for whatever reasons subtracted from it).105
Given this general assessment, however, it is most probable that Plotinus develops his final analysis of the negative pathology of matter in continuing opposition to gnostics (among others) and even as a response to
gnostic-related demands to create a coherent philosophical theory of the
action of evil (on the basis of the “ancient philosophy”) to replace their
own more immediately plausible mythology of aggressive, demonic forces.
In 1.8 [51], in particular, Plotinus clearly responds to the gnostic challenge
of a fault, split, or “affection” in the spiritual world and argues that even if
one grants some affection (which he does) of soul, his philosophical theory of matter-evil can still account for generation and, subsequently, for the
emergence of evil in the world.
5. Conclusion
The results of this investigation, then, might be stated as follows. A
positive-negative matter theory is characteristic of many schools and
thinkers before Plotinus. What distinguishes Plotinus is the distinctive line
of thinking he creates within the context of ancient Platonic philosophy. In
much of Plotinus’s thinking about the sensible world, but particularly in his
works on matter, there is a hidden conversation with Aristotelian philosophy, whose object appears not to be procrustean reconciliation so much
as the development of an inner dialogue in which latent possibilities in
“the ancient philosophy” and in the subject of investigation itself can be
scrutinized in a relatively open fashion. If this “dialogue within a dialogue”
form is in the tradition of the “School of Gaius” and of Ammonius Saccas,
then our analysis here will help to show that Plotinus’s implicit readers
were much more sophisticated than we have commonly supposed.
On the question of matter, I have argued that Plotinus’s positivenegative analysis in 2.4 [12] is a Platonic development of latent-elements in
104 To demonstrate this would require a separate treatment. For a similar view,
however, see S. Strange, “Plotinus’ Treatise ‘On the Genera of Being,’” Ph.D. diss.,
University of Texas at Austin, 1981.
105 Cf. 6.3 [44].1.19–31.
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Aristotle by means of an inner dialogue with Aristotelian philosophy. Most
of the features of Plotinus’s later works are already there in nuce, but certainly not in developed form. This reciprocal positive-negative view of matter accounts for matter’s “participation” in form, to the degree it is formed,
and also for the thoroughly positive treatment of matter in the Großschrift
(treatises 30–33) and most of the works of Plotinus’s middle period, while
it also accounts for the negative view developed further in 3.6 [26] and 1.8
[51]. This simultaneous positive-negative view according to different perspectives provides a context for understanding lower matter’s generation
by the partial soul and its implicit appearance as a consequence of primal
Otherness in 2.4 [12].5 and its “banishment” in 2.5 [25].5. And if the darkness of the Intelligible is to be related to the infinite formlessness in Nous
that springs immediately from the formlessness of the One’s unrestricted
Beauty as beauty-making power, then the later Proclan doctrine of the
“dark other” or Intelligible infinite is presaged here in Plotinus.
In many of the passages relating to the generation of matter one also
begins to uncover a critical, indirect dialogue with the gnostics or at least
with those friends of the Plotinian circle influenced by Gnosticism. Plotinus’s elaboration of alternative possibilities in 4.8 [6] and 2.9 [33] (matter’s
ultimate abandonment or its consequential connectedness with being) and
his gnostic description of the “exile” of matter in 2.5 [25] are evidence of a
subtextual critical reflection upon gnostic thought and even an implicit,
indirect dialogue. The most conspicuous example of such a subtextual current is in the late work 1.8 [51], where a comparison with Zostrianos helps
us to realize the extent and importance of this dialogue. Clearly Plotinus
has developed his own thinking in order to show how the intelligible
“affection” of soul is susceptible of philosophical explanation without making intelligible reality the cause of evil. At the same time, I proposed that
Plotinus develops a subtle pathology of evil (again in subtextual dialogue
with Aristotle and Alexander of Aphrodisias) as a direct philosophical
response to an evident gnostic-type problem, namely, how an indeterminate indefiniteness can “do” anything or have any effects whatsoever. Here
we come closest to uncovering a dialogue with the gnostics, within a dialogue with Aristotle, in the subtext of the work itself. I believe that this is
of fundamental importance for understanding the place of the explicit critique of the gnostics within the Großschrift, for if I am right in this, then the
implicit gnostic-influenced interlocutors capable of understanding what
Plotinus is talking about (and clearly to be distinguished from mere “innovative solipsists”) are highly sophisticated thinkers who must have formed
part of the collegial circle of Plotinus’s house in Rome.
In my treatment of the Großschrift, therefore, I have emphasized that
the first three treatises—3.8 [30]; 5.8 [31]; and 5.5 [32]—establish a philosophical conversation with the gnostics, a conversation that we have seen
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here to be characteristic of Plotinus’s method, a method that is ultimately
inclusive just like his Intelligible Universe. This conversation is the framework for understanding the force of the explicit critique in 2.9 [33], and I
have pointed out several comparisons with Sethian texts that serve to illustrate the positive, philosophical meeting ground that Plotinus may well be
seeking to establish as the real basis for dialogue. I have argued in particular that the whole development of thought in the three earlier treatises
occurs in the context of this gnostic project. If we ask ourselves what “doctrine” might mean for Plotinus, I think we have to answer that “doctrines”
are not fixed epitomes of developed Platonic, Aristotelian, or Stoic insights
but rather lines of thinking which take on their own organic form and
reveal the many layers of their inception and development in the treatises
of the Enneads. If this is so (even if it is only part of the truth), then gnostic thought (and particularly Sethian Gnosticism) is a genuine motive force
for the critical development of Plotinus’s own thinking, since clearly it is at
least in part because of the gnostics that Plotinus is compelled to rethink,
not only the interpretation of Plato’s Timaeus, but also the central question
of what divine creativity or creative making in general really is. Again true
to “the ancient philosophy,” he does this partly by means of an inner dialogue with Aristotle (and, of course, always Plato). Nonetheless, the gnostics, and Sethian gnostics, in particular, are at least implicit interlocutors in
the development of one of the most distinctive lines of thinking in the
Enneads, namely, the doctrine of internal, contemplative making, which
Plotinus returns to over and over again in some of his greatest works. For
example, the first chapter of the next treatise after the Großschrift, 6.6
[34].1, “On Numbers,” might well begin with “a traditional NeoPythagorean view of evil,” but the treatise’s principal concern to provide
“a more positive evaluation of multiplicity and number”106 is very definitely related to the gnostic-project of the Großschrift. Even more conspicuous is Plotinus’s major development of the thought of the Großschrift
in 6.7 [38] and 6.8 [39]. I suggest that these two works are written directly
as a response to colleagues and opponents (gnostic and others) who
wanted to know after reading the Großschrift, first, how Plato’s language
in the Timaeus could properly be reconciled with Plotinus’s doctrine of
internal productive making107 and, second, how Plotinus’s One could in
106 A. H. Armstrong, Plotinus: Enneads (7 vols.; LCL. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966–1988), 7 (6.6 [34].1) ad loc.
107 See the assessment of P. Hadot, Plotin: Traité 38 (Paris: Cerf, 1987), 26:
“Comme les traités 30–33 . . . comme peut-être aussi le traité 39, notre traité 38 au
moins dans ses premiers chapitres, est dirigé contre les Gnostiques, ce qui signifie
sans doute que la polémique antignostique a tenu une place importante dans les
préoccupations de Plotin à cette periode de sa vie.” See also 27–28.
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any meaningful sense be a free and creative “God.” Development of this
part of my thesis is, however, not possible here. At any rate, what I hope
to have shown is that there is an unexpected hidden dialogue, however
indirect, between Plotinus and gnostic “representatives” that leads not only
to the development of some of Plotinus’s major doctrines in the middle and
late works, but also to the strongest statements in the Enneads of a positive view of matter as well as to the development of a radical pathology of
evil just before Plotinus’s death.108
108 The writing of this paper and the discussion in the seminar were invaluable
in the preparation of my subsequent book, Plotinus’ Theory of Matter-Evil and the
Question of Substance: Plato, Aristotle, and Alexander of Aphrodisias (Recherches
de Théologie ancienne at médiévale, Supplementa 3; Louvain: Peeters, 1996),
which profited considerably from the suggestions of the participants.

AFTER APORIA: THEURGY

IN

LATER PLATONISM1

Gregory Shaw
Stonehill College

Those who would be Gods must first become human.
— Isidore

. . . the truth of the matter gentlemen, is pretty certainly this, that real wisdom is the property of God, and this oracle is his way of telling us that
human wisdom has little or no value. It seems to me that he is not referring literally to Socrates, but has merely taken my name as an example,
as if he would say to us, “The wisest of you men is he who has realized,
like Socrates, that in respect of wisdom he is really worthless.”
— Socrates (Apology 23a–b)

In the figure of Socrates, the Platonic tradition begins with a great deal
of caution about what human beings can know of the divine. Not only did
Socrates maintain that consciousness of his ignorance made him wisest by
default, but in the Alcibiades I—the first dialogue studied in the later Platonic schools—the worst kinds of evil are said to be caused by those who
claim to understand the best things: goodness, justice, and nobility (118a).
A Socratic aporia and humility about human wisdom seem to have been
the starting point for a genuine philosophic education, and this aporetic
element continued to influence Platonic thinkers until it reached perhaps
its highest expression in the writings of Damascius, the last head of the Platonic Academy in sixth-century Athens.
It is surprising, then, that Iamblichus, the fourth-century Syrian Platonist, has been so poorly appreciated by scholars. For not only did
Iamblichus reassert the limits of the human soul against the opinion of his
Platonic predecessors, he provided an explicit psychology to account for
1 I would like to thank the members of the Gnosticism and Later Platonism Sem-

inar who commented on this paper at the 1994 AAR/SBL meeting. Special thanks
to John Finamore for his excellent suggestions and to Ruth Majercik for her support. An earlier version of this paper appeared in The Journal of Neoplatonic Studies, appearing in revised form here with the editor’s permission.
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these limits and developed a Platonism in which the acceptance of our
incapacity, our aporia, became an integral part of contacting the gods in
theurgic ritual. In contrast to Iamblichus’s poor repute among us, the Platonists themselves saw him as divinely gifted, and it is Iamblichean Platonism—including the practice of ineffable theurgic rites—that dominated
the later Academy, inspired the resurgence of Platonism in Ficino’s fifteenth-century Florence, and led Ralph Waldo Emerson to write that he
“expected a revival in the churches to be caused by the reading of
Iamblichus!” What is it that Platonists saw in Iamblichus that we have not?
While it is now almost commonplace to explain Iamblichus’s theurgical tendencies as a response to the influx of irrational forces in late antiquity—the Chaldean Oracles, the appeal of magic, or the growth of
Christianity—I will argue that Iamblichus’s introduction of theurgic rituals
was tied directly to his understanding of Socratic aporia and that theurgy
should be seen first as an intra-Platonic phenomenon that solved metaphysical and soteriological problems that had long vexed the Academy.
Further, I will argue that it was Iamblichus’s understanding of the soul
specifically that led him to promote theurgy as a necessary and entirely
coherent response to the needs of the embodied soul. Finally, after
discussing Iamblichus’s rationale for a Platonic theurgy, I will consider his
soteriology in contrast to Plotinian and gnostic views of the soul’s salvation.
1. The Platonic Background
The evidence of Plato’s dialogues suggests that the “ignorance” of
Socrates was the result of a profound moral and intellectual effort and that
his aporia was—as Socrates himself says—a state of mind available to all
human beings, but only reluctantly accepted. The simplicity of it, realizing
that one’s wisdom is entirely worthless, remains as terrifying for us today
as it was in the fifth century B.C.E., and because it terrifies us we tend to
diminish its importance or think that it applies to everyone but ourselves.
Socrates is Plato’s example of the soul no longer beguiled by fantasies of
security or self-importance. He is the soul cleansed of self-deception, and
throughout the first, or “cathartic,” dialogues in the curriculum of the later
Platonists: the Alcibiades I, the Gorgias, and the Phaedo, Socrates’ probing
questions cause his interlocutors, and Plato’s readers, to recognize their
own self-deceptions and experience the shock of aporia.2

2 Westerink, who discussed the curriculum of the later Platonists based on the

anonymous Prolegomena 26, writes: “After the (introductory) Alcibiades, the Gorgias deals with the civic virtues, then the Phaedo with the purificatory virtues, followed by seven others which contain, in systematic arrangement, the subject-matter
for speculation (contemplative virtues): Cratylus and Theaetetus (epistemology),
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As exemplified in Socrates, rational thinking for Plato has a purely
cathartic function. Its purpose was to prune away deceptions, not to affirm
or discover what is of the greatest importance for the soul. For the highest
and most valuable subjects Plato says there can be no rational discourse,
and in the Seventh Letter (341c–d) he writes:
I certainly have composed no work in regard to it, nor shall I ever do so
in the future, for there is no way of putting it in words like other studies.
Acquaintance with it must come rather after a long period of attendance
on instruction in the subject itself when, suddenly, like a blaze kindled by
a leaping spark, it is generated in the soul and at once becomes selfsustaining.

After pointing out the inadequacies of the rational method to describe the
subject to which he is most devoted, Plato portrays the soul’s experience
of it with a poetic image: “suddenly . . . a blaze kindled by a leaping
spark”; it is an evocation, not an explanation. Plato’s evocative use of
myths and images, seen, for example, in the Phaedrus and the Timaeus,
were studied later in the Platonic curriculum and were the necessary complement to Socrates’ cathartic cross-examinations prominent in the early
dialogues. Cleansing, then awakening, was the way of Platonic paideia,
and while a well-exercised skill in rational analysis was necessary to strip
the soul of false beliefs, it could never awaken it to its innate dignity. For
this, something more fundamental was needed, and again Plato has
Socrates show the way.
Despite his profession of ignorance on virtually all matters, there was
one thing, the only thing, that Socrates claimed to understand: ta erotika,
the mysteries of love and desire.3 In the Symposium and the Phaedrus Plato
lays out the fundamental importance of eros for the soul in reestablishing
its contact with the divine. Eros was a more than human force, a divine
magnetism that pulsed through the cosmos, and to the degree that human
souls were carried by its higher currents, they experienced a heavenly rapture that was superior to all forms of knowledge and human wisdom.4 For
Plato, eros was more fundamental than reason, and even in the most
“rational” of souls, eros secretly determined the goal and direction of its

Sophist and Statesman (physical world), Phaedrus and Symposium (theology),
with the Philebus (on the Good) as the end of the series.” This was followed by
the perfect dialogues: the Timaeus and the Parmenides. See L. G. Westerink, The
Greek Commentaries on Plato’s Phaedo I (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing,
1976), 15.
3 Symp. 177e.
4 Phaedr. 244a.
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thinking.5 Since human knowledge, at its best, could reach only a Socratic
aporia, to contact the divine something more than human was needed,
something that penetrated our lives as an a priori force given by the gods.
This is the eros of the Platonic dialogues. Anterior to rational reflection, eros
slowly awakens in the human form, and when guided up the ladder of
beauties described in the Symposium (241b–c), it reaches Absolute Beauty
where the soul is fulfilled and rides again in the heavens with the gods.6
Plato warns his readers that such images cannot be taken as true
descriptions of the soul’s destiny, for such matters fall outside the certainty
and artifice that the abstract sciences allow. The origins of the universe and
the nature of the soul are matters that “only a god could tell,”7 and Plato
admits that his myths are but “likely stories” passed on by the wise.8 In
sum, I would characterize Plato’s myth of the soul as follows: Created
immortal and imbued with the generosity and creativity of its Maker, the
human soul is coordinated perfectly with all the divinities and powers of
the cosmos. In the trauma of human birth, however, the soul loses its
innate coordination and becomes estranged from its original and divine
nature. In the words of the Phaedrus, the soul “loses its wings” and identifies with its mortal body. Yet, through paideia the soul can reorient itself,
see through its false identity, and regain the harmony that it lost at birth.
Prior to paideia, the human soul is estranged both from itself and from the
cosmos. Its thinking moves counter to divine thought, as Plato puts it, like
a man walking backwards and turned upside down.9 This is why paideia
must arrest the soul’s thinking with the shock of aporia. Only then can it
begin to reorient itself to the thoughts and movement of the divine. In this,
the visible cosmos plays an essential role, as Plato says:
And the motions which are naturally akin to the divine principle in us are
the thoughts and revolutions of the universe; these each man should follow, and by learning the harmonies and revolutions of the universe
should correct the courses of the head which were corrupted at our birth,
and should assimilate the thinking being to the thought.10

The assimilation of the soul to the harmonies of the universe required intellectual disciplines to purify the soul’s eros for its lost divinity. Yet lacking
5 See comments by W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy (London:

Cambridge University Press, 1975), 4:475–76.
6 Phaed. 247b–e.
7 Phaed. 246a.
8 Tim. 29c–30a.
9 Tim. 43d–e.
10 Tim. 90c–d.
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an awakened eros, no amount of intellectual skill could benefit the soul.
However brilliant it might be, such a soul remained fixed in the shadows
cast by its own unrecognized aporia.11 Although Plato’s paideia was intellectually rigorous, it was even more demanding as a discipline of the heart,
for it required souls to endure the insecurity and inferiority of not knowing. Yet from their conscious aporia, such souls began to follow a more
ancient way, revealed in the stars, the seasons, and the lives of pious souls
who preserved the myths of the wise.12
The evocative imagery of Plato’s myths were not intended to inform
but to awaken and guide the soul’s eros to its original nature. But what
then? If Plato’s soteriology may be described poetically as an ascent to the
gods, what follows was just as important. The divinized soul had to return
to mortality and fulfill the ancient pattern initiated by the Demiurge and
portrayed suggestively throughout the dialogues. In the act of creation the
Demiurge extends himself into the world in order to share his generosity.13
The guardians who ascend from the cave imitate this benevolence by
returning to the darkness.14 Eros, the agent of the soul’s deification, is
described as moving up and down between the gods and men.15 And
Socrates, the exemplary soul and avatar of eros, is simultaneously attracted
by, yet even more attractive to, his interlocutors.16 While being constantly
drawn upward to divine beauty, Socrates communicates that same divinity
to his listeners, and not as a man—who would credit himself for it—but as
something Alcibiades described as more than human.17 Finally, the dialectic itself, after ascending to the first principle, is completed only when it
descends into the many without losing touch with the Forms.18 In Platonic
paideia the soul’s ascent to the gods was confirmed only when it
descended and communicated that divinity to the mortal world.
Plato’s paideia provided a rich legacy for his students, and while it
continued to stimulate and sustain philosophic communities, it necessarily left many questions unanswered. The driving force of paideia was
the soul’s eros, not logos, so the metaphysical framework of Plato’s
thought was left fluid, allowing it to be shaped to meet the needs of
11 Rep. 516d.
12 Plato suggests that this was more an intuitive than an intellectual attainment;

see, e.g., Phaedr. 275b–c.
13 Tim. 29e.
14 Rep. 519d–520a
15 Symp. 202e–203a.
16 Symp. 216d–217a.
17 Symp. 221c–222a.
18 Rep. 511b–e.
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other generations. The “likely stories” that provided the imaginative
framework for eros were left to be worked out by later Platonists in different contexts. Yet the needs of the soul remained the same regardless
of changes in culture, and Platonic paideia continued to follow a
twofold process: (1) to purify the soul with the shock of aporia, and (2)
to nurture the soul’s eros for the divine, which united it with the generosity of the Demiurge.
2. The Puzzle of Plotinus
I am puzzled how I could, even now, descend, and how my soul has
come to be in the body.
— Plotinus

Perhaps no one in the history of Platonism better exemplifies the fulfillment of paideia than Plotinus, the designated founder of Neoplatonism.
He recognized the soul’s aporia in our efforts to know the One and
explained how we paint the One in the colors of our personal experience.
He says:
we run round it [the One] outside, in a way, and want to explain our
own experiences [pavqh] of it, sometimes near it and sometimes falling
away in our perplexities [ajporivai] about it. The ajporiva arises especially
because our awareness of that One is not by way of reasoned knowledge or of intellectual perception, as with other intelligible things, but
by way of a presence superior to knowledge. (Enn. 6.9.3.53–4.4 trans.
Armstrong)

This presence superior to knowledge was the Platonic eros, and Plotinus
employed Plato’s likely stories to convey the depths of his own erotic
experience of the One. Following the imagery of the Phaedrus and the
Symposium, Plotinus said that the soul’s desire for the One was a more
than human force bestowed on the soul by the One (and Good) that put
the soul in a state of elevated passion. Describing this he says:
Then the soul, receiving into itself an outflow from thence [the Good], is
moved and dances wildly and is all stung with longing and becomes
desire [e[rw"]. (Enn. 6.7.22.8–10)

This god-given eros, Plotinus says, was implanted in souls “from the beginning,”19 and he maintained that in its ascent to the One, the soul goes “out
19 Enn. 6.7.31.18–19.
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of its mind,”20 is lifted on the wings of eros “above knowing,” and returns
to the “giver of its love.”21
Thanks to Porphyry we have a glimpse of how Plotinus communicated
these experiences to others. In his seminars we see the image of a beatific
sage. Porphyry writes:
When he spoke, his intellect illuminated even his face. Of pleasing aspect,
he was then even more beautiful to see. Sweating slightly, his gentleness
showed as did his kindness while being questioned and his rigor.22

In addition to holding seminars devoted to philosophic matters, Plotinus
lived with others where he attended to the daily needs of orphaned boys
and girls given to his care.23 He was the exemplar of the Platonic sage
united to the Good while extending this beneficence to others. Yet, despite
the power of his reveries on the ascent to the One or the example in his
own life of the “return to the cave,” Plotinus’s doctrines on the soul and its
place in the cosmos proved to be a stumbling block to later generations of
Platonists. Iamblichus, in particular, who in most respects espoused a Plotinian Platonism, had significant differences with Plotinus’s teachings on
the soul as passed on to him by Porphyry.
The philosophic challenge that Plotinus faced as regards the soul was
to account for the soul’s union with the One as well as to explain the soul’s
identity with the divine Nous. The former problem was solved poetically
by following Plato’s notion of an a priori eros implanted in the soul “from
the beginning.” But the soul’s identity with the Nous was a problem that
Plato did not need to address, for it was not part of his philosophic language. Plotinus inherited a Platonism that had already been shaped by the
thinking and terminology of Aristotle. Most significantly, Plotinus inherited
Aristotle’s two conceptions of intellect: metaphysically, a divine intellect
that was the first cause of the universe,24 and psychologically, an active
intellect (nous poietikos) that either was or was not the property of the
human soul.25 Prior to Plotinus, Alexander of Aphrodisias had equated the
two intellects and argued that the soul’s ordinarily passive intellect (nous
pathetikos) was able to habituate itself to the active intellect and share in

20 Enn. 6.7.35.24.
21 Enn. 6.7.22.19.
22 Life of Plotinus 13; translation (modified) by Dominic J. O’Meara, Plotinus, An
Introduction to the Enneads (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 6.
23 Life of Plotinus 9.
24 Metaph. 1072b.
25 De an. 3.430a.
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its divinity.26 The Nicomachean Ethics supports Alexander’s interpretation,
for Aristotle suggests that although the active intellect may not be “human,”
it can nevertheless be engaged by the soul, and he distinguished the virtues
of mortal life from the divine virtues that come from the Nous. He says:
such a life will be too high for human attainment; for any man who lives
it will do so not as a human being but in virtue of something divine within
him, and in proportion as this divine element is superior to the composite [suvnqeton] being, so will its activity be superior to that of the other kind
of virtue [i.e., moral virtues].27

The life of a soul that follows the Nous, Aristotle says, is elevated above
human happiness, for it lives the life of a god and is engaged in godlike
contemplation (theoria) like the Prime Mover itself.28
Since Plotinus incorporated Aristotle’s noetic terminology into his Platonism and believed that the human soul was able to unite with the Nous,
he had to explain how this was possible. Or, more to the point, if the nous
poietikos was always in activity and the soul, in its highest degree, was
identical to it, how does it happen that the soul falls away from the active
intellect and into body-bound passivity? This is the question that Plotinus
asked himself in his treatise on the Descent of the Soul. He says:
Many times, awakened to myself away from the body . . . believing myself
then especially to be part of the higher realm, in act as the best life, having become one with the divine and based in it advancing to that activity, establishing myself above all intelligible beings, then going down from
this position in the divine from Nous down to discursive reasoning, I am
puzzled how I could, even now, descend, and how my soul has come to
be in the body.29

In an effort to resolve this question Plotinus reviews the evidence of
Plato’s dialogues—which he rightly describes as ambiguous—and then
formulated his own explanation for the soul’s descent into a body. It was
Plotinus’s answer and its consequences to which Iamblichus and the later
Platonists objected.

26 See Philip Merlan’s discussion, Monopsychism Mysticism Metaconsciousness

(The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1963), 47–50; and F. E. Peters, Greek Philosophical
Terms (New York: New York University Press, 1967), 135–36.
27 Eth. nic. 1177b; translation by J. A. K. Thomson, The Ethics of Aristotle (New
York: Penguin, 1955).
28 Eth. nic. 1178b.
29 Enn. 4.8.1.1–10; O’Meara (modified), Plotinus, 104.
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After reviewing various reasons for the soul’s descent suggested by
the Phaedrus, and after discussing both positive and negative consequences of this descent, Plotinus returns to the crux of his question based
on his own experience of union with the Nous. For if he knew himself to
be the Nous, and if the Nous was always active, then Plotinus himself
must, somehow, have had two identities and two souls: the one in the
body (which Plotinus came to call his “inferior companion”)30 and the
other (his true self) outside the body in the intelligible world. Plotinus was
aware of the eccentricity of this position from a Platonic point of view,
and yet he writes:
And, if one ought to dare to express one’s own view more clearly, contradicting the opinion of others, even our soul does not altogether come
down, but there is always something of it in the intelligible; but if the part
which is in the world of sense-perception gets control, or rather if it is
brought under control and thrown into confusion [by the body], it prevents us from perceiving the things which the upper part of the soul contemplates. (Enn. 4.8.8.1–6 Armstrong)

According to Plotinus, the soul’s experience of the Nous depended on
whether or not it could free itself from the “world of sense perception”; if
successful, the soul-as-Nous realized that it had never really “come down,”
that it was never truly embodied.
In a different context, however, discussing self-knowledge, Plotinus
admits that “the Nous is ours and not ours,”31 and he draws careful distinctions between the soul and the Nous that is present to it.32 Yet Plotinus
continued to assert the notion of an undescended soul, which he described
in evocative terms. Although souls are enticed into bodies by sensate
images, he says, “their heads are firmly set above in heaven,”33 and in one
of his last writings, Plotinus described the soul’s descent as an illumination
(ellampsis). He writes:
If the inclination [to the body] is an illumination [e[llamyi"] to what is
below it is not a sin; what is illuminated is responsible, for if it did not
exist the soul would have nowhere to illuminate. The soul is said to go
down or decline in the sense that the thing which receives the light from
it lives with it. (Enn. 1.1.12.25–29)

30 Enn. 1.2.6.28.
31 Enn. 5.3.3.27–28.
32 Enn. 5.3.3.
33 Enn. 4.3.12.5–6.
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The Plotinian soul, then, does not truly incarnate but illuminates, from
above, its mortal image. This portrayal of the soul’s “descent” bears a striking resemblance to Plotinus’s portrayal of the fall of Sophia, which he had
condemned in his treatise Against the Gnostics. According to the gnostics,
he says, the World Soul (i.e., Sophia)
did not come down itself, did not decline, but only illuminated [ejllavmyai]
the darkness and so an image from it came into existence in matter. (Enn.
2.9.10.25–27)

Plotinus had faulted the gnostics for attributing the personal drama and
characteristics of the particular soul to the World Soul and thus confusing
ontological levels.34 Yet his doctrine of the undescended soul seems to
have done the same but from the other direction. Rather than attributing
personal characteristics to the World Soul, Plotinus gave universal qualities
to the particular soul. In effect, both the gnostics and Plotinus treat the particular soul and World Soul as functional equivalents. The undescended
soul of Plotinus exhibits the same traits and is described with the same
metaphors as the gnostic Sophia.
Is it possible that Plotinus’s doctrine of the undescended soul was influenced by the gnostics against whom he so vigorously argued? Was the dualistic soteriology and acosmicism implied in this doctrine a reflection of
gnostic belief or perhaps the influence of dualist Middle Platonists such as
Numenius? Was the doctrine of the undescended soul an aberration rightly
condemned by later Platonists? Before seeking supposed “influences” or
sources for Plotinus’s doctrine, I think we first need to understand its function. My view is that Plotinus’s attempts to communicate his mystical experiences in the philosophic language of Plato and Aristotle should not be
read as explanations, but as evocations offered to his students. Within the
confines of Plotinus’ s seminars, his descriptions of the soul with its “head
in heaven” and “illuminating” the body from above would have evoked in
his listeners an inkling of the transcendence that he had experienced. His
beautiful face, then even more beautiful to see, and voice, resonant with his
soul’s depth, carried his listeners into verbal images of transcendence. In
effect, Plotinus’s explanations were erotic enchantments in the form of
philosophic discourse, yet taken out of the context of his seminars his
“explanations” were likely to have been misunderstood by a Porphyry, an
Iamblichus, or even by Plotinus himself. So, while Plotinus’s doctrine of the
undescended soul was criticized for philosophic reasons by Iamblichus, we
must remember that it was the “doctrine” of an undescended soul that was
criticized and not the legitimacy of Plotinus’s experience.
34 Enn. 2.9.7.5–9.
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One problem of the undescended soul doctrine is that Socratic aporia comes into play only at the highest level—when the Nous approaches
the One. It is then that the soul-as-Nous reaches an utter aporia and must
be carried by its god-given eros to the Good. Prior to that, however, since
the soul has been encumbered only by the camouflage of embodiment, it
is able to recover its divinely noetic status through its own efforts. This
would afford the human soul far more power than traditional Platonic
paideia had given to it. While this difference may seen inconsequential
and merely reflect Plotinus’s use of Aristotle’s terminology, the results
were significant as regards the Plotinian philosopher’s self-understanding
and his view of the world. In this context, let us now turn to Iamblichus
to examine his objections to this doctrine and to see how the introduction
of theurgy to Platonic paideia was consistent with his understanding of
the soul and the cosmos.
3. Iamblichean Paideia: Aporia to Theourgia
When compared to divine action, even the perfect soul is imperfect.
— Iamblichus

In his philosophic doxography, the De anima,35 Iamblichus criticizes
the opinion of those who blur distinctions among the incorporeals. He
writes:
There are some who maintain that all parts of this incorporeal substance
are alike and one and the same, so that the whole exists in any part of it.
They even place in the individual soul the Intelligible World, the Gods,
the Daimons, the Good, and all Races superior to the soul. . . . According
to this view, the soul, considering its entire essence is in no way different
from the Nous, the Gods, or the Superior Races. (Stobaeus Anth.
1.365.7–21)

Iamblichus says that Numenius clearly held this view, as did Plotinus—
though not entirely—as well as Plotinus’s students: Porphyry, who sometimes rejected and sometimes revered it, and Amelius, who leaned toward
it.36 Iamblichus here was implicitly criticizing Plotinus’s doctrine of the
undescended soul, and in his Commentary on the Phaedrus he explicitly
rejects the notion that the soul’s highest element remains unfallen and
unchanged. He writes:
35 De anima, in Stobaeus Anthologium (ed. C. Wachsmuth and O. Hense; Berlin:

Weidmanns, 1884–1912).
36 Stobaeus Anth. 1.365.7–21.
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And if the charioteer is the highest element in us, and he, as is said in the
Phaedrus, sometimes is carried aloft and raises “his head into the regions
outside,” while at other times he descends and (fills his pair) with lameness and moulting, it plainly follows that the highest element in us experiences different states at different times.37

According to Iamblichus, when the human soul enters a body it descends
entirely and does not leave its “head in heaven.” In the De anima
Iamblichus explained that the soul is generated from the Nous as a subordinate and separate level of reality,38 and he defined the soul’s essence as
[1] the mean between divisible and indivisible,
corporeal and incorporeal beings;
[2] the totality of the universal logoi;
[3] that which, after the Forms, is at the service
of the work of creation, or
[4] that Life which has Life of itself, which
proceeds from the Nous, or
[5] again, the procession of the classes of Real
Being as a whole to an inferior status.39

For anyone who has studied the Timaeus, these definitions should sound
familiar, a point that Iamblichus himself made with a polemical retort:
“Indeed, he says, “Plato himself, Pythagoras, Aristotle and all of the
Ancients whose great names are praised for wisdom were absolutely convinced of these doctrines . . . as anyone would discover if he were to study
their teachings with care!”40
The Timaeus supports Iamblichus’s position. In the creation of human
souls, each is coordinated with all the numerical logoi of the World Soul
and, as soul, each functions as an intermediary between the irreconcilable
extremes of same and different, indivisible and divisible, and immortal and
mortal, which allows the intelligible world to appear as sensible (Tim.
35a–36e). In the case of human souls, however, due to the dilution of their
essence, their mathematical logoi are broken apart and twisted when they
enter bodies (Tim. 43d–e). Human souls suffer a discontinuity in their
mediation not experienced by the Superior Races. It was this dividedness
and suffering that the doctrine of the undescended soul denied, yet to
deny the divisible in favor of the indivisible was to deny to the soul its
37 In Tim. frg. 87.28–32; in Iamblichi Chalcidensis (ed. with trans. and commentary by John Dillon; Leiden: Brill, 1973).
38 Stobaeus Anth. 1.365.22–25.
39 Stobaeus Anth. 1.365.25–366.5.
40 Stobaeus Anth. 1.366.6–11.
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function as a mean between extremes. According to Iamblichus, all souls
had to mediate, and in the case of human souls their mediation included
the experience of suffering, dividedness, and mortality. Since the soul’s
original nature was immortal and coordinate with the gods it meant that—
as human—the soul was alienated not only from the divinity of the gods
but from its own divinity as well. And this alienation was not an accident
or a temporary condition that could be rectified when the soul corrected
the “error” of identifying with the body: the experience of self-alienation
constituted the soul’s very essence as human.
Yet the soul still contained the logoi of the World Soul, and by aligning its own logoi with the logoi of the visible world it could gradually transform its alienation. In order to regain its divinity the soul had to reshape
its human identity into the rhythms and ratios of the visible world, as Plato
put it: “the motions which are naturally akin to the divine principle in
us. . . ” (Tim. 90c). This was traditional paideia, and Plotinus himself
encouraged it in his treatise Against the Gnostics,41 but an undescended
soul would have required no knowledge of the cosmos except the realization that it had never really fallen into it. The doctrine of the undescended soul, in effect, short-circuited traditional Platonic paideia because
it no longer required the soul to realign itself with the cosmos. The
unfallen soul needed only to return to a Self that Porphyry claimed was
“the same as the Nous.”42 While this, admittedly, exaggerates the intent of
Plotinus’s position, such distortions were perhaps inevitable. It would be
difficult, for example, to imagine Socrates saying, with Porphyry, that “the
philosopher is the savior of himself,”43 but not so difficult if Socrates
believed that his “self” was a god. When Plotinus’s metaphor of the undescended soul was taken outside his seminars and was transformed into a
metaphysical “doctrine,” it became an invitation for rationalistic hubris.
This, in particular, is what Iamblichus sensed in Porphyry’s Platonism and
in the questions posed in Porphyry’s Letter to Anebo. It was simply too easy
for the empirical self to misappropriate Plotinus’s images and assume that
one’s ascent to the gods did not require passage through the humiliation
and darkness of Socratic aporia. Iamblichus’s understanding of the soul
guaranteed that it did.
Thanks to the careful analysis of Carlos Steel in The Changing Self,44
we can now appreciate the complexity and originality of Iamblichus’s

41 Enn. 2.9.18.31–35.
42 Porphyry Abst. 1.29.4; in Porphyre: De l’abstinence (text, translation, and intro-

duction by J. Bouffartigue and M. Patillon; Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1977).
43 Abst. 2.49.1.
44 Carlos Steel, The Changing Self (Brussels: Palais der Academien, 1978).
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psychology, why he opposed Plotinus’s doctrines, and why, for philosophic reasons, Iamblichus turned to ritual theurgy for the soul’s salvation.
Like Plotinus, Iamblichus incorporated Aristotle’s noetic terminology into
his Platonism but with significant differences. Iamblichus seems to have
taken Plato’s description of the embodied soul in the Timaeus—walking
backward and turned upside down—and explained its limitations in Aristotelian terms. Most notably, Iamblichus denied that the active intellect
(nous poietikos) was the property of the soul. Iamblichus followed Aristotle’s more restrictive noetic terminology and believed that the Nous must
enter the soul from without (thurathen),45 and in the De mysteriis he consistently maintained that the gods come to us from without (exothen),
which was one rationale for performing rituals given by the gods.
Iamblichus also employed the Aristotelian formula that essences (ousiai)
are revealed by their activities (energeiai) and used it to identify the incorporeal classes, including the human soul.46 This formula led Iamblichus to
a conclusion especially difficult for a Platonist: because the energeiai of
human souls are mortal and subject to change, so their ousiai must somehow be mortal and subject to change!
Steel cites Priscianus’s Commentary on the De Anima, where he refers
to Iamblichus’s application of this formula. Priscianus writes:
If, however, as Iamblichus thinks, a perverse and imperfect activity would
not proceed from an essence which is impassive and perfect, the soul
would be, even in its essence, somehow subject to passion. For in this
view, the soul is a mean, not only between the divided and undivided,
the remaining and proceeding, the noetic and irrational, but also between
the ungenerated and generated. . . . 47 Thus, that which is immortal in the
soul is filled completely with mortality and no longer remains immortal. . . . 48

To think that part of “us” remains untouched by embodiment is, in Christian terms, a docetic form of Platonism. Iamblichus was clearly more Chalcedonian. Indeed, the paradox of the Chalcedonian Christ, being fully man
and fully god, applies equally to the Iamblichean soul. As Priscianus
45 Gen. an. 236b.28.
46 The Aristotelian dictum that essences are known by their activities (De an.

2.4.415a16–20) had precedents in the Platonic dialogues (Rep. 477c; Soph. 247e).
47 In de anima 89.33–37 (Berlin: Reimeri, 1882). For attributing this commentary
to Priscianus rather than to Simplicius, see F. Bossier and C. Steel, “Priscianus Lydus
en de ‘In de Anima’ van Pseudo(?)-Simplicius,” Tijdschrift voor Filosofia 34 (1972):
761–882.
48 In de anima 90.21–23.
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remarked: “The definition of these matters is difficult because the soul is
one and many in essence” (In de anima 14.7–8), and in his Metaphrasis
(32.13–19) he again refers to Iamblichus’s definition of the soul as a mean
term to account for its self-contradictions. He says:
According to Iamblichus, the individual soul embraces permanency and
change equally, so that in this way its intermediate position is again preserved; for higher beings are stable, mortal ones are completely changeable. The individual soul, however, as middle, is undivided and multiplied
together with mundane beings, and it does not only remain permanent
but also changes because it lives through so many divisible lives. And not
only in its habits, but also in its substance.49

There was no part of the Iamblichean soul unaffected by embodiment as
Plotinus and Porphyry had maintained.50 Even Proclus, who otherwise followed Iamblichus’s teachings on the soul, could not accept that its highest
part, the ousia, was changed in embodiment.51 Damascius, however, supported Iamblichus’s view by referring to Plato’s definition of the soul as
self-moved,52 meaning, he says in his Parmenides commentary, “that both
moved and mover are the same being.”53 “The soul,” Damascius continues, “both changes itself and is always being changed, and thus it possesses its being by always changing itself through the transformation of its
own essence.”54
The soul endured such paradox because of its cosmogonic function as
the mean between extremes. The loss of the soul’s unity and stability
caused it to suffer, but this was the only way for the human soul to imitate
the Demiurge. To deny diversity and mortality to the soul would negate its
role in cosmogenesis, yet because it was weakened by the dilution of its
substance (Tim. 41d–e), the soul performed its demiurgy through a kind of
self-alienation and shattering of its essence. In embodiment the soul
became “other” to itself.55 Thus Iamblichus:

49 Translation (modified) by Steel, “Priscianus Lydus,” 57.
50 Enn. 1.1.7.1–7.
51 Proclus Elem. Theol. props. 106–7; 191; text, translation and commentary by
E. R. Dodds (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963).
52 According to Iamblichus, Myst. 12.6–11, the self-movement (aujtokinhsiva; cf.
Phaedr. 245c: to; auJto; kinou'n ~ aujtokivnhton) of the soul is “a simple essential movement that subsists from itself and not in relation to another.”
53 Dub. et Sol. 2.263.10 Ruelle.
54 Dub. et Sol. 2.263.12–14 Ruelle; cf. C. Steel, The Changing Self, 110.
55 DA 223.26.
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Our soul remains one and is multiplied at the same time in its inclination
to the body; it neither remains purely nor is changed entirely but remains
somehow and proceeds from itself, yet when it is made other to itself, the
sameness with itself becomes faint.56

To borrow an Egyptian image, the embodied soul—like Osiris—was dismembered and its logoi were scattered throughout the world; to restore
itself the soul had to rediscover these logoi in nature, an important point
to which we will return.57
Since the Iamblichean soul was self-alienated and separated from the
divine Nous, it is not hard to see the importance of Socratic aporia for
Iamblichus. No matter how exalted or brilliant the human soul, as human
it was confined to a single form of consciousness58 which made it “other
to itself” and cut off from the Nous. To recognize this was the first and perhaps most difficult task of Platonic paideia, particularly for the discursively
brilliant. To accept with Socrates the “worthlessness of our wisdom” would
mean remaining an “inferior companion” and accepting our existence as
“lowest, deficient, and imperfect” compared to all other immortal beings
(Myst. 21.2). Iamblichus acknowledges our inferior status when he says:
“. . . compared to divine activity, even the perfect soul is imperfect” (Myst.
149.111–12).
It is now almost commonplace to say that Iamblichus had a more pessimistic view of the soul and its capacities than did Plotinus. I think this
misses the point. The deification of the soul was as important to
Iamblichus as it was to Plotinus, but its description by Porphyry—who
claimed that Plotinus achieved it “four” times and himself “once”59—
risked making a caricature of the soul’s henosis and deification. An enumeration of henosis makes no sense. By definition, a henosis that can be
claimed, numbered, or known cannot be a true henosis, and it was this
discursive counterfeit that Iamblichus attempted to overcome by distinguishing the human activity of philosophy from the divine activity of

56 DA 223.28–32. Yet, as a mean, the soul “could never become entirely self-

alienated or it would cease to be soul” (DA 241.10–11).
57 According to Plutarch, Isis and Osiris (nos. 53–54), Osiris represents the Platonic Forms; Isis, the pure material receptacle; and Horus, the “perceptible image
of the intelligible world.” The embodied soul, born “crippled” like the elder Horus,
seeks with Isis to recover the hidden parts of Osiris, dismembered and buried by
the titanic Seth/Typhon.
58 Myst. 148.12–14. The standard text and translation of the De mysteriis is that
of E. des Places, Jamblique: Les mystères d’Egypte (Paris: Les Belles Lettres,
1966).
59 Life of Plotinus 23.13–18.
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theurgy.60 Iamblichus’s distinction was not based on some kind of presumed supernatural authority but on sound philosophic reasoning. For
when discursive language and terms such as “knowing,” “seeing,” or
“grasping” are used to describe experiences that transcend all forms of
knowing, seeing, or grasping, then one must take care not to confuse the
content of the discursive statement with its evocative power.61 To do so
would reduce henosis to a discursive experience. For Porphyry to have
“counted” henadic events suggests that he failed to make this distinction
and mistook Plotinus’s poetry for prose.
Iamblichus was careful to avoid this confusion, and his psychology
helped to buttress the distinction between the divine and human orders.
For if the human soul does not merely seem to be embodied but truly is,
and if its individual consciousness alienates it from divinity, then the soul—
as human—cannot reach the divine of its own power. If it has contact with
the gods this must be initiated by the gods themselves, from outside the
soul. These restrictions need not reflect Iamblichus’s pessimism about the
soul or, as some would have it, his diminished capacity for mystical experience, but rather his concern that transcendent experiences be received
properly and not confused with discursive fantasies. Iamblichus’s promotion of theurgy, therefore, may be seen as a consequence of his philosophic precision about the limits of the discursive mind, limits that Plotinus
did not always make explicit.62 To oppose philosophy to theurgy or to see
them as alternate routes to salvation is to misunderstand the role of philosophy for Iamblichus.
This misunderstanding is reflected in Porphyry’s Letter to Anebo, where
Iamblichus’s former teacher presumes that theurgic rituals attempted to
manipulate the gods. Although Porphyry himself had once practiced theurgy
for the purpose of cleansing his “lower” soul, he felt that his “higher,” undescended soul could be reached only by philosophic contemplation.63 For
60 J. Trouillard dismissed the portrayal of henosis as a “state” subject to enumeration. According to Trouillard, Porphyry was a “disciple souvent exotérique” who
misunderstood much of Plotinus’s more profound teachings (J. Trouillard, La
purification plotinienne [Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1955], 98).
61 For example, when Iamblichus refers to the charioteer’s “vision” of the Forms
in his journey with the gods, he explains that the term is a metaphor for the soul’s
union with the intelligibles (In Phaedr. frg. 6, J. Dillon, Iamblichi Chalcidensis, 97).
Plotinus makes the same point in Enn. 5.8.11.
62 J. N. P. Lowry, The Logical Principles of Proclus’ STOICHEIÔSIS THEOLOGIKÊ
As Systematic Ground of the Cosmos (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1980), 16–19.
63 For a discussion of theurgy and the lower/higher soul distinction see R. Majercik, The Chaldean Oracles: Text, Translation, and Commentary (Leiden: Brill,
1989), 31–32.
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Porphyry, theurgy was merely a techne for the philosophically immature,
and he proceeds to discuss it like any other philosophical problem. It is
more Porphyry’s attitude than the content of his questions that seems to have
irked Iamblichus, for to Porphyry’s seemingly innocuous remark that the
gods exist, Iamblichus replies:
You say first that you grant that the Gods exist, but speaking in this way
is not right. For the innate knowledge [e[mfuto" gnw'si"] of the Gods preexists in our very essence; it is superior to all judgment and choice and
exists prior to reason and demonstration. From the beginning it is established with the soul’s essential desire [ejfevsei] for the Good. (Myst.
7.12–8.1)

Iamblichus does not allow that gods may or may not be “granted” existence for the purpose of discussion. The gods are the vitality that allows
such discussions to take place. They precede and sustain all forms of life,
including cognitive states. As such, divinities cannot be “known” as one
may know objects of thought. Porphyry should certainly have known this
as Plotinus’s student, but Iamblichus continues:
If one must speak the truth, contact with the divine is not knowledge. For
knowledge is separated from its object by a kind of otherness. But prior
to this knowledge which understands the other as “other,” there exists a
self-generated . . . uniform embrace, suspended from the Gods. One must
not suppose that one has the power to recognize or not to recognize this
contact, nor represent it as ambiguous (for it is always uniformly established in activity). (Myst. 8.3–9)

In these citations Iamblichus makes two points that reflect the principles
of traditional Platonic paideia: (1) when it comes to knowing the gods we
face an utter aporia; we are constitutionally unable to know them, and (2)
the gods are already present to us, embedded in the very activity of our
thinking and breathing, but especially revealed in our erotic yearning (ephesis) for the Good. As in traditional paideia, if the soul cannot first accept
its aporia, it cannot engage its innate gnosis of the gods.
The closest Iamblichus comes to describing what attitude the soul must
adopt to trigger the activity of the god is in his discussion of prayer. In
response to Porphyry’s remark that man’s prayers are impure and unfit to
be offered to the Nous, Iamblichus retorts:
Not at all! For it is due to this very fact, that we are far inferior to the Gods
in power, purity, and everything else, that it is of all things most critical
that we do pray to them to the utmost. For the awareness of our own nothingness [oujdeneiva"], when we compare ourselves to the Gods, makes us turn
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spontaneously [aujtofuw'"] to prayer. And from our supplication, in a short
time we are led up to that one to whom we pray, and from our continual
intercourse with it we obtain a likeness to it, and from imperfection we are
gradually embraced by divine perfection. (Myst. 47.13–48.4).

Iamblichus’s awareness of our nothingness, like the worthlessness of
Socrates’ wisdom, or Plotinus’s insight that all efforts to increase the soul
diminish it, point to the need for the soul to accept and inhabit aporia
before engaging the gods.64 I would suggest that the spontaneous prayer
that arises from this “nothingness” was the awakening of the soul’s “essential desire” for the Good. When engaged in this way, prayers were themselves the active presence of the gods. Iamblichus says:
At the moment of prayer, the divine itself is quite literally joined with
itself, and it is not like one entity speaking with another that it is united
with the spiritual conceptions in prayers.65

As in Socratic paideia, the purpose of discursive thinking was to reveal
the soul’s utter helplessness and aporia with respect to knowledge of the
gods. By contrast, Porphyry’s questions suggested that our connection to
the gods was capable of being solved intellectually, and Iamblichus criticizes Porphyry for his excessive rationalism. Thus Iamblichus:
You seem to think that knowledge of divine things and of anything else
is the same, and that each step is derived from oppositions, as is usual
with dialectical propositions; but it is nothing like that at all, for the
knowledge of divine things is entirely different and is separated from all
contradiction. (Myst. 10.1–7)

Of course, if Porphyry believed that his true self was the Nous he might
also think himself capable of understanding divine mysteries. This kind of
hubris, Iamblichus argued, was the cause for our failing to contact the
gods. He says:
For being unable to lay hold of the knowledge of the Gods through reasoning, but believing they are able to do so, men are entirely carried away
by their own human passions and make assertions about divine things
drawn from personal feelings. (Myst. 65.16–66.2)
64 In another context, Iamblichus says that when the soul becomes aware of its
“ugliness” apart from the gods it is drawn to divine beauty (Myst. 39.3–13).
65 Myst. 47.9–11. Compare with Myst. 48.5–11 where Iamblichus says that theurgic
prayers do not derive from human beings. These prayers, he says, are sent by the gods
and are the tokens (sunthemata) of the gods and therefore possess divine power.
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We have seen that Plotinus had the same caution with respect to the One
and said that our awareness of it comes not through reasoning but by a
“presence superior to knowledge” (Enn. 6.9.4.3–4). Iamblichus followed
Plotinus in this reserve but extended the soul’s aporia to exclude knowledge of all divinities, not just of the One. For a completely descended soul,
aporia was necessarily more significant and extensive.
But how was the soul to engage its innate yearning for the Good? How
was it to awaken the presence superior to all reasoning? While Plato leaves
this unexplained and portrays the engagement through erotic images,
Iamblichus discovers this erotic power in theurgic rituals, that is, in traditional forms of worship: rites of sacrifice, divination, and invocations of the
gods. While Iamblichus was probably introduced to the term theourgia by
Porphyry, he refashioned its meaning to suit his understanding of paideia.
The function of theurgic rites for Iamblichus was to awaken the soul’s
innate yearning for the divine, and since the soul was divided and scattered into the sensate world, this innate gnosis could be awakened only
through a complexity of rites that corresponded to the complexity and
intensity of the soul’s alienation.
Iamblichus believed that embodiment was essential to the soul’s identity and served a cosmogonic function. The soul’s inversion as well as its
return expressed the will of the Demiurge (Myst. 272.2–12). As inverted
and self-alienated, however, the soul could recover its immortality only by
recovering the traces of its divinity in the generated world. Iamblichus
believed that these traces had been deposited by the Demiurge throughout the world (Myst. 65.6) and that pious races like the Egyptians had preserved them in rites that allowed souls to reenter their immortality (Myst.
249.14–250.7).
The integration of traditional religious practices into paideia was
clearly not a goal of Plotinus.66 In addition to negating the soul’s cosmogonic function as a mean between extremes, the doctrine of the undescended soul necessarily diminished the value of the sensible cosmos and
the rites that venerated its powers. For if the soul’s purpose was to escape
from the illusion of embodiment, then the body and material world would
be obstacles to the soul. From this perspective, it is not surprising that Plotinus referred to matter as “evil itself” (Enn. 1.8.3.39–40) or that Porphyry
characterized the soul’s salvation as a permanent escape from the cosmos
“never again to find itself held and polluted by the contagion of the
world.”67 In light of Platonic paideia’s emphasis both on the soul’s return
66 This is perhaps best exemplified in Plotinus’s remark to Amelius after he was
asked to join him in worshiping the gods: “They ought to come to me, not I to
them” (Life of Plotinus 10.35–36).
67 Porphyry De regressu an. 40*.15–16 Bidez (1964).
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to the world after its ascent and on the complementary descent of eros
from the gods to humanity, there is something new and unplatonic in Porphyry’s remark. He is speaking from a dualist and anticosmic standpoint,
so he was necessarily opposed to rituals that aligned the soul with cosmic
powers. Yet this was precisely the function of theurgic rituals. Iamblichus
held that it was only through these rites that the soul’s innate eros for the
gods could be awakened.
If Iamblichus’s understanding of the soul provides a rationale for the
importance of aporia in Platonic paideia, then his explanation of theurgy
may be seen as an effort to secure more effectively the soul’s eros for the
Good by aligning it with traditional religious rituals. For Iamblichus, the
old ways, the ancient forms of worship, were concrete expressions of a
divine eros for the gods, and in terms of the individual soul, this eros
played an essential role. The Chaldean Oracles speak of a “deep eros”
implanted in souls by the Creator to stir their desire for him.68 Like the
god-given eros of Plotinus or the “soul’s essential desire for the Good” of
Iamblichus, this deep eros was prior to all knowledge and conceptualization, so whether it was conveyed through the medium of intellectual discourse (e.g., Plotinus) or through ritual acts, its presence was ineffable, and
I believe that Iamblichus favored ritual in order to protect the soul from
intellectual self-deception in these matters.69 According to Iamblichus:
The Intelligible is held before the mind, not as knowable [wJ" gnwstovn],
but as desirable [wJ" ejfetovn], and the mind is filled by this, not with knowledge, but with being and every intelligible perfection.70

Iamblichus referred to this divine presence in the soul in a variety of ways.
He says it is the “first principle in us” (Myst. 10.10), provides us with an
“innate knowledge of the gods” (Myst. 7.14), and is the soul’s “essential

68 Chaldean Oracles, frgs. 43, 44 Majercik.
69 In one sense, Iamblichus might be understood as attempting to preserve the

intuitions of Plotinus against the more analytical approach of Porphyry. L. G. Westerink noted: “Iamblichus’ purpose is to make Plotinus’ belief of the superiority of
intuition to reason the guiding principle of a new systematic approach to Plato.
Intuition, which is a superior form of sight, does not proceed from point to point,
but has a unified vision of the structure of all reality” (Westerink, The Greek Commentaries on Plato’s Phaedo I [Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing, 1976], 15).
J. M. P. Lowry, Logical Principles, 21ff., similarly remarks: “What Iamblichus did was
to develop this mystical side of Plotinus more systematically than Plotinus himself
had done.”
70 Cited by Damascius Dub. et Sol. 1.154.9–11 Ruelle = Westerink-Combès,
2.104.20–23.
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desire for the Good” (Myst. 8.1–2). Although Iamblichus was somewhat lax
about what he called it, referring to it as the “divine, intelligible, and one
in us” awakened in prayer (Myst. 46.13–15), or more simply as “the one in
the soul,”71 he was adamant in maintaining that this principle was not a
property of the soul. As arche, this divine presence was not considered a
higher part of the soul even in a Plotinian sense, for it transcended the
order that it established.72 Iamblichus claimed that this anterior principle,
and not the soul, was the cause of every theurgic divination. It was, he
says, “a certain divine good which is pre-established as more ancient [presbuteran] than our nature,”73 and it was this presence that was awakened
in theurgic rites.74
In the context of Platonic paideia I believe that theurgy may be best
understood as Iamblichus’s elaboration and ritualization of Platonic erotics.
For just as different kinds of souls were attracted to different kinds of eromenoi depending on their position on the ladder to Absolute Beauty,75 so
in theurgy, different souls employed different forms of theurgic ritual
depending on their degree of intimacy with the gods. Plato’s Beauty, the
only Form that entered the sensible world to arouse our eros, was transformed by Iamblichus into the magnetic will of the Demiurge, drawing
souls back to their divinity. And just as the erotic madness of the Phaedrus
appealed to the wise but not the learned,76 so theurgy was honored by the
pious but not by intellectuals like Porphyry!
Before summarizing theurgy’s place in Platonic paideia, I would like
to reconsider the two paths of Platonism as represented by Plotinus and
Iamblichus. I believe that one reason Plotinus has been favored by recent
71 In Phaedr. frg. 6 Dillon.
72 A generally accepted Pythagorean principle discussed by Iamblichus in De

Communi Mathematica Scientia 15.10–15 (ed. N. Festa; Stuttgart: Teubner, 1975).
73 Myst. 165.18–19; cf. Stobaeus Anth. 2.174.9–16 where the arche that frees the
soul from fate is described as presbuteran.
74 Damascius, who claims to follow Iamblichus in these matters, refers to this
principle as the soul’s huparxis, which he describes as “the One itself, which preexists beyond all things and is the cause of every ousia but is not yet itself ousia.”
See Pierre Hadot, “L’être et l’étant dans le Néoplatonisme,” Revue de théologie et de
philosophie 1 (1972): 110–11. According to Hadot, the technical use of this term was
coined by Porphyry, and Ruth Majercik recently has argued that its use by Neoplatonists may have been the source for the prevalence of huparxis among Sethian
gnostics. See R. Majercik, “The Existence-Life-Intellect Triad in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,” CQ 42 (1992): 478–79. [For discussion, see the essays of Corrigan and
Turner (“The Setting”) in this volume. JDT]
75 Symp. 210c–e.
76 Phaedr. 245c.1–2.
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generations of scholars—if not by the Platonists themselves—is because
his doctrine of the undescended soul, in a highly secularized form, more
closely resembles our post-Enlightenment optimism (and hubris) about
the capacities of rationality and our independence from ritualistic superstitions. Plotinus, then, is more like us! And Iamblichus, by contrast, is an
oriental: an irrational Syrian priest and occultist who claims to possess
“supernatural” power to control the gods! While the image of Iamblichus
is obviously a caricature, the picture we have made of Plotinus is no less
distorted. Both Platonists sought to communicate the depths of their experiences, and both were misunderstood. Plotinus’s statements, for example,
that the soul goes “alone to the Alone” or that the soul’s “head remains
above” were taken out of the context of his seminars as positive statements about the soul’s relation with the divine rather than as invitations
to experience it.77 The consequences were an anticosmism and escapist
dualism hardly reflected in Plotinus’s own life. Iamblichus’s theurgical
doctrines suffered perhaps even more distortion, for by laying excessive
emphasis on the power of the ritual act and forgetting Iamblichus’s cautions about first purifying the soul, scholars have assumed that theurgy
was the attempt to animate statues or manipulate gods,78 and they have
taken rogues like Maximus to be representative of Iamblichean theurgy.
Both caricatures are false, and both are characterized by an unplatonic
grandiosity and separateness of soul: the overly spiritualized Plotinian
soul isolated and removed from the contagion of the world, and the
Iamblichean theurgist-as-sorcerer who controls the spirits and threatens
the gods. It is not surprising that both Plotinus and Iamblichus directed
their harshest criticisms toward gnostics and sorcerers respectively, for the
gnostic dualist (Plotinus) and the sorcerer (Iamblichus) were their own
distorted reflections.

77 For a correction to these distortions see A. H. Armstrong, “The Apprehension

of Divinity in the Self and the Cosmos in Plotinus,” in The Significance of Neoplatonism (ed. R. B. Harris; Norfolk, Va.: International Society for Neoplatonic Studies,
1976), 195ff.
78 This despite Iamblichus’s explicit condemnation of the practices of statuemakers (Myst. 160.15) and his repeated statements that theurgy in no way manipulates the gods, e.g., Myst. 42.2–5. E. R. Dodds, not Iamblichus, seems to be our
source for this view. Dodds reported the polemical remarks of the Christian John
Philoponus that Iamblichus tried to prove that “statues are divine” and then cited
examples of this “theurgy” in the case of Maximus and others. See Dodds, The
Greeks and the Irrational, Appendix II, “Theurgy” (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1951), 295. On contemporary as well as ancient distortions of Iamblichean theurgy see P. Athanassiadi, “Dreams, Theurgy and Freelance
Divination: The Testimony of Iamblichus,” JRS 83 (1993): 123–29.
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4. Conclusion

As a theurgist, Iamblichus believed the hieratic practices he performed
were revealed by the gods and that no amount of human intelligence possessed the same degree of soteriological power. As a Platonist, he also
knew this divine revelation was not limited to a particular time, place, or
culture, but was revealed continually in all times and in all places as the
cosmogenesis described in the Timaeus. The revelation of the gods was
the ceaseless unfolding of numbers from the One into the Many, descending into the mathematical bases of the physical world. For the Platonic
theurgist, nature was the material expression of the gods calling souls back
to their role as cocreators with the Demiurge.79 In Iamblichus’s monistic
vision, even sensible matter, the medium of creation, was believed to be
rooted in the One and was necessary for our salvation.
The most complex and perhaps most original aspect of Iamblichus’s Platonism was his doctrine of the soul. Based on Plato’s description of the soul
as a mean term made up of numerical logoi, Iamblichus found a unique
place for human souls as the mean between the immortality of the gods and
the mortality of created life. To recover one’s immortality within the context
and medium of mortal life—as theurgy required—meant that the soul’s deification assumed the shape of a ritually embodied world. For the theurgist,
therefore, this ritualization of cosmogenesis could be described as equally
ascending or descending depending on one’s perspective. From the perspective of the embodied soul, theurgy enflamed its god-given eros and lifted
it to the gods. Yet once elevated, and having ritually taken on the shape of
the gods, the soul joined their cosmogony and descended demiurgically into
the world. Theurgic rituals were designed according to the soul’s capacity to
receive the gods, so the rites varied, reflecting the variety of human souls.
Yet all theurgies, from the densely material to the spiritually refined, required
that the soul recognize its own “nothingness” before it was able to receive
the god and take on another life. This, in sum, was Iamblichus’s vision of a
Platonic theurgy, but was it unique?
Iamblichus’s explanation of nomina barbara and asema onomata in
theurgy, and the use of the same material in gnostic and magical texts, suggest that gnostics and magicians may have used the same techniques and
materials as theurgists. Birger Pearson’s suggestion that Iamblichus’s theory
79 Christian (Dionysian) theurgy fails to be “theurgic” in a Platonic sense because
its revelation was limited to a unique historical “event” and was essentially opposed
to nature. James Miller has argued that the elimination of nature achieved greater
clarity for Christian theurgy and enhanced the authority of the church. In effect, the
ekklesia of Christian theurgy replaced the physical cosmos of pagan theurgy. See J.
Miller, Measures of Wisdom: The Cosmic Dance in Classical and Christian Antiquity (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986), 461.
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of theurgy be applied to gnostic texts such as the Marsanes, the Gospel of
the Egyptians, and the Three Steles of Seth helps to “make sense” of otherwise unintelligible material.80 Pearson’s study is fruitful in finding parallels
between the ritualized ascent and descent described in Three Steles of Seth
and Iamblichus’s explanations of theurgic ascent and descent in the De
mysteriis.81 But I am not sure how far this takes us.
Iamblichus’s understanding of the soul’s ascent and descent in theurgy
was surely not unique, as Pearson points out,82 but it is unlikely that nonPlatonists would have been as careful as Iamblichus to situate, let alone
explain, their rituals in the context of an “orthodox” Platonism. Surely, the
greater the number of parallels and shared terms that one finds between
gnostic, magic, or Hermetic literature and that of Platonic theurgists suggests at least a cross-fertilization of ideas and possibly of ritual practices.
Yet without more evidence it is not possible to know if these rituals had
the same function.
In the case of Iamblichean theurgy, the ritual act could never be
divorced from the proper preparation and purification of the soul. The evidence from Iamblichus suggests that the function of theurgic rites was to
arouse the erotic presence of the One in the soul (the ascent) in a ritual
mimesis of creation (the descent). While even these theurgical criteria
might be found in gnostic material, what I don’t find is an emphasis on the
ineffability of the gods and its correlate: the aporia of the soul. In Platonic
terms, without a clearly defined psychology to anchor our “titanic” impulse
to discursive knowing, the soul can easily be led to think that it has fathomed divine mysteries and attained a heavenly status. Iamblichus’s psychology ensured that the soul remained human and that divine acts,
although performed by the soul, were attributed to the gods. His apparent
diminishment of the soul and separation of ontological orders may well
have been a pedagogical strategy to protect the soul’s contact with the
gods from discursive habits of self-interest. To be genuine, this contact had
to change the soul utterly. As Plotinus puts it: “it is as if he [the seer] had
become someone else and is not himself and does not count as his own
80 Birger Pearson, “Theurgic Tendencies in Gnosticism and Iamblichus’ Conception of Theurgy,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R.T. Wallis and Jay
Bregman; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 253–76. Patricia Cox Miller has recently
studied the nomina barbara and asema onomata in the context of Platonic and
Stoic theories of language and grammar. While she does not discuss theurgy, her
study, like Pearson’s, reveals the complexity of thought that was hidden in “unintelligible” spells. See Miller, “In Praise of Nonsense,” in Classical Mediterranean
Spirituality (ed. A. H. Armstrong; New York: Crossroad, 1989), 481–505.
81 Pearson, “Theurgic Tendencies,” 260–62.
82 Ibid., 261–62.
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There, but has come to belong to That” (Enn. 6.9.10.15–16). Iamblichus,
similarly, says that in theurgy the soul “exchanges one life for another and
gives itself to another order, having entirely abandoned its former existence” (Myst. 270.18–19). The separation of ontological levels and the limits given to the soul ensured that it genuinely experienced this exchange.83
There is in Iamblichus’s Platonism a willingness to identify with the
humiliation of the human condition that I am not aware of in gnostic or
magical literature. Damascius’s companion Isidore once remarked, after
meeting a pretentious philosopher: “Those who would be Gods must first
become human!”84 For the hieratic Platonists the limits of our humanity
must be fully realized in order to recover our lost divinity. The Socratic
aporia and oudeneia central to Platonic paideia, seem somehow missing
from the rarefied literature of the gnostics and even from the writings of
certain Platonists. Yet it was the mystery of mortality and its nothingness
that lay hidden at the heart of Iamblichus’s Platonism. For, according to
Iamblichus, the soul’s immortality was recovered only through our mortality and the experience of nothingness (oudeneia) that terrifies us all.

83 Cf. Enn. 1.2.7.25–28: “He will leave that [human] life behind, and choose
another, the life of the gods: for it is to them, not to good men, that we are to be
made like.” What Plotinus came to identify with as his own undescended soul,
Iamblichus left entirely as the property of the gods to be received—in exchange for
human life—in the context of theurgic ritual.
84 Damascius: Vitae Isidori Reliquiae (ed. C. Zintzen; Bibliotheca Graeca et
Latina suppletoria 1; Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1967), Epitoma Photiana nos. 227, 292.
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An action divorced from its primary practical context, ritual bears a
symbolic or semiotic character. It usually serves to promote group formation and social solidarity and to negotiate understanding among members
of the species. Such actions are religious when they signal a turning
towards something extra-human or super-human; indeed the very act of
turning away from the human context has an eminently social function.
Usually this something is described as the sacred, something experienced
as powerful, overwhelming, majestic, solemn, enchanting. This experience
is portrayed symbolically by the juxtaposition of things threatening and
alluring (pain, entrapment, exclusion, death, and sterility on the one hand,
and nourishment, liberation, inclusion, life, and sexuality on the other); by
gestures of submissiveness alongside displays of power; and by sudden
alterations of darkness and light, covering and uncovering, stability and
movement, sound and silence. This quasi-language signals and creates situations of anxiety in order to overcome them and leads from isolation and
fear of abandonment to the establishment of solidarity and the reinforcement of status. Ritual helps to overcome situations of crisis by replacing the
apathy of ordinary everyday experience with focused activity. Although
religious ritual borders on magic (in the sense of the nonsalvific coercion
of a particular outcome apart from divine sanction), particularly when consciously practiced by an individual, its primary character is social and collective, a way of participating in the often traditional framework of social
communication, and its strongest motive is the fear of isolation from the
greater whole.1
Although both gnostics and Platonists seemed to have sought this
sense of integration and well-being primarily through conceptual means—
the interpretation of texts and traditions, the use of analogy, argumentation, speculation, and mythical narrative—they also engaged in ritual
activity, repeated patterns of behavior, both as individuals and groups.
1 I have here paraphrased the admirably succinct definition of ritual given by W.
Burkert, Greek Religion (trans. J. Raffan; Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University
Press, 1985), 54–55.
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Gnostics share with Platonists the notion that salvation is the ultimate
extrication of the soul or inner person from the bodily realm coupled with
an ascent to its point of origin in the divine world. After the example of
Plato, many Platonists until the time of Plotinus and Porphyry could use
visionary terminology associated with the mystery religions to characterize
this ascent, but there is no evidence from this period that it was to be
effected by ritual means. After the time of Plotinus, however, many Platonists adopted a form of ritual known as theurgy, in which embodied
souls were brought into a sympathetic resonance with the divine lovgoi that
informed the natural world; divine powers were invoked to enter the phenomenal world in the form of purified souls intended to reveal their divine
source in the body and other physical objects, so as to assist the ascent of
the practitioner’s soul during this life as well as its final ascent.2 In apparent contrast to this late Platonic theurgical ritual, the salvific rites offered in
gnostic sources of the same period continue to appear as symbolic enactments of the more typically Neopythagorean and Plotinian goal of extricating every soul from the physical world altogether, even when one can
detect in these sources a quite positive valorization of the psychic and spiritual cosmos.
This paper surveys ritual acts described or alluded to in various gnostic sources, original and heresiological, and where appropriate, to comment upon their relation to Platonic doctrine and ritual. These will include
rites of lustration, investiture, chrismation, the sacral meal, sacral marriage,
sexual sacramentalism, ritual verbal performances, and ascensional and
contemplative practices in both individual and group endeavor. The paper
will concentrate mostly on Sethian and Valentinian sources, adducing other
material when appropriate.
The rituals practiced by the gnostics, most of which they share with—
and sometimes derived from—Christians, are the result of transferring
rather simple, everyday acts, such as washing, applying salves and balms,
changing clothes, eating and sharing a meal, arising upon awakening, and
engaging in sexual intercourse, into a symbolic setting and discourse. The
main preoccupation of the gnostics seems to have been the overcoming of
an experience of alienation, and isolation, and disenchantment with the
status quo, and they developed a number of elaborate myths in which
they, like other groups, elevated these otherwise rather common acts into
rites that had the power to overcome this alienation, and achieve a sense
2 Of course the ultimate goal of theurgists was the soul’s return to its stellar ori-

gin (Proclus Hymn 3). Iamblichus (Myst. 5.26.9–18) describes the stages of prayer,
whose efficacy lies entirely with the gods: initial contact and acquaintance with the
divine, establishing a common noetic bond, petition for divine gifts, and finally the
“sealing” of the ineffable union.
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of solidarity and authenticity by realistic enactments of personal transformation and integration into a larger whole. Compared with nongnostic Platonists, they subjected a wider range of these ordinary acts to symbolic
enactment, no doubt because they inherited many such enactments from
other religious movements known to them, such as Judaism, Christianity,
and the mysteries, or simply because many gnostics were already adherents of those movements and were merely applying a gnostic twist to them
by an innovative exploration of their symbolic resources.
For gnostics as well as Jews and Christians of various stripes, the loss
and recovery of a sense of integration and solidarity—personal, social, and
cosmic—were expressed in two basic myths. One was the myth of a vertiginous fall from the heights, in which the human soul, like a bird having
lost its wings, had plummeted to earth, losing direct contact with its native
element; its only hope of return was the acquisition of a new set of wings,
a task hindered by the beguiling conditions of its new environment, which
led to a gradual forgetfulness of its homing instinct. The other basic myth
was that of the primal androgyne, the supposed ultimate, bisexual progenitor of all of humanity, who underwent the primeval experience of being
sundered in two, into male and female, thus creating an elementary crisis
of estrangement and loss of the divine image and the need to heal this split
by the reunion of the two sexes. This myth was extremely widespread. Platonists possessed a version of it in Aristophanes’ famous encomium on Eros
in Plato’s Symposium, portraying Zeus’s sundering and weakening of the
original humans, creating their urge to reunite.3 Jews and Christians read
Gen 1:26–27 as portraying a masculofeminine Adam, made in the true
image of the God who transcended gender altogether, an image that was
lost in the fateful division into a separate male and female (Gen 2:21–22).
These myths of division and alienation underlie many of the traces of gnostic ritual known to us, in particular the rites of baptism, investiture, chrismation, and sacral marriage. These rites serve to reverse that alienation:
when the soul regains its wings and homing instinct, it is no longer a

3 Symp. 189d–191a: “For in the beginning there were three races of men, not the
two of male and female as now, but also a third sharing the nature of both, whose
name is extant but the creature not. For at that time there was an androgyne, a single species and name shared by both male and female . . . . their strength and vigor
was awesome and their arrogance was great. . . . taking thought, Zeus said, ‘It
seems to me that there is a strategy by which these humans might both survive and
cease from their intemperance by becoming weaker; I propose to split them in half,
and therewith they will be weaker.’ . . . having said this, he split the humans in two
. . . since their nature was bisected, each yearned to unite with its other half.” The
themes of original androgynous unity and its superiority, the divine jealousy, the
split, the attendant weakness, and the urge to reunite all return in gnostic thought.
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captive. When the primal image of God is restored, man is no longer
divided—not even by the most fundamental division of all, male and female.4
Of these four fundamental rites, baptism, though its origins lie in the
sphere of repeatable acts of lustration and purification, seems to be an
initiatory rite generally—but not necessarily always—practiced only once
as the initial break with one’s flawed past and an entrance into a new
state of reunification, while the other three seem to be repeatable acts of
celebration and intensification of one’s awareness of that reunification.
Closely associated with baptism are the act of chrismation and investiture, which early Christian texts often treat as a postlude to baptism;
indeed baptism and chrismation were both called “seals,” marking one as
reborn and belonging to God. While these rites mostly appear to be unrepeatable acts of initiation, the sacral meal, the Eucharist, though often following baptism, was repeatable. The sacral marriage known as the
“bridal chamber,” though its origins lie in biblical metaphor, seems to be
a peculiarly gnostic ritual; although it usually had an eschatological reference, it could become repeatable, particularly when enacted as an
explicitly sexual sacrament.
Besides these major rituals, gnostics share with all groups the ritual use
of speech, especially prayer formulas (doxologies, aretalogies, petitions,
etc.), hymns, aretalogies, recognition formulas, and ecstatic utterances
(chants, syllables of power, glossalalia, etc.). Particularly intriguing is the
rite of contemplative, visionary ascension; although one tends to think of
this as the practice of isolated individuals, it acquired the status of a rite,
not only among the devotees of Hermes Trismegistus, but especially
among the Sethian gnostics, probably because it was originally developed
in a baptismal context. Other forms of ritual behavior not easily characterized as specific rites may include certain explicit life-styles clearly separating an individual or community from the norm, mostly of an encratitic sort,
which include fasting, eremitic withdrawal, celibacy, or the erection of
images, statues, and cultic buildings.

4 On this myth and its application to the Pauline baptismal reunification formula
of Gal 3:8, see W. Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne: Some Uses of a Symbol
in Earliest Christianity,” HR 13 (1974): 165–211. Among the references cited by
Meeks (188 n. 102) are the Marcosians apud Irenaeus Haer. 1.18.2 = Epiphanius
Pan. 34.16.4–5; Naasenes apud Hippolytus Ref. 5.7.7–15; Ap. John, BG 8502,
27,20–25 = NHC III,1 7,23–8,5; NHC II,1: 5,5–14; Gos. Phil., passim; Simonians
apud Hippolytus Ref. 6.18; Exeg. Soul, NHC II,6 127,24; the lists of paradoxes found
in Hippolytus Ref. 6.17.3 and Thund., NHC VI,2 13,16–14,5 || Orig. World, NHC
II,5 114,7–16 || Hyp. Arch., NHC II,4: 98,11–17. On the whole, see Jacob Jervell,
Imago Dei. Gen 1, 26 f. im Spätjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den paulinischen
Briefen (FRLANT NS 58; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), 161–65.
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Because of its foundational significance for several associated rites
and its widespread attestation in gnostic texts, I begin this survey with the
baptismal rite as practiced by various gnostic groups.
1. Baptism
1.1. Sethian Baptism
The Sethian gnostic treatises from the Nag Hammadi library contain
not only numerous accounts of visions of the transcendental world and
its contents, but also numerous references to baptisms, washings,
anointings, and sealings, and numerous instances of various prayers,
doxologies, and hymns mentioning or directed to a rather fixed set of
divine beings. Such references generally occur in stanzaic, even hymnic,
passages to be found especially in the Gospel of the Egyptians, Apocalypse of Adam, Melchizedek, Zostrianos, Apocryphon of John, and Trimorphic Protennoia. They apparently refer to a sequence of ritual acts
involving a kind of baptism, which the texts often designate by the term
“the Five Seals.” The Sethian texts providing the most detail about the
Five Seals are the Gospel of the Egyptians and the Trimorphic Protennoia, but they do not reveal the precise ritual character of these Five
Seals, with the result that the rite must be reconstructed from their rather
allusive allusions to it. The texts contain no liturgical rubrics. Baptism is
an extremely well attested rite in the early Christian world, where it and
the various symbolic acts that comprise this rite are commonly called
“seals.” So the basic puzzle is the meaning of the term “five”: does it
refer to a single act performed five times, e.g., a quintuple immersion in
contrast to the typically triple immersion of Christian baptism, or does it
refer to five ritual acts comprising the rite, or to some mysterious transcendental Pentad of names (Trimorphic Protennoia NHC XIII 49,28–32)
or aeons (Apocryphon of John NHC II 6,2–10)?5 The texts do not tell us.
5 The main passages are: Gos. Eg. (the series of prayers in III,2 65,26–68,1 and

the doxologies in IV,2 59,13–29; III,2 49,22–50,17; 53,12–54,11; 55,16–56,3;
61,23–62,13); Apoc. Adam (the visions of the thirteen kingdoms, V,5 77,27–82,19,
and the concluding sections in 82,19–85,31); Melch. (the aretalogies of Gamaliel
and Melchizedek in IX,1 5,17–6,10 and 14,16–18,7 respectively); Zost. (esp. NHC
VIII,1 5,11–7,22; 15,1–21; 47,1–63,9); the Pronoia hymn of Ap. John (II,1
30,11–31,25); Trim. Prot. (sporadically throughout the aretalogical passages and
especially in the recitation of XIII,1 48,15–35 and in other, more expository passages, e.g., 36,5b–7a; 37,1b–3a; 37,35; 41,21b–24a; 45,12b–20; 46,16–19a; and
48,top–48,12a). The term “the Five Seals,” mostly referring to some kind of baptism, occurs in Ap. John II,1 31,24; IV,1 49,4; Gos. Eg. IV,2 56,25; 58,6; 58,27–28;
59,27–28; 66,25–26; 74,16; 78,4–5; III,2 55,12; 63,3; 66,3; the Bruce untitled treatise
32,10 [Schmidt-MacDermot]; and Trim. Prot. XIII,1 48,31; 49,27–28; 47,29; 50,9–10).
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By way of comparison, the normal Christian baptismal rite contained at
least four procedures: removal of outer garments and renunciation of the
devil, removal of all garments and anointing with oil, baptismal immersion, and reclothing in white garments; often this was supplemented by
a fifth, the chrismation.6
The fundamental study of these remains that of J.-M. Sevrin, Le dossier baptismal
Séthien (BCNHE 2; Québec: Presses de l’Université Laval, 1986). The Sethian rite of
the Five Seals (investiture, baptism in the Living Water, enthronement, glorification,
and enlightenment in Trim. Prot. 48,15–35; 45,12–20), appears to have been complete in itself and effective of salvation. It includes acts similar to those in 2 En. 22
(stripping of earthly garments, anointing, investing, enlightening) and in T. Levi
8:2–10 (investing as priest and king, anointing, washing, feeding, drinking, further
investing, and crowning). In T. Levi 18:6–7 at the advent of the eschatological
priest, a star arises, emitting the light of knowledge, the Father’s Voice issues from
the heavenly temple, and the spirit of understanding rests upon him in the water.
The similarity of these motifs to those of the synoptic accounts of Jesus’ baptism is
obvious. Similar baptismal motifs occur in the Odes of Solomon (11:7–16: drinking
Living Water, stripping away of folly, investing with radiance and enlightenment;
24:1–5: the Voice of the dove above the Messiah and the opening of the abysses).
The sequence of acts in the Sethian Five Seals is also nearly duplicated in the Mandaean Maßbuta as summarized by Kurt Rudolph, Die Mandäer, vol 2: Der Kult
(FRLANT NS 57; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1961), 88–89: investiture,
entrance into the “jordan,” triple self-immersion, triple immersion by the priest,
triple signation with water, triple drink, crowning or wreathing, invocation of divine
names, ritual handshake (kuSta), and ascent from the “jordan.” Like many of these
baptismal materials, the Sethian baptismal materials seem consistently to link the
descent of the savior (Seth or Christ as the Logos) into the world with the descent
of the baptizand into the water or world of chaos, and the visionary ascent of the
baptizand out of the water or world into the light with a sort of royal enthronement of the baptizand. The similar pattern of various of the NT christological
hymns may also be seen against such a baptismal environment (e.g., Phil 2:6–11;
Col 2:9–15; John 1:1–16).
6 By mid-second century, the Christian baptismal ritual comprised (with regional
variations) approximately the following sequence of acts (in certain regions preceded by a two-day fast and an all-night vigil culminating with the rite performed
in darkness): (1) renunciation of sin and Satan (later spoken with outstretched arms
and facing westwards), sometimes coupled with removal of the outer garments,
standing in penance on sackcloth or goatskin, and a prebaptismal anointing with
olive oil (a gesture of healing) and cruciform signation on the forehead (either as
a kind of exorcism or as an epiclesis of the Holy Spirit); (2) an optional signation
with oil on the forehead, after which the postulant strips naked (reminding the postulant of the primal nudity of Adam and Eve in the garden; in cases where there
was a baptistery, stripping occurred after entrance into the inner chamber, called
by Cyril the holy of holies); (3) an optional complete prebaptismal anointing with
oil; (4) water baptism by immersion accompanied by invocation of “the Names”
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The Sethian texts are unusual in that, perhaps to a greater degree than
is the case with the corpora of other gnostic groups, they conceive the baptismal rite as a series of visionary experiences resulting in complete enlightenment and therefore total salvation. In spite of the allusions to ritual acts
that could indeed be enacted by ordinary human beings, the importance
of the rite lay primarily in the spiritual plane, an emphasis characteristic of
Christian and probably non-Christian baptizing circles throughout the first
century. The Sethian baptismal water was understood to be of a celestial
nature, a Living Water identical with light or enlightenment. Although in
earlier Sethian treatises this rite is usually said to be “received,” later treatises portray a self-performable contemplative technique that could be
enacted either by means of—or independently of—outward ritual actions.
Terms that ordinarily refer to ritual acts, such as “baptism,” “immersion,”
“disrobing,” “enrobing,” “stripping off,” “putting on,” “sealing,” and the
like, also designate acts of mental transformation, conceptual refinement
and abstraction from the world of psychic and sensible experience, abstention from previous behavioral dispositions, “unlearning” of older and
(usually threefold and including affirmations of creedal interrogations, later spoken
eastward); (5) emergence from the water (in which the baptizand is to imagine
himself or herself as clothed in a radiant garment); (6) an optional postbaptismal
anointing of various parts of the body with oil or myrrh (absent in the Syrian rite,
and thus likely a secondary addition); (7) investiture (usually in white clothing, signifying receipt of the light of immortality, supplemented in Egypt much later with
a crowning); (8) in the Western church, a postbaptismal anointing (chrismation) of
the head by the priest or bishop with oil or myrrh; and (9) an imposition of hands,
usually by the bishop, which may include a further anointing and “sealing” on the
forehead. Any one of these acts, the anointings (prior to baptism conceived as
apotropaic, after baptism as confirmation), the imposition of hands or the baptism
itself might be called a “seal.” To judge from Acts Thom. 26–27, the ascent from the
water (Syriac version) or the chrismation (Greek version) may also involve luminous appearances of the Savior; Justin Martyr (1 Apol. 61.11–12) characterizes the
baptismal washing as “enlightenment” (fwtismov"). See J. Ysebaert, Greek Baptismal Terminology: Its Origins and Early Development (Graecitus Christianorum
Primeva 1; Nijmegen: Dekker & Van de Vegt, 1962); Hippolytus Apostolic Tradition,
sec. 21 in the editions by both Dix (London, 1937) and Botte (Paris, 1946); the
ancient Syrian liturgy reconstructed by A. F. J. Klijn from the Syriac “Life of John”
and other sources (“An Early Christian Baptismal Liturgy,” in Charis kai Sophia:
Festchrift Karl Rengstorf [ed. U. Luck; Leiden: Brill, 1964], 216–28), and the convenient collection of texts in E. C. Whitaker, Documents of the Baptismal Liturgy [London: SPCK, 1970]; T. F. Finn, The Liturgy of Baptism in the Baptismal Instructions
of St. John Chrysostom [CUA: SCA 15; Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of
America Press, 1967], 50–54; P. F. Bradshaw, ed., Studies in Early Eastern Initiation
[Alcuin/GROW Liturgical Study 8; Nottingham: Grove, 1988). Generally, this ceremony would be followed by a kiss of peace and the Eucharist.
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adoption of new perceptions of self and world, and entrance into a higher
state of enlightenment. It is natural to assume that such a mental transformation arose out of the individual experience of actual cultic and ritual
praxis of a sort that could be taught and enacted either while participating
in the physical setting and associated gestures of the rite or quite apart
from them.7 We do not know whether this rite was a once-for-all initiation,
as it appears to be in earlier Sethian treatises, or was administered repeatedly; later treatises witness what seems to be a gradual extraction of the
clearly repeatable visionary component from the baptismal setting.
In the earlier Sethian texts that portray the advent of salvation as coincident with the third and final manifestation in this world (the first two
occur in primordial times)8 of the divine mother Barbelo, she confers the
7 Such stripping, disrobing, and attendant nakedness denote separation from the
profane condition of ignorance and entrance into a liminal state. At this point, the
initiate or the visionary is “neither this nor that, and yet is both” (V. W. Turner,
“Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of Passage” in Forest of Symbols
[Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1967], 98), neither enlightened nor unenlightened, but inhabiting a liminal state of literal or figurative nakedness, humility,
and passivity, with no claim to status or possession of knowledge. The third phase
of the initiatory “rite of passage,” aggregation, means incorporation not only into a
new state of awareness and into the elect group that inhabits this state, but also the
advent of a new cosmic situation, such as the defeat of the hostile cosmic powers
and the dissolution of chaos. In the Sethian treatises, typical metaphors for aggregation are Pronoia’s gathering of all her members, or in the contemplative ascent,
“standing,” and being assimilated to increasingly higher levels of reality. As Plotinus observed, such transformed persons thought themselves superior in rank to the
very stars, even to the gods themselves (Enn. 2.9 [33].9.43–60).
8 The Sethian scheme of salvation is centered around the supreme trinity of the
Father, Mother, and Son: the Invisible Spirit, the male virgin Barbelo who is the
Invisible Spirit’s First Thought (Ennoia, Protennoia), and their offspring, the divine
Autogenes (identified as Christ in the Christian Sethian treatises; in an unpublished
paper, “The Virgin Became Male: The Feminine Principle in Platonic and Gnostic
Metaphysics,” I have tried to show that the Father-Mother-Son nomenclature is
likely to be an adaptation of the Father, Mother, Child triad developed by Plato in
Tim. 48–52, representing respectively the transcendent Forms as father, the receptacle and nurse of becoming as mother, and the images comprising the phenomenal world as child or offspring). The main agent of salvation is the Mother Barbelo,
who in various guises descends into the world to rescue the spiritual substance
that had been captured in human bodies through the ignorant act of the Archon
Yaldabaoth, the aborted offspring of Barbelo’s lower double, Sophia. Typically,
Barbelo descends thrice into the world. First she projects the image of Adamas, the
archetypal human, which the Archon undiscerningly incorporated into a psychosomatic human copy. Second, once the Archon had sundered Eve from Adam, the
Mother (as the Epinoia of light) descends to enlighten the primeval couple by
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gift of salvation in the form of a baptismal rite called the Five Seals.
According to the so-called Gospel of the Egyptians, on the third and final
descent of the heavenly Seth into the world to save his progeny (“seed”),
he is equipped with a Logos-begotten body prepared for him “by the virgin” (the “male virgin” Barbelo), the Providence of the supreme deity, in
order to “establish the holy baptism” (a reference to the inaugural baptism
of Jesus?) and “put on” Jesus, through whose crucifixion he defeats the
powers of the thirteen aeons. According to the Trimorphic Protennoia,
Protennoia (Barbelo) descends for the third time as the Logos, confers the
Five Seals, and finally puts on Jesus, removes him from the cross, and
bears him and her seed aloft into the holy light. Similarly, the Pronoia aretalogy concluding the longer version of the Apocryphon of John (NHC II
30,11–31,25) depicts the figure of Pronoia (Barbelo) as conferring the Five
Seals on her third and final descent. The primary actor behind the scenes
is the divine Mother Barbelo, who appears to be a higher, unfallen double of Sophia, the divine wisdom. The imagery of water, light, ascent, and
descent found in the Pronoia hymn and in the Trimorphic Protennoia
seems heavily indebted to the hellenized Jewish wisdom tradition.9 These
two works appear to be old, likely contemporaneous with the Johannine
prologue with which they share a common vocabulary and mythological
structure, suggesting an early date for these works, perhaps the early second century C.E.
The Sethian text most replete with data for the reconstruction of the
ritual acts that comprise Sethian baptism is the Gospel of the Egyptians
causing them to eat of the tree of knowledge and enabling them to produce their
son Seth in the true image of God. Seth becomes the father of an “immovable race”
of potentially enlightened people destined to live a perilous life among the mass
of immoral humanity descended from Cain, the illegitimate son of the physical Eve
by the Archon. Her third and final salvational act is her descent to the contemporary members of that race, the contemporary Sethian gnostics, taking on the form
of the divine Logos, or Christ, or of Seth himself.
9 According to it, the exalted Sophia is the fountain or spring (cf. Sir 15:3; 24:30;
Philo, Fug. 195) from which flows the Word like a river (Philo, Somn. 2.242; cf.
Fug. 97). She is also equated with the living water of which God is the source (cf.
Prov 16:22; 14:27; Cant 4:15 and Bar 3:12 with Jer 2:13; 17:13 [LXX]; John 4:10; 7:38;
and Odes Sol. 11:5–9; 30:1–6). She is the Mother of the Word through whom the
universe came to be (Philo, Fug. 109), the mother of all creatures (Philo, Det.
115–16). To be baptized in her water is to receive true Gnosis. Her Voice is the revelation of the truth. The same sort of myth of descent applied to Barbelo or the
First Thought in the Sethian treatises figures also in the story of Sophia in 1 En. 42
and other sources—such as the Johannine prologue—where Wisdom (or the
Logos) descends to find a place to dwell among men, but meeting with initial failure, reascends or tries again.
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(NHC III,2 and IV,1). In it, this baptism involves the begetting of the saints
through invisible secret symbols, the “killing” (Coptic Hw!tb, IV 75,3–4; III
63,3–12 has Hw!tp, “reconciliation”) and renunciation of both the world
and the “god of the thirteen aeons,” and the invoked (ejpivklhtoi) presence
of certain holy, ineffable beings along with the light of the Father. Although
Seth is said to have appeared in the primeval world to deliver his race from
the Archon’s destructive acts (the flood and conflagration), the Mother now
sends him for a third time. At his appearance along with certain divine
beings or angels who are to guard the incorruptible race until the consummation of the age, the “great men of the great Seth” receive a vision of
various spiritual beings whose names occur repeatedly in the baptismal
sections of the Sethian treatises.10
Evidence of ritual activity abounds in this text. In NHC III 65,26–66,8
it is said that through the incorruptible man Poimael, those “who are worthy of (the) invocation [ejpivklhto"], the renunciations [ajpotavxei"] of the
Five Seals11 in the spring-baptism will know their receivers [paralhvmptore"] as they are instructed about them.” In III 66,9–68,1 there follows a
long prayer in which the baptizand praises the Living Water “Yesseus
Mazareus Yessedekeus” as the eternal Jesus who truly is, the glorious name
that is now upon and within him, granting him immutability and the armor
of light. Stretching out his hands while yet folded, the baptizand apparently
symbolically portrays the containment of the inner light or the circle of all
those who have received enlightenment, and praises the man (Seth?) who
raises up the man (Jesus?) in whose name the baptizand will be purified.
Having received the incense of life (the Holy Spirit?), the baptizand has
mixed it with “water after the model of the archons” (presumably the
earthly water of his baptism), now to live with the Savior in the peace of
the saints.
Here one has a series of references to certain gestures and verbal performances capable of ritual enactment: renunciation, invocation, naming of
holy powers, doxological prayer to the living water, receipt of incense,
manual gestures, as well as baptismal immersion itself. Whether any of
these acts, and if so, which ones, comprise the Five Seals is difficult to tell;
10 They include: Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus the living water, Micheus,
Michar and Mnesinous, who preside over the “spring of truth” or “the gate of the
waters,” Seldao and Elainos, who preside over the “mountain” (perhaps Charaxiô
[III,2 68,13], “mountain [Heb. rh'] of the worthy [Gk. ajxiw'n]”), the Four Lights Harmozel, Oroiael, Davithe, and Eleleth along with their “ministers” Gamaliel, Gabriel,
Samblo, and Abrasax, and finally Yoel, who presides over the divine name with
which one is baptized.
11 Here one might interpret the Five Seals as five renunciations, but it seems to
me unlikely.
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certainly renunciation, invocation, and the extension of the arms were frequently part of the baptismal rite in the wider church.12 Throughout, the
use of the passive voice for ritual actions and the use of plural references
to the saints begotten “through instruction” suggests a community ritual in
which there were initiates and officiants, as well as a tradition of prescribed
actions and declarations.
What is more, it may be that the entire Gospel of the Egyptians and not
just its conclusion has a ritual or liturgical function. There are five doxologies (IV 59,13–29; III 49,22–50,17; 53,12–54,11; 55,16–56,3; 61,23–62,13)
punctuating the completion of various stages of its cosmology, which
invoke a fixed set of beings.13 This doxological inventory has the fixity of
a liturgical formula. If the term “Five Seals” originally designated a fivefold
or five-stage baptismal procedure, it may be that the Gospel of the Egyptians was read aloud during the administration of each phase of the ritual:
after the reading of each of the five sections of the cosmology, the baptizand might have repeated this doxology as a way of affirming the receipt
of each of the Five Seals. A similar correlation between baptismal sealings
and depictions of the structure and deployment of the transcendent world
occurs also in Zostrianos, although there the sealings are clearly given a
celestial, rather than earthly, setting.
Furthermore, in both the Gospel of the Egyptians and the Trimorphic
Protennoia, the final act of salvation is the descent of Seth in the form of
the Logos or of the Logos in the form of Christ, who “puts on,” that is,
appears in the form of, Jesus. The salvation of Jesus implied in these two
texts certainly reflects Christian influence, but of an extremely polemical
sort, since rather than being the Savior, Jesus becomes the one saved. In
view of this Sethian christological reinterpretation, one would characterize
the present form of these two texts as reacting to rather than merely submitting to Christian influence.
The Apocalypse of Adam contains a dream vision revealed to Adam by
three glorious men who narrate a third saving mission conducted by an
illuminator whose origin is unknown to the evil powers. Thirteen opinions
of his origins are rejected; in reality he comes from a great aeon to
enlighten his elect. The illuminator experiences neither birth nor generation, nor does he receive nourishment, glory, and power in the beyond
12 The components are similar to those found in early Christian baptismal litur-

gies; see above, note 6.
13 They include the Invisible Spirit, Barbelo, the thrice-male Child, the male virgin Youel, Esephech the Child of the Child, and the Doxomedon aeon. A similar
set of beings are invoked in the doxologies of Melchizedek (IX,1 5,17–6,10;
14,16–18,7), there revealed by Gamaliel and pronounced by Melchizedek as he is
baptized.
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and then “come (down) to the water.” The Illuminator is not first born into
the world and then baptized in the waters of the Jordan, which the author
or redactor regards as polluted and chaotic.14 Instead, the Illuminator
remains above in the light where he resides with the three imperishable
illuminators Yesseus, Mazareus, Yessedekeus, the Living Water, and first
appears in the world not at his own “birth” or baptism, but at the time he
baptizes his “seed,” who receive his name on the water.15 At some point,
angelic beings will bring the truth to the earthly Sethians in a way independent of the written word of the evil creator, a truth that is communicated by a holy baptism through a logos-begotten illuminator who
descends to the water during baptism. Thus there is a distinction between
the holy baptism with Living Water and a baptism ordained by the creator
and practiced by his servants who have polluted the water of life.
Using nomenclature reminiscent of that found in the Apocryphon of
John, the Trimorphic Protennoia identifies the initiator and bringer of salvation, conferred on her third descent in the form of the Five Seals, as Protennoia or Barbelo, the First Thought of the Invisible Spirit.16 At various
points throughout the Trimorphic Protennoia, the triple descent of Protennoia and the various forms in which she appears, namely as Voice,
Speech, and Word, are interpreted by means of concepts that are drawn
14 In the Sethian theogony and cosmogony, a similar distinction is maintained
between the transcendent luminous living water in which Barbelo emerges as a
faithful reflection of the Invisible Spirit’s thought (cf. Ap. John NHC II,1 4,18–28)
and the dark and chaotic waters below produced by the downward inclination of
Sophia, from which the demiurge produces the physical cosmos as merely a pale
and inauthentic reflection of the divine aeons (e.g., Zost. NHC VIII,1 9,16–10,18;
Hyp. Arch. NHC II,4 87,11–20 and parallels). See Hippolytus, Ref. 5.19.21, and
below on Justin’s Baruch.
15 Clearly these thirteen “birth stories” about the Illuminator are being reinterpreted in the light of earlier traditions about the descent of the spirit upon Jesus at
his baptism. See below on the Basilideans, and J. M. Robinson, “On the Gattung
of Mark (and John),” in Jesus and Man’s Hope (175th Anniversary Festival on the
Gospels at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary) Perspective 11.2 (1970): 99–129, especially 119–29.
16 She appears in three successive forms: First, as Father, she is the divine but as
yet inarticulate Voice of the First Thought of the Invisible Spirit who presides over
the establishing of the heavenly dwellings for her members and descends to chaos
to loosen their bonds. Second, as Mother, she is the articulate Speech of the
Thought who overthrows the old aeon ruled by the evil powers and announces the
dawn of the new age. Third, as the Son, she is the fully articulate Logos who adopts
the guise of successively lower powers, descends to and enters the “tents” of her
members, puts on Jesus, thus rescuing him from the cross, and leads her members
back to the light by means of the celestial ascent ritual of the Five Seals.
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from the Sethian baptismal terminology: the Voice is said to be the unpolluted spring from which flows Living Water, characterized as radiant light.17
Rather than designating a fivefold immersion in the Living Water, the
Five Seals are interpreted as a five-stage ritual of ascension, which serves
to strip the inner spirit of its chaotic psychic and material garments and
reclothe it with shining light. The spirit is invested with the robes of light,
enthroned, baptized by Micheus, Michar, and Mnesinous in the spring of
Living Water, glorified with the Fatherhood, and raptured into the light
(perhaps the Four Lights) by the servants of the Four Lights Kamaliel,
[. . . ]anen, and Samblo (XIII 48,15–35). Clearly the rapture into the light is
the equivalent of the baptismal fwtismov" spoke of by Justin, Cyril, and
other patristic authors. The five stages of this ascensional rite do not seem
to follow in an intuitively obvious sequence (e.g., in 45,13–20 one has the
following sequence: glorification, enthronement, investiture, baptism, and
becoming Light). Indeed, since most cults practiced naked baptism, one
might expect the order: baptism, investiture, enthronement, glorification,
and final rapture (see above, note 6).
In the concluding section of the Trimorphic Protennoia, the Five Seals
are equated with the “ineffable ordinances of the Father,” taught by Protennoia to her “members,” “the brethren.” The Five Seals are said to be
“complete by means of Nous.” Whoever possesses the Five Seals “of these
particular names”18 has stripped away all ignorance and darkness and has
put on a shining light, permanently free from ignorance and the power of
the hostile archontic forces, and experiencing a mutual indwelling with
17 Gnosis, or perhaps the seed of Seth; cf. Gos. Eg. III,2 56,4–13. Cf. the radiant

light with which the Invisible Spirit is surrounded in Ap. John II,1 4,18–26, as well
as the important place given to the Four Lights. The Word, bearing Living Fruit,
pays the tribute of this Fruit to the Living Water, which it pours out upon Protennoia’s “Spirit” (i.e., her gnostic “members” who share affinity with her), which originated from the Living Water but is now trapped in the soul (i.e., the psychic realm)
below. The baptismal rite of the Five Seals is the celestial ascent by which one
strips off the psychic and somatic garments of ignorance (cf. Col 2:11–15). It transforms and purifies Protennoia’s members within those aeons from which Protennoia initially revealed her masculine likeness (XIII 43,20–25; probably in the form
of the Autogenes who established the Four Lights), and it clothes them with radiant light (48,7–14).
18 NHC XIII,1 49,29–30: TTe \nsfragis \nte neeiran ete naI ne. The use of the
Coptic relative clause ete naI ne in the absolute seems odd; perhaps it once had a
predicate, now lost, providing a more specific gloss on the Five Seals. As it stands,
its antecedent is “these names,” presumably the names of the beings named in
48,15–35. The effect of this phrase is to identify the Five Seals with a (ritual) invocation of the names of these spiritual beings, the baptizers, guardians, investitors,
rapturers, glorifiers, enthroners, and others associated with the baptismal rite.
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Protennoia until the time when she gathers all her members into her eternal kingdom. Here the Five Seals are connected with communicable doctrine and the ability to name and experience the presence of certain
spiritual beings, a doctrine that entails the stripping away of the ignorance
of common perception and the adoption (putting on) of an appropriate
way of seeing things. The rite is the dramatization of this process, and the
Sethian myth its narratization. The fact that this text refers to the recipients
of the baptismal ascent ritual in the first person plural and as “brethren”
suggests a (Sethian) community with a well-established tradition of water
baptism that has been conceived as a mystery of celestial ascent, and
which brings Gnosis (NHC XIII 48,33–34) and total salvation.
In many ways, the Sethian text that most abounds with baptismal
imagery is Zostrianos, although the extant remains do not mention the Five
Seals, and the imagery has been divorced from any actual water rite.
Throughout the first sixty or so pages, it seems that Zostrianos is baptized
at least twenty times in the course of his ascent, once at the airy earth (the
atmosphere below the moon), seven times in the copies of the aeons (the
planetary spheres), once in the Transmigration (paroivkhsi", probably the
sphere of the fixed stars), and six times in the Repentance, for a subtotal
of fifteen. At the level of the Self-begotten Ones he is baptized four times
by the traditional Sethian baptizers and purifiers, each time standing as an
angel upon the level of each of the Four Lights, and again for a fifth time
at the level of Autogenes, where he becomes divine and enters the Aeon
of Barbelo. In a further baptism at the level of the Triple Male Child, he
becomes truly existing, and lastly, it seems that he is baptized once again
at the level of Protophanes, where he becomes perfect, for a subtotal of
seven, and a grand total of some twenty-two baptisms, washings, and sealings. Although the fragmentary state of the text precludes certainty on the
total number of baptisms or their precise significance, here baptism has
become interpreted as a metaphor for the process by which a visionary
becomes assimilated to the being and nature of each level of the transcendent realm to which he ascends.
Zostrianos portrays a visionary and auditory experience that has no
explicit ritual setting. Terms which may once have had a ritual reference
now serve only as means to articulate the various stages of a visionary
ascent. Celestial baptisms denote stages of increasing spiritual enlightenment, while the earthly experience of the nonspiritual mass of humanity is
regarded as a “baptism with death” (NHC VIII 131,2). Perhaps Zostrianos
lies at the terminus of a process of development in which a traditional
practice of visionary ascent that originally arose in the context of Sethian
baptismal practice as it is reflected in the Apocryphon of John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and the Gospel of the Egyptians was subsequently transformed from an original practice of water baptism into a self-contained and
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self-performable contemplative practice engaged in either by lone individuals or by groups (as the Three Steles of Seth, NHC VII 126,31–127,22 makes
clear). Perhaps it is merely a later expression of an original but alternative
trajectory of visionary practices that developed alongside but independently of the Sethian communal water rites. Knowledge of the nature of the
Sethian encounter with both Platonism and Christian forms of gnostic
Sethianism would certainly help to resolve this puzzle.
As an immersion in water, baptism may also have a negative connotation, especially when it signifies immersion in materiality, symbolized by
the chaotic waters underlying the natural cosmos. Gnostics applied this
negative connotation to what they considered to be the lower baptism
undergone by nongnostic Christians. Like the Apocalypse of Adam (NHC V
84,4–85,30) and Zostrianos (NHC VIII 131,2–5), the Paraphrase of Shem
(NHC VII 30,21–27; 37,19–38,6) speaks also of an impure baptism in a dark
water that enslaves, evidently a polemic against ordinary water baptism.
The Archontics, whom Epiphanius (Pan. 40.2.6–8) presents as an offshoot
of the Sethians, reject completely the baptism and sacraments of the church
as deriving from the inferior law-giver Sabaoth; to shun baptism is to
enhance the prospect of acquiring of the gnosis enabling their return to the
Mother-Father of the All.
1.2. Valentinian Baptism
The patristic accounts of the Valentinian baptismal practices agree on
three basic features of Valentinian baptismal practice.19 The first is the
presence of two separate baptisms among the Valentinians. The “psychics”
had access to the “normal” Christian one, while the “pneumatics” could
gain closer contact with the divine by a second rite, which Irenaeus and
Hippolytus called the “redemption.” Rather than devaluing the standard,
psychic baptism, as Irenaeus thinks, both the Nag Hammadi sources and
patristic sources, such as Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto,
demonstrate great concern for the psychics. Secondly, patristic accounts all
agree that these rituals were salvific sacraments, and thirdly, they associate
baptism (perhaps both baptisms) with the remission of sins. The Excerpta
ex Theodoto (76–86) characterize the first, water baptism as a “sealing”
done in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, which gives
psychic Christians power over sin, allowing them to be reborn, control the
impure spirits, and gain entry to the marriage feast in the end times. Baptism affords access to saving knowledge, as Exc. 78 states:

19 According to the detailed analysis of M. R. Desjardins, “Baptism in Valentini-

anism,” a paper delivered at the 1987 Annual Meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature.
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Until baptism, they say, Fate is effective, but after it the astrologers no
longer speak the truth. It is not the washing alone that makes us free, but
also the knowledge of who we were, what we have we become, where
we were, into what place we have we been cast, whither we are hastening, from what we are delivered, what birth is, and what rebirth.

According to Hippolytus, (Ref. 6.41), Marcus taught that a second
washing or baptism, called the “redemption” (ajpoluvtrwsi"), was available
to Christians through him. It normally required special and extensive
instructions beforehand, but a bishop could also administer it to those who
were on their deathbed. Anyone undergoing the rite of redemption
belonged to “the perfect power and inconceivable authority” and was no
longer affected by sin. According to Irenaeus (Haer. 1.21.2), psychic baptism is said to have been inaugurated by John the Baptist with a view to
repentance and instituted by the visible Jesus for the remission of sins.
Redemption, on the other hand, was brought by Christ descending on
Jesus, with a view to perfection; this is another instance of the widespread
gnostic adoption of the traditions about Jesus’ inaugural baptism, in which
he sees the heavens opened and receives both the Spirit and adoption as
Son of God. Hippolytus (Ref. 6.35.5) attests that the Italian Valentinians
considered Jesus’ body to be psychic, but made pneumatic and raised from
the dead at his baptism by the Spirit, said to be the Logos of his mother
Sophia. As in the Sethian treatises, traditions about the descent of the Spirit
upon Jesus at his baptism justify the distinction; indeed Irenaeus speaks of
the Valentinian tendency to gather Gospel allusions (e.g., Luke 12:50; Matt
20:20) to support the necessity of another baptism. The remission of sins
is linked to baptism, and thence to repentance, the psychics, and the ministries of John and the visible Jesus. Redemption, on the other hand, is
linked to pneumatics, perfection, and Christ descending on Jesus.
According to Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto (22.1), the
male angelic counterparts of Valentinian Christians are themselves baptized
through the redemption of the same name that descended to redeem Jesus
at his own baptism. These angels are baptized “for the dead,” that is, for
the earthly Valentinians, imparting to them the name of the son by which
they are enabled to pass through the Limit into the Pleroma. The imposition of hands, apparently in connection with the baptismal rite, confers the
angelic redemption, tantamount to being baptized in the same name as
was one’s angelic counterpart.
For the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I 127,25), Valentinian baptism is
equivalent to the redemption, the second baptism (the baptism “in the
fullest sense” as opposed to “the baptism which we previously mentioned”). Redemption occurs when one confesses faith in the names of the
Trinity and is equivalent to entering a state of tranquillity, enlightenment,
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and immortality; it is the bridal chamber. It is the ritual that above all others that functioned as the seal of the union between the author’s community and the Father, who grants knowledge of himself in exchange for the
believer’s confession of faith.
According to the Gospel of Philip, becoming perfect by acquiring the
spiritual resurrection while yet on earth enables Christians to bypass postmortem suffering in the Middle (mesovth") and proceed directly to the Father
and his rest. Such perfection is enabled by no less than five sacraments.20 In
baptism, one strips off the old self and puts on a spiritual body; the chrism
confers the Holy Spirit, creating the spiritual or pneumatic person; the
Eucharist does the same, except using the symbols of bread and a cup of
wine mixed with water, probably on a repeated basis. The redemption
seems to be an oil rite, perhaps a sort of confession or extreme unction (like
the Mandaean Masiqta), or perhaps a post-baptismal chrismation as was customary in the Western (but not Syrian) church. The bridal chamber seems to
be a proleptic enactment of one’s final entrance into the Pleroma, perhaps
symbolized by a ritual kiss (cf. the kiss of peace in the Apostolic Constitutions and the ritual handshake [kuSta] in the Mandaean Maßbuta).
The Gospel of Philip (NHC II 67,28–30) names these five sacraments,
evidently in order of importance, although their distinctiveness is often
blurred, perhaps because they are understood as being all interdependent.
As Meeks observes, it illustrates the tendency of motifs originally connected with baptism to become distinct rituals, as the mythical context of
these motifs also becomes more elaborate.21 Thus, while the receiving of
20 For sacraments in the Gospel of Philip, see R. M. Grant, “The Mystery of Mar-

riage in the Gospel of Philip,” VC 15 (1961): 129–40; H.-M. Schenke [and Johannes
Leipoldt], “Koptisch-gnostiche Schriften aus den Papyus-Codices von Nag-Hammadi,” TF 20 (1960): 35–38; Eric Segelberg, “The Coptic-Gnostic Gospel according
to Philip and Its Sacramental System,” Numen 7 (1960): 189–200; idem, “The Baptismal Rite according to the Coptic-Gnostic Texts of Nag Hammadi,” in Studia
Patristica V (ed. F. L. Cross; TU 80; Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1962), 117–28; idem,
“The Gospel of Philip and the New Testament,” in The New Testament and Gnosis:
Essays in Honour of Robert McL. Wilson (ed. A. H. B. Logan and A. J. M. Wedderburn; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1983), 204–12; D. H. Tripp, “The ‘Sacramental System’
of the Gospel of Philip,” in Studia Patristica in Three Parts (ed. E. A. Livingstone;
3 vols.; Oxford: Pergamon, 1982), 1:251–60; Wilson, The Gospel of Philip, 17–23; C.
Trautmann, “Organization communautaire et pratiques rituelles,” Histoire et
archéologie 70 (1983): 44–51; and H. Green, “Ritual in Valentinian Gnosticism,” JRH
12 (1982): 109–24. Cf. especially the doctoral dissertations of H.-G. Gaffron, “Studien zum koptischen Philippusevangelium unter besonderer Berücksichtigkeit der
Sakramente” (Bonn, 1969) and J.-M. Sevrin, “Practique et doctrine des sacraments
dans l’Evagile selon Philippe” (Louvain, 1972).
21 “The Image of the Androgyne,” 190–91.
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the garment or body of light is still connected with baptism in some of the
sayings in the Gospel of Philip (75,21–24; cf. 76,25–30), in others the clothing with light is effected by the chrism (74,12–22) or the bridal chamber
(78,5–9). Christ’s own participation in baptism and Eucharist (by instituting
the Last Supper) of course renders these sacraments of particular importance. These rites are arranged in an ascending order (69,14–29), e.g., the
chrism is superior to the baptism (74,12–13), yet baptism can include
redemption (69,25–26), and chrism the Eucharist (74,36–75,11), although
the supreme rite is the bridal chamber (64,31–70,22).22 Because of this
overlapping, it is really impossible to tell whether these were enacted separately or in combination.
It seems likely that the first three rites (baptism, chrism, and Eucharist,
perhaps unrepeatable) were included in same initiation ceremony, while
the redemption and bridal chamber constituted a sort of second baptism
(cf. 75,1–2) and were capable of repetition. According to Desjardins,23
Baptism, reinforced by chrism (the “second baptism” done with olive
oil—73,17–18), actually provides immortality. In these two rites, purification occurs visibly through water and invisibly through fire and light
(57,22–28). Jesus has purified and perfected the water at baptism (77,7–9)
and God has “dyed it” (63,25–30), yet it is still possible for someone to
emerge from the water baptism without having received the Holy Spirit
64,22–31). So, “it is fitting to baptize in the two, in the light and the water.
Now the light is the chrism” (69,11–13). This dual baptism provides the
resurrection (69,25–26) and perfection: “He who has been anointed possesses everything. He possesses the resurrection, the light, the cross, the
Holy Spirit; the Father gave him this in the bridal chamber” (74,18–22). In
turn, this resurrection requires a spiritual flesh, which the eucharist provides (56,26–57,22; cf. also 75,14–24).

According to 69,14–70,4, just as the Jerusalem temple supposedly consisted
of a succession of enclosing chambers, the holy enclosing the holy of the
holy, which in turn encloses the holy of the holies, so also baptism
includes the resurrection and the redemption, which latter occurs in the
bridal chamber. In turn, this resurrection requires a spiritual flesh, which
the Eucharist provides (56,26–57,22; cf. 75,14–24). Both resurrection and
baptism must be received while one is still alive (73,1–7); likewise, if one
22 So M. R. Desjardins, Sin in Valentinianism (SBLDS 108; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1990), 95. It may be that the very positive evaluation of baptism in Gos. Phil.
II 61,12–20; 64,22–31; 69,4–14; 73,1–8; and 75,21–25 belongs to an early stratum of
this work in contrast with other material that deprecates baptism in favor of chrism
and especially the bridal chamber.
23 Sin in Valentinianism, 95–96; “Baptism in Valentinianism,” 18.
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does not actualize the resurrection by receiving the bridal chamber here in
this realm, one will not be able to receive it in the other place (86,5–7).
Truth does not appear naked but in sacramental types and images
(67,9–11). Each sacrament effects union by overcoming separation; by
means of baptism, Eucharist, or resurrection, Christ’s soteriological function
is to overcome the original separation of woman from man, whose separation results in death (70,11–16), but whose reunification is effected only
through enacting sacraments in this world. To receive a sacrament transforms one from a Christian into a Christ (67,27–27; cf. Augustine, Homily
on John 21.8: non solum nos christianos factos esse, sed Christum).
In agreement with the Gospel of Philip, the liturgical supplements to A
Valentinian Exposition (esp. 41,21–38) clearly distinguish a second baptism
differing from the ordinary Christian baptism, though it does not describe
it. Like the Gospel of Philip, A Valentinian Exposition understands the first
baptism as the forgiveness of sins, but whose effect seems to be the same
as the “redemption” or second baptism described in patristic sources: it
elevates the recipient out of the world into the aeon. In both treatises the
first baptism seems to be connected with an anointing and a Eucharist,
although the significance of the latter seems to be attenuated. In the Gospel
of Philip, which seems to refer to the rites of redemption and bridal chamber as a sort of second baptism, the chrism becomes the central part of the
baptismal rite, overshadowing the eucharist altogether.
Just as the treatise Zostrianos portrays Sethian practice of visionary
ascent as a series of baptisms, washings, and sealings, the Gospel of Philip
(69,4–14) draws an explicit connection not only between vision and baptism, but also vision and the chrism, and further associates both with
rebirth and the restoration to the condition of the primal androgyne:
“Through the holy spirit we are indeed begotten again, but we are begotten through Christ in the two. We are anointed through the spirit. When
we were begotten we were united. None can see himself either in water
or in a mirror without light. Nor again can you see in light without water
or mirror. For this reason it is fitting to baptize in the two, in the light and
the water. Now the light is the chrism.” For the Gospel of Philip, sacraments
occasion an assimilation of the participant to the nature of the participated:
61 20 It is not possible 21 for anyone to see anything of the things that
actually exist 22 unless he becomes like 23 them. This is not the way with
man 24 in the world: he sees the sun without being a sun; 25 and he sees
the heaven and the earth and 26 all other things, but he is not these
things. 27 This is quite in keeping with the truth. But you (sg.) saw 28
something of that place, and you became 29 those things. You saw the
spirit, you 30 became spirit. You saw Christ, you became 31 Christ. You
saw [the father, you] shall become father. 32 So [in this place] you see 33
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everything and [do] not [see] yourself, 34 but [in that place] you do see
yourself—and what 35 you see you shall [become].

1.3. Other Testimony concerning Gnostic Baptism
Many other gnostic groups practiced baptism. According to Irenaeus
(Haer. 1.23.5), Menander’s disciples were baptized into his own name,
receiving resurrection in the form of agelessness and physical immortality.
According to Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 1.21.146.1–4), the disciples of
Basilides calculated the date of Jesus’ baptism, which they celebrated on the
fifteenth of Tybi (January 6) by spending the previous night in Scripture
readings; it is possible that this sect witnesses the first known instance of a
365-day lectionary year that began with the Epiphany celebration of Jesus’
baptismal enlightenment (fwtismov") at the Jordan.24 The Naasenes (Hippolytus, Ref. 5.7.19; 5.7.40; 5.9.18) understood baptism as a spiritual birth
(“from water and the spirit,” John 3:5) and entrance into immortality
through Jesus the “true gate” (cf. John 10:9); it included washing in “living
water” (the water above the firmament) and an anointing from a horn “at
the third gate.”25 The gnostic Justin’s book of Baruch (apud Hippolytus Ref.
5.27.1–4) distinguishes between the water below the firmament belonging
to the evil creation and the springing well of living water above the firmament belonging to the Good one; only pneumatic persons drink of—that is
wash in—the latter, while the psychic and material wash in the former. Here
the sapiential metaphor of drinking from the water of wisdom is interpreted
as baptism,26 yet one notes again the strong distinction between ordinary
Christian baptism and pneumatic baptism as expressed in the dual baptism
of the Valentinians and the harsh polemic against water baptism in the
Apocalypse of Adam (NHC V 84,4–85,30; cf. Zost. NHC VIII 131,2–5). In the

24 See D. Vigne, “Enquête sur Basilide,” in Recherches et Tradition: Mélanges
patistriques offerts à Henri Crouzel, S.J. (ed. A. Dupleix; ThH 88, Paris: Beauchesne,
1992), 285–313. Basilidean Christology is based, not on the passion, but the baptism of Jesus; according to Hippolytus (Ref. 7.26.8–10), the third Sonship receives
the light from the Holy Spirit descending with a fragrant ointment like a bird from
the Ogdoad at the time of his baptism, which Hippolytus misinterprets as the coming of the Spirit on Mary at the time of Jesus’ birth (a similar confusion appears in
the Apocalypse of Adam).
25 Perhaps an allusion to the eastern gate of the heavenly temple through which
the glory of the Lord entered, as envisioned in Ezek 43:1–5.
26 The Hermetica (Corp. herm. 4.3–6, “The Cup”) interprets the receipt of Gnosis as a baptism in the “cup” of intellect (nou'") reserved only for a few, who by
immersing themselves become perfect men, able to see the Good, despise the
body, and hasten upward to the One.
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second Book of Jeu (chs. 45–52) one finds a most elaborate baptismal rite
that affords entry into the Treasury of Light. In a ritual setting featuring a
table set with bread, pitchers of wine and water, herbs, and incense, the disciples of Jesus don linen robes and myrtle crowns to receive a sequence of
three baptisms (in living water, fire, and the Holy Spirit) in which they
acquire certain ciphers and names as “seals” allowing them to ascend
through the aeons. Unfortunately, the manuscript ends before Jesus reveals
the great “mystery of the forgiveness of sins” required for ultimate entrance
into the Treasury of Light.
Simonian Gnosticism illustrates the central role of the ritual recovery
of the androgynous image (here called the undifferentiated “root” power,
Hippolytus, Ref. 6.18.2; 6.18.4). The separation and reunion of the male
and female elements in humankind underlies the legend of Simon and his
consort Helen, which was already known before the time of Justin Martyr.27 The later Apophasis Megale quoted by Hippolytus (Ref. 6.17.1) suggests that it may have taken the form of a baptismal ritual:
According to Simon, then, that blessed and incorruptible being lies hidden in every being potentially [duvnamei], not actually [ejnergeiva/]; that is he
who stands, took his stand, and will stand [oJ eJstwv", stav", sthsovmeno"]:
who stands on high in the unbegotten power, who took his stand below
in the chaos of waters when he was begotten in an image [eijkwvn], who
will stand on high with the blessed infinite power if he be fully formed
[ejxeikonivsqh/]. For, he says, there are three that stand, and without there
being three that stand, the [un]originate being, who (they say) hovers over
the water [cf. 6.14.4], is not set in order, the perfect heavenly being who
is recreated according to the likeness, who becomes in no respect inferior to the unoriginate power. This is the meaning of their saying, “I and
thou are one, thou art before me, and I am after thee.” This, he says, is
one power, divided as being above (as infinite) and below [as lovgo"?],
self-generating, . . . its own mother, its own father, its own sister, its own
consort, its own daughter, its own son, . . . unity, the root of all things.

Being (re)-formed in the image, equated with “being begotten” and occurring “in the stream of waters,” suggests a cultic act like baptism, as in Exc.
68: “As long as we were children of the female only, as of a dishonorable
union, we were incomplete, childish, without understanding, weak, and
without form, brought forth like abortions, in short, we were children of
27 See E. Haenchen, “Gab es eine vorchristliche Gnosis?” in Gott und Mensch:

Gesammelte Aufsätze (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1965), 289–91, 297–98; contra K.
Beyschlag, “Zur Simon-Magus-Frage,” ZTK 68 (1971): 395–426; and R. Bergmeier,
“Quellen vorchristlicher Gnosis,” in Tradition und Glaube (ed. G. Jeremias et al.;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971), 200–20.
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the woman (i.e., Sophia). But having been given form (morfwqevnta") by
the Savior, we are the children of the man (husband) and of the bridechamber.”28 In fact, Hippolytus (Ref. 6.19.5) says the Simonians called a rite
of apparent sexual promiscuity in imitation of Simon (and Helen) “the holy
of holies,” the same metaphor used for the rite of the bridal chamber in
Gos. Phil. 69,14–70,4. It therefore likely that the Simonians possessed rituals analogous to the Valentinian baptism and bridal chamber, which might
account for the report in Pseudo-Clement (Homilies 2.23–24) that Simon
was a disciple of John the Baptist.
A striking parallel to the Simonian legend is the myth of the soul’s
abuse, transformation, and joining to her heavenly “bridegroom” found in
the Nag Hammadi treatise the Exegesis on the Soul, which seems to have
Simonian affinities. It regards what seems to be the vehicle of the soul as
its womb, surrounding it as a dirty and polluted garment (cf. esp. NHC II
131,13–132,2). The restoration of the soul’s former nature, which it possessed before it had fallen into the body and prostituted itself to the materialistic life, is called the baptism of the soul; the “womb of the soul” is on
the outside like male genitals until purified by baptism, when it is “turned
inward” to regain the freshness of its former nature.29
Among the Sethians, Simonians, and especially the Valentinians, the
sacramental means of restoring the androgynous wholeness of the inner
person through ritual acts centered on baptism presupposes a cultic community with a strong sense of corporate identity. In other gnostic circles,
however, the same quest and its mythical justification could be focused
28 According to Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,” 191–93, the primary allu-

sion is the anthropogony of Gen 1, but in the clause, “if he be fully formed [eja;n
ejxeikonivsqai],” the verb (ejx)eikonivzesqai (be “iconized”) appears to be a technical
term in the Megale Apophasis, equivalent to “to become perfect” (genovmeno" tevlesio", Ref. 6.18.1).
29 Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,” 193–94, connects this peculiar simile
with the metaphor of making “the inner like the outer” in Gos. Thom. 22: “When
you make the two into one, and when you make the inner like the outer and the
outer like the inner, and the upper like the lower, and when you make male and
female into a single one, so that the male will not be male nor the female be
female, when you make eyes in place of an eye, a hand in place of a hand, a foot
in place of a foot, an image in place of an image, then you will enter [the kingdom].” Variant forms of this saying occur in Clement of Alexandria Strom. 3.13.92
(citing the Gospel of the Egyptians and Julius Cassianus), 2 Clem. 12.2, and, without
mention of male and female, Acts Pet. 38 and Acts Phil. 140. Meeks also cites logion
106, “When you make the two one, you shall become sons of man”; logion 11, “On
the day when you were one, you became two. But when you have become two,
what will you do?” and logion 4, “Many who are first shall become last and they
shall become a single one.”
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exclusively upon a subjective transformation of consciousness leading
away from sect-formation and toward a radical isolation of the individual.
Within Sethianism, the exclusive concentration on the singular experience
of an individual visionary like Allogenes or Zostrianos or Marsanes in the
Platonizing Sethian treatises might lend itself to such a development,
although the Three Steles of Seth, apart from Seth’s initial praise of his father
Geradamas, is explicitly cast in the first person plural as a communal exercise in contemplative ascent.
The trend towards individual isolation is evident in the Gospel of
Thomas and in the encratite Christianity of eastern Syria, where most scholars locate the Thomas tradition. The theme of “making the two one” in the
Gospel of Thomas likely derives from baptismal liturgies, particularly Syrian
ones.30 But its ideal of “singleness,” expressed in the Coptic oua ouwt
or the Greek monacov", signifies celibacy and isolation from society. Indeed,
the Nag Hammadi Testimony of Truth (esp. IX 69,8–24) specifies that true
baptism is the renunciation of the world, rather than a ritual sealing of one
entering the faith administered by the (defiled!) fathers of the world: the
Son of Man baptized no disciples.
1.4. Jesus’ Inaugural Baptism As a Paradigm for Visionary Enlightenment
The baptismal lore of many of the foregoing groups, especially the
Sethians and those associated with Valentinus and Basilides, make a good
deal out of the traditions of Jesus’ inaugural baptism.31 Within the NT,
30 J. Z. Smith, “The Garments of Shame,” HR 5 (1965): 217–38, shows that the
main elements of logion 37, undressing, being naked without shame, treading
upon the garments, and being as little children, all point to an origin of this saying
“within archaic Christian baptismal practices and attendant interpretation of Genesis 1–3” (218).
31 In Mark 1 par. Jesus is baptized in the Jordan by John, and, coming out of the
water, he sees the heavens opened and the spirit of God descending upon him and
hears the heavenly voice pronounce him as Son of God. The parallel in Matthew
agrees but has reservations about Jesus’ submission to John’s baptism. The Fourth
Gospel, like Luke, suppresses Jesus’ explicit baptism by John and furthermore
demotes John to a mere voice of one crying in the wilderness, whose only subsequent function is to bear witness to the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus (cf. Heracleon frg. 5, apud Origen Comm. Jo. 6.20–21). Rather than being the subject of
John’s water baptism, the Fourth Gospel (John 4:7–15) understands Jesus as the
source of Living Water, which to drink means eternal life; although he has baptized
Judean people in water (3:22; 4:1), there will be a time when he will baptize with
the Holy Spirit, which the author identifies with living water (John 7:37–39). In John
3:3–5, rebirth as a condition of seeing the kingdom is equated with being born of
water and spirit; one thus reborn through baptism is uniquely empowered to “see”
the Kingdom. While the obvious reference seems to be to Johannine Christians, the
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visionary experience is connected not only with heavenly ascensions but
also with baptism, especially the inaugural baptism of Jesus; outside the
NT, it is also connected with the manifestation of light (e.g., frg. 4 of the
Gospel of the Ebionites; Epiphanius Pan. 30.13.7; Justin Dial. 88.3 [fire]).
The widespread attestation of this phenomenon suggests that the feast of
Epiphany originally celebrated the incarnation in context of Jesus’ baptism
rather than his virginal birth; unlike the passion, this was an event that
could be shared by almost all Christians, including gnostic Christians.
As we have seen, with its awesome associations with death and rebirth,
baptism becomes a principal occasion for visionary experience. A notable
instance is the baptismal vision of King Gundaphorus in the Acts of Thomas.
According to the Syriac version (20), when the baptismal party enters the
bathhouse, Jesus appears, but only his voice was heard “since they had not
yet been baptized.” After the initial anointing, the invocation of the Name
and the Spirit, and baptism proper, as the participants were emerging from
the water, there appeared a luminous youth carrying a blazing torch whose
light overpowers the illumination afforded by the many oil lamps illuminating the proceedings. The Greek version (26–27) does not explicitly mention
the baptism proper: during the night, before the anointing and baptism of
Gundaphorus, the participants received an audition from the Lord, but not a
vision, “not having received the added sealing of the seal.” When Gundaphorus receives the chrism in oil, Christ, the Holy Spirit, Wisdom, and the
five rational faculties are invoked, whereupon the Lord appears briefly as a
luminous youth with a burning torch. In both versions, upon daybreak, after
the candidate was again clothed, the apostle celebrated the Eucharist. The
Syriac version makes it clear that the occasion was the nocturnal baptism of
Gundaphorus and that the audition came prior to baptism, while the vision
of the Lord occurred immediately upon their emergence from the water.32
Fourth Gospel’s lack of explicit accounts of Jesus’ birth and baptism on the earthly
plane combine with this conception of being born from above as an additional reference to the untraceable—and thus divine—origin of the Savior who brings light
into the world. The parallel with the explanation of the origins of the Illuminator
in the Apocalypse of Adam is obvious. Like the Johannine Gospel’s conception of
Jesus as the one who will provide living water, the Trimorphic Protennoia regards
the Logos who descends with the Five Seals as the one who pours forth Living
Water upon the Spirit below out of its source, which is the Father/Voice aspect of
Protennoia, called the unpolluted spring of Living Water. Perhaps it would not be
going too far to suppose that Johannine and Sethian conceptions of baptism had a
common origin.
32 E. Peterson, “Einige Bemerkungen zum Hamburger Papyrus-Fragment der
Acta Pauli,” in Frühkirche, Judentum und Gnosis (Rome: Herder, 1959), 194–96,
collects numerous texts recounting epiphanies of Jesus at baptism in the form of a
paidivon, neanivsko", or the like.
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2. Investiture
Investiture typically follows upon naked baptism. The metaphor of
replacing an old garment with a new one, which occurs repeatedly in gnostic baptismal contexts, can signify several religious acts: a shift from a life of
vice to one of virtue, religious conversion, a change of life-style, and initiation, where it signifies the death and rebirth of the initiate and assimilation
of divine power.33 In baptismal contexts, the garment that is discarded (cf.
the “garments of skin,” Gen 3:21) signifies the physical body, while donning
the “robe of light” signifies the restoration of the lost image of God.34 The
“Paraphrase of Seth,” which Hippolytus (Ref. 5.19.22) attributes to the Sethians, understands baptism as washing in and drinking from a cup of living,
springing water by which the believer, like the Savior, puts on the form of a
servant, escapes earthy ties, and is reclothed with a heavenly garment.
The Trimorphic Protennoia also applies the motif of putting on garments to the Savior’s salvific descent. On her third descent as the divine
Logos, when Protennoia reveals herself to her members in human likeness
(“in their tents,” NHC XIII 47,13–25; cf. John 1:9–14), she makes herself
invisible to and unrecognized by all the celestial powers by wearing their
“garments” until she reveals herself to her brethren by conferring the Five
Seals. Similarly in the Gospel of the Egyptians (NHC III 63,23–64,3), Pronoia
causes Seth to establish the holy baptism of the Five Seals through a “logosbegotten” body, Jesus the living one, whom Seth put on. To be compared
is the depiction of the descent of the initially unrecognized Logos in the
Johannine prologue, which may have arisen in a baptismal context.
Likewise, in the Second Treatise of the Great Seth (NHC VII 56,20–
59,18), the revealer undergoes an incognito descent (changing his likeness
33 Meeks (“Image of the Androgyne,” 184) cites examples; behavioral change:

Col 3:8; Eph 4:17–24; Philo Somn. 1.224–25; Acts Thom. 58; Teachings of Silvanus
(NHC VII,4 105,13–17), T. Levi 8:2; donning armor for the eschatological holy war
(Isa 59:17; Sir 5:18–20): 1 Thess 5:8; Rom 13:12; Eph 6:10–17; Gos. Eg. NHC III,2
67,2–3; shift in life-style from indulgence to austerity: Col 2:11; 3:9–10; Philostratus
Vit. Apoll. 4.20; Acts Thom. 58; initiatory investiture: Apuleius Metam. 11.24.
34 I repeat some useful references from Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,”
183–88; for the “garments of skin” signifying the body: Philo QG 1.53; Clement of
Alexandria Exc. 55.1 and Strom. 3.95.2; Irenaeus Haer. 1.1.10; Tertullian Res. 7;
Apoc. Mos. 20:1–3; Val. Exp. (NHC XI,2 38,14–21); the garments of light: Acts Thom.
chs. 112–13; Odes Sol. 25:8; Tertullian Bapt. 5; Pseudo-Clement Homilies 17.16;
Mandaean Canonical Prayerbook (Drower) no. 51, p. 47, no. 49, pp. 43–44
(Masiqta), no. 9, p. 8 (Maßbuta; cf. E. Segelberg, Masbuta: Studies in the Ritual of
Mandaean Baptism [Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells, 1958], 115–30). See A. F. J. Klijn,
“An Early Christian Baptismal Liturgy,” 216–28; and of course J. Z. Smith, “The Garments of Shame,” 224–30.
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at each cosmic level), his “third baptism in a revealed image,” in which
he appears in the form of Jesus in order to defeat the cosmic powers
through their ignorant attempt to crucify him. The Docetics (according to
Hippolytus Ref. 8.10.6–8) considered Jesus to have two bodies, his fleshly
body acquired through his human parent Mary, and another body,
received at his baptism in the Jordan as the type of the former; the former body was nailed to the cross, deceiving the archons and powers, yet
his nakedness was covered by his baptismal body, perhaps to be understood as an ethereal garment or subtle body rather like the vehicle
(o[chma) of the soul. Even the Gospel of Truth (NHC I 20,28–28), which
proclaims that Jesus, although clothed with eternal life, died on the cross,
states that he nevertheless stripped himself of the “perishable rags,” put
on imperishability, and ascended to heaven, invulnerable to the powers
stripped naked by forgetfulness.
Putting on clothes appropriate to the cosmic level one occupies so as
to make one invulnerable or invisible to the powers applies not only to the
descending revealer, but also to an enlightened being as it ascends into the
aeonic world. A fine example is the royal garment sent to the revealer in
the “Hymn of the Pearl” (Acts Thom. 108–13). The new garment is often so
luminous and brilliant that it blinds the cosmic powers that oppose the
soul’s ascent (Pistis Sophia ch. 59 [p. 74 Schmidt]). According to the Gospel
of Philip (NHC II 58,15–16; 70,5–9; 76,22–28), in the union of the bridal
chamber, one sacramentally acquires a garment of light that makes one
invisible to the hostile powers; unlike earthly garments, such heavenly garments put on “by water and fire” (baptism and chrism) are better than those
who put them on (57,19–23). In Allogenes (NHC XI 50,10–34; 58,26–37), the
metaphor of changing clothes is applied to Allogenes’ ecstatic removal from
the fleshly (and psychic?) garment of ignorance and investiture with a “great
power,” enabling him to know things unknown to the multitude and obtain
a vision of the Luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo. A non-Sethian example
of stripping and reclothing in the context of an ascent is offered by the
Authoritative Teaching (NHC VI 31,24–64,3), where the soul, come to her
senses, strips off this world, replacing it with her true garment, her bridal
clothing, in which she enters the fold and unites with her true shepherd.
Alongside the metaphor of being invested with a new garment, one
sometimes finds the royal image of being crowned. In Zostrianos (NHC
VIII 129,12–16; cf. 57,13–24), when Zostrianos descends from the Kalyptos
the Protophanes level in the Aeon of Barbelo, he joins “those who are unified,” blesses the higher powers, becomes pantevleio", is written in glory,
sealed, and receives a perfect crown. In chapters 11 and 12 of the untitled
text of the Bruce Codex, Setheus, by means of a lovgo" dhmiourgikov" (i.e.,
Christ), sends forth ray-emitting crowns, which are awarded to believers;
they are crowned with a seal of glory on the right and a triple-powered
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fount (phghv) in their midst. In a nonritual context, the royal image of
investiture, coronation, and enthronement occur side-by-side in the Teachings of Silvanus (NHC VII 87,11–13; 89,10–34; 112,10–27), where one is
urged to put on the shining robe of wisdom and holy teaching, the crown
of Paideia, and sit on the throne of perception; those who contend well
will gain dominion, unlike the fools, who are invested with folly, crowned
with ignorance, and sit on the throne of nescience.
3. Chrismation
3.1. The Sethians
Although the Sethians do not appear to have had a ritual of chrismation, they used the term as a metaphor in two basic contexts. The first is
that of the anointing of the third member of the Sethian Trinity of Father,
Mother, and Son with the “goodness” (crhstiva, a pun on cristov" and
crivsma) of the Father, the Invisible Spirit immediately after his conception
by the Mother Barbelo, found in the Apocryphon of John (NHC II 6,23–26
and parallels), the Gospel of the Egyptians (NHC III 44,22–24), and the Trimorphic Protennoia (NHC XIII 37,30–35). This is probably based on an
interpretation of the Gospel accounts of Jesus’ baptism, when he is established as Son of God. The second occurs in the conclusion of Eleleth’s revelation to Norea, wife-sister of Seth in the Hypostasis of the Archons (NHC
II 97,1–5), where it is promised that the Father will send the “true man,”
probably Seth, within three generations to anoint the souls of his progeny,
the undominated generation, with the unction of eternal life.
3.2. Valentinian Chrismation
The relation of the Valentinian chrism to the baptismal rite has been
discussed above. The Gospel of Philip (NHC II 57,22–28; 67,2–9; 69,5–14;
78,1–10; 85,21–86,18) understands the chrism as fire, in the sense of
intense light that gives form and beauty. One is begotten again (reborn) by
baptism in water and anointing with the chrism through the Holy Spirit as
a sort of “baptism” in light. It seems that this is the same light that is kindled in the bridal chamber. The doxology appended to A Valentinian
Exposition (NHC XI,2a 40,1–29) refers to the Valentinian rite of anointing,
which was performed either before the first baptism or simultaneously with
it, enabling the recipient to overcome the power of the devil, who dominates the flesh and struggles against God.
Marcus (Irenaeus Haer. 1.21.5) also practiced a rite of unction by pouring ointment or a mixture of water and oil of balsam upon the heads of
his flock, which had the effect of making one invulnerable to the powers
and authorities, allowing the inner person to ascend to the invisible by
sloughing off the soul (to be delivered to the Demiurge) and the body (to
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be left behind on earth). Evidently some Valentinians perform the unction
in connection with baptism, while others claim that going to the water is
unnecessary. Irenaeus calls this casting away of the chain of the soul the
redemption. Epiphanius (Pan. 36.2.4–8) adds that the followers of Heracleon perform this unction upon the dying so that the “inner man” of those
who receive it will become invisible to and untouchable by the principalities and authorities on high as they ascend, leaving the body on earth and
consigning the soul to the Demiurge. The inner man, a son of the preexistent Father, appeals to the motherless mother Sophia, the mother of
Achamoth, as its source, while the inferior powers and the Demiurge know
nothing higher than Achamoth, a female created from a female.
4. Sacral Meal
4.1. The Valentinian Eucharist
In the Gospel of Philip (NHC II 75,15–24), it is said that the eucharistic
cup of water and wine contains the Holy Spirit; to drink it conveys the perfect man; in 53,21–24, the Eucharist is identified with the crucified Jesus
(who brought bread from heaven, II 55,6–15), which may explain why this
rite seems underplayed in the Gospel of Philip (e.g., II 74,1–2). In the act
of baptism, the living water is a body that replaces the body stripped off
in the act of prebaptismal disrobing.
The Valentinian Marcus (Irenaeus Haer. 1.13.1–5) celebrated a Eucharist
with a cup mixed with a wine that was understood to be the purple and red
blood of Grace and was repeatedly administered in large doses to wealthy
women, making them deranged. Moreover, Marcus is said to have proclaimed
himself to be this Grace as well as the bridegroom whose luminous seed a
woman, as bride, is to receive “in her bridal chamber” in order to enter
together with him into the One. Women are induced to acts of prophecy by
being allowed to babble nonsense spontaneously, supposedly repaying this
gift of prophecy by granting their possessions and bodies to Marcus.
4.2. Other Instances of the Eucharist: Ophites, Carpocratians, and Borborites
Epiphanius (Pan. 37.5.6–7) describes a curious ritual meal practiced by
the Ophites in which they worship a snake (Irenaeus says they identified
the paradisical snake with the devil!) as a royal source of knowledge by
offering it bread:
For they have an actual snake, and keep it in a sort of basket. When it is
time for their mysteries they bring it out of the den, spread loaves around
on a table, and call the snake to come; and when the den is opened it
comes out. And then the snake . . . crawls onto the table and coils up on
the loaves. And this is what they call a perfect sacrifice. And so, someone
has told me, not only do they break the loaves the snake has coiled on
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and distribute them to the recipients, but they each kiss the snake besides
. . . and they offer a hymn to the Father on high-again, as they say,
through the snake—and so conclude their mysteries.

Finally, Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 3.2.10.1) reports that the Carpocratians celebrate an apparently nocturnal common meal that he calls
a “love feast,” after which they extinguish the lamps and command the
women present to engage in sexual intercourse as a divine duty. Epiphanius reports similar activity on the part of the Borborites, whom he connects with the Sethians (see below on sexual sacramentalism); in
particular, he mentions two communal meals of theirs: a Eucharist consisting of offering up and consuming menstrual blood and spent semen
withheld from intercourse as the blood and body of Christ, and a Passover
meal devoted to the consumption of a mangled fetus extracted from any
woman who accidentally happens to become pregnant during such sexual exchange (Pan. 26.4.5–5.6).
5. Sacral Marriage
The metaphor of marriage and the bridal chamber in gnostic usage can
refer both to the experience of spiritual reunification as well as to overtly
sexual union. In either case, the underlying myth is that of the re-creation
of the primal androgyne through the union of male and female, whether
that be taken as man and woman, intellect and soul, or the earthly seed and
its angelic counterpart. As enlightened beings, the gnostics generally considered themselves alone capable of understanding the true significance of
sexual union, considering the nongnostic as worldly and animalistic, experiencing not love, but only lust: “A bridal chamber is not for the animals,
nor is it for the slaves, nor for defiled women; but it is for free men and virgins” (Gospel of Philip NHC II 69,1–3; cf. Irenaeus Haer. 1.6.3; Clement of
Alexandrai Exc. 68). While the question of gnostic sexual practices will be
discussed under the heading of sexual sacramentalism, here I want to comment on its use as a metaphor for spiritual unification.35
The application of the concept of human marriage to the achievement
of unity with a transcendent reality is frequent in classical Judaism, where
God is the husband of his bride Israel; the metaphor of marriage also
appears in the NT, not only where Jesus refers to himself as the bridegroom, but especially in the Pauline corpus (1 Cor 6:15–17; 2 Cor 11:1–2;
Eph 5:22–23) as a symbol for the relation of Christ and the church.
Although Christian gnostics likewise draw on these biblical concepts,

35 See especially J.-M. Sevrin, “Les noces spiritualles dans l’Evangile selon
Philippe,” Museon 87 (1974): 143–93.
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uppermost in their minds as well as those of Jewish gnostics was the
notion of the primordial unity of humankind as expressed in Gen 1:26–27,
according to which Adam was created as a single masculo-feminine being
in the image of God.
The primordial sin or fault underlying human existence that had to be
overcome was the creator’s ignorant act of separating this originally
androgynous into separate male and female persons. In the act of physical union, the offspring was thought to receive the human form from the
male, while its physical and emotional essence was provided by the
female. The same held for the spiritual world as well; spiritual perfection
lay in androgyny, so when a spiritual being such as Sophia undertakes to
produce offspring without a male consort, the result is defective, a formless abortion lacking the male element of form. This being the character
of her offspring, both her son, creator of the natural world, and his cosmic product are likewise defective. The rectification of the creation
depends on introducing into it a potential source of its reunification.
The Sethian myth conceives this to be accomplished when the image
of God (Adamas), the original human androgyne, is primordially projected
as the archetype upon which the creator unwittingly bases his own human
copy. Once he realizes that his androgynous copy is superior to him, he
splits it into male and female, but it is too late. In spite of the creator’s
attempts to subvert the primal couple, by reuniting themselves they can
now re-create their original androgyny, which they do in the birth of Seth,
the “other seed.” Like the divine Adamas, he is a true (“triple,” i.e., androgynous) male Child, as is the “immovable race” he engenders.
While a few gnostic groups such as the late Sethian Borborites sought
to replicate this primeval union through nonreproductive sexual union,
most, like the earlier Sethians, eschewed sexual union, which they considered to typify the adulterous race of Cain. One might therefore effect a
symbolic union on the transcendent plane through ritual means, the Sethians through baptismal ascension, and the Valentinians by an eschatological sacred marriage, the bridal chamber.36 In the latter act, recourse was
had not only to the myth of the primal androgyne and the NT notions of
the marriage of Christ and the church, but also to Neopythagorean speculation on the properties of unity.37
36 The Sethians effected the return to androgyny by stripping away the “psychic

and corporeal thought” in the acts of baptism and contemplative ascent, by which
they could “flee from the madness and the bondage of femaleness and choose the
salvation of maleness” (Zost. NHC VIII,1 131,5–8).
37 Even quantities could always be divided in such a way as to leave a space in
the middle capable of receiving an extra member (x x), while the division of odd
quantities always left over precisely such a single member in the middle (x x x).
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In the Valentinian view, having abandoned her male consort, Sophia’s
ultimate human offspring from Adam and Eve onward, both males and
females, were regarded as weak female seed lacking the element of form,
which could only be restored by an ascent to the Pleroma and marriage
with the male angels that the savior had prepared for them. In this way
they could eternally enjoy the harmonious syzygetic union experienced by
all the undescended aeons there. As in the metaphysics of the Platonic psychology of the individual, every human was a split personality. One’s
higher rational, active—and thus masculine—aspect of the self had been
primordially sundered from one’s emotional, passional, receptive, and thus
essentially feminine aspect of the self. The natural link with the divine
world, the intellect or highest part of the soul was still resident in the transcendent world, although cut off from the soul and body now that formed
one’s link with the everyday physical world. The goal of life was therefore
to recover this lost unity, which would involve detaching a soul overly
enamored of its bodily vehicle from the body, or detaching the rational
part of the soul from its irrational and impassioned psychic vehicle, so as
to effect its reunion with the higher intelligence.
For the gnostics who appropriated such views, the reunion of the psyche
with one’s intellect was thus tantamount to coming together in an act of marriage, whether enacted through contemplative union, symbolic rites, or actual
physical union. The following Valentinian citations make the point clear:
As long as we were children of the female only, as of a dishonorable union,
we were incomplete, childish, without understanding, weak, and without
form, brought forth like abortions, in short, we were children of the woman.
But having been given form by the Savior, we are the children of the man
(husband) and of the bride-chamber. (Clement of Alexandria Exc. 68)
If the woman had not separated from the man, she would not die with
the man. His separation became the beginning of death. Because of this
Christ came to repair the separation which was from the beginning and
again unite the two, and to give life to those who died as a result of the
separation and unite them. But the woman is united to her husband in
the bridal chamber. Indeed those who have united in the bridal chamber
will no longer be separated. Thus Eve separated from Adam because it
was not in the bridal chamber that she united with him. (Gospel of Philip
NHC II 70,9–22)

The number one, being indivisible, was thought to embrace both these properties
and thus was androgynous, while even quantities were female and odd quantities
were male. Thus the unity of the One could best be approximated by the union of
male and female. In the ideal realm of the Pleroma, all spiritual beings dwelt in the
form of syzygetic pairs.
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In the Exegesis on the Soul (NHC II 132,2–133,9), which seems to have certain Simonian affinities, the restoration of the helpless female soul wallowing apart from her spiritual home in the brothels of materiality is effected by
the advent of the marriage of the female soul with her intellectual masculine
counterpart, her true husband. The reunification of the irrational, passionate
aspect of the soul with her celestial, intellectual component as her true husband and master, from whom physical embodiment has separated her, is
interpreted as a reversal of the primordial separation of Eve from Adam in
the garden of Eden: “They will become a single flesh” (Gen 2:24; 3:16; cf.
1 Cor 6:15; 11:1; Eph 5:23). The Testimony of Truth (NHC IX 31,24–32,16;
34,32–35,23), which also seems to have certain Simonian affinities, likewise
uses the imagery of the soul as the bride who strips off this world and learns
from the evangelists about the inscrutable One, adorning herself for this her
true shepherd with her bridal clothing “in beauty of mind,” whereupon:
She found her rising. She came to rest in him who is at rest. She reclined
in the bride-chamber. She ate of the banquet for which she had hungered.
She partook of the immortal food. She found what she had sought after.
She received rest from her labors. (NHC IX 35,8–16)

The image of entrance into the bridal chamber and receipt of the new,
imperishable wedding robe occurs also in the Second Treatise of the Great
Seth (NHC VII 57,7–58,4) as a metaphor for the soul’s receipt of Intellect
and entry into the heavens. It is called a “mystery” effected by the
revealer’s incognito descent (changing his likeness at each cosmic level),
his “third baptism in a revealed image,” to defeat the cosmic powers
through the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus.
5.1. The Valentinian Mystery of the Bridal Chamber
Of course, it was the Valentinians who made the most extensive use
of the metaphor of marriage as a designation for the eschatological reunion
of the Savior Jesus with Sophia and of her spiritual seed with the male
angels of the Savior:38
When the whole seed is perfected, then, they say, will the mother,
Achamoth leave the place of the Middle, enter into the Pleroma, and
receive her bridegroom, the Savior, who came into being from all (the
aeons), with the result that the Savior and Sophia, who is Achamoth, form
a pair (syzygy). These then are said to be bridegroom and bride, but the
bridal chamber is the entire Pleroma. The spiritual beings will divest
themselves of their souls and become intelligent spirits, and, without
38 See R. M. Grant, “The Mystery of Marriage in the Gospel of Philip,” VC 15
(1969): 129–40.
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being hindered or seen, they will enter into the Pleroma, and will be
bestowed as brides on the angels around the Savior. The Demiurge passes
into the place of his mother Sophia, that is, into the Middle. The souls of
the righteous will also repose in the place of the Middle, for nothing psychic enters the Pleroma. When this has taken place, then (they assert) the
fire that is hidden in the world will blaze forth and burn: when it has consumed all matter it will be consumed with it and pass into non-existence.
According to them the Demiurge knew none of these things before the
advent of the Savior. (Ptolemaeus apud Irenaeus Haer. 1.1.7.1; cf. Clement
of Alexandria Exc. 63–65)

The Savior and Sophia are interpreted as the bridegroom and bride, and
the place of their union is the “bridal chamber,” the divine realm of the
Pleroma of spiritual aeons. Thus the Pauline metaphors of the church as
bride and Christ as bridegroom are combined with the story of the fall and
restoration of Wisdom, the cosmic soul, and the restoration of the individual psychic beings created by her. As Christians, the Valentinians maintained the Christian rites of baptism, Eucharist, and the chrism but seem to
have developed their own ritual enactment of their expected eschatological marriage to their celestial angelic counterparts.
In Haer. 1.13.1–21.5, Irenaeus describes some of the Valentinian rituals known to him. In so doing he polemically contrasts the disagreement
among the gnostics with the supposed unified practice of his own church.
They include a mystic rite with certain invocations designed to effect a
spiritual marriage, mirroring the syzygetic union of the pleromatic aeons,
in a bridal chamber prepared beforehand. Others perform a water baptism
in the name of the Father of All, Truth the Mother of All, and the Christ
who descended on Jesus. Some utilize Hebrew invocations of Achamoth
to effect redemption as a communion with the pleromatic powers, and others replace this with a “redemption” in which a mixture of oil and water is
poured on the head with certain invocations. Some boast an angelic
redemption or restitution (ajpokatavstasi") featuring an anointing with balsam oil in the names of Iao (Yahu) and Jesus of Nazareth that frees one’s
soul from the powers of this age. Still others, he says, reject all such tangible symbolic acts involving the body or soul which derive from deficiency, claiming that the true redemption occurs only through inner,
spiritual man’s knowledge of the ineffable Greatness.
In the Nag Hammadi corpus, the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I 122,12)
portrays the Pleroma as the bridal chamber in which the elect spiritual
beings will experience ultimate restoration as the bride of the Savior, while
those “called” psychic humans, the “men of the church,” will serve as attendants outside the Pleroma in the aeon of “images,” until they receive
instruction, upon which all will receive the restoration together; in Irenaeus’s account of the Ptolemaic theology (Haer. 1.7.1), the lower Sophia,
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Achamoth, enters the Pleroma or bridal chamber as the bride of the Savior, while the spiritual ones put off their souls, enter the Pleroma and unite
with the Savior’s angels. In the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I 128,30), the
bridal chamber is also identified with baptism, as another expression of the
agreement and indivisible union of the knower (the Valentinian gnostic)
with the known (the Savior).
In the Gospel of Philip, the sacral marriage has multiple symbolic referents. The fundamental mythical motif of the restoration of the broken unity
of Adam is still present (NHC II 68,22–26; 70,9–22), but, as in the introductory quote from Irenaeus, the biblical legend is now overshadowed by
theogonic myths of the Valentinian school. The sacramental union in the
bridal chamber has its archetype in the union of the Savior with the previously barren Sophia. According to II 71,3–15, the body of Jesus the Savior
was produced in the pleromatic bridal chamber from the union of the
Father of the All with the “virgin who came down,” presumably the higher
Sophia before her fall from the Pleroma; from this origin, it descended to
establish this union of bride and bridegroom as the way for his true disciples to enter into his pleromatic rest.39 This union is perhaps represented
on another level by the legends of Christ’s association with Mary Magdalene40 and its fulfillment in the eschatological union of the gnostic’s true self
(the female bride, or “seed,” or eijkwvn) with its corresponding male “angel”
as bridegroom (II 58,10–14; 65,23–25). According to the Gospel of Philip (II
86,1–18), becoming a son of the bridal chamber is the only means to receive
the light. Although in this world it is present only as an image of the truth,
this light grants absolute imperturbability throughout the rest of this life as
though he were already living in the Pleroma. The theme of restoration of
man’s primeval unity is thereby projected onto the macrocosmic plane,
where it symbolizes the reintegration of the Pleroma to its precosmic state.

39 Gos. Phil. 63,30–32; cf. Irenaeus Haer. 1.1–8; Clement of Alexandria Exc.
43–65; H.-M. Schenke [and Johannes Leipoldt], “Koptisch-gnostiche Schriften aus
den Papyrus-Codices von Nag-Hammadi,” 35–38.
40 This is a typical example of the favored or “beloved” disciple theme found in
Matt 16, throughout the Fourth Gospel, and in the Thomas literature (Gos. Thom.
14, the Book of Thomas the Contender). Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,” 190
n. 111, refers to Gos. Phil. 63,30–32: “[Sophia], called the barren, is the mother of
the angels, and the consort [koinwnov"] of [Christ] is Mary Magdalene.” In Gos. Phil.
61,10–11, koinwniva means sexual intercourse, though perhaps not physical; in
63,30–36 Christ is said to love Mary and to have kissed her often, presumably
impregnating her (as the Savior, in the Valentinian scheme, made the barren lower
Sophia pregnant), since “it is by a kiss that the perfect conceive and give birth. For
this reason we also kiss one another. We receive conception from the grace [cavri"]
which is in one another” (59,1–6).
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The Gospel of Philip (II 84,14–85,21) represents the bridal chamber or
Pleroma, Christ, and the spiritual elect with the imagery of the heavenly
temple and high priesthood similar to that found in the NT letter to the
Hebrews (6:19–20; 9:2–5). The reality of the Pleroma, symbolized as the
holy of holies, has been concealed from those inhabiting the outer courts
of the cosmos from the time that the inferior creator fashioned the world,
available to those outside only in types and images. But now the veil separating the holy of holies from the outer courts of the cosmos has been rent,
and these outer courts of the templelike cosmos will be destroyed. Their
creator, the demiurge, will not enter the holy of holies, but will ascend to
the Hebdomad below Horos, the lower boundary of the Pleroma. When the
outer precincts of the cosmic temple are destroyed, the merely psychic
members of the Valentinian community will be saved by the church, symbolized by the ark, while the truly pneumatic members, those belonging to
the priesthood, will be able to go through the veil into the Pleroma in the
company of the high priest, the Savior.
The actual ritual involved in the sacred marriage of the Valentinians
cannot be determined with certainty. Given its eschatological reference,
Gaffron considers it to have been the believer’s last sacrament, a “death
sacrament” rather like the Mandaean Masiqta.41 As one might expect of
any mystery rite, the Gospel of Philip (NHC II 82,7–26) makes it clear that
the mystery of the bride chamber is reserved for the pneumatic members
of the Valentinian community alone. The intercourse of bride and bridegroom is private, pure, and undefiled; the pneumatic bride may reveal
her true nature only to those who may enter the bridal chamber every
day: her father, mother, and the friend and sons of the bridegroom. The
Gospel of Philip (II 69,1–5) specifies that “a bridal chamber is not for the
animals, nor is it for the slaves, nor is it for defiled women; but it is for
free men and virgins.” Meeks notes the parallel in Gos. Thom. 75: “The
monacoiv are the [only] ones who will enter the bridal chamber,” but here
the bridal chamber seems only a metaphor, rather than a cultic anticipation, of “the kingdom.”42 Although no cultic acts are described in the
Gospel of Thomas, baptism is presumably presupposed. “Male and
female” are to be made “one,” but it is an unequal union, since the
female must become male if she is to become a “living spirit” (logion
41 Gaffron, “Studien zum koptischen Philippusevangelium,” 191–222.
42 Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,” 193–96, citing also the parallel in

logion 49. “Blessed are the solitary [monacoiv] and elect [or, “blessed and elect are
the solitary”] for you shall find the Kingdom. . . because you come from it (and) you
shall go there again” (trans. Guillaumont et al.). The gnostic conception of “the kingdom” here is reinforced by the following logion, “We have come from the Light, where
the Light has originated through itself. It [stood] and it revealed itself in their image.”
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114).43 As Meeks notes, the monacov" in the Gospel of Thomas is beyond
sexuality, “like a little child” (Gos. Thom. 22), whose innocence of sexuality is portrayed in the removal of clothing without shame—like Adam
before the fall (logion 37, cf. logion 21).44
The heresiologists, most of whose information about ritual details was
likely inferred from reading gnostic treatises, concluded, sometimes correctly, that the rite of the bride chamber involved physical sex relations.45
The Gospel of Philip disparages actual cohabitation, even though it is an
“image” of the true union “in the Aion.”46 As early as 1959, H.-M. Schenke
speculated that the outward symbol of the Valentinian rite of the bridal
chamber was the “holy kiss,” on the basis of the Gospel of Philip NHC II
59,2–6 (“For it is by a kiss that the perfect conceive and give birth. For this
reason we also kiss one another. We receive conception from the grace
which is in one another”) and 63,30–64,2 naming Mary Magdalene as
Christ’s most beloved disciple, whom he often used to kiss.47 The popular
practice of the wider church tends to confirm that the kiss did have an
important place.48 As Meeks concludes, “whatever the Gnostics did in the
marriage sacrament, it clearly distinguished them, in their opinion, from
those who were merely baptized and anointed. It was the sacrament of the
elite, the teleoi.”49

43 The phrase “become a living spirit” is perhaps an allusion to Gen 2:7, possibly even a pun on “Eve.” In Clement of Alexandria Exc. 79 the female “seed”
becomes male when it is “formed” (morfwqevn).
44 “The Image of the Androgyne,” 194, referring to J. Z. Smith’s “The Garments
of Shame,” comparings the homilies of Theodore of Mopsuestia, who contrasts
nudity at baptism, when shame is still felt, with an eschatological nudity without
shame. Meeks also adduces logion 21, where clothing represents the physical body
by which one is connected temporarily to the world, “the field.”
45 Grant thinks this likely (“The Mystery of Marriage in the Gospel of Philip,”
139). Gos. Phil. 61,5–12 redefines adultery as “koinwniva between those who are not
alike,” i.e., between gnostics and nongnostics (cf. 78,25–79,12). See below under
sexual sacramentalism.
46 64,30–65,1; 76,6–9; 85,29–86,4. Clement of Alexandria Strom. 3.29 describes
the Valentinian “marriage” as “spiritual.”
47 Schenke, “Das Evangelium nach Philippus,” TLZ 84 (1959): 1–26, and “Koptisch-gnostiche Schriften aus den Papyrus-Codices von Nag-Hammadi,” 38, contra
Grant, “The Mystery of Marriage in the Gospel of Philip,” 139.
48 Cf. 58,30–59,6. According to the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, only those
are admitted to the kiss of peace who have received both baptism and chrismation.
The catholic rite, however, keeps men and women separate for the kiss (18.3–4;
22.3.6).
49 Meeks, “The Image of the Androgyne,” 191.
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6. Sexual Sacramentalism
6.1. The Simonians and Valentinians
While many gnostic groups of the second and third century advocated
and practiced a sexual and dietary encratism approaching a true demonization of sexuality, other groups rejected such a practice as ineffective
and deceptive, transforming the moral indifference typical of its libertine
opposite, free sexual exchange, into sacred ritual. According to Irenaeus
(Haer. 1.23.4), the Simonians worship images of Simon Magus and Helen,
as well as engage in various occult practices, including exorcisms, incantations, philters, and erotic magic. Hippolytus (Ref. 6.19.5) specifies further
that this erotic magic took the form of sexual intercourse as a means of
experiencing spiritual union. In Haer. 1.13.1–5, Irenaeus indicates that the
Valentinian Marcus interpreted the rite of the bride-chamber in a sexually
explicit way, claiming himself to be the Grace whose luminous seed
should be deposited “in her bridal chamber” as a way of imitating the
pleromatic syzygetic union of male and female aeons, thus entering into
the One together with him.
6.2. A Sethian Offshoot: The Borborites
According to Epiphanius (Pan. 26.3–12), the later Sethians, whom he
calls Borborites, Barbelites, Phibionites, Stratiotici, and Coddians, engaged
in a thoroughgoing sexual sacramentalism. Their symbolic actions included
a ritual handshake (featuring tickling beneath the palms of joined hands),
a love feast in which spouses were exchanged, homosexual intercourse on
the part of a special class called Levites, naked prayer featuring the elevation to the 365 Archons (e.g., Iao, Saklas, Seth, Daveithai, Eloaeus, Yaldabaoth, Sabaoth, Barbelo, the Autogenes Christ, and the supreme
Autopater) of hands smeared with semen and menstrual blood (apparently
symbolizing the elevation of the host and wine commemorating the “passion” of Christ), and consumption of the same as a form of Eucharist. If
one of the women accidentally conceived, the fetus was extracted and
sacramentally consumed to prevent the further dispersal of the divine spirit
in another human body.
According to Stephen Gero,50
the central, distinguishing feature of the sect, its devotion to the so-called
sperma cult, described by [Epiphanius] in vivid detail, can hardly be dismissed as a prurient invention. In the simplest of terms it involved the
50 S. Gero, “With Walter Bauer on the Tigris: Encratite Orthodoxy and Libertine
Heresy in Syro-Mesopotamian Christianity,” in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism, and
Early Christianity (ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1986), 293–94.
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extraction, collection and solemn, sacramental consecration and consumption of bodily fluids, male and female, which contributed to the further propagation of the human race, and thus to the continued
entrapment of the divine substance by the evil archons. In these fluids is
concentrated the spiritual element, found scattered in the world, in particular in food-stuffs (including meat!), of which the initiates can and
should partake. The mythology proper is a version of the Barbelo-gnostic myth, as known from Irenaeus and the Apocryphon of John.

Although Epiphanius does not say that they called this rather unrestrained
ritual sex a “mystery” or rite of the bridal chamber, it seems clear that its
intent was the same, effecting a restoration of the lost primordial unity by
physical coupling and attempting to reverse the natural course of the propagation of the species.
7. Verbal Performances
A large and varied class of ritual expression can be loosely gathered
under the head of ritual speech, which can include glossalalia, traditional
verbal formulas, spells, oaths, conjuration, invocations, evocations, voces
mysticae, sunqhvmata, and prayers of various sorts addressed to transcendent powers, good and evil alike.
The Basilideans (Irenaeus Haer. 1.24.4) are said to engage in magic,
conjuring of the dead, spells, calling up of spirits, and the invocation by
name of each of the angelic beings belonging to the 365 heavens: “The person who has learnt these things, and knows all the angels and their origins,
becomes invisible and incomprehensible to all the angels and powers.” In
his Contra Celsum (6.31), Origen describes numerous verbal formulas
employed by the Ophites as passwords used by the ascending soul to mollify the hostility of the heavenly rulers blocking their entrance into the
divine world. These formulas bear a striking resemblance to the first person
self-predicatory recognition formulas attributed to the gnostic revealer who
likewise used them in the course of his own descent and reascent to disarm the hostile cosmic powers. As the ascending soul traverses the spheres
of the powers (the solitary king, Yaldabaoth/Saturn, Iao, Sabaoth,
Astaphaios, Ailoaios, Horaios), it announces to the respective rulers its special status as purified and freed from the archontic powers, possessing the
divine light and life, imbued with the power of the Mother. Thus:
But you, archon Yaldabaoth, to whom power belongs as first and seventh,
I go with confidence as a ruling Logos of pure Nous, as a perfect work
for the Son and the Father, bearing by the imprint of a stamp the symbol
of life, having opened for the world the gate which you had by your aeon
closed; as a free man I go past your power. Grace be with me, yes, Father,
be it with me. (Cels. 6.31)
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Irenaeus (Haer. 1.21.5) also attributes similar formulas to Valentinians who,
in the context of a death-bed anointing, are provided with recognition formulas by which they identify themselves to the demiurge as a son of the
preexistent Father who invokes the higher Sophia as the supreme Mother,
whose power greatly transcends that of the demiurge’s mother, the lower
Sophia Achamoth.
The ultimate ancestor of this genre of passwords seems to be found
either in the dialogues of the Egyptian Book of the Dead or, more likely, in
the Orphic-Bacchic gold leaves inscribed with hexameter instructions to
the dead about the path to be followed in the other world, such as this one
from Hipponion:51
In the house of Hades there is a spring [i.e. Lethe, of forgetfulness] to the
right; by it stands a white cypress. Here the souls, descending, are cooled.
Do not approach this spring! Further you will find cool water flowing
from the lake of recollection. Guardians stand over it who will ask you in
their sensible mind why you are wandering through the darkness of corruptible Hades. Answer: “I am a son of the earth and of the starry sky, but
I am desiccated with thirst and am perishing; therefore quickly give me
cool water flowing from the lake of recollection.” And then the subjects
of the Chthonic King (?) will have pity and will give you to drink from the
lake of recollection. . . . And indeed you are going a long, sacred way
which also other mystai and bacchoi gloriously walk.

In gnostic literature, one finds verbal formulas, often in the context of
ecstatic prayer and praise, that are clearly intended as syllables of power.
Sometimes these syllables are enigmatic abbreviations for articulate utterances, sometimes they have nearly the character of Hindu mantras, as in
the chanting of strings of vowels in seminumerical groupings, where the
emphasis seems to lie in the sonority and repetitiveness of the verbal performance. In this regard, the following passage from the Gospel of the Egyptians (NHC III,2 66,9–68,1) is exemplary:
ih ieus hw ou hw wua!

Really truly, O Yesseus Mazareus Yessedekeus, O
living water, O child of the child, O glorious name, really truly aiwn o wn
(i.e., “O existing aeon”), iiii hhhh eeee oooo uuuu wwww aaaa{a},
really truly, hi aaaa wwww, O existing one who sees the aeons! Really
truly, aee hhh iiii uuuuuu wwwwwww, who is eternally eternal, really
truly, iha aiw, in the heart, who exists, u aei eis aei, ei o ei, ei os ei (or:

51 The recording of such revelations and passwords only on gold leaves but also
in authoritative books under the authority of figures like Orpheus and Musaios
(Plato, Rep. 364B–365A) effectively detaches them from an exclusively ritual setting
and makes them available to literate persons without cultic mediation.
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Son forever, Thou art what Thou art, Thou art who Thou art)! This great
name of thine is upon me, O self-begotten Perfect one, who art not outside
me. I see thee, O thou who art visible to everyone. For who will be able
to comprehend thee in another tongue? Now that I have known thee, I
have mixed myself with the immutable. I have armed myself with an armor
of light, I have become light. For the Mother was at that place because of
the splendid beauty of grace. Therefore I have stretched out my hands
while they were folded. I was shaped in the circle of the riches of the light
which is in my bosom, which gives shape to the many begotten ones in the
light into which no complaint reaches. I shall declare thy glory truly, for I
have comprehended thee, sou ihs ide aeiw aeie ois, O aeon, aeon, O
God of silence! I honor thee completely. Thou art my place of rest, O son
hs hs o e, the formless one who exists in the formless ones, who exists,
raising up the man in whom thou wilt purify me into thy life, according to
thine imperishable name. Therefore the incense of life is in me. I mixed it
with water after the model of all archons, in order that I may live with thee
in the peace of the saints, thou who exists really truly for ever.

This presentation of ecstatic prayer is notable in that it mentions the bodily gesture, rather like a Hindu mudra,52 of extending one’s hands in the
act of prayer (cf. 3 Macc 2:2; in Odes Sol. 21, 27, 37, 42 a sign of the crucifixion), indeed, while they are folded, forming a circle to symbolize one’s
containment of the inner light. The prayer also contains an apparent reference to water baptism, in which ordinary physical water (“in the type of
the archons”) is converted into living water by mixing it with the spirit
(“incense of life”) possessed by the baptizand; rather than being purified
prior to baptism by invocation of the Spirit or by holy oil, the baptismal
water is here purified by the one undergoing baptism, since he has already
received the light.
In the gnostic treatises one finds also extended doxologies in praise of
the aeonic powers. In the Sethian treatises, there are the four particularly
striking parallel doxologies in Allogenes (XI 53,32–54,37), the Three Steles
of Seth (VII 126,5–13), and Zostrianos (VIII 51,6–52,25 and 88,9–25). They
recite a traditional list of nomina barbara designating divine beings
invoked in the course of the mystical ascent through the Aeon of Barbelo.53 In fact the entire Three Steles of Seth is essentially an extended doxology in praise of the Sethian Father, Mother, and Son triad, praising the

52 E.g. the very ancient anjali-mudra is a gesture of adoration and prayer with
hands joined; see R. Poduval, Kathakil and the Diagram of Hand Poses (Trivandrum: Department of Archaeology, Travancore State, 1930).
53 The names of these beings stand out in contrast to most Sethian nomina barbara by the fact that most of them are Greek compounds in -eus, -os, -is, and -ios,
in keeping with the Graecicizing, Platonizing terminology of these treatises.
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powers and deeds of Autogenes, Barbelo, and the supreme Invisible Spirit;
it appears to have been composed for use in a community-oriented practice of contemplative ascent.
Aretalogical doxologies also are found in the Hermetic Corpus. In the
Nag Hammadi library, the Prayer of Thanksgiving (NHC VI,7 ), which
occurs also in Greek (Papyrus Mimaut) and at the end of the Latin Asclepius, is a combination of petitions with doxological praise, which is concluded by a mutual embrace (ajspavzesqai, cf. the “kiss of peace) and a
communal meal of “sacred food that has no blood in it” (VI 65,3–7). This
prayer follows the Hermetic treatise The Discourse on the Eighth and the
Ninth, which itself contains the extended prayer of an unnamed initiate to
his spiritual father Hermes Trismegistus. Having attained the Hebdomad,
Hermes guides the initiate towards the Ogdoad and Ennead, where he sees
that his guide is Intellect itself and, along with other angels and souls, he
sings a hymn of praise to the Father in silence. The prayer seems to be
regarded as a “spiritual sacrifice” (cf. Rom 12:1) and contains petition, aretalogical doxology, and ecstatic chanting of vowels spoken in the first person plural; it is followed later by a hymn with a similar chant in the first
person singular (NHC VI 55,23–61,18). Taken with other Hermetic prayers
(Corp. herm. 1.31–32; 13.16–20; Asclepius 41), these prayers indicate an
established community ritual in which visionary experience is expressed in
prayers of praise, thanksgiving and ecstatic formulas, and celebrated in a
meal. There is also the very similar doxological Prayer of the Apostle Paul
included in the front of the Jung Codex (NHC I,1).54
Three of the five supplements to A Valentinian Exposition (NHC
XI,2a; XI,2d; and XI,2e) are prayers, separated by two short catacheses on
the nature of baptism. The first is a prebaptismal invocation of Christ to
anoint baptismal candidates with the power to “trample on the heads of
snakes and scorpions and all the power of the Devil” (Luke 10:19; cf.
Clement of Alexandria Exc. 76); this is very similar to the prebaptismal
practice of exorcising the devil through the acts of anointing with oil and
penitence by standing on sackcloth or goatskin.55 The other two prayers
are pre-eucharistic thanksgivings. Although not part of a ritual setting, two
other prayers might be mentioned, which are petitions for release from the
troubles of this life, one at the conclusion of the Book of Thomas the Contender (NHC II 145,8–16), and James’s prayer for a speedy death at the
conclusion of the Second Apocalypse of James (NHC V 62,13–63,29).
54 On prayer in gnostic sources, see E. Segelberg, “Prayer among the Gnostics?
The Evidence of Some Nag Hammadi Documents,” in Gnosis and Gnosticism:
Papers Read at the Seventh International Conference on Patristic Studies (Oxford,
September 8th–13th, 1975) (ed. M. Krause; NHS 7; Leiden: Brill, 1977), 55–69.
55 See Smith, “The Garments of Shame,” 225–33.
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The frequent use of nomina barbara, syllables of power, and phrases
in languages other than one’s own (cf. the Aramaic baptismal formulas
quoted in Irenaeus Haer. 1.21.3) is succinctly explained in Corp. herm. 16.2
(Asclepius to King Ammon):
Expressed in our own native (Egyptian) tongue, the discourse [lovgo"]
keeps clear the meaning [nou'"] of the words [lovgoi] [at any rate], for its
very quality of sound, the very intonation of the Egyptian names, have in
themselves the actuality [ejnevrgeia] of what is said. So as far as you can,
O King—and you can do all things—keep this our discourse from translation, in order that such mighty mysteries may not come to the Greeks,
and the disdainful speech of Greece with all its looseness and its surface
beauty, so to speak, take all the strength out of the solemn and the
strong—the energetic speech of Names. The Greeks, O King, have novel
words, effecting demonstration only; and thus is the philosophizing of the
Greeks—the noise of words. But we do not use words; we rather use
sounds filled full with deeds.

As Socrates says in the Cratylus (439a; 424bc), “names rightly given are the
likenesses and images of the things they name.” He who would imitate the
essence of things in speech must give them a name; to analyze them, one
must “separate” the syllables and letters, “first the vowels, and then the consonants and mutes, into classes according to the traditional distinctions of
the learned, also the semivowels, which are neither vowels nor yet mutes,
and distinguish into classes the vowels themselves.” Of course, more desirable is a kind of knowledge that grasps reality directly, without names.
The most striking instance of gnostic texts containing words and symbols of power is the Books of Jeu in the Bruce Codex. Nearly every page
portrays tables and lists of divine names, powers, and attributes in the form
of voces mysticae et barbara intended to be pronounced, as well as numerous graphic images that were perhaps intended to be gazed upon until a
trancelike state resulted. The graphic sunqhvmata (tokens), appearing as
they do on the pages of a codex, seem to presuppose private appropriation on the part of the reader rather than communal recitation and thus
approach the phenomenon of the “reading mystery” (Lesemysterium), a
term coined by Reitzenstein to characterize the gradated reading of the
Corpus hermeticum.
Although apparently independent of ritual contexts, the alphabet mysticism and magic scattered throughout the pages of gnostic literature are to
be used as words of power.56 It consists of mysterious combinations of
56 See F. Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie (2d ed.; Berlin: Teubner,
1925); and A. Dieterich, “ABC-Denkmäler,” Rheinisches Museum für Philologie 56
(1901): 77–105.
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letters, syllables, the seven vowels and seventeen consonants of the Greek
alphabet, and the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, which are
arranged in various sequences and patterns (klivmata), where each permutation of order is significant, as is the pronouncing of these sounds. Particularly important is the use of names, especially the Tetragrammaton and
other Semitic formations such as Sabaoth and Abrasax, names for the daivmone" of the planetary Hebdomad, as well as a multitude of frikta; ojnovmata
and ojnovmata a[shma kai; bavrbara, whose significance is hard to ascertain.57
The primary example of these is of course the Greek magical papyri.
Although space and complexity forbids treating these phenomena in
any detail, perhaps the most extensive gnostic examples are Irenaeus’s
account (Haer. 1.13–22) of the alphabetic and numerical speculations of the
Valentinian Marcus and the unfortunately very fragmentary phonological,
arithmological, and astral speculations on the shape of the soul in the
Sethian treatise Marsanes (NHC X,1). The Valentinian Marcus “the Magician”
reports a “decree of the Tetrad” concerning the highest divine principles:
Understand the twenty-four letters that you have as symbolic emanations
of the three powers that contain the entire number of elements on high.
The nine mute consonants belong to the Father and Truth because they
are voiceless, that is, inexpressible and unutterable. The eight semivowels belong to Logos and Life, since they occupy as it were the intermediate position between the unvoiced and the voiced, and they receive
the effusion of those above them and elevate those beneath them. The
vowels, seven in number, belong to Man and Church, since a voice went
forth from Man and formed all things, for the echo of the voice gave them
form. (Irenaeus Haer. 1.14.5)

The theurgical intent of this alphabetic speculation is nicely summed up by
Nicomachus of Gerasa, who makes clear the relation between the elements
of the alphabet (letters, vowels, and consonants), the elements of number
and geometrical shape, and both musical and spoken sounds:
For indeed the sounds of each sphere of the seven, each sphere naturally
producing one certain kind of sound, are called “vowels.” They are ineffable in and of themselves, but are recalled by the wise with respect to
everything made up of them. Wherefore also here (i.e., on earth) this
sound has power, which in arithmetic is a monad, in geometry a point, in
grammar a letter (of the alphabet). And combined with the material
letters, which are the consonants, as the soul is to the body and the

57 See P. C. Miller, “In Praise of Nonsense,” in Classical Mediterranean Spirituality: Egyptian, Greek, Roman (ed. A. H. Armstrong; New York: Crossroad, 1986),
481–505.
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musical scale is to the strings—the one producing living beings, the other
pitch and melody—they accomplish active and mystic powers of divine
beings. Wherefore when especially the theurgists are worshipping such (a
divine being), they invoke it symbolically with hissing sounds and clucking, with inarticulate and foreign sounds.58

In Marsanes, this symbolic power of the letters applies not only to the
powers of the zodiacal signs, but also to various “configurations” (schvmata) of the soul.59 The rather better preserved section (NHC X 18,14b–
39,17) on the alphabet and its relation to the configurations or shapes of
the soul seems to reflect portions of Plato’s discussion of the structure of
the world soul and the embodiment of soul into body in Tim. 35A–44D.
Of particular importance seem to be three fundamental (“first,” “second,”
“third”) and two minor (“fourth,” and “fifth”) configurations of the soul in
relation to various components of the alphabet: the seven “simple” vowels
(aehiouw) and their combination into diphthongs; the seventeen consonants and their various subcategories (the semivowels—liquids [lmnrs]
plus double consonants [zxy]—and the mutes—aspirate [qfc], inaspirate
[kpt] and “intermediate” [bgd]); and the combination of all of them into syllables. In addition to these five “configurations” of the soul, the author also
seems to think in terms of two “nomenclatures” (ojnomasiva): one for the
“gods and angels” (X 27,13–14; cf. 30,3–9) that has to do with natural
phonological combinations, and an “ignorant” nomenclature (X
30,28b–31,4) which apparently has to so with certain unnatural combinations of the seven vowels and seventeen consonants.
Apparently, the vowels and diphthongs symbolize the three highest
conditions of the soul—cosmic as well as individual—apart from somatic
embodiment, while the syllabic combinations of the consonants—perhaps
symbolizing corporeality—with the vowels seem to symbolize the “fourth”
and “fifth” configurations of the soul, perhaps as an embodied entity. Just
as the vowels are “influenced” by consonants, so also are souls influenced
by the body, just as both souls and bodies are influenced by the “angelic”
58 Nicomachus apud C. Janus, ed., Musici Scriptores Graeci (Leipzig: Teubner, 1895;
repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1962), 276–77, trans. and cited by B. A. Pearson, “Gnosticism
As Platonism,” in Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (SAC 5; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 161, referring also to the treatment of theurgy in E. R. Dodds, “New
Light on the Chaldaean Oracles,” in H. Lewy, Chaldean Oracles and Theurgy: Mysticism, Magic, and Platonism in the Later Roman Empire (Recherches d’archéologie et
de philosophe et d’histoire 13; Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1956;
new ed., ed. M. Tardieu; Paris: Études Augustiniennes, 1978), 700 n. 31.
59 See my forthcoming introduction to Marsanes in W.-P. Funk, P.-H. Poirier and
J. D. Turner, Marsanès (NH X,1) (BCNHT 25; Québec: Presses de l’Université
Laval; Leuven-Paris: Peeters, 2000), 54–81.
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powers of the seven planets and the stellar powers of the dominant zodiacal signs. But since the powers of these astral objects are also regarded as
somehow present in the fundamental “elements” of reality in much the
same way as the soul is present in the body, knowledge of how their symbolic counterparts—the letters (as stoicei'a)—combine and mutually influence one another at the levels of syllable and word apparently gives the
knower some measure of control over the apparently external powers of
the zodiac, stars, and planets, and the gods and angels embodied in them.
These five configurations of the soul involving vowels alone might be summarized as follows:
1. first outer (spherical?) configuration = aehiouw = only begotten soul—
unitary, androgynous soul
2. second spherical configuration = ehiou “from diphthongs” = selfbegotten soul—dyadic, feminine soul
3. third spherical configuration = <aaa>, eee, <hhh>, iii, ooo, uuu, www—
triadic, male soul
4. fourth (spherical?) configuration = combinations of vowels = visible,
perceptible soul
5. fifth (spherical?) configuration = combinations of vowels = visible,
perceptible soul

This lengthy passage seems to constitute an alphanumeric interpretation of
the psychogonia of Plato’s Tim. 35A–44D. The first three configurations of
the soul would represent the cosmic soul in terms either of its three basic
ingredients (Being, Difference, and Sameness) or, more likely, in terms of
the spherical or circular configurations into which the demiurge divided it
(36C2): an outer spherical envelope signifying the motion that revolves
invariantly in the same place (the sphere of the fixed stars), containing two
inner circles, that of the same (the celestial equator defining the plane of
this revolution), and the circle of the different (the ecliptic or zodiacal belt
within which the movements of the sun and other planets is confined),
which is subsequently subdivided into the individual orbits of the seven
planets. If so, then the fourth and fifth configurations would represent the
“second and third” portions (41D5) remaining in the mixing bowl from
which individual souls were made and sown into each star, thus becoming visible (not the souls themselves, but their “bodies,” Plato, Laws 898DE;
Proclus In Tim. 3.255.10–16) and “revealing” visible things (X 29,2–6). At
this point, the younger gods are assigned the task of incarnating these
souls into mortal bodies—which Marsanes seems to symbolize by the consonants—crafted from the four elements (42E–44C). The shock of being
incarnated into a foreign element causes such souls to undergo perturbations that result in the loss of their original innate capacity to perceive clear
and distinct ideas and thus to distinguish between things and name them
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according to the appropriate nomenclature. Incarnation results in the initial loss of the soul’s natural or innate “nomenclature” (the one for gods
and angels) and its replacement by an unnatural (ignorant) “nomenclature.” In this way, Marsanes establishes direct relationships between, on
the one hand, the various conditions of the soul and its relative knowledge
and ignorance, and on the other, the ability to understand the appropriate
combination of the letters of the alphabet.
8. Ascensional and Contemplative Practices
8.1. The Sethian Platonizing Treatises
In the treatises Allogenes, Three Steles of Seth, Zostrianos, and Marsanes,
salvation is not brought from above to below by divine visitations but rather
occurs through the gnostic’s contemplative ascent through ever higher levels of the divine realm. Here one finds an exemplary visionary, Allogenes or
Marsanes (probably alternative designations for Seth), utilizing a self-performable technique of successive stages of mental detachment from the
world of multiplicity and a corresponding assimilation of the self to the ever
more refined levels of being to which one’s contemplation ascends, until one
achieves an absolute stasis and cognitive vacancy characteristic of deification. The Three Steles of Seth presupposes a three-stage ascent to the Autogenes, the Aeon of Barbelo, and the supreme One. Allogenes depicts a
similar three-stage ascent but begins at the Aeon of Barbelo and adds an
ascent through the supra-intelligible levels of the Triple-Powered One of the
Invisible Spirit, culminating in a “primary revelation” of the Unknowable
One. A similar ascent is portrayed in Zostrianos, except that it has been supplemented by a series of initial stages within the sense-perceptible realm,
and each successive stage of ascent after these is associated with a certain
baptismal sealing. Marsanes merely comments on certain features of the
ascent, which its author claims to have already undergone.
The text that most warrants the treatment of this contemplative ascent
as an established ritual is the Three Steles of Seth, in which the aretalogical
doxologies of Seth in honor of his father Geradamas, the Aeon of Barbelo,
and the ultimate preexistent One are provided for the use of both individuals and a community: “Whoever remembers these and always glorifies
shall be perfect among those who are perfect and impassive beyond all
things; for individually and collectively they all praise these: and afterward
they shall be silent. And just as it has been ordained for them, they will
ascend. After silence, they will descend from the third, they will bless the
second, and afterward, the first. The way of ascent is the way of descent”
(NHC VII 127,6–21). In the first Stele, Seth praises his father Geradamas as
his intellect, then as the Autogenes (“self-generated”), the “Mirotheid” offspring of Barbelo (Mirothea is the mother of Adamas in Gos. Eg. NHC III
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49,1–12 and Zost. VIII 6,30) who presides over Seth’s “alien” seed, the
immovable race; then both Seth and Geradamas praise the thrice-masculine
aeon Barbelo who came forth to the middle to empower and bestow
crowns and perfection upon them. The second stele is directed by the “perfect individuals” to Barbelo as their three-in-one source, the source of all
multiplicity, the projected image (“shadow”) of the “first pre-existent One,”
the bestower of divinity, goodness and blessing; the “individuals” petition
her to save them by uniting them. The third stele is directed to the preexistent One, the only and living Spirit, the Existence, Life, and Mind of the
All, whom they entreat to present a “command” that they might be saved;
at that point, the petitioners recognize that they have been saved and therefore offer praise and glory. Each stele marks a stage on the contemplative
ascent to the One. Just as Seth, spiritual ancestor of the Sethians, praised
and joined his father Adamas in the praise of the Mother Barbelo and of her
source, the preexistent One, so the members of the Sethian community are
to follow the same pattern in their own ascent to the Aeon of Barbelo and
receive the revelation of the Invisible Spirit.
The treatise that most likely contains the key to the ritual origins of the
Sethian ascensional rite is Zostrianos, since, as noted above, it marks the
various stages of Zostrianos’s visionary ascent with certain baptisms, sealings, washings in various “waters.” It is perhaps also significant that
Marsanes (NHC X 2,12–4,24) enumerates the entire sequence of the ontological levels underlying these treatises as thirteen “seals.”
Of these texts, it is Allogenes that most clearly portrays the method of
this ascent, so it will form the basis of the following exposition, even
though it narrates the ascent as that of an individual and enumerates the
levels of ascent slightly differently than the others.
The cosmology of these treatises is tripartite but belongs to the fourlevel ontology of Speusippus, the Neopythagoreans, and Plotinus, which
posits a highest realm beyond even being itself, below which one finds an
atemporal, intelligible realm of pure being, followed by a psychic realm,
characterized by time and motion, and finally a physical realm at the bottom of the scale. The following summary of the ontology of Allogenes will
suffice to indicate the ontological structure of the entire group.
The highest being, corresponding to the Plotinian One, is the Unknowable One or Invisible Spirit, characterized by nonbeing existence, silence,
and stillness; he is not an existing thing and is completely unknowable (XI
62,23–64,14; Marsanes [X 2,12–23] adds yet another level, the “unknown,
silent One” beyond even the Invisible Spirit).
The second major level is that of the Aeon of Barbelo, the First
Thought of the Invisible Spirit, characterized as a nondiscriminating, incorporeal, [timeless] knowledge (XI 51,10–11). The Barbelo Aeon is subdivided into three levels that correspond to aspects of the Plotinian
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hypostases of Intellect and Soul: (1) the domain of “the authentic existents”
(ta; o[ntw" o[nta, the nohtav) presided over by Kalyptos (the Hidden One, a
sort of nou'" nohtov") rather like the Plotinian Intellect; (2) the domain of
“those who are unified” (i.e., “exist together,” cf. Enn. 4.1.1: ejkei' [ejn tw'/ nw'/]
oJmou' me;n pa'" nou'" . . . oJmou' de; pavsai yucaiv) presided over by Protophanes
(the First Appearing One, a sort of nou'" qewrhtikov"), rather like the Plotinian cosmic Soul; and (3) the domain of the “(perfect) individuals” (perhaps individual souls) presided over by Autogenes (the Self-Begotten One,
a sort of demiurgic nou'" dianoouvmeno"), who operates to rectify the realm
of Nature, rather like the Plotinian individuated soul.
The third level, Nature, is merely mentioned in passing as a realm
whose defects are continually rectified by Autogenes and appears to hold
no interest for the author of Allogenes, although the treatise Marsanes (X
5,23–26) regards this realm as “entirely worthy of preservation.”
The mediator between the Invisible Spirit and the Aeon of Barbelo is
an entity called the Triple-Powered One. This being is mentioned sometimes independently and sometimes in conjunction with the Invisible
Spirit.60 By a static self-extension, the Invisible Spirit through his TriplePowered One becomes the Aeon of Barbelo (XI 45,21–30; cf. Zost. VIII
76,7–19; 78,10–81,20; Steles Seth VII 121,20–122,8; Marsanes X 8,18–9,28).
Thus the Triple-Powered One is the potency (duvnami") of the Unknown
One and/or Invisible Spirit by which he unfolds himself into the world of
Being and Intellect. It is said to consist of three modalities or phases: Thatwhich-is (Being or Existence), Vitality, and Mentality (XI 49,26–38).
In Allogenes, the Triple-Powered One is identical with the Invisible
Spirit in its Existence-phase, discontinuous with the Invisible Spirit but
identical with Barbelo in its Mentality-phase, and in its emanative or Vitality-phase, it is simultaneously continuous and discontinuous with both the
Invisible Spirit and Barbelo. Allogenes attributes also to the Unknowable
One/Invisible Spirit a similar triad of attributes but characterizes them as
60 The Invisible Spirit and the Triple-Powered One are mentioned sometimes
separately (Zost. VIII 15,18; 17,7; 24,9–10; 93,6–9; 124,3–4; Allogenes XI 45,13–30;
52,19; 52,30–33; 53,30; 61,1–22; and Marsanes X 4,13–19; 6,19; 8,11; 9,25; 14,22–23;
15,1–3), sometimes as identical with or in close conjunction with the Invisible Spirit
(Zost. VIII 20,15–18; 24,12–13; 63,7–8; 74,3–16; 79,16–23; 80,11–20; 87,13–14;
97,2–3; 118,11–12; 123,19–20; 128,20–21; Allogenes XI 47,8–9; 51,8–9; 58,25;
66,33–34; Steles Seth VII 121,31–32; Marsanes X 7,16–17 [the “activity” of the Invisible Spirit]; 7,27–29; 8,5–7), often as “the Triple-Powered Invisible Spirit” or “the
invisible spiritual Triple-Powered One,” and sometimes in conjunction with Barbelo
(Steles Seth VII 120,21–22; 121,32–33; 123,18–30; Marsanes X 8,19–20; 9,7–20;
10,8–11). As the activity of the Invisible Spirit, the Triple-Powered One is perhaps
identical with all three in Marsanes X 7,1–9,29.
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acts rather than qualities or substances: “he exists, lives and knows without mind, life or existence” (XI 61, 32–39).
In reality, all three levels are only separate phases of the unfolding of
the Invisible Spirit by means of its Triple-Powered One into the Aeon of
Barbelo. Rather than being a triad of principles distributed vertically among
different planes of reality, the Existence-Life-Intellect triad is seen as a
dynamic three-in-one principle in which each phase of the triad, while
containing the other two, is named by the phase of the triad that predominates at each stage of its unfolding:
Unknowable One/Invisible Spirit
Triple-Powered One/Eternal Life
Barbelo/First Thought

Exists
Existence
Being

Lives
Vitality
(Life)

Knows
Mentality
Mind

In the accompanying diagram, the italicized term indicates the relative predominance of one of the three modalities. The first phase coincides with
the Invisible Spirit and the third phase with the Aeon of Barbelo, in effect
giving rise to a median phase in which the Triple-Powered One is discontinuous with both the Invisible Spirit and Barbelo, having a quasi-hypostatic character of its own.
8.2. The Visionary Ascent in Allogenes
Allogenes (XI 58,26–61,21) tripartitions the contemplative ascent into
separate but successive stages in accord with the tripartitioning of its general ontology, since the object of the ascent is to become assimilated with
each higher level of being through which one passes. Each stage of the
ascent is prefaced by instruction from a revealer. The technique of the initial ascent through the lowest level of the intelligible realm, the Aeon of
Barbelo is revealed by the “male virgin” Youel (57,29–58,26). The technique of the culminating ascent through the Triple-Powered One is
revealed by the three “luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo” (58,26–61,22)
and is structured in terms of the tripartite nomenclature previously applied
to the Triple-Powered One in 49,26–38. The technique of the final union
with the Unknowable One, however, cannot be conveyed by a positive
descriptive revelation, but only by a “primary revelation of the Unknowable One”; this turns out to be the long negative theology in 61,32–64,36,
by which one acquires the saving gift of learned ignorance. On completion of the ascent and revelation, Allogenes’ appropriate response will be
to record and safeguard the revelation (68,16–23) and entrust its proclamation to his confidant Messos (68,26–end).
Stage 1: The Ascent through the Aeon of Barbelo. The revealer Youel
instructs Allogenes concerning the initial part of the ascent to “the God
who truly [preexists],” which requires a perfect seeking of the Good
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within oneself, by which one knows oneself as one who exists with the
preexistent God. According to 50,10–36, the wisdom conveyed by Youel’s
initial revelation of the Aeon of Barbelo and of the Triple-Powered One
will restore Allogenes to his primordial, unfallen condition. It will invest
Allogenes’ “thought” with the power requisite to distinguish between
“immeasurable and unknowable” things, the contents of the Barbelo Aeon
and the principles beyond it, causing Allogenes to fear that his learning
has exceeded normal limits. One notes again the metaphor of putting on
a garment.
In 52,7–21, after Youel’s initial revelation of the contents of the Aeon
of Barbelo, Allogenes reports that his soul went slack with disturbance.
Turning to himself, he sees the light surrounding him and the Good within
him and becomes divine, which Youel interprets as a completion of wisdom sufficient to receive a revelation of the Triple-Powered One.
Interpreted in the light of the ontology of the treatise, it seems as if
Allogenes has become successively assimilated to the various levels of the
Barbelo Aeon: first, to the level of the “individuals” within Autogenes, and
second, to the level of “those who are unified” within Protophanes, and
third, to “those who truly exist” in Kalyptos.
In her fifth discourse (55,33–57,24), Youel promises Allogenes that,
after an incubation period of a “hundred years” (during which he presumably is to engage in self-contemplation, experiencing “a great light and a
blessed path,” 57,27–58,7), he will receive a revelation from the “luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo.” This revelation will convey only so much as
is necessary to know without Allogenes forfeiting his own kind. If Allogenes is successful in this, he will receive a conception (e[nnoia) of the preexistent One and know himself as one “who exists with the God who truly
preexists” (56,18–36), which will make him divine and perfect.
At the conclusion of the “hundred years” of preparation, Allogenes
reports that he saw Autogenes, the Triple Male, Protophanes, Kalyptos, the
Aeon of Barbelo, and the “primal origin of the One without origin,” that is,
the Triple-Powered One of the Invisible Spirit (57,29–58,26). One should
probably understand this as Allogenes’ ascent through the various levels of
the Aeon of Barbelo up to and including the lowest aspect (“blessedness”
or Mentality) of the Triple-Powered One, which would be identical with
the entirety of the Aeon of Barbelo itself. Up to this point, Allogenes still
bears his earthly “garment” (58,29–30).
This initial vision culminates with Allogenes’ receipt of a luminous garment by which he is taken up to “a pure place” (58,31), where he transcends (“stands upon”) his knowledge (characterized by blessedness and
self-knowledge) of the individual constituents of the Barbelo-Aeon. He
is now ready for “holy powers” revealed to him by the “luminaries of
the Aeon of Barbelo” to encourage him to “strive for” an even higher
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knowledge toward which he had already “inclined,” namely “the knowledge of the Universal Ones, the Barbelo Aeon” (59,2–3).
Stage 2: The Ascent through the Triple-Powered One. The ascent beyond
the Aeon of Barbelo to the Unknowable One is first revealed to Allogenes
by holy powers (59,4–60,12) and then actually narrated (60,12–61,22) by
Allogenes in a way quite similar to the revelation, yielding what amounts
to two accounts of the ascent. Having surpassed his active, earthly knowledge and inclining toward the passive knowledge of the Universal Ones
(the Triple-Powered One and the Invisible Spirit, 59,2–3), Allogenes
attains first the level of blessedness (i.e., Mentality), at which one knows
one’s proper self, sees the good in oneself, and becomes divine (59,9–13;
60,14–18). Next, as he “seeks himself,” he ascends (ajnacwrei'n) to the level
of Vitality, characterized by an undivided, eternal, intellectual motion, a
supra-eidetic realm where one achieves partial stability (he stands not
firmly but quietly, 59,14–16; 60,19–28). Finally Allogenes achieves the
level of Existence, characterized by a completely inactive “stillness” and
“standing” (59,19–26; 60,28–37). He is filled with a “primary revelation
of the unknowable One” that empowers and permanently strengthens
him, enabling him to receive an incognizant knowledge of the Unknowable One.
At this point, having assimilated himself to the primal modality of the
Triple-Powered One, Allogenes can no longer ascend to any higher level;
only in the case that he becomes afraid can he further withdraw and that
only “to the rear because of the activities” (59,34–35; cf. Plotinus Enn.
3.8.9.29–40; 6.9.3.1–13). He must not “seek incomprehensible matters” but
must avoid any further effort lest he dissipate his inactivity and fall away
from the passivity, concentratedness, and instantaneousness of the primary
revelation to follow (59,26–60,12; cf. 64,14–26; 67,22–38). Allogenes is told
to be “incognizant” (“ignorant” or “nonknowing”) of the Unknowable One,
that is, not to exercise any faculties of the active intellect, lest this activity
initiate a movement that would destroy the stability he has achieved. Even
to fear this extreme inertness is such a mental activity and necessitates a
withdrawal to a previous level of contemplation. Once he receives the primary revelation, he must therefore “still himself” and remain completely
self-concentrated (“do not further dissipate”) and refrain from any exercise
of the active intellect, even if it should be a “luminous e[nnoia,” which
might replace and therefore destroy the inactivity conveyed to him by the
Unknowable One.61 In a state of utter passivity, Allogenes receives a “primary revelation of the Unknowable One” (59,28–29; 60,39–61,1) characterized as a cognitively vacant knowledge of the Unknowable One
61 Cf. Plotinus Enn. 5.8.11.23–24, 33–34.
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(59,30–32; 60,8–12; 61,1–4). This knowledge can be articulated only by an
extensive negative theology (61,32–62,13; supplemented by a more affirmative theology, 62,14–67,20).
The sequence of Allogenes’ mental states therefore moves from relative to permanent stability, and from self-knowledge to mental vacancy: (1)
At the level of Mentality, characterized by silent stillness, he “hears” the
Blessedness of true self-knowledge. (2) At the level of Vitality, characterized by the eternal circular (“undivided”) motion of the supra-eidetic realm,
and still seeking himself, he achieves partial stability. (3) At the level of
Existence, characterized by total stability and inactivity, he achieves a complete stability, permanently strengthened by the indwelling of the TriplePowered One. (4) Allogenes is filled with the “primary revelation of the
Unknowable One,” which allows him to know the Unknowable One and
his Triple-Powered One insofar as he maintains a state of complete incognizance and mental vacuity.
The sequence of Allogenes’ mental states is also the reverse of the
sequence of the dominant phases or ontological modalities in which the
Triple-Powered One unfolds into the Aeon of Barbelo. His initial state is
called Blessedness, a condition associated with a silent (nondiscursive?) selfcontemplation characteristic of “Mentality,” which designates also the lowest
phase of the Triple-Powered One’s three phases of Mentality, Vitality, and
Existence. He is then instructed to move from this state to a less stable state,
that of “Vitality,” which is characterized by an eternal circular motion that still
includes a “seeking of oneself.” Then, in order to gain a state of ultimate
stability, he is to move on to the level of Existence, the phase in which the
Triple-Powered One is identical with the Invisible Spirit, who is absolutely
at rest and contains all in total silence and inactivity. In each case, the contemplation of entities on ever higher ontological levels is characterized as a
form of the contemplator’s self-knowledge, suggesting that the consciousness of the knowing subject is actually assimilated to the ontological character of the level that one intelligizes at any given point.
Allogenes thus presents two levels of knowing: One is achievable in
the world and is characterized by the actual vision of what was communicated in the auditory revelations imparted by the emissary-revealer
Youel; it suffices to have a vision of each of the beings comprising the
Aeon of Barbelo up to and including the lower aspect of the Triple-Powered One. The other is achievable, not in the world, but only after elevation to a pure place, and is to be imparted by an apophatic “primary
revelation” from the Luminaries of Barbelo’s Aeon; it enables one to experience directly the realm beyond intellect and even being itself occupied
by the upper levels of the Triple-Powered One and the Unknowable One.
The first level of knowing is active and discursive, involving knowledge
of oneself as well as the ability to experience one’s assimilation to the
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various levels comprising the intellectual and psychic realm of the Barbelo
Aeon (58,38–59,3; 59,9–16): from individuated soul to unity with the cosmic soul to the intellectual domain of the authentic existents. The second level of knowing is passive; strictly speaking it is not knowledge at
all but culminates in a nonknowing, nondiscursive knowledge with no
awareness of distinctions, even that between knower and known, an
utter vacancy of the cognitive intellect, a “learned ignorance” (59,30–35;
60,5–12; 61,1–4) called a “primary revelation of the Unknowable One”
(59,28–29; 60,39–61,1).
Stage 3: The Primary Revelation. The extensive negative theology
occupying the last third of Allogenes exhibits a close relationship between
the negative ontological (apophatic) predications of the Invisible Spirit and
the noncognitive contemplation of him.62 It turns out that the primary revelation conveying the ultimate vision of the supreme reality is identical
with its object: the Invisible Spirit is the very primary revelation by which
he is known (63,9–19). The Invisible Spirit is so unknowable that he is in
some sense his own unknowable knowledge and forms a unity with the
ignorance that sees him; in fact he seems to be equated with the state of
mental vacancy itself (63,28–64,14). Yet one cannot simply use the equation between the unknowable deity and the primary revelation or incognizant knowledge by which he is known as a way of knowing or speaking
about him. To equate him with either knowledge or nonknowledge is to
miss the goal of one’s quest (64,14–36). It is nevertheless clear that Allogenes assumes that it is possible to achieve a consubstantiality between the
known, the means of knowledge, and the knower: the unknowable deity
is united with the ignorance that sees him, which is identical with his own
self-knowledge. By implication, he is also united with the nonknowing
visionary as well. Thus there is an isomorphism, indeed an identity,
between both the epistemic and ontic states of the knower, the known,
and the means of knowledge at each stage of the ascent.
The prototype of this threefold ascent is found in Plato’s Symposium
(210a–212a), in the speech where Socrates recounts the path to the vision
of absolute beauty into which he had been initiated by the wise Diotima.
The method consists of a three-stage qualitative and quantitative purification or purgation of the soul by a redirection of Eros, the moving force of
the soul, away from the lower realm to the higher.63 The qualitative
62 See R. T. Wallis, “The Spiritual Importance of Not Knowing,” in Classical
Mediterranean Spirituality: Egyptian, Greek, Roman (ed. A. H. Armstrong; New
York: Crossroad, 1986), 460–80; as Wallis notes, the knowledge of God as divine
silence in Corp. herm. 10 is similar.
63 See the analysis of E. O’Brien, The Essential Plotinus (New York: Mentor,
1964), 16–17.
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purgation is a progressive shift of attention from the sensible to the intelligible realm in three levels of knowing, which correspond to three levels
of experience: physical beauty, moral beauty, and intellectual beauty; these
are the objects respectively of the bodily senses, the ethical components of
the soul, and the intelligizing, contemplative faculty of the reflective soul.
The quantitative purgation is a shift of attention away from individual
instances of beauty, to the ideal beauty of all forms, and finally to absolute
beauty itself, which then discloses itself as a sudden and immediate intuition. The next higher stage is therefore achieved by a purifying and unifying synthesis of the experience of the lower stage. As in the Symposium,
so also in the Republic (532A–B) the final moment of attainment is conceived as a revelation of the supreme form. After long preliminary effort,
one’s soul or mind has transcended discursive science, dialectic itself, for
an unmediated vision of or direct contact with the object sought. No longer
does one “know about” the object things that can be predicated of it, but
one actually possesses and is possessed by the object of one’s quest.
In the first four centuries of our era to which the Barbeloite treatises
belong, the Platonic tradition regarded metaphysics or theology as the
highest of the three stages of enlightenment or spiritual progress.64 It corresponded to the highest stage of initiation into the mysteries and was in
fact called ejpopteiva, the supreme vision of the highest reality, tantamount to assimilating oneself to God insofar as possible (Theaetetus
176B).65 This traditional Platonic quest is found not only in Plato but also
later in Philo of Alexandria (who however shunned the notion of assimilation to God), Numenius, Valentinus, Albinus (i.e., Alcinous, the viae
analogiae, negationis, additionis and eminentiae of Did. 10.5–6; cf.
28.1–3), Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 5.11.70.8–71.5), Origen (Cels.
7.42) and especially Plotinus (Enn. 6.7 [38].36). What is generally common to these visionary ascents is initial purification, usually through
some form of instruction involving the use of analogies, negations, and
successive abstraction until the contemplative mind has become
absorbed in its single object (the One, the Good, the Beautiful, etc.) at
64 P. Hadot, “La métaphysique de Porphyre,” in Porphyre (Entretiens sur l’antiquité classique 12; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1960), 127–29 (citing Calcidius In Tim. 272; 335; and Proclus In Tim. 1, p. 202 Diehl), points out
that Porphyry’s systematic arrangement of Plotinus’s Enneads conforms to this
scheme (Enn. 1 = ethics; Enn. 2, 3 = physics; Enn. 4, 5, 6 = epoptic, the objects
of contemplation), as do certain Neoplatonic prescriptions for the order of the
study of Plato’s dialogues (Republic = ethics; Timaeus = physics; Parmenides =
theology).
65 See Plutarch Is. Os. 382D–E; Clement of Alexandria Strom. 1.28.176.1–3; Theon
of Smyrna Exp. 14.18–16.2; Origen Cant. 75.6 Baehrens.
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which point one “suddenly” sees the ultimate source of all these;66 here
philosophy and intellection give way to ecstasy.
9. Concluding Observations
By way of conclusion, it can be seen that the purpose of gnostic ritual
was uniformly salvific, a means to restore the primordial unity of the human
person. This process might be conceived on a relatively more biblical basis,
as uniting the male and female components of an original androgyne that
wrongfully underwent a primeval division. Or, on a more Platonic basis, as
the restoration of the soul to the original psychic substance from which its
ungrudging maker extracted and incarnated it; its (metaphorically feminine)
irrationality acquired from contact with materiality must be subjected to its
higher, undescended, rational or intellectual (metaphorically masculine)
component. The gnostics illustrated the original perfection of the soul by
the pairing and agreement of the pleromatic aeons, and its degradation is
illustrated by the lack of cooperation between male and female at the
moment of the inception of the physical cosmos and its creator, which
become characterized by victimization and oblivion on the one hand, and
by presumption and antagonism on the other. The physical bodies into
which the divine substance was thereby incarnated must be stripped away
like an old garment and replaced with the luminous garment made of that
substance; they must be thoroughly washed away and the inner person
immersed in the living water of wisdom, anointed with the fragrance of the
divine spirit, and wed with its other but higher self.
In contrast to gnostic rites of baptism, investiture, chrismation, and the
sacral meal—whose effect depends on a combination of divine initiative
and revealed insight (Gnosis)—the practice of ritual speech, sexual sacramentalism, and to some extent contemplative ascent come closest to the
kind of ritual acts which effect their own work (ex opere operato). Baptism,
investiture, chrismation, and even the sacral meal are typically said to be
received or undergone. Similarly, the rite of sacral marriage is usually portrayed as an eschatological gift, something to be awaited. On the other
hand, ritual sex, speech, gesture, and contemplative ascent depend much
more on individual initiative and technique. In this sense, they border on
theurgical rites insofar as they exploit acquired knowledge of certain cosmic sympathies and/or properties of physical actions that serve to assimilate oneself to transcendent forces or levels of reality. Simonian,
Valentinian, and especially Sethian materials witness both self-actualized
and conferred ritual procedures and portray salvation sometimes as “selfhelp” and “other help” process. Particularly notable is the distinction
66 So also Plotinus Enn. 6.7.34.8.
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between Sethian texts that portray the advent of salvation as brought from
above to below by the supreme Mother and those that portray it as the
result of a self-actualized contemplative ascent. To be sure, a divine revelation showing the path is required; Allogenes is still dependent on divine
powers like Youel and the luminaries of the Aeon of Barbelo to reveal to
him the way of ascent, yet once he receives the revelation, he makes the
ascent in an unaided fashion. Of course, in almost all texts that portray an
ascent to the supreme One, gnostic and Platonic alike, the final vision of
the One is ultimately vouchsafed. Nevertheless, the salvific goal seems to
involve the transfer of one’s inner essence from below to above, rather
than conjuring the manifestation of the divine powers here below. Vivid
manifestations of divine beings occur in the gnostic texts, yet they are
uninvoked, free manifestations of the divine unrelated to any causal connection or affinities innate to the created realm and usually are witnessed
by august figures who themselves have a heavenly origin (Seth, Jesus) or
by figures who are singled out by divine choice (Zostrianos, Marsanes,
Allogenes, Thomas and other disciples of Jesus). Salvation is achieved by
the return of the soul to its original state, not by a rectification of the physical world it has come to inhabit or by a final overthrow of antidivine powers. This is not merely to repeat the old adages about the anticosmicism
and antisomaticism often ascribed to the gnostics, many of whom valued
corporeality as a vehicle of revelation.67

67 Cf. the veneration of the visible Jesus in the Valentinian Gospel of Truth and

Gospel of Philip, in the “Carpocratian” Marcellina’s worship of Christ’s image (Irenaeus Haer. 1.25.6), and Zostrianos’s willing postascensional readoption and invigoration of his “image” so as to preach the truth (NHC VIII,1 130,5–9). Indeed,
according to the Gospel of Philip (77,2–6), “the holy person is completely holy, even
including his body. Taking up bread, he makes it holy, as also the cup or anything
else that he takes up and sanctifies. Then how will he not sanctify the body too?”
To be sure, one can find anticosmic passages, particularly in the earlier Sethian
texts, yet in this corpus one also finds Marsanes at the conclusion of his ascent saying “<I have come to know> in detail the entire realm of incorporeal being, and
<I> have come to know the intelligible world. <I have come to know>, while deliberating, that in every respect the sense-perceptible world is [worthy] of being saved
entirely” (NHC X,1 5,19–26). The demiurgic activity of the divine Autogenes in Allogenes (NHC XI,3 51,25–35), by which he rectifies the defects of nature, likewise
affirms the value of the cosmos without overlooking its problematic nature (which
Platonists, including theurgists like Iamblichus, also recognized). Late Sethian ritual,
such as the sexual rites of the Borborites, is ambiguous: on the one hand, the unrestrained practice of intercourse seems affirmative of bodily existence, yet the practice of coitus interruptus and consuming the aborted and mangled bodies of
accidentally conceived fetuses is certainly a denial of the value of bodily life. Real
contempt for the body arises mostly in the encratite movement with which
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Because of the wide variation of gnostic attitude and implementation,
the relation of gnostic ritual to later Platonic, especially theurgical, ritual
cannot be simply characterized. It cannot be said that one is fundamentally
based on biblical motifs and the other on Platonic concepts. Although the
theurgists do not seem to employ the myth of the primal androgyne, even
given its fundamental significance for gnostic myth and ritual, it cannot be
said that all gnostics employed it. Nor can it be said that one is anticosmic
while the other is procosmic, or that one is individualistic and noetic while
the other is communal and dependent on revelation, or that the one is selfactualized while the other is divinely initiated.
As stated in the introduction, it may be taken that theurgy is a ritual
practice in which embodied souls were brought into a sympathetic resonance with the divine Logoi that informed the natural world and that these
divine powers were invoked to enter the phenomenal world in order to
reveal their divine source. And yet, apart from an appeal to a Posidonian
doctrine of cosmic sumpaqeiva, that seems precisely the intent of the invocation of the numerous divine beings, the living water itself, and those
who preside over it and the Name, and the receivers, guardians, and purifiers necessary to effectuate the Sethian baptismal rite. Indeed, it remains
that ultimate salvation in both outlooks is ultimately a matter of revelation
and divine initiative, for at the summit of all ritual and contemplative
effort, the Supreme “suddenly” manifests itself, as both Plato and the
gnostics discovered.
Judas the Twin was associated; witness the uncompromising hatred of the body
and its natural passions in the Book of Thomas the Contender: “Woe to you who
love intimacy with womankind and polluted intercourse with them! Woe to you in
the grip of your bodily faculties, for they will afflict you! Woe to you in the grip of
the evil demons! Woe to you who beguile your limbs in the fire!” (NHC II,7
144,91–94). And yet the underlying core of this text is an epitome of Plato’s teaching on the transmigration of the soul gathered principally from the Phaedo, Phaedrus, Republic, and Timaeus that has undergone a radical encratite reworking.
Persons of this stripe would have no truck with Platonic theurgists who sought to
embody the demiurgic powers of nature through ritual means. Any hint of cosmic
sympathies and affinities would be attributed by them to demonic forces; theirs was
a dualism of absolute opposition, not mimetic dependence.

PLATONISM AND GNOSTICISM. THE ANONYMOUS
COMMENTARY ON THE PARMENIDES:
MIDDLE OR NEOPLATONIC?
Kevin Corrigan
University of Saskatchewan
For the past hundred years and more, scholars have supposed that an
anonymous commentary on Plato’s Parmenides, originally published by W.
Kroll (1892), must be post-Plotinian. Suggestions for authorship have
ranged from Porphyry to Plutarch of Athens and Proclus.1 The present
1 The philosophical sophistication of the Commentary and some elements of its
technical vocabulary (particularly the use of the word u{parxi") suggest that it is at the
very least post-Plotinian. For this reason B. Peyron (“Notizia d’un antico evangeliario
bobbiese che in alcuni fogli palimpsesti contiene frammenti d’un greco tratato di
filosofia,” Rivista di filologia e di istruzione classica 1 [1873]: 53–71) supposed the
author to be from the school of Alexandria, probably Proclus, while W. Kroll (“Ein
neuplatonischer Parmenides-kommentar in einem Turiner Palimsest,” Rheinisches
Museum für Philosophie 48 [1892]: 599–627) argued that the Commentary presupposes the thought of Iamblichus and should therefore be traced to the second half of
the fourth century C.E. Kroll’s thesis was founded on the view that it was Iamblichus
who first introduced the term “life” in between “existence” and “thought” in order to
establish the triadic structure of the intelligible world, both vertically and horizontally.
M. Wundt (“Platons Parmenides,” Tübinger Beiträge zur Altertumswissenschaft 25
[1935]: 24–26), while recognizing that traces of the triad already appear in Plotinus
and Porphyry, eliminated Iamblichus and Syrianus as possible authors and suggested
Plutarch of Athens rather than Porphyry, with the proviso that a definitive identification could not be made, given the little we know. R. Beutler (“Plutarchos von
Athens,” PW 21:974–75), by contrast, directly assigned the authorship to Plutarch on
the grounds that the details of the interpretation of the Parmenides in the Commentary are distinctively Plutarchan, though he admitted the important influence of
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Plotinus, and Porphyry (cf. also Evrard, “Le maître de Plutarque d’Athènes et les origines du néoplatonisme athénien,” L’Antiquité classique
29 [1960]: 391–406). Later views, including those of D. P. Taormina (Plutarco di
Atene. l’Uno, l’anima, le forme: saggio introduttivo, fonti, traduzione e commento
[Catania: Università di Catanio; Rome: L’Erma di Bretschneider. Centro di studi sull’antico Cristianésimo, Università di Catania, 1989]) and A. Linguiti (“Commentarium
in Platonis «Parmenidem»,” in Corpus dei Papiri Filosofici Greci e Latini, part 3:
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work argues for the first time that the Commentary is pre-Plotinian, quite
possibly from the hand of a member of the “school” of Cronius and Numenius, and consequently presents a rather new view of the place of Plotinus
in the history of thought and indicates the need for a rethinking of some
of the principal features of Middle Platonism and of the relation between
the Plotinian circle and Gnosticism.
A word of caution is necessary. At the outset several different scenarios
seemed possible and plausible: either Porphyry, or a pupil of Porphyry, or
someone later still, could well have been the author of the Commentary.
Nonetheless, it began to dawn upon me that a pre-Porphyrian authorship
was more plausible than any other hypothesis, but only, of course, if one
could show that Pierre Hadot’s thesis, based as it is upon Plotinus as a terminus a quo, could be shown to be ill-founded.2 So, among other things, I
here argue that a pre-Plotinian authorship for the Commentary should not
only not be ruled out, but ought to be taken seriously—and at least as seriously as Pierre Hadot’s thesis. However, the present work goes somewhat
beyond this, for it also argues that on the basis of all the positive evidence
it is most plausible to suppose (1) that the Commentary could not have been
written by Porphyry and that it must be earlier than Plotinus, (2) that the
Sethian gnostic texts3 of the Nag Hammadi library, to which Porphyry

Commentari [Firenze: L. S. Olschki, 1995], 63–202), have rejected Beutler’s thesis
while arguing generally for a late date, in the case of Linguiti, for example, “un neoplatonico posteriore a Porfirio che abbia operate nel pieno del IV secolo” (91). Hadot
(Porphyre et Victorinus [2 vols.; Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1968]), by contrast, has
shown that the triad existence-life-thought already plays an important role in Porphyry’s thought and in his exegesis of the Chaldean Oracles, and he has traced the
influence of similar ideas to those in the Commentary in the works of Victorinus. Porphyry, in fact, was reproached by Damascius for identifying the “Father” of the intellectual triad with the First “One,” and the author of the Commentary has a similar view
to Porphyry. Furthermore, the moments of the triad are not yet hypostatized as in
Iamblichus, but form parts of the unified, internal structure of intellect—a view that is
much closer to Plotinus (see also n. 8 below).
2 P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus.
3 On the determination of Sethian thought, see, for example, H.-M. Schenke
(“The Phenomenon and Significance of Gnostic Sethianism,” in The Rediscovery of
Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on Gnosticism at Yale,
New Haven, Connecticut, March 28–31, 1978, vol. 2: Sethian Gnosticism [ed. B.
Layton; SHR 41; Leiden: Brill, 1980], 588–616); R. Majercik (“The Existence-LifeIntellect Triad in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,” CQ 42 [1992]: 475–76 and n. 2);
and on the specific subgroup of “Platonizing” Sethian texts within the Sethian corpus (i.e., Zostrianos, Allogenes, the Three Steles of Seth, and Marsanes), see especially J. D. Turner, “Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History,” in Nag Hammadi,
Gnosticism, and Early Christianity (ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson; Peabody,
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appears to refer in the Life of Plotinus (Vit. Plot.) chapter 16,4 are dependent
upon the Commentary, (3) that some version of these texts (and necessarily
a philosophical version) was the subject of Amelius’s refutation in forty volumes (as Porphyry tells us in the Life of Plotinus),5 and (4) that Plotinus
“replies” in the four works of the Großschrift 6 to gnostic doctrine in general
and also, probably in part, to some version of the gnostic texts. I therefore
make the Commentary Middle Platonic (of Neopythagorean provenance),
Mass: Hendrickson, 1986), 55–86; idem, “Gnosticism and Platonism: The Platonizing Sethian Texts from Nag Hammadi in Their Relation to Later Platonic Literature,”
in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Albany: SUNY
Press, 1992), 425–59; idem, “Typologies of the Sethian Gnostic Treaties from Nag
Hammadi,” in Les textes de Nag Hammadi et le problème de leur classification: Actes
du Colloque tenu à Québec du 15 au 22 Septembre, 1992 (ed. L. Painchaud and A.
Pasquier; Québec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval; Louvain: Peeters, 1995),
208–11; and B. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes (NHC X) and the Platonic Tradition,” in Gnosis: Festschrift für Hans Jonas (ed B. Aland; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1978), 373–84.
4 On this general question see C. Schmidt, Plotins Stellung zum Gnosticismus
und Kirchlichen Christentum (TUGAL 20; Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1901); C. Elsas,
Neuplatonische und Gnostische Weltablehnung in der Schule Plotins (Religionschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten 34; Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1975);
J. H. Sieber, “An Introduction to the Tractate Zostrianos from Nag Hammadi,”
NovT 15 (1973): 133–40; idem, “Introduction” to Zostrianos (NHC VIII,1) in Nag
Hammadi Codex VIII (ed. J. H. Sieber; NHS 31; Leiden: Brill, 1991), 19-25; M.
Tardieu, “Les trois stèles Seth,” RSPT 57 (1973): 545–75; James M. Robinson, “The
Three Steles of Seth and the Gnostics of Plotinus,” in Proceedinqs of the International Colloquium on Gnosticism, Stockholm, August 20–25, 1973 (ed. Geo
Widengren; Kungl. Vitterhets Historie ock Antikvitets Akademiens Handlingar,
Filologisk-filosofiska serien 17. Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell; Leiden: Brill,
1977), 132–42; B. A. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes,” 373–84; idem, “Introduction” to Marsanes (NHC X) in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X (ed. B. A. Pearson;
NHS 15; Leiden: Brill, 1981), 244–50; idem, “Gnosticism and Platonism: With Special Reference to Marsanes (NHC 10,1),” HTR 77 (1984): 55–73; J. D. Turner, “The
Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment,” NovT 22 (1980): 324–51; idem, “Sethian
Gnosticism: A Literary History,” 55–86; idem, “Gnosticism and Platonism,” 425–60;
idem, “Typologies of the Sethian Gnostic Treatises,” 208–11; P. Claude, Les trois
stèles de Seth (BCNHT 8; Québec: Presses de l’Université Laval; Louvain-Paris:
Peeters, 1983), esp. 26–33; Luise Abramowski, “Marius Victorinus, Porphyrius und
die römischen Gnostiker,” ZNW 74 (1983): 108–28; and Ruth Majercik, “ExistenceLife-Intellect Triad,” 475–88.
5 Vit. Plot. 16.
6 This is a single work, the “large work,” recognized as such by R. Harder, “Ein
neue Schrift Plotins,” Hermes 71 (1936): 1–10, which was divided by Porphyry into
four separate treatises: 3.8 [30]; 5.8 [31]; 5.5 [32]; 2.9 [33].
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put the Sethian gnostic texts after the Commentary, and place the
Großschrift and subsequent treatises in the Enneads as in some measure
developing innovative philosophical solutions in reply to gnostic, and other,
challenges and problems. This theory has the two virtues: (1) that it takes
Porphyry’s own witness (Vit. Plot. 16) about these Sethian texts seriously and
(2) that Plotinus’s own express view7 that there is little or no doctrinal originality in his work can now be seen to be true, without our losing sight of
the philosophical originality that marks every page of the Enneads.
My paper for the seminar is divided into two parts (part 1 dealing with
the Anonymous Commentary and part 2 chiefly with Plotinus and the
Sethian gnostic texts) and is too lengthy for inclusion here. So I shall simply summarize some of the major arguments in each part, adding such
detail as is necessary.
1. The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides
1) Hadot’s view is based, in large measure, upon an interpretation of
Plotinus and Porphyry.8 For Porphyry, the One is the “Father” of the intellectual triad, Father-Power-Intellect, and thus the One becomes in a sense
its “idea,” form, preexistence or pure indwelling unrestricted being. The
doctrine of the Commentary presupposes the Plotinian One and Intellect
but derives Intellect from the One in a way that is unfamiliar to Plotinus. I
argue that this is not the case. In many different ways—e.g., the doctrine
of Intellect, the First One as “idea” of the Second One, the doctrine of “participation,” the distinction between infinitival and participial being, and the
use of triads—the Commentary can be seen to be much closer to the
thought of Plotinus and Amelius. Let me first take up some major points in
the interpretation of Plotinus by comparison with the Commentary:
In Plotinus—as in Middle Platonism—the “One” is sometimes conceived as “Absolute Being” (unrestricted being or seeing) or real self, not
only in 6.8 [39], where Plotinus stresses the One’s positive, unrestricted
being as pure activity and free creative, selfhood, but also in more orthodox passages, against the background of a stricter negative theology. For
example, 6.8 [39].14.42: kai; ga;r prwvtw" aujto;" kai; uJperovntw" aujtov"; 6.7
[38].40.41: kaqaro;n de; o]n nohvsew" eijlikrinw'" ejstin o{ ejstin; 5.5 [32].9.13–15:
w{ste e[sti kai; oujk e[sti, tw/' me;n mh; perievcesqai oujk ou\sa, tw/' d jei\nai panto;"
ejleuqevra oujdamou' kwluomevnh ei\nai.9 In 5.5 (32).7 (as elsewhere in the
7 Enn. 5.1 [10].8.
8 See below Appendix I: “The Theses of Pierre Hadot on the Anonymous Par-

menides Commentary and Porphyry.”
9 6.8 [39].14.42: “for he is primarily self and self beyond being”; 6.7 [38].40.41:
“But being clear of thought it is purely what it is”; 5.5 [32].9.13–15: “so it is and is
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Enneads) intellect withdraws into itself and finds pure unalloyed selfhood
there within, a selfhood that transcends duality and yet is problematic in
that it transcends all forms of determinate signification: “it was outside and
again not outside”; there is no “whence”: “it appears and does not
appear.” This veiling of intellect from other things and its simultaneous
self-gathering (ajpo; tw'n a[llwn kaluvya" kai; sunagagw;n eij" to; ei[sw) is a
vision of pure light, not “one in another” (i.e., accidental attribution) but
aujto; kaq jeJauto; movnon kaqaro;n ejf! auJtou' ejxaivfnh" fanevn.10 Transcendent
selfhood is, therefore, the intimate, self-dependent, but indwelling root of
all other selves. In the Commentary the Second One substantializes itself
by participation in the First One, which is being for it, but the First One
remains the ground of its being and identity.11
On the question of self-substantiation, Plotinus is very close to this view,
but that the First One is the ultimate ground of all identity is a fundamental
(if ambiguous) part of Plotinus’s thinking. The transcendent One is often
only one step of discourse away (e.g., 6.3 [43].8.18–20; 9.3ff.; 11.25–27), the
implicit underpinning of the whole argument who, nevertheless, sometimes
shines through explicitly. This is particularly true of significant parts of the
great work on the omnipresence of being, “one and the same simultaneously,” 6.4–5 [22–23]. At the beginning of 6.5 [22].1, for instance, Plotinus
makes the startling statement that all human beings spontaneously recognize
that the God in each and every one of us is one and the same. This can help
us, he suggests, to reflect upon the omnipresence of real being.12 The principle upon which he bases this is Aristotle’s law of noncontradiction, which
Plotinus understands to be a law of intelligible identity13 and which he holds
is prior to all particulars and even the first postulate of practical reason,
which states that all things desire the good; for this latter principle is itself

not; it is not because it is not in the grasp of anything, but because it is free from
everything it is not prevented from being anywhere.” All translations of Plotinus
will be taken from the seven-volume Loeb edition by A. H. Armstrong, though they
may occasionally be adapted.
10 5.5 [32].7: “But since Intellect must not see this light as external, we must go
back again to the eye; this will itself sometimes know a light which is not the external, alien light, but it momentarily sees before the external light a light of its own,
a brighter one. . . . Just so Intellect, veiling itself from other things and drawing itself
inward, when it is not looking at anything will see a light, not a distinct light in
something different from itself, but suddenly appearing, alone by itself in independent purity, so that Intellect is at a loss to know whence it has appeared. . . . ”
11 P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frgs. 13–14, 106–12.
12 Cf. K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry on Being, Intellect and the
One,” ANRW 2.36.2: 984 n. 37.
13 As does Aristotle, in Metaph. 1010b19–37.
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founded upon unity and the desire for unity. Plotinus then goes on to make
the transition from unity to identity explicit, and the ultimate ground of this
transition is pure selfhood which is “the good”: To; ga;r e}n tou'to proi>on; me;n
ejpi; qavtera, ejf! o{son proelqei'n aujtw/' oi|onv te, polla; a]n faneivh te kaiv pw" kai;
ei[h, hJ d a
j rj caiva fuvsi" kai; hJ o[rexi" tou' ajgaqou', o{per ejsti;n aujtou', eij" e}n o[ntw"
a[gei, kai; ejpi; tou'to speuvdei pa'sa fuvsi", ejf ej a
J uthvn. Tou'to gavr ejsti to;
ajgaqo;n. . . (6.5 [22].1.14–19).14 Clearly, this unity that proceeds into multiplicity belongs in a discourse that relates to the intelligible universe; yet it
also implies the immanent presence of the transcendent Unity, which is that
universe’s fundamental principle (18–21).
My point then might be stated as follows: were we only to possess
the above passages of the Enneads, we might quite legitimately suppose
in these a Middle Platonist view of the One as a primary Self, transcendent, yet immanent in a different way in the being of everything derivative. The two sets of fragments in the Commentary have a similar
framework of reference, but they are also modeled, I suggest, upon
another principle to be found in Plotinus, and one that must surely have
been essential to the pre-Plotinian Platonic tradition. The “First One” or
“First God” must for Moderatus, or Numenius for that matter, remain
immobile and transcendent “in its own place.” But if the Second One is
genuinely to come from the First, then the transcendence of the First has
to be jeopardized when one comes to articulate what this derivation
means. In other words, what is unthinkable in a universe of discourse
that proclaims the utter transcendence of the First One has to become
thinkable if the Second One emerges from the First One and if its being
remains grounded in That One.15 The derivation-problems, therefore, in
both the Enneads and the Commentary are similar. In other words, Plotinus’s doctrine of intellect is not unique to him. Plotinus too holds that
this doctrine is not his own, and according to the testimony of Porphyry,
he believed that Amelius shared his views.16 What we see in Plotinus is
not a new list of innovative doctrines so much as an unusually creative
way of doing philosophy, that is, of thinking out problems of interpretation, and problems of philosophy, by comparing problems and
attempted solutions in a whole host of ancient texts (Plato, Aristotle,
14 6.5 [22].1.14-19: “For this one, proceeding to the others as far as, and in the
way in which it can proceed, would appear as many and even, in a sense, be many;
but the ancient nature and the desire of the good, that is of itself, leads to what is
really one, and every nature presses on to this, to itself. For this is the good. . . . ”
15 Cf. K. Corrigan, “Plotinus, Enneads 5, 4 (7) 2 and Related Passages. A New
Interpretation of the Status of the Intelligible Object,” Hermes 114.2 (1986):
195–203; idem, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 989–90.
16 See Vit. Plot. 18.13–14.
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Stoics, etc.), but above all by coming up with a creative dialectical way
of thinking through these problems so that all of the underpinnings of a
reasonable solution become lucid. Plotinus is not a doctrine-maker, but
a philosopher.17
The logical order of generation too in the Commentary is similar to
that in Plotinus.18 In fragment 12, (1) the One is first utterly transcendent
(104.23–25: ejpevkeina oujsiva" kai; o[nto"); it is neither determinate being nor
substance nor act (ejnevrgeia); yet (2) it is pure unrestricted activity (25–26:
“but rather it acts and is itself pure activity,” ejnergei' de; ma'llon kai; to; ejnergei'n kaqarovn), i.e., not determinate act or noun-thing, but pure activity—
(to; ei\nai with the infinitive form); so that (3) there is implicit duality
between infinitive and noun forms of “being” (“so that it is itself being
which is before being,” w{ste kai; aujto; to; ei\nai to; pro; o[nto"); and (4) the
full consequence is that the Second One by participating in this has from
it derived being (Ou| metasco;n to; <e{>n a[llo ejx aujtou' e[cei ejkklinovmenon to;
ei\nai), which is what it means to participate in being (metevcein o[nto"). The
commentator then goes on to elaborate on this double meaning: “So that
being is double, the one preexists determinate being, while the other is
that which is led out from the One which is transcendent of determinate
being and which is being in the absolute sense and like the idea of determinate being, in which by participating another One has come to be to
which is linked the being borne out from it” (106.29–35: $Wste ditto;n to;
ei\nai, to; me;n prou>pavrcei tou' o[nto", to; de; o} ejpavgetai ejk tou' o[nto" to; ajpovluton kai; w{sper ijdeva tou' o[nto", ou| metasco;n a[llo ti e}n gevgonen, w/| suvzugon to; ajp jaujtou' ejpiferovmenon ei\nai).
First, the idea that being is led out of the One itself to which is linked
another “one” and the duality of intellect is thereby constituted is a frequent feature of Plotinian arguments (even if in these contexts other terms
are substituted for mevqexi"). In 5.3 [49].10 and 11, the state of “not yet being
intellect” is one of “prethinking” (pronoou'sa) and of touching (qiggavnonto"); in the development of thinking, it “explicates” (ejxelivttei), “will
split itself” (dicavsei), so that “it comes out having taken something else in
itself and made it many” (ejxh'lqe de; a[llo labou'sa ejn aujth/' aujto; polu; poihvsasa 10.41–11.8).
Again in 5.5 [32].5.16-19 primary being “proceeded, so to speak, a little way from the One, but did not wish to go still further, but turned
inwards and took its stand there [e{sth] and became substance [oujsiva] and
hearth [eJstiva] of all things.” Or in 5.6 [24].2, the One appears as an
intelligible object not in the sense that it thinks, but rather in that it is

17 This is the assessment of both Plotinus (5.1 [10]) and Porphyry (Vit. Plot. 14).
18 For the Commentary, see P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 2:102–12.
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primarily substantial for something else to think it; but what thinks it cannot think it as the purely One; rather it has to reach out to it and “take and
hold the intelligible object which it thinks” (2.11) (clearly a form close to
“participation”). What characterizes intellect, however, is that the intelligible object “is linked” (sunevzeuktai) inextricably with every intellect (3.8
[30].9.8).19
Second, the notion of an implicit duality emerging out of pure unity and
becoming established as the linking of a third “one” with a second “one” is
clearly present in what appears to be a formulaic argument in Plotinus
based on the mevgista gevnh of Plato’s Sophist and perhaps also on a development of the concept of kivnhsi" from Aristotle’s Physics.20 The argument
occurs in 6.7 [38].13.16–21 and runs as follows: “If a simple moves, it holds
that alone,” Plotinus argues, “and either it is the same and has not proceeded or, if it has proceeded, another remains, so that there are two.” As
far as I can see, this first series of premises necessarily envisages (1) an
immobile motion of super-motion; (2) a moment of identity based on stasis; and (3) a moment of burgeoning duality based on motion and otherness. Plotinus continues: “And if ‘this’ is the same as ‘that,’ it remains and
has not gone forward; but if different, it has gone forth with difference and
made from something same and something different, a third One.” In the
second part of the argument, Plotinus seems to suppose first a moment of
abidingness (monhv), now internal to the implicit duality uncovered in the
first series of premises, and coupled with a second moment of subsequent
procession and autoconstitution. If this is correct, the whole argument functions as a series of disjuncts by which the total possible configuration of the
emergence of a new duality is plotted.21 As in the Commentary, Plotinus
explores the ambiguity of the traveling subject in the logic of generation, a
subject that specifies itself and its whole structure in the course of the argument. A similar argument appears in 6.2 [43].8: pure self-directed activity or
seeing is not oujsiva; for oujsiva to arise there has to be a division of itself into
to; ajf! ou| (i.e., The One, but as object for itself) and eij" o{, and thus it splits
its suprasubstantial identity into “that” and “itself” and joins the two together
in its movement (cf. 6.7 [38].39.2–9). As in the Commentary, so too in 6.7
[38].13 and 6.2 [43].8, there is a highest moment of identity with the First
(prior to implicit and then explicit conversion) that remains a necessary
facet of the self-articulating subject whose fullest development as a second
19 Cf. 5.6 [24].2; 5.8 [31].4; etc.
20 On the importance of major items in Aristotle’s Physics to Plotinus’s thought,

see, for example, A. C. Lloyd, “Plotinus on the Genesis of Thought and Existence,”
in Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy (ed. Julia Annas; Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1987), 155–86.
21 See K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 990.
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principle is unspecified until the conclusion (cf. 5.3 [49].10.21–29). I suggest
that such arguments in Plotinus are quite likely already formulaic in the
Neopythagorean tradition of deriving a dyad from a monad and that they
provide a similar sort of context to compare with the argument in fragments
11 to 14 of the Commentary.
The context for this sort of reflection about the derivation of intellect that the commentator undertakes is familiar to the commentator
quite possibly from Plotinus,22 but it is more plausible to suppose that
the milieu for such reflections is pre-Plotinian, for Plotinus’s language
about the procession and conversion of being is clearly not his own
invention and the idea that the First is transcendent while intellect’s
vision of the First as a duality is a function of the coyoking of intellect
and intelligible object already has a formulaic ring to it even in Plotinus,
as well it might, for the idea is already perfectly current in the Chaldean
Oracles (even if the view of the Oracles is ambiguous). The highest
intelligible object, frg. 1 of the Oracles informs us, is transcendent and
beyond human thought: “you must not perceive it intently, but keeping
the pure eye of your soul turned away, you should extend an empty
mind toward the Intelligible in order to comprehend it, since it exists
outside mind” (ejpei; novou e[xw uJpavrcei). One therefore has to grasp it by
a form of nonknowing and by the “flower of mind” (novou a[nqei), that is,
by the highest power of the soul akin to the apparently fiery essence of
the First God. At the same time, according to frg. 20, “intellect does not
exist without the intelligible, and the intelligible does not exist apart
from intellect” (Ouj ga;r a[neu noov" ejsti nohtou', kai; to; nohto;n ouj nou'
cwri;" uJpavrcei).
Either these two fragments contradict each other23 or the first refers to
human cognition and the second to the ontological situation of the Oracles’ Second Intellect.24 The latter seems more plausible: these intelligibles,
sown throughout the cosmos, frg. 108 informs us, are “inexpressible beauties” (kavllh a[frasta) from the perspective of human cognition; from the
perspective of the Second Intellect, intelligible object and subject are necessarily linked together.
If we now turn to the locus classicus in Plotinus for the derivation of
intellect from the One, we can see at a glance that even here the structure
is similar to that of the Commentary. In 5.2 [11].1.7–9, (1) the One is so
perfect (2) that it overflows and (3) its superabundance has made
22 See ibid., 991–93.
23 Cf. E. R. Dodds, ed. and trans., Proclus: The Elements of Theology (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1963), 287.
24 As R. Majercik supposes, The Chaldean Oracles: Text, Translation, and Commentary (Studies in Greek and Roman Religion 5. Leiden: Brill, 1989), 140.
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“another” (a[llo) (which from the point of view of the new implicit duality
or, in other early texts in the Enneads, the “indefinite dyad,” is still indefinite or not fully formed); then (4a) the product turns back to the One (and
to itself—eij" aujtov without the appropriate breathing should probably refer
to both, that is, to the One and to itself),25 (4b) is filled (ejplhrwvqh), and
(4c) becomes Intellect by looking towards it (aujtov is again ambiguous).26
(4a), (b), and (c) are equivalent in structure to the triad of fragment 12 of
the Commentary, u{parxi"-zwhv-nou'", since (4a) logically entails a moment
of pure being-as-object for intellect, (4b) articulates the content of that
vision as a power in intellect for substantial multiplicity, and (4c) finally
recognizes intellect itself as an explicit functional reality.27
What appears to be new in the Commentary is the distinction between
infinitival Being and determinate, participial being (to; ei\nai and to; o[n). Yet
this too is an implicit part of Plotinus’s theory. Ta; o[nta are the determinate
entities that constitute intellect and, from one perspective, to; o[n is the first
determinate moment of intellect’s own being (cf. 6.6 [34].8). By contrast,
the One is beyond oujsiva or o[n. The One is pure unrestricted, infinitival
being: the One’s to; ei\nai is not a determinate activity but an acting, creative power which comes by and from itself (cf. 6.8 [39].33ff.), in which
what it is to be (essence) and pure being (existence) are one.28 From this
perspective, the first moment of what intellect will be is coincident with
the infinitival being of the One, but distinct because it will culminate in
intellect. Otherwise, as Plotinus quite often claims, there would be no distinction.29 I shall return briefly to this question (see items 4 and 5 of part
2 below) because it bears upon Hadot’s claim that there is no distinction
between essence and existence in Plotinus and that the rudimentary beginnings of such a distinction are to be found in the Commentary.30 This is
in fact not true. Here, however, I wish to make a smaller claim, namely,
that the background to an infinitive-being and a participial-being distinction is an implicit but necessary part of Plotinus’s theory of derivation. The
25 See K. Corrigan and P. O’Cleirigh, “The Course of Plotinian Scholarship from
1971 to 1986,” ANRW 2.36.1: 590–92. Cf. 5.1 [10].6–7.
26 5.2 [11].1: “the One, perfect because it seeks nothing, has nothing, and needs
nothing, overflows, as it were, and its superabundance makes something other than
itself. This, when it has come into being, turns back upon the One and is filled,
and becomes Intellect by looking towards it.”
27 Cf. K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 989.
28 On this, see K. Corrigan, “Essence and Existence in the Enneads,” in The Cambridge Companion to Plotinus (ed. L. P. Gerson; Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 103–29.
29 See, for example, 6.7 [38].41.8–14.
30 P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 1:489–93.
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superabundance of the One that is experienced by intellect as the shock
of purest intensity and identity is pure identity and unrestricted Being in
the One, and this is also indefinitely intuited by the implicit duality that
emerges from the One’s overflowing power. However, for intellect, it is the
highest defined object that constitutes its intellectual being. Plotinus’s
“light-metaphysic” is perhaps the simplest example of this.31 Light is different from the form and cause of the form’s being seen, but it is seen “in”
and “upon” the form (5.5 [32].7.1–6). Even when it is grasped intuitively on
its own without an accompanying object, it is seen because it is founded
upon something else (ibid., 8–9). Only when it is alone (mh; pro;" eJtevrw/)
does it escape perception. Light, pure seeing, or transcendental identity of
subject and object, is pure unity itself. Light “based” (ejpereidovmenon, 5.5
[32].7.9) on another is “being.” In itself it is supra-intelligible, but for intellect it is substance (5.6 [24].2.8–10). As Plotinus argues in 6.2 [43].8.14–18,
purely self-directed activity is not oujsiva, but being (o[n) constitutes the termini, thus constituting the unity in distinctness of the two:
For its self-directed activity is not substance, but being is that to which the
activity is directed and from which it comes: for that which is looked at is
being, not the look [to; ga;r blepovmenon to; o[n, oujc! hJ blevyi"]; but the look
too possesses being [to; ei\nai] because it comes from and is directed to
being [o[n]. And since it is in act, not in potency, it gathers the two together
[sunavptei] and does not separate them, but makes itself that and that itself.

Pure light or the unrestricted activity of the One coincides, as it were,
with purely self-directed activity, that is, not activity as a determinate act
but pure creative effulgence (as we also find in the Commentary), which
gives rise to an indefinite duality that the power of the One is in it to
make substance (cf. 5.1 [10].6–7).32 This purely self-directed activity that
31 See generally R. Ferwerda, La signification des images et des métaphores dan
la pensée de Plotin (Groningen: J. B. Wolters, 1965), 46–61; W. Beierwaltes, Selbsterkenntnis und Erfahrung der Einheit: Plotins Enneade V.3. Text, Übersetzung,
Interpretation, Erläuterungen (Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1991), 334–62; K.
Corrigan, “Light and Metaphor in Plotinus and St. Thomas Aquinas,” The Thomist
57 (1993): 187–99.
32 On this see especially M. Atkinson, Ennead V.1: On the Three Principal
Hypostases: A Commentary with Translation (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1983); F. M. Schroeder, “Conversion and Consciousness in Plotinus.
Enneads 5, 1 (10) 7,” Hermes 114 (1986): 186–95; K. Corrigan and P. O’Cleirigh,
“The Course of Plotinian Scholarship,” 590ff.; J. R. Bussanich, The One and Its Relation to Intellect in Plotinus (Leiden: Brill, 1988); P. A. Meijer, Plotinus on the Good
or the One (Ennead VI, 9): An Analytical Commentary (Amsterdam classical monographs 1; Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben, 1992).
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overflows to make another is then the pure existence of the One as the
highest object for Intellect of Intellect’s own self-constituting vision in
which a world of determinate intelligible objects emerges as Intellect’s
own content and identity.33 There is, therefore, a higher moment of pure
indeterminateness in Intellect’s generation that acts internally as developing subject and as a power for life and substantiality. This moment,
however, as object of Intellect’s own seeing is determinate being (to; o[n)
which embraces the determinate content (ta; o[nta) of Intellect’s pluralizing vision. The roots then of the distinction between determinate
being or beings and unrestricted being or activity are certainly to be
found in Plotinus, and this distinction is not simply between intellect
and the One, but there is an indeterminateness like the One at the origin of intellect that is not the indeterminateness simply of the substrate:
intelligible matter.34
One further item in the Commentary is worth picking out: the One as
the “idea of being” and the question of a participation of the intelligible
world in both the First One and in what is effectively the highest moment
of itself. Both of these items are not only Plotinian but recognizably Middle Platonic. In Plotinus, the One appears as the limit (pevra") of intellectual beauty (6.7 (38).32.34), and since the limit of intellect is also the ijdeva
ejn stavsei (6.2 (43).8.23–25),35 the commentator’s w{sper ijdeva tou' o[nto"—
if post-Plotinian—is hardly innovative. In Numenius, the First Intellect or
aujtoavgaqon is the “idea” of the Second Intellect or demiurge because the
latter is good by participation in the first. So this apparently Porphyrian
innovation is decidedly Middle Platonic.
In other words, Hadot’s thesis is not a necessary or the best interpretation
of the evidence. Let me now take up the other major remaining points in turn.
2) Nothing prevents the so-called Plotinian Structure—One/Intellect/Soul—and the interpretation of the Parmenides associated with it from
being Middle Platonic, as Plotinus tells us it is (in Enn. 5.1 [10]). So the
account of Moderatus’s thought in Simplicius36 strongly suggests a much
earlier origin for the Plotinian structure; and even if this account is glossed
by Porphyry and refers to an interpretation of Plato’s Second Letter,37 not

33 Cf. 5.2 [11].1; 6.2 [43].8; 6.7 [38].16.
34 6.7 [38].33 ad fin.
35 Cf. Numenius frg. 16 des Places.
36 See Simplicius In phys. 230.34–231.27 Diels.
37 This is the view of H. D. Saffrey and L. G. Westerink, eds., Proclus: Théologie

platonicienne (6 vols.; Collection des universités de France; Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1968–1997), 2:xxx–xxxv, against Dodds, “The Parmenides of Plato and the
Origin of the Neoplatonic ‘One,’” CQ 22 (1928): 129–42.
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the Parmenides, this does not eliminate (apparently a silentio) a Middle
Platonic or earlier need to interpret the Parmenides. There is no explicit
mention of the Commentary in Proclus’s Commentary on the Parmenides,38 but in discussing the “logical” and “metaphysical” interpretations of the Parmenides, Proclus appears to refer to Albinus on occasion
and perhaps also to Origen the Platonist.39 And in the Life, Porphyry cites
Longinus as saying that Numenius, Cronius, Moderatus, and Thrasyllus
wrote on the first principles of Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy.40 If
we put this together with Moderatus and other testimony about Neopythagorean thought, it becomes more plausible to suppose that this dialogue was not only interpreted “logically” by Middle Platonists, but also
given a “metaphysical” exegesis in Neopythagorean circles. On balance, it
is reasonable to suppose that some form of relatively continuous “metaphysical” interpretation of the Parmenides and other dialogues (e.g.,
Theaetetus) is older still. Surely, for instance, the system of Speusippus
requires such an interpretive foundation.41
3) The Commentary espouses a (somewhat obscure) participation of
the Second One in the First One, which amounts to a participation by
developing intelligible reality in the highest idea of itself. Syrianus and Proclus make it clear that according to Porphyry there was only one participation—of aijsqhtav in intelligible reality, whereas in Numenius, Cronius,
Amelius, and Plotinus there is also an intellectual participation.42 So if the
Commentary holds a similar “Middle” Platonic view, namely, an intellectual participation, then it cannot be by Porphyry.
4) In addition, there is one further feature of the Commentary that, in
my view, necessitates a date earlier than Porphyry. Fragment 4 takes up the
question of the One’s relation to posterior realities and concludes with a
strong statement of the One’s transcendence, with the sole provision that
38 Cf. J. M. Dillon, ed. and trans., Proclus: Commentary on Plato’s Parmenides
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1987), xxivff.
39 Proclus In Parm. 630.37–640.17 Cousin.
40 Vit. Plot. 20–21.
41 See J. M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (London: Duckworth; Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1977), on Speusippus; T. Szlezák,
“Speusipp und die metaphysische Deutung von Platons ‘Parmenides,’” in En kai
Plêthos: Festschrift für Karl Bormann zum 65. Geburtstag (ed. L. Hagemann;
Würzburg: Echter, 1993), 339–73; C. Horn, “Der Platonische Parmenides und die
Möglichkeit seiner prinzipientheoretischen Interpretation,” Antike und Abendland
41 (1995): 95–114.
42 Syrianus In Metaph. 109.21ff. Kroll; Proclus In Tim. 248e–249b; 3.32ff. See
below Appendix II: “Intellectual Participation in the Anonymous Parmenides Commentary, Plotinus (and Numenius and Amelius), but Not in Porphyry.
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“he never remains in ignorance of future events and has known past events”
(2.78.32–34). Even if we take into account the author’s possible concern
here to explicate the temporal language of Plato’s Parmenides, it is still not
plausible to suppose that the most knowledgeable pupil and colleague of
Plotinus could have written the above sentence after the detailed critique of
a temporal, anthropomorphic paradigm for creative demiurgy that Plotinus
had undertaken in 5.8 [31].7 and 6.7 [38].1–13 and that is crucial for understanding the major currents of his thought.
5) The existence-power-intellect triad, although not occurring explicitly in Plotinus, is more than likely pre-Plotinian: zwhv, for example, appears
already as a middle term between being and intellect in Plotinus;43 u{parxi"
denotes existence in Sextus Empiricus, Galen, Alexander of Aphrodisias;44
the verb uJpavrcein occurs in Numenius and the Chaldean Oracles;45 and
compounds of uJpavrcein occur in Plotinus to denote original existence or
preexistence.46 Damascius’s attestation of an explicit Chaldaic triad, existence-power-intellect, weights the balance in favor of this view in spite of
Hadot’s unproven suggestion that, although u{parxi" may already have
been substituted for pathvr in the Oracles, the technical usage originated
with Porphyry.47
6) Against the view that the gnostics in Rome (in light of the Plotinian circle criticism mentioned in Vit. Plot. 16) revised their revelations to
43 3.8 [30].8–10.
44 Sextus Empiricus Math. 9.29–194; Galen Institutio Logica 2.5 Kalbfleisch;

Alexander De An. 90.2–5 Bruns.
45 Although u{parxi" does not occur in the extant fragments of the Chaldean
Oracles, the verb occurs three times in relation to the First Principle: frgs. 1.12: ejpei;
novou e[xw uJpavrcei; 20.2: Ouj ga;r a[neu noov" ejsti nohtou', kai; to; nohto;n ouj nou' cwri;"
uJpavrcei. . . ; 84.3: for (the first connector) encompassing all things (in the singular
summit of his own existence [uJpavrxew", Proclus]. . . ) exists, himself, entirely outside
(aujto;" pa'" e[xw uJpavrcei). In the fragments of Numenius, the verb uJpavrcein occurs
frequently (see especially frg. 12.5: favskonte" dei'n to;n provteron uJpavrxanta ou{tw"
a]n poiei'n e[cein diaferovntw").
46 Although the later triad does not occur in the Enneads, u{parxi" in the sense of
existence in connection with the One or with the primary existence of the object of
thought is a feature of Plotinus’s vocabulary, e.g., 6.6 [34].11.9–11: the one nature predicated of many must exist in itself (kaq! auJto;n uJpavrcein) before being contemplated in
many; 6.7 [38].8.6: for it is already clear that the thought of horse existed (uJpavrcein) if
(God) wanted to make a horse; 6.8 [31].6.17–18. Furthermore, the compound verbs
sunupavrcein and prou>pavrcein are used sometimes in contexts that suggest original
existence, coexistence, preexistence, and consequently some kind of basic existential
attribution (cf. 6.6 [34].10.49; 13.17, 48; 6.8 [39].9.28–29).
47 See below Appendix III: “Did the Existence-Life-Mind Triad Originate with
Porphyry?”
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conform more closely to the teachings of the great Porphyry,48 I argue
the following:
First, there had to be something philosophically objectionable to Plotinus’s circle in the first place (to trigger a forty-volume refutation by
Amelius). These treatises might later have been revised, but they must have
contained a casus belli to start with, i.e., a sophisticated but objectionable
appropriation or straightforward use of the palaia; filosofiva (i.e., the “traditional” ancient philosophy).49
Second, the explicit gnostic triads are plausibly pre-Plotinian, Platonic
elaborations in the Chaldean tradition of the type that Amelius develops,
and the method of paronyms (as well as the principles of predominance
and implication) is also familiar to Middle Platonism—in, for example, Sextus Empiricus, Albinus, the Corpus hermeticum, etc.50
Consequently, a Middle Platonic authorship for the Anonymous Commentary 51 is the simplest and most plausible hypothesis on the basis of both
the direct and the indirect evidence. So the Anonymous Commentary cannot
have been written by Porphyry, but the most reasonable interpretation of the
evidence is that the fragments of the Commentary we possess were a common source both for the gnostics and for Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry
(which does not automatically preclude further “exchanges of ideas” or further redactions of the gnostic texts we now possess). Whatever the case might
actually have been, and however many revisions might have been made to
these gnostic treatises before their eventual burial in the Egyptian desert, the
texts we possess are (1) most likely to be in nuce what Plotinus, Amelius, and
Porphyry actually read and (2) to have been dependent upon some earlier or
contemporary Platonic commentary on the Parmenides such as was also
available and read in the Plotinian school. So the Commentary may well have
been one of those works that were read in the meetings of the Plotinian circle. Porphyry mentions the names of Severus, Cronius, Numenius, Gaius, Atticus, Aspasius, Alexander, Adrastus, and others. We can eliminate Severus,
Gaius, Atticus, Aspasius, Alexander, and Adrastus for obvious reasons.
48 R. Majercik, “Existence-Life-Intellect Triad,” 486.
49 On the palaia; filosofiva, see esp. J. Igal, “The Gnostics and ‘The Ancient Phi-

losophy’ in Plotinus,” in Neoplatonism and Early Christian Thought: Essays in Honour of A. H. Armstrong (ed. H. J. Blumenthal and R. A. Markus; London: Variorum,
1981), 138–49, and for some of its content for the Plotinian circle see Vit. Plot. 14.
50 See below Appendix IV: “The Pre-Plotinian Character of the Gnostic Triads.”
51 $Uparxi", proevnnoia, and other such terms, are all significantly pre-Plotinian.
The apparently distinctive Porphyrian oJ ejpi; pa'sin qeov" occurs in the Commentary
(Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frg. 10.96.14). It seems highly unlikely, however, that we can base any reasonable case upon the restriction of such an obviously Platonic phrase to so late a Platonist as Porphyry.
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Numenius himself would have been too well known for a commentary at his
hand to become “anonymous.” Cronius might seem to have the qualifications
we seek: Platonist, lesser well-known companion of Numenius, Neopythagorean background; but probably similar considerations apply to him as
to Numenius. So, we simply do not know who the author was, and this has
the virtue of keeping it “anonymous,” while placing it in the general Platonist-Neopythagorean milieu of the late second or early third century, which
would provide sufficient time for it to have exerted the influence it certainly
appears to have had on the Platonizing gnostic texts.
2. Plotinus and the Sethian Gnostic Texts
In part 2 of my original paper, I went on to develop a different
approach to the problems of these texts in order to determine what relation there might be between the Commentary, Sethian gnostic texts, Middle Platonism, and Neoplatonism. Here I shall give a brief summary of part
2. I argued for the plausibility of the following theses: (1) that the Sethian
gnostic texts (Allogenes and Zostrianos, in particular) are dependent upon
the Commentary rather than vice versa; (2) that we need a much wider
view of Middle Platonism than has been hitherto supposed; that in Middle
Platonism, especially Numenius, Albinus, even Amelius, one of the hidden
problems of Timaeus-interpretation, possibly prompted by gnostic attacks
and appropriation of Plato, was the development of a prefigurative intelligible biology within which the interpretation of Aristotelian thought in the
service of Plato started to figure more prominently; (3) that this trend, evident in the Commentary and to a lesser extent in the existence-essence distinctions in the Sethian gnostic texts, led to a new and much more
developed distinction between essence and existence in Plotinus; (4) that
this Plotinian distinction is to be related in the first place (i.e., chronologically) to the Großschrift as a whole and that it most likely presupposes (a)
the more rudimentary version of the triadic distinction of the Commentary
and (b) the more varied version of the Sethian gnostic texts; and finally (5)
that important elements in the structure of the Großschrift presuppose significant motifs, images, and ideas in the Sethian gnostic texts (e.g., qewriva,
fuvsi", the intelligible earth-sky-air motif, etc.). My view of the Großschrift
is that the first three treatises prepare for and contextualize the overt critique of 2.9 [33].
Let me sum up several of the more important matters in turn:
1) First, a comparison between Allogenes XI,3 48,6–49,37 (and also
Zost. 64,7–75,11) and fragments 13–14 of the Commentary demonstrates
that these texts are dependent upon the Commentary or its equivalent
(for the ultimate provenance of the thought must be PlatonicPythagorean, given the emergence of a second One as an indefinite
movement that by conversion knows both itself and its principle).
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2) Second, in Albinus, Numenius, the Anonymous Commentary,
Chaldean Oracles, and Amelius, there appears to be a growing interest in
the problem of how being, life, and thought (from both Platonic and Aristotelian viewpoints) come to be prefiguratively articulated in an eternally
actual intellect in such a way that the natural compounds of our experience (architects and artisans) bear that intelligible imprint at the very root
of their own creativity.52 A similar process is clearly also at work in the
Neopythagorean linking of monad and triad to the Aristotelian dynamishexis-entelechy progression.53 We find elements of this Aristotelian and
Platonic language in both the Commentary and the Sethian gnostic texts,
but the triadic schemata of the former are relatively simple, set out in serial
succession, whereas in the latter they are more complex; there are interlinking moments such as we find in Amelius and a greater variety and proliferation of triads, an indication that the Sethian gnostics are working
innovatively with an earlier Platonic text or texts and with what they take
to be, at least, a shared tradition. In Plotinus again, there is a more developed form of triadization or the linking of duvnami" and ejnevrgeia, for Plotinus is not concerned with schemata but with the linking of the generative
process and the dynamic nature of a hypostasis by means of a single
thought pattern, which articulates the complexity of the hypostasis.54
52 See below Appendix V: “Numenius and Amelius.”
53 The process of Aristotle-interpretation starts long before Plotinus, and there

were presumably many forces at work in its inception, not least, one might hope,
open-mindedness. As early as the second century C.E. in the Platonic-Pythagorean
tradition, some sort of Aristotle-interpretation is clearly at work (if the terminology
of later testimonies can be trusted) in the equivalence of monav" to potency/
seed/power and trivgwnon or triad to ejntelevceia/fully realized activity. Theon of
Smyrna, a Platonist of the early second century, argues that the monad is said to
be triangular not kata; ejntelevceia but kata; duvnamin, for as the seed (spevrma) of all
numbers, the monad possesses a triaform power (trigwnoeidh' duvnamin) (Exp.
37.15–18 Hiller). His contemporary, Nichomachus of Gerasa, expresses a similar
view: i{na kai; trivgwno" dunavmei faivnhtai hJ monav", ejnergeiva/ de; prw'to" oJ gæ (Arith.
Intro. 2.8, p. 88, 9–10 Hoche).
54 6.7 [38].17 argues that intellect’s life is the trace of the giver, which “shines
out” from the One as “manifold and unbounded” (17.20–21: pollh'" kai; ajpeivrou
ou[sh", wJ" a]n para; toiauvth" fuvsew" ejklamyavsh"). It was (h\n) indefinite in so far as
it looked to That (blevpousa), but in so far as it had looked (blevyasa) it became limited in itself without implying any limit in the One. The tenses, imperfect, present,
and aorist, are an interesting and typical feature of Plotinian discourse (e.g. 6.7
[38].16.31–35; 4.8 [6].1.1–11, etc.), which tends to distinguish phases or moments in
the complex generation of intellect by use of different tenses (often within a single, interlacing sentence) rather than by serial representation (such as we find in
the Commentary). The effect is a sort of stereoscopic picture rather than a serial,
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3) Third, in 6.7 [38].1–42, Plotinus develops a new and highly subtle
distinction between essence and existence (or determinate and unrestricted
being), one that will surely help to determine and shape all subsequent
thought on this question, but one that links together over the course of
some forty chapters (a) the Aristotelian Nous with dynamis-entelechy theory,55 (b) a prefigurative intelligible biology in relation to the Timaeus and
gnostic claims about the making of the world,56 (c) the hyper-intelligible
significance of ordinary things (e.g., breathing, existing, desiring, loving,
living, etc.),57 and (d) the different extensions of being, life, and thought.58
This distinctive Plotinian view about existence and life forms an integral
part of Proclus’s approach in his own Commentary on the Parmenides 59
but is conspicuously lacking from the anonymous Commentary. Had this
commentary been written by Porphyry, it is impossible to believe that such
a theory would have been absent.
4) Fourth, this later essence-existence distinction is foreshadowed significantly (and for the first time in the Enneads) in 3.8 [30].9 and 5.5 [32].12
of the Großschrift, and in both cases there is a certain resonance with
gnostic thought. For Plotinus—at least in part by contrast with some
planispheric representation. A particularly good example is 6.7 [38].16.20–21:
plhrwqei;" mevn, i{n je[ch/, o} o[yetai. It is worth noting that this technique, particularly
that of the single interlacing sentence, runs right through the Enneads. The early
5.2 [11].1.7–13, effectively a single sentence, unites all the moments of generation
in one complex thought process. By contrast, the approach in the anonymous
Commentary is less subtle and more seriatim, which is a further indication that the
Commentary is pre-Plotinian. By and large, Plotinus avoids schematic triads, for he
is concerned to link the generative process and the dynamic nature of a hypostasis by means of a single thought pattern that articulates the complexity of the
hypostasis. For a different reason I date the Platonizing Sethian gnostic texts after
the Commentary. The triadic schema of the Commentary is relatively simple, and
both major versions of it (Existence-Life-Thought/Being-Vitality-Mentality) clearly
relate to Middle Platonic preoccupations as evinced particularly in Albinus, the
Chaldean Oracles, and the Neopythagoreans. In the Sethian gnostic texts, there is
some evidence of the same sort of linking of moments we have found in Amelius
(see especially Zost. VIII 15,1–20; 17,1–5; cf. Chald. Or. frg. 4), and in addition there
is much more variety and proliferation of triads, an indication that the Sethian gnostics are working innovatively, and according to the already established gnostic
manner, with an earlier Platonic tradition.
55 See 6.7 [38].40 and generally K. Corrigan, “Essence and Existence,” 105–29.
56 See 6.7 [38].1–13; P. Hadot, Plotin: Traité 38. VI. 7 (Paris: Cerf, 1988), 26–28.
57 See K. Corrigan, “Essence and Existence,” 122.
58 Ibid., 116–22.
59 Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi: Plato Latinus, vol. 3 (ed. R. Klibansky and C.
Labowsky, London: Warburg Institute, 1953), 54.
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typical gnostic thought—(a) contemplation is an internal, creative process
(not an apocalyptic ab extra spectator sport);60 (b) the diavnoia must have
something concrete and experiential upon which to ground itself;61 (c)
there is something in us that extends beyond intellect which is simultaneously grounded in the One’s presence anywhere and everywhere even in
the physical world “to anyone” (not just the “initiated”);62 (d) the power of
the Good is the most extensive power naturally at work throughout the
universe;63 and (e) the full range of human faculties must be brought to
bear to test the experience of ascent, for knowledge is a contemplative
process of transformation and consubstantiality, not praxis or the performing of ritual actions.64 Equally, Plotinus is concerned to distance himself from the gnostic view that there is an intelligible form of learned
ignorance.65 In other words, it is reasonable to suppose that Plotinus has
60 3.8 [30].1–7.
61 3.8 [30].9.16ff.
62 5.5 [32].9–12.
63 Cf. 5.5 [32].12; 7.18.
64 3.8 [30].1–7; cf. 2.9 passim.
65 In the case of ajgnoei'n, Plotinus is concerned not simply to argue that igno-

rance is possible only when the object remains outside, that ignorance should not
be attributed to the Good, and that ignorance is ultimately ugliness (cf. 3.8 [30].9.15;
5.8 [31].2.33; 8.13; 10.37; 13.22); he also tries to point out how our own experiences
can easily mislead us into thinking that ignorance has a spiritual, intelligible origin:
“In the higher world, then, when our knowledge is most perfectly conformed to
Intellect, we think we know nothing because we are waiting for the experience of
sense-perception, which says it has not seen” (5.8 [31].11.33–35). In other words,
Plotinus wants to repudiate the view that there is an essentially intelligible form or
source of ignorance (at least in this content) (cf. 5.2 [11].1; 6.2 [43].8; 6.7 [38].16)
but at the same time to provide a plausible explanation for anyone who can understand why people have supposed that an ignorant Demiurge or fallen Sophia are
in some sense responsible for the ugliness of this world. This betrays a deeper and
more comprehensive form of dialogue. Polemic is only a small part of this deeper
critique, which wishes to show to the potential or implicit participant what the supposed meaning of his apparent philosophical beliefs and motives actually is. The
gnostics might well be a group with whom one cannot have any sort of genuine
conversation, and yet if they could be brought to question their own views, they
would see why their present beliefs are inadequate yet at the same time plausible.
To grasp the inadequacy of what one thinks and yet simultaneously to understand
how one could have held such views is to have developed a more subtle and comprehensive view of reality and to be capable of living in a “bigger” world. In this
sense, I think, while Plotinus’s direct address in the first three treatises of the
Großschrift excludes the gnostics, the wider scope of the subtext itself implicitly
includes them.
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inter alia a whole range of gnostic doctrines in mind here, and among
them some of the Sethian gnostic texts mentioned by Porphyry.
5) Fifth, is this too subtle an interpretation of Plotinus? Not according
to Hadot’s own view of Plotinus’s condensed, allusive interpretation of the
Theogony myth, for example.66 Furthermore, the levels of direct and indirect addressee are plainly to be uncovered in the text, and Plotinus’s creative use of Aristotle at important moments (how he thinks through an
Aristotelian problem in his own creative way) is perfectly demonstrable.67
So which comes first?—Sethian gnostic texts or the Großschrift? In my
view, comparisons of the descriptions of the “living earth” in Zostrianos and
Allogenes and Enn. 5.8.3–4, and of the “three-men” theories in the gnostic
texts and in Enn. 6.7 [38].6–7, show as closely as one is going to get that
the gnostic versions are not based on Plotinus, for nothing of Plotinus’s real
thought appears in those texts.68 In other words, I suggest that in these
works Plotinus—with the gnostics (and other Platonists) in mind—wants to
show that even if we accept Platonic world-renunciation, the shadow-being
of sensible things, and the call to ascend from things here, this does not
commit us to the dead ranks of the unsaved, lost in the abyss of the sensible world, or to a spectacular, but external-Hollywood landscape of the
elite, liberated, psychic human being. Liberation has to start from where one
actually is situated, and the intrinsic connectedness of the physical human
being with the higher levels of one’s being, and even with the totality of
intellect, must be a function, first, of the way one has been made, second,
of one’s proper definition, and, third, of one’s present being.
So, I see the Großschrift as, in part, reacting to details in one or more
of the Sethian texts (among other forms of Gnosticism) rather than the
other way round, and I suggest that were it not for the challenge of Gnosticism to be an authentic interpreter of Plato and Aristotle, as well as of the
myths that are so profound a part of the Dialogues, we might not have had
the spectacular course of philosophical inventiveness we in fact do have
in the middle to late Enneads, at least not in the form we now have them,
showing as they do the simplicity and beauty of even the most ordinary
and taken-for-granted, physical things.
My conclusion then is (1) that the Anonymous Commentary cannot be ascribed to Porphyry but must be pre-Plotinian, probably of
66 P. Hadot, “Ouranos, Kronos, and Zeus in Plotinus’ Treatise Against the Gnostics,” in Neoplatonism and Early Christian Thought (ed. H. J. Blumenthal and R. A.
Markus; London: Variorum, 1981), 124–37.
67 Generally on this question, see K. Corrigan, “‘Solitary’ Mysticism in Plotinus,
Proclus, Gregory of Nyssa, and Pseudo-Dionysius.” JR 76 (1996): passim.
68 See below Appendix VI: “Plotinus’s Independence from Zostrianos and
Allogenes.”
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Neopythagorean provenance (possibly from the “school” of Numenius
and Cronius); (2) that the Sethian gnostic texts (in some form) predate
the Großschrift and rely upon the Commentary; and (3) that we need to
revise our standards of “originality” in order to appreciate the philosophical originality and subtlety of Plotinus more accurately and at the
same time to situate the birth of Neoplatonism, as also of the more philosophical gnostic treatises, less stratigraphically or rigidly, and more in the
context of so called “Middle Platonism” and “Neopythagoreanism,” two
rather fluid categories that serve in part to redeem our ignorance and the
silences of the past.
Appendix I
The Theses of Pierre Hadot on the
Anonymous Parmenides Commentary and Porphyry
What are the essentials of Hadot’s view (see bibliography for select list of
major publications)? According to Hadot, Porphyry initiated the attempt to interpret
and harmonize the teaching of Plotinus with the “divine revelation” of the
Chaldean Oracles.1 Like Numenius later, the Oracles recognize the existence of two
intellects: a contemplative First Intellect or Father and a dyadic Second Intellect,
both contemplative and demiurgic.2 The Oracles describe these intellects in Stoicizing Middle Platonic terms as “fiery” in nature and situated in a transcendent
empyrean realm (Chald. Or. frgs. 3, 5, 6, and 10 Majercik). There is also a third
principle, a feminine Power (duvnami") that links the Father Intellect and the Intellect fully actualized that emerges from him: “For power is with him [su;n ejkeivnw/],
but Intellect is from him [ajp! ejkeivnou]” (Chald. Or. frg. 4).
On the basis of this oracle, the later Neoplatonists—beginning with Porphyry3—found in the Oracles a primal triad of Father-Power-Intellect in accordance
with the three-in-one principle or triadic monad operative in every ordering (frg.
27: “For in every world shines a triad, ruled by a monad”; cf. frg. 22) and in the triadic ordering of the Platonic ideas (frg. 22: “For the Intellect of the Father said for
all things to separate into three. . . ”). The triad, existence (u{parxi")-power-intellect
does not occur explicitly in the extant fragments, although Damascius frequently
attributes such a triad to the Oracles (Dub. et sol. 2.3.5–6; 2.36.2–6; 2.71.1–6 Westerink and Combès). Consequently, Hadot suggests the strong possibility that the
word u{parxi" was already a substitute for pathvr in the Oracles.4 Although the existential use of u{parxi" and uJpavrcein occurs in Stoic, Epicurean, and Middle Platonic
1 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 1:482–85.
2 Numenius frg. 18 des Places (Numénius: Fragments [Collection des Universités

de France; Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1973]); Chaldean Oracles, frg. 7 Majercik (The
Chaldean Oracles: Text, Translation, and Commentary [Studies in Greek and
Roman Religion 5; Leiden: Brill, 1989]).
3 De regressu an. 36.15–19; 38.7–10 Bidez; Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 2:96 n. 2.
4 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 1:267 n. 7.
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usage as well as in Plotinus, the technical usage is to be attributed to Porphyry,
who uses the term in the Parmenides Commentary to signify the idea of pure,
unrestricted being prior to substance or oujsiva, i.e, determinate, substantial being.5
This usage is also to be found in Marius Victorinus, where it is translated by the
Latin word exsistentia to distinguish it from substantia.6 Since exsistentia is not
attested in Latin before Victorinus, then it is most likely to be attributed to Porphyry’s philosophical usage. For Porphyry, then, u{parxi" as pure unrestricted being
was equivalent both to the Plotinian One and the Chaldean Father, and the result
was a coordination of the two triads at the level of the First Hypostasis: FatherPower-Intellect and Existence-Life-Intellect.7 So according to frg. 9.1–8 of the Commentary, Porphyry interprets frg. 3 of the oracles (“the Father snatched himself
away and did not enclose his own fire in his intellectual power”) to mean that
although the One “has snatched himself away from all that is within him, nevertheless his power and intellect remain co-unified in his simplicity.” This Porphyrian solution results in a conception of the Chaldean First God as a three-in-one
deity and was very congenial later to both Synesius and Marius Victorinus, but it
was rejected by all later Neoplatonists who located the Chaldean triad beneath an
utterly transcendent One.8 According to Proclus, Porphyry was the first to give
these triads a formal structure on the basis—at least in part—of his reflection upon
the Oracles (In Tim. 3.64.8–65.8).
This provides an overview of the context of Hadot’s view. On what principles
precisely is his assessment of Porphyry’s authorship of the Commentary founded?
As we have seen in part, the fragments of the Commentary express, for Hadot, a
doctrine more in line with Porphyrian than Plotinian metaphysics. According to
Porphyry, the One is the “Father” of the intellectual triad, Father-Power-Intellect,
and thus the One becomes in a sense its “idea” form, preexistence, or pure
indwelling unrestricted being. This dual nature of the One—transcendent and yet
immanent—is to be found in the earlier fragments of the Commentary in which,
while there is an emphasis upon the One’s transcendence and the superiority of
negative theology over positive affirmations about God, the One is also “the only
true being” (to; movnon o[ntw" o[n) and everything apart from the One is unreal.9 The
One is even “really itself” (o[ntw" eJautov") (Abst. 3.27.226.16; 1.29.107.7, 8 Nauck).
5 Ibid., 1:112–13; 267ff.
6 Ar. 3.7.9 in ibid., 2:29, text 40; cf. also Calcidius In Tim. 289.3 and C. H. Kahn,

“On the Terminology for Copula and Existence,” in Islamic Philosophy and the
Classical Tradition: Essays Presented By His Friends and Pupils to Richard Walzer
on His Seventieth Birthday (ed. S. M. Stern, A. Hourani and V. Brown. Columbia,
S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1972), 155 and n. 22.
7 Cf. Kahn, “On the Terminology,” 151–58; Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus,
1:260–72; Proclus In Tim. 3.64.8–65.8; and J. M. Dillon, Iamblichi Chalcidensis: In
Platonis Dialogos Commentariorum Fragmenta. Edited with Translation and Commentary (Philosophia Antiqua 23; Leiden: Brill, 1973), 356–58.
8 Cf. Majercik, “Existence-Life-Intellect Triad,” 476–86; Chaldean Oracles, 138–42.
9 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frg. 4.76, esp. 26–28; cf. Corrigan,
“Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 985.
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In the final fragments whose subject is the One-Being (to; e}n o[n), that is, the second hypothesis of the Parmenides, the Porphyrian character of the thought, so distinct from that of Plotinus, is even more emphatic. The One-Being is said to be in
one sense identical with the One, in another not. For as a product and image of
the One it has something of the One’s nature; but as a One-Being it is no longer
purely “One.”10 A particularly difficult statement from Plato’s Parm. 142b, “if the
One is, it participates in Being [oujsiva],” is interpreted to mean that the One in its
pure activity is itself Being (to; ei\nai) prior to determinate being (pro; tou' o[nto").
Here the commentator introduces the celebrated distinction between unrestricted,
infinitival being (to; ei\nai), that is, the article with the infinitive of the Greek verb,
and determinate, participial being (to; o[n), that is, the article with the neuter participial form of the verb to express being as a determinate or dependent entity.11
In this relation, the One becomes the idea of the Second One; in Hadot’s words, it
becomes “sa pré-existance, son être et, puisque le second Un est l’Étant, le premier
Un devient l’Être absolu, conçu comme un pur agir qui engendre la Forme.”12 As
Hadot sees it, this new development, so foreign to Plotinus, helps to reconcile the
absolutely simple Plotinian First Principle with the First God of the Oracles, who
contains within Him a preexistent Power and Intellect (see above on Oracles frg.
3), and this development is supplemented by a distinction between two states of
intellect (a rudimentary form of which we find already in Numenius), one in which
intellect is perfectly unified and another in which it is explicitly deployed as the
intellectual triad, existence/u{parxi"–life/zwhv–thought/novhsi".13 As we have
observed above, the first of these states is beyond the subject-object distinction and
is identical with the First One. The second is no longer one and simple except in
its first moment, pure existence, in which it is identical with the One itself.14 Now
while both Plotinus and Porphyry posit two states of intellect, corresponding to
Numenius’s First and Second Intellect-Gods, the difference, according to Hadot, is
that in Plotinus these states are never intended to explain the generation of intellect, whereas in Porphyry “il s’agit de montrer que l’Intelligence pré-existe dans
l’Un avant de se distinguer de lui.”15 Hadot even goes so far as to claim that Porphyry did not understand Plotinian doctrine or that he took the impression that
Plotinus and the Oracles were teaching the same thing under different formulas.16
For Hadot, moreover, the distinction between to; ei\nai and to; o[n involves two
transpositions that are altogether characteristic of Porphyry: first, a transposition of
the Stoic relation between u{parxi" and uJpovstasi", and second, a transposition of the
Aristotelian distinction between the being of a thing and the thing itself. According
to the former, the Stoic understanding of u{parxi" as belonging to the incorporeal,

10 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frg. 9.98.7–9)
11 Ibid., frgs. 9–12, 98–108.
12 Ibid., 1:484.
13 Ibid., vol. 2, frgs. 13–14.
14 Ibid., vol. 2, frg. 14.110.5–111.34
15 Ibid., 1:484.
16 Ibid., 1:482–83.
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predicative order, and dependent upon the ontological fullness of substance, is transposed into the transcendent preexistence that u{parxi" now signifies. According to the
latter, the opposition in Aristotle is one between the concept of a thing and its concrete reality. This is now transposed into a new Platonic understanding in which the
concept becomes the existential predicate defining the essence of the thing.17 Consequently, in Hadot’s assessment, the distinction between to; ei\nai and to; o[n in Porphyry does not yet signify a full distinction between essence and existence so much
as a new step on the road to such a distinction, and one that points to the discovery
of Being “comme actualité transcendante.”18
Porphyry, therefore, according to this account, seems to be the only candidate
for authorship of the Commentary. But why does the Commentary have to be postPlotinian? There are several fundamental reasons why Hadot thinks that this is the
only reasonable interpretation of the evidence. First, it must be post-Plotinian
because it presupposes the Plotinian doctrine of the One. The principle that guides
the exegesis of the Parmenides is in accord with Plotinian thought. In particular,
the correspondence between the first hypostasis (The One) and the first hypothesis (of the Parmenides), and the second hypostasis (Intellect) and the second
hypothesis is characteristic of Plotinian Parmenides-interpretation.19 Second, the
Commentary’s doctrine of intellect presupposes that of Plotinus insofar as the commentator seems to paraphrase a passage on pure thought from Enn. 6.9 [9].6 as
well as to depend on hints in Plotinus of a state of intelligence in which this transcends itself and coincides with the One;20 but at the same time Porphyry goes
much further than this and tends to distinguish “two intelligences”: “Il semble bien
que Porphyre ait voulu, par cette doctrine, rendre compte de la procession de l’Intelligence, en faisant coincider avec l’Un l’Intelligence ‘qui ne peut rentrer en ellemême,’ pour marquer ensuite fortement la continuité entre cette Intelligence
originelle et l’Intelligence en acte, qui s’engendre elle-même comme Intelligence.”21 Third, while Plotinus in Enn. 6.9 [9].6 does not affirm that the One is pure
thought, Porphyry supposes an absolute, simple, transcendent knowing that has no
object and which is identical to the One itself.22 Fourth, the commentator uses the
being-life-thought triad to describe the dynamic process of Intellect’s “autoposition”
in a way that is clearly post-Plotinian insofar as this derives from Plotinus’s doctrine
of the internal identity of subject and object, a unity-in-duality, which springs from
intellect’s contemplation of the One itself.23 For these fundamental reasons, therefore, Hadot places the date of the Commentary between 270 C.E. and the first half
of the fifth century: the Commentary presupposes the Plotinian doctrine of the One

17 Ibid., 1:487–90.
18 Ibid., 1:493.
19 Ibid., 1:104.
20 Ibid., 1:122–24, 134; cf. Enn. 6.9 [9].3.27; 5.5 [32].8.24; 6.7 [38].35.30; 6.8

[39].18.21; 5.3 [49].14.14.
21 Ibid., 1:135.
22 Ibid., 1:124.
23 Ibid., 1:104, 139ff.
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and Intellect, as well as the Plotinian interpretation of the Parmenides, but in such
a way as to go well beyond Plotinus’s views, transforming, developing, perhaps
even misunderstanding and degrading them, but maintaining simultaneously a
dependence upon and clear connection with them.24
Finally, on the basis of evidence from the Commentary and Marius Victorinus,
Hadot has tried to reconstruct Porphyry’s metaphysics. At the top of Porphyry’s
metaphysical system there was an ennead or three triads, each designated u{parxi"duvnami"-nou'", expressing the transition from the One to Intellect. In the first triad,
equated with the One, u{parxi" predominates, while duvnami" and nou'" are implicit
or virtual. In the second triad, which represents the moment of unlimited movement away from the One, duvnami" predominates, and in the third triad there is the
return and definition of nou'" as such. According to Hadot, the members of this
Ennead were also identified with various entities from the Chaldean Oracles.25
24 Cf. ibid., 1:124ff., 482–83.
25 Ibid., 1:361–75.

Appendix II
Intellectual Participation in the Anonymous Parmenides Commentary,
Plotinus (and Numenius and Amelius), but Not in Porphyry
On this question, what Syrianus (In Metaph. 109.21ff. Kroll) and Proclus (In
Tim. 248e–249b = 3.33.31ff.) appear to deny to Porphyry is not a participation of
intellect in the One but a participation of the intelligibles in the ideas. At first sight,
the Commentary would seem only to espouse a participation in the First One, not
a participation of intelligible reality in itself. Closer inspection, however, yields a
different picture. True it is, as Hadot indicates, that the commentator offers two different explanations of participation without attempting to reconcile them (something characteristic of Porphyry), namely, that the phrase “the one participates in
substance” means, first, that the One is mingled (sunhlloivwtai) with substance and,
second, that the second One participates in being which is the First One.1 Nonetheless, according to the latter interpretation, the Second One receives being from the
idea of being which is the First One, which is to say that participation in the First
One is simultaneously participation in the generative idea of intellect which is the
first moment of intellect’s own being; and this is surely to make the equivalent
claim that determinate being or beings participate in the highest object of their own
vision, i.e., the ideas qua unified in the Good. Thus, the commentator tells us that
such participation is not participation in a “one,” but in a one “participating in
being (to; o[n), not because the first was being [o[n], but because an otherness from
the One has turned it around to this whole one-being” (104.17–20). Thus, by participating in the idea of itself “another one has come to be to which is yoked to
1 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frgs. 11–12, 98–106.
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the being borne out from it” (106.33–35). All of this is not very clear—which is a
very good reason for supposing that it is more primitive than Plotinus, who despite
considerable obscurities is generally far less oracular; but it seems much closer to
Numenius’s notion of participation or even that of Amelius, both of whom introduce participation into the intelligible world (Numenius frg. 16 [metousiva/] des
Places). The second Intellect “participates” in the First or, according to Syrianus, the
intelligible participates in the highest ideas.
However, elements in Plotinus’s thought suggest a similar participation. At 6.5
[23].4.17–24 to; metevcon participates both in the One and in to; met! aujtov. That Plotinus is thinking of intelligible reality is confirmed by the “first, seconds, and thirds”
(ta; o[nta) “in the intelligible” in the line immediately following and by the circle
analogy of chapter 5, in which each radius is an extension of its center in all the
centers (6.5 [23].4.17–24: “For even if we may be talking about something else after
the One itself, this again will be together with the One itself and what is after it [to;
met! aujtou'] will be around that One and directed to that One and like something
generated from it in close touch with it, so that what participates in what comes
after it has also participated in that One [to; metevcon tou' met a
j ujto; kajkeivnou meteilhfevnai]. For, since there are many things in the intelligible, firsts and seconds and
thirds, and they are linked like one sphere to its one center, not disparted by distances, but all existing together with themselves, wherever the thirds are present,
the seconds and firsts are present as well” (cf. 6.5 [23].5 passim). Similarly in 6.6
[34].10.13–15, the sentence “when number already existed the things which came
to be participated in the ‘so many’” (metevsce ta; genovmena tou' tosau'ta) is difficult,
but ta; genovmena in this context must refer to all beings, sensible and intelligible,
for the focus of the discussion has been upon the movement of essential number
from unity to multiplicity among real beings (and so tosau'ta at lines 10, 12, 13 is
specified by ta; o[nta at line 9 and ai[tio" prowvn at line 13): “If then they are not as
many as they are just casually, number is a cause which preexists their being so
many: that is, it was when number already existed that the things which came to
be participated in the ‘so many’ [metevsce ta; genovmena tou' tosau'ta], and each of
them participated in the ‘one’ so that it might be one” (e\kaston me;n tou' e}n metevscen, i{na e}n h/\). Again, in 6.7 [38].32.30ff., intellect is specifically to; metevcon, and in
participating in Beauty, it participates not only in the shapeless Beauty of the One
but in the unshaped beauty of the product of One itself (i.e., intellect), which
beauty is not “in” intellect (as in a substrate) but strictly speaking in itself: “Therefore, the productive power of all is the flower of beauty, a beauty which makes
beauty. For it generates beauty and makes it more beautiful by the excess of beauty
which comes from it. . . . But since it is the principle of beauty it makes that beautiful of which it is the principle, and makes it beautiful not in shape; but it makes
the very beauty which comes to be from it to be shapeless, but in shape in another
way; for what is called this very thing [shape] is shape in another, but by itself
shapeless. Therefore, that which participates in beauty [to; . . . metevcon] is shaped,
not the beauty.” Thus the participant intellect participates in the highest moment of
itself, which would be identical with the One were it not pro;" eJtevrw/ (to use the
language of 5.5 [32].7): “but when there is nothing there but the medium, the eye
sees [the light] by an instantaneous immediate perception [ajqrova/ prosbolh/'], though
even then it sees it based upon something different, but if it is alone and not
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resting on something else [movnon de; aujto; genovmenon, mh; pro;" eJtevrw/], the sense is
not able to grasp it.”
It would seem, therefore, that there is a similar theory of intellectual participation to be found in Numenius, Amelius, Plotinus, and the Commentary, but not
in Porphyry.

Appendix III
Did the Existence-Life-Mind Triad Originate with Porphyry?
On the basis of Damascius, Hadot tentatively suggests that u{parxi" may
already have been substituted for pathvr in the Oracles, as we have seen above,
but traces the technical usage of u{parxi" to Porphyry.1 Nonetheless, the positive
evidence of Damascius is surely crucial in this issue (in the absence of anything to
the contrary), whereas the argument that the technical sense originates in Porphyry
is inconclusive, to say the least, and fraught with serious difficulties, at best. In the
Sententiae Porphyry distinguishes the hypostases clearly (e.g., Sent. 10.4.8–10;
12.5.7–8; 25.15.1–2) and in a fragment of the Historia Phil. he refuses any kind of
coordination (sunariqmei'sqai . . . sunkatatavttesqai) between the One and intellect (frg. 18.15.8–12 Nauck). In his commentary on the Oracles, however, he seems
to have identified the One and intellect. As Damascius tells us, “the principle of all
things” (the One) is identified with the “father of the noetic triad” (intellect) (Princ.
1.86.9ff. Ruelle). As if to complicate matters further, Proclus tells us that intellect,
according to Porphyry, is eternal, but possesses something preeternal in it (proaiwvnion) which links it (sunavptein) to the One (Plat. Theol. 1.11.51.4–11 SaffreyWesterink), and in the fragment of the Historia Phil. cited above there is also a reference to a preeternal phase of intellect (frg. 18, 15, 1–3 Nauck). Hadot links these
with Victorinus and the anonymous Commentary, and on the basis of Lydus’s testimony that Porphyry put an ennead at the top of his metaphysics in dealing with
the Chaldean Oracles (Mens. 157.5–8) attempts to reconstruct Porphyry’s metaphysical system.2 If we add to this the work being done on Arabic sources that contain several doctrines apparently similar to those in Hadot’s Porphyry-Victorinus
comparison (e.g., the first cause is to; ei\nai and is the cause of the being of things
and of their form, whereas intellect is cause only of form), then Hadot’s argument
for Porphyry seems quite strong.
But is this necessarily so? The question is: Did Porphyry bring this interpretation
to his study of the Oracles alone, or did he then apply it to his own metaphysical
system? As Andrew Smith has pointed out,3 we may also ask whether our evidence
derives from Porphyry’s Commentary on the Chaldean Oracles or “also from casual
citations (with interpretation) of the Oracles in otherwise straight
1 Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, 1:267–68, 112–13.
2 Cf. A. Smith, “Porphyrian Studies Since 1913,” ANRW 2.36.2:739–40.
3 Ibid., 740.
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metaphysical expositions.” Furthermore, did Porphyry’s enneadic interpretation of
the Oracles arise out of a solution to the “purely metaphysical problem of transcendence,” or was this complex structure prompted by the Oracles in the first place, or
did some cross-fertilization of ideas take place? Given the present state of our evidence, we shall probably never be able to give a definite answer to these questions,
but I suggest that in his own metaphysical system Porphyry followed a recognizably
Plotinian view of the relation between the One and intellect according to which there
was a preeternal, transcendent phase of intellect from which intellect in the proper
sense derived. It is not necessary to suppose that the evidence about a preeternal
phase necessarily relates to Porphyry’s Commentary on the Chaldean Oracles, for it
is clearly Plotinian. Sunavptein is a verb Plotinus commonly employs in similar contexts. Although Plotinus does not use the word proaiwvnio", and although he rejects
a rigid dichotomy of intellect in 2.9 [33].1, a prenoetic, pre-eternal phase in the unified totality of intellect’s generation from the One is a part of his thinking. On the
other hand, Damascius’s vexation with Porphyry’s Chaldeanism might easily he
explained by the sources Damascius had available to him or by allusions to the Oracles (with interpretation) “in otherwise straight metaphysical expositions.”4 Consequently, on the basis of the positive evidence before us, there seems little reason to
suppose that the technical sense of u{parxi" and the triads, u{parxi"-zwhvnovhsi"/u{parxi"-duvnami"-nou'", should have originated with Porphyry. All the positive
evidence indicates that they are most probably pre-Plotinian.
4 Ibid.

Appendix IV
The Pre-Plotinian Character of the Gnostic Triads
The explicit gnostic triads are much more plausibly pre-Plotinian Platonic elaborations in the Chaldean tradition, of the type, for instance, that Amelius develops
in a Neopythagorean manner.1 Second, all the positive evidence, as we have argued
above, points to the pre-Plotinian origin of some variant of the u{parxi"-duvnami"-nou'"
triad. Third, the method of paronyms that seems to give rise to the ojntovt
v h"-zwovth"noovth" triad is surely also familiar in Middle Platonism. Aujtovth" and eJterovth" are
attested to in “Pythagorean” thought by Sextus Empiricus (Math. 2.248–84), and in
Albinus (Did. 10.164), in a section on God, there occurs a triad of adjectival epithets
(aujtotelhv"-aujtotelhv"-pantelhv") followed by five substantial ones: divinity
(qeiovth"), substantiality (oujsiovth"), Truth (ajlhvqeia), Symmetry (summetriva), Good
(ajgaqovn). Qeiovth" and oujsiovth" also occur in the Corp. herm. 12.1. So the method
of paronyms is also conspicuously Middle Platonic and so too are the principles of
predominance and implication, an admittedly rudimentary version of which we find
in the passage immediately following in the Didaskalikos: the primary god is the

1 On the impossibility of effectively distinguishing “Neopythagorean” and “Middle
Platonic,” see J. M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 341ff.
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Good because he benefits all things according to their capacities, the Beautiful insofar as he is in his own nature perfect and commensurable, and Truth because he is
the origin of truth (164.32–40). There follows a passage that looks not unlike the
three principles of the Oracles, on the one hand, and that, on the other, also seems
to be involved in the same sort of demiurgic considerations that might have led
Amelius later to derive the triad, oJ boulhqeiv"-oJ logizovmeno"-oJ paralabwvn, from Tim.
30a (apud Proclus In Tim. 1.398.15ff.):
he is Father [pathvr] through being the cause of all things and bestowing
order on the heavenly Intellect and the soul of the world in accordance
with himself and his own thoughts. By his own will [bouvlhsin] he has
filled [ejmpevplhke] all things with himself, rousing up [ejgeivra"] the soul of
the world and turning it towards himself [eij" eJauto;n ejpistrevya"], as being
the cause of its intellect [ai[tio" uJparcw'n]. It is this latter that, set in order
by the Father [kosmhteiv"], itself imposes order [diakosmei'] on all of nature
in this world. (Did. 10.3.164.40–165.4)
God is “Father” by virtue of his being and his thought; by virtue of his will all things
are filled; and by virtue of his power to convert the soul of the world, soul is finally
linked back through intellect to the Father. This compares quite strikingly with the
view of Amelius, presumably shaped by Chaldean and Numenian influences, as
reported by Proclus In Tim. 1.362.2–4: oujkou'n kaqo; me;n nou'" oJ dhmiourgov", paravgei
ta; pavnta tai'" eJautou' nohvsesi, kaqo; de; nohtovn ejstin aujtw/' tw/' ei\nai poiei', kaqo; de;
qeov", tw/' bouvlesqai movnon (cf. also Proclus In Tim. 1.361.26–362.9). One might also
remark incidentally that in this relatively early passage in Albinus it is not overfanciful to see rudimentary possibilities of triadic, even enneadic structures that are later
important, perhaps even controversial in Amelius, Plotinus, and others. Here, for
instance, the “Father” by his very being (ai[tio" uJpavrcwn) orders everything (intellect and the soul of the kovsmo"), i.e., at the level of transcendent order. On the level
of will, however, the transcendent operation reaches into the content of everything,
wakes it up, and turns it back to the Father as its intelligibility. Finally, as a result of
the ejpistrofhv, the soul of the world is rendered intellectual (Did. 165.2–30) and,
being properly ordered, herself sets the world in order (kosmhqeiv" . . . diakovsmei).
Each movement is demiurgic, not entirely unlike the three demiurgic intellects in
Amelius later. Of course, they are not really distinguished in Albinus and, in addition, Amelius like Plotinus will emphasize the single primacy of existence and will
together. Nonetheless, the comparative similarity is worth remarking.
However this might be, if we can find important paronyms and rudimentary
versions of later triadic schemata, as well as of the principle of predominance, in
Albinus, not to mention Moderatus, Theon of Smyrna (Exp. 37.15–18 Hiller), Nicomachus of Gerasa (Arith. Intro. 2.8, p. 88, 9–10 Hoche), the Chaldean Oracles (frgs.
27, 26, 28, 29, 31; cf. frgs. 12, 23), Numenius, as well as the Stoics, and especially
Philo (Abr. 11.62–63),2 which are related—according to admittedly later testimony—

2 See also P. Hadot (“Être, vie, pensée chez Plotin et avant Plotin,” in Les sources de
Plotin [Entretiens sur l’antiquité classique 5; Vandoeuvres-Genéve: Fondation Hardt,
1960], 126–28): Physics-Logic-Ethics/Nature-Doctrine-Practice/being-intelligence-life.
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to triads in and enneadic interpretations of the Chaldean Oracles, there is less reason still to suppose that variant triadic terms in the Sethian gnostic texts must be
post-Plotinian. Finally, therefore, the supposition that we have only later philosophical versions of earlier primitive revelations, revised in the light of Porphyry’s
criticisms, becomes much less plausible. And indeed it should perhaps be noted,
again in relation to the Commentary, that the enneadic structure of Porphyry’s interpretation of the Oracles does not, in fact, appear there.

Appendix V
Numenius and Amelius
Numenius evidently thinks of divine intellectuality as analogous to the development and operation not only of human intellectuality, but also to the internal
operative functioning of the whole organism. In other words, at least one of the
problems that must have exercised Numenius was the problem of how mind, soul,
and body are prefiguratively distinguished, but also unified in the divine thinking—
a problem of no small philosophical and theological significance: How are we to
think of the total prefigurative unity of the living, sensible world in terms of the
intelligible world and its origin? And how are we to make this concrete and philosophically accessible in terms of the complex unity of what it means to be a human
being, and of what it means to be both other-knower and self-knower, after the
manner of the Alcibiades 1, while avoiding simple-minded anthropomorphism? In
Albinus this question is already tackled in relation to the tripartite prefiguration of
the tripartite embodied soul (Did. 178.40–45 Hermann; kritikovn, oJrmhtikovn, oijkeiotikovn). The first two of these parts even characterize aspects of the soul of the
Second God in Numenius (frg. 18 des Places). In the tradition of Albinus, this
becomes the problem of seeing the concrete relation between two or three intellectual activities and their implementation in the order of the physical universe.
Such a concern in Numenius is effectively the problem already of how to conceive
a primordial, intelligible biology in such a way that physical zoology and taxonomy
flow from it, since the world of the divine already pre-includes in its own way the
various articulations of the physical universe (cf. frg. 15.1; eijsi; d jou|toi bivoi oJ me;n
prwvtou, oJ de; deutevrou qeou. . . . 9–10, ajf j h|" h{ te tavxi" tou' kovsmou kai; hJ monh; hJ
aji?dio" kai; hJ swthriva ajnacei'tai eij" ta; o{la). Compare the striking down-to-earth
(Platonic) analogies for understanding the divine life: frg. 14, the giver and the gift;
frg. 13, the farmer and the planter; frg. 12, the spontaneous creation of life and the
animation of bodies from the glance of the divine (cf. the myth of Plato’s Politicus); frg. 18, the demiurge as pilot at sea (from the Republic and Laws, etc.). A strikingly similar conception of this prefigurative intelligible biology (very much in
accord with the passages on divine demiurgic activity in Albinus’s Didaskalikos) is
also to be found in the Chaldean Oracles (see especially frg. 8 Majercik). In Numenius, then, we find, in a rudimentary way, an intelligible, explanatory schema of
the origin of life that takes account of all the major activities (thinking, deciding,
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impulse, action, etc.) in the physical world and that attempts to reveal the divine
in the simplest and most ordinary of physical activities.
According to a rather indirect testimony of Proclus, Amelius placed his three
intellects or demiurges immediately after the One (unlike Theodore of Asine, who
placed three distinct triads, intelligible, intellective, and demiurgic respectively,
after the One; In Tim. 1.309.14–16). The testimonies of Proclus and Damascius do
not provide very much evidence for any systematic reconstruction of Amelius’s
thought, and several different interpretations have prevailed at various times; for
example, either that the demiurges are the three hypostases (King, Intellect, and
Soul), each containing a triadic structure within itself and constructed according to
will, contemplation, and demiurgic action in the strict sense;1 or that there are three
distinct noetic hypostases that Amelius multiplied because he could not understand
the subtlety of Plotinian intellectual theory;2 or that in Amelius we find instead of
a tripartition of intellect, “fresh logical distinctions within each hypostasis,” much
like the logical realism of later Neoplatonism;3 or finally that in Amelius’s positing
of three intellects there are really three different levels of a single hypostasis that
betrays a unity in diversity very reminiscent of the Plotinian Intellect.4 For a variety of reasons, this final interpretation almost certainly makes the best sense of a
difficult issue. Amelius’s “triad of demiurgic intellects” (Proclus In Tim 3.103.18–23)
looks back to Numenius (on whom Amelius was the expert) but also bears a strong
affinity to Plotinus’s theory that intellect is a diversity-in-unity and betrays also
some similar philosophical preoccupations to the thought of Plotinus, who was,
after all, the close and valued colleague of Amelius.
Amelius divided intellect into three phases: “he who is,” “he who has,” and “he
who sees.” His theory was, in part, an interpretation of Tim. 39e, for Proclus tells
us that he termed the first intellect “he who is” from the “really existing Living Creature,” the second “he who has” from the phrases “dwelling in” (ejnouvsa") and third
“he who sees” from the word kaqora'n (In Tim. 3.103.18ff.; Plato Tim. 39e: “According then as intellect sees forms dwelling in the really existing Living Creature, such
and so many as exist therein did he think that this world should also have”).
Iamblichus criticized Amelius on the grounds that the “really existing Living Crea1 Cf. J. Simon, Histoire d l’école d’Alexandrie (2 vols.; Paris: Joubert, 1843–1845).
2 Cf. E. Vacherot, Histoire critique de l’école d’Alexandrie (3 vols; Paris: Lagrange,

1846–1851; repr., Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkerty, 1965); E. Zeller, Die Philosophie
der Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, vol. 3, ii (5th ed. rev. E. Wellmann; Leipzig: O. R. Reisland, 1923).
3 Cf. A. H. Armstrong, ed., The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early
Medieval Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 264; R. T. Wallis, Neoplatonism (London: Duckworth, 1972), 94.
4 Cf. M. Massagli, “Amelio Neoplatonico e la Metafisica del Nous,” Rivista di
filosofia neo-scolastica 74 (1982): 225–43; K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 975–93; L. Brisson, “Amélius: Sa vie, son oeuvre, sa doctrine, son style,”
ANRW 2.36.2:793–860; H. J. Krämer, Der Ursprung der Geistmetaphysik: Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des Platonismus Zwischen Platon und Plotin (2d ed.;
Amsterdam: B. R. Grüner, 1967), 87–88.
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ture” is not different from the subject in which the forms indwell (In Tim.
3.103.18–28); and indeed in Amelius the precise function of a “possessing” intellect
that “does not exist, but they [i.e., the indwelling ideas] exist in him” (ibid., 22: ouj
ga;r e[stin oJ deuvtero", ajll jei[seisin ejn aujtw/)' remains obscure. At any rate, a certain
similarity with the three gods of Numenius must have been sufficiently clear
because Proclus goes on immediately to summarize the Numenian account according to which the first god functions as the really existing paradigm, the second acts
by provscrhsi" as intellect (kata; to;n nou'n), and the third, again, by provscrhsi" of
the second with the third, as demiurgic and reflective, strictly speaking (kata; to;n
dianoouvmenon) (ibid., 28–32).
In another passage (In Tim. 1.431.26–28) Proclus tells us that Amelius effectively identified the first of these demiurgic intellects with the intelligible object (to;
nohtovn) and saw the second and third as receiving definition within the sphere of
being. A more detailed explanation appears at In Tim. 1.306.1ff.:
The first intellect is really what he is, the second is the object of thought
in him but he has the object which is before him and participates altogether in that and for this reason is second; and the third is also the object
of thought in him—for every intellect is the same as the object of thought
linked to it [pa'" ga;r nou'" tw/' suzugou'nti nohtw/' oJ aujtov" ejstin] but he has
the object of thought in the second intellect and sees the first [e[cei de; to;
ejn tw/' deutevrw/ kai; oJra/' to; prw'ton].
What is striking about Amelius’s view of the three intellects (to; o[nta, to;n e[conta,
to;n oJrw'nta) that Amelius identified with the three Kings of Plato’s Second Letter
(312e) and also with the Orphic triad, Phanes-Ouranos-Kronos (In Tim. 1.306.2,
10–14), of whom Phanes is demiurgic in the fullest sense (ibid., 13–14), is that from
the outset intellect is not an object as such, but first and foremost a subject. This
may well be a reflection upon Numenius’s “Mosaic” notion of being (while being
is not characterized in the fragments as “I am who am,” Numenius refers to Plato
as nothing other than Mwsh'" ajttikivzwn, frg. 8 des Places), but it also seems
designed to avoid an abstract or artificial, purely objective moment in the unfolding of intellect as a demiurgic whole, for Amelius is clearly concerned to interlace
the respective functions of the three intellects so that they represent a functional
totality, but one that remains grounded in the first instance upon a subject that in
turn is an object to be “held” by the second and third intellects, and to be seen as
fully expressed thinking only in the third. In other words, Amelius would appear
to have held the view (not unlike Plotinus), first, that intellect must be a traveling
subject, not simply an apparently independent object of thought; second, that subject and object cannot be linked retrospectively unless they are linked together in
identity from the beginning and in a subject that unfolds as a persistent but developing identity. The principle, that every intellect is identical with the object of
thought linked to it, makes this persistent identity clear. Third, it would also appear
that Amelius seeks to express (despite his reputation for long-windedness) in the
simplest and most accessible manner (being, having, and seeing) the necessary
logical and biological steps involved in the development of anything that possesses
more than minimal or rudimentary organization. In general, “to be” or “to exist”
is the most universal characteristic of all things, whereas “to have” is already to
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possess in some measure a determinate constitution or potentiality for future
determinate complexity; and “to see” or “to discern,” in turn, is the fully realized
activity of the earlier potentialities of “being’ and “having.”
It is therefore quite plausible to suppose that in Amelius (apart from exegesis
of the relevant Platonic texts or of Neopythagorean doctrine and Platonic commentaries) there is also the remnant of a deeper philosophical reflection upon the Stoic
triad, fuvsi"–e{xi"–yuchv, and even more so upon the Aristotelian triad,
duvnami"–e{xi"–ejnevrgeia, in so far as this is to be understood in relation to intellect
itself. Implicit again behind this is a further hidden, and now lost, reflection upon
the character of Aristotle’s or Alexander of Aphrodisias’s Nou'". Unlike Aristotle or
Alexander, Amelius omits all mention of potentiality, passivity, or materiality in the
context of intellect (at least as far as Proclus reports), but clearly behind the debate
that prompts such a theory there must somewhere have been a concern to interpret
the process or movement language in regard to intellect in Aristotle himself; as for
example, at Metaph. 1072b13–20 in which: (a) intellect thinks itself kata; metavlhyin
tou' nohtou'; (b) becomes intelligible and identical with the intelligible in virtue of
being the recipient of substance and intelligible object, and thus acts in having them
(to; ga;r dektiko;n tou' nohtou' kai; th'" oujsiva" nou'", ejnergei' de; e[cwn); and (c) the activity is “seeing” (qewriva). As so often later in Plotinus and probably in Amelius, so also
in Aristotle human mind and Divine Mind converge implicitly into one discourse.5
At any rate, what we seem to see in Amelius is, first, some sort of interpretation of
the being-having-seeing language (and attendant vocabulary) that Aristotle employs
conspicuously (if somewhat strangely) of his own Nou'", and second, some concern
to take into account the basic components that go to make up a fully realized
ejnevrgeia or ejntelevceia, but now transposed or prefigured on the intellectual plane.
If I am right, this is an important indication of a philosophical trend already rooted
in Albinus’s identification of God with the Aristotelian intellect and implicit perhaps
in the double intellect or ejnevrgeia theory (i.e., “standing” and “moving”) in Numenius (frg. 15 des Places). In Middle Platonic thought up to and including Amelius
and Plotinus, the interpretive transposition of Aristotelian (and presumably Stoic)
doctrines is a signal feature of basic philosophical practice, and of course the anonymous Commentary fits well into this milieu, for the interpretation of the structure of
intellect is simultaneously Platonic and Aristotelian.6
Is this interpretation borne out by the rest of what we know about Amelius?
There is no further confirmation regarding the interpretation of or reflection upon
Aristotle, but that Amelius had in mind the intelligible prefiguration of later formal
and material compound totalities is corroborated by other features of his thought
preserved in Proclus. The first intellect is demiurgic by his very existence and by his
will (as also in Plotinus’s great work on Divine creativity and freedom, Enn. 6.8 [39]):
in so far as the demiurge is intellect he brings all things forward by his
thoughts [paravgei ta; pavnta tai'" eJautou' nohvsesi]; in so far as he is an intelligible object, he makes by his very existence [aujtw/' tw/' ei\nai poiei]; in so
far as he is god, he makes by his own will alone. (In Tim. 1.362.2–4).
5 Cf. K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 983 n. 35.
6 See especially Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus, vol. 2, frg. 14.
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If pure existence, will, and being qua nohtovn characterize the first intellect (which
is described as oujsiwvdh, In Tim. 1.309.17), the second is an “intellectual substance”
and “generative power” (In Tim. 1.309.17 hJ duvnami" gennhtikhv), which apparently
“reasons” or “takes account of” things (logizovmeno"), for it makes by thinking and
by the fact of thinking” (th/' nohvsei kai; tw/' noei'n, In Tim. 1.398.24) or by command
alone” (ejpitavxei movnon, In Tim. 1.362.24). This is presumably analogous to the Stoic
lovgo" ejndiavqeto" and lovgo" proforikov", dependent as they quite probably are on
the two kinds of discourse Plato discusses in the Phaedrus (cf. SVF 2:43.18; 74.4;
Phaedr. 276a); which is to say that at the highest level, willed intention is equivalent to creation, whereas at the second level the expressed word becomes and
makes reality. At this level, then, the second intellect is ranged in the category of
the architect (kata; to;n ajrcitevkton, In Tim. 1.361.30–362.1).
At the third level, which, Proclus tells us, is the “truly demiurgic intellect” (In
Tim. 1.309.24–25), the “intellect which sees” is the “source of souls” (phghv yucw'n,
1.309.18) in the sense that it has “made its division right into the particulars”
(1.309.19–20: to;n de; kai; th;n eij" ta; kaq ej k\ asta diaivresin pepoihmevnon). (It should
be noted that 1.309.14–20 appears to refer to Theodore, not Amelius directly.) What
this means is unclear, although a comparison with Enn. 6.2 [43].21–22, and other
treatises by Plotinus, might reasonably suggest that anything whatsoever that is in
any way conformable to a lovgo" (a reasonable “account” or “definition”) could be
regarded as intelligible in principle or as part of the prefigurative power of the third
strictly demiurgic intellect. This intellect, then, is “that which has taken over” the
physical world (In Tim. 1.398.23: oJ paralabwvn) in the sense apparently that it
enfolds that world inside soul and inside itself and in this way “fashions in cooperation the universe” (1.398.25–26: tivqhsi me;n ga;r nou'n ejn yuch/,' yuch;n de; ejn swvmati
kai; ou\tw suntektaivnetai to; pa'n) “by the work of his hand” (metaceirivsei)
(1.398.25) and so is to be ranged in the category of work for himself” (kata; to;n aujtourgo;n tecnivthn) (1.361.29–30). Amelius then is clearly concerned to develop an
intelligible biology that reaches right down into the heart and content even of particular existences and prefigures the work of productive tevcnh or craft (in something
of the way that Pseudo-Dionysius will later say that the more dissimilar an epithet
from the life of God the more appropriate may be its attribution to divinity).
Amelius’s view of Phanes seems to confirm this interpretation. Zeller thinks
Phanes is the highest level of intellect; Massagli argues cogently that he is the lowest.7 Whatever view one adopts, it seems clear from Proclus’s accounts that
Amelius sees intellect as including from within all that follows it, namely soul, the
physical world, and all its content. Consequently, our interpretation of the intelligible prefiguration of the physical formal-material compound totality (by means of
the Platonic notion of tevcnh) seems to be confirmed by other passages in Proclus.
Furthermore, the view of Massagli that Amelius’s three intellects are really three different perspectives of a single hypostasis is also confirmed by the evidence before
us.8 Despite Amelius’s identification of these intellects with Plato’s three Kings,
7 For the former, see K. Corrigan, “Amelius, Plotinus and Porphyry,” 983; on the

latter, M. Massagli, “Amelio Neoplatonico,” 233–37.
8 M. Massagli, “Amelio Neoplatonico,” 239–40.
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Proclus speaks of one tria;" tw'n dhmiourgikw'n now'n (In Tim. 3.103.18–23), in other
passages clearly envisages a unity of demiurgic activity (1.361.26–362.4; 398.19–21)
to the point of echoing Plotinus (1.398.21–22: kai; ga;r oiJ pavnte" ei|" eijsi kai; oJ ei|"
pavnte"), identifies one of the levels of intellect as demiurgic stricto sensu
(1.306.13–14; 336.22–23), and even reproaches Amelius for obscurity in treating the
three as one subject (1.398.15–26). Amelius, we may reasonably conclude, is concerned with the problem of how being, life, and thought (both from Platonic and
Aristotelian viewpoints) come to be prefiguratively articulated in an eternally actual
intellect in such a way that the natural compounds of our experiences (architects
and artisans) bear that intelligible imprint at the very root of their own creativity.
This is not a notion which starts with Amelius. It is present already in Albinus,
Numenius, the anonymous Commentary, not to mention the Chaldean Oracles
where the “flower of intellect” plays an archetypal role for the whole subsequent
tradition (and the language of life and growth, if not the term zwhv itself, assumes
a new intelligible significance; Chaldean Oracles, frgs. 37; 39.4; 16; 17; 33; 68
Majercik). Again, in the Hermetic and gnostic systems “life” assumes the role of a
divine principle.9 What we see by contrast in “late Middle Platonism” is a new
attention to the prefigurative power of the Intelligible Universe and to its philosophical meaning. As a consequence, Aristotelian (and Stoic) thought clearly starts
to assume greater significance.
9 Corp. herm. 1.9, 12; 13.9; Myst. 267.4; E. R. Dodds, ed. and trans., Proclus: The
Elements of Theology (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 253 n. 3.

Appendix VI
Plotinus’s Independence from Zostrianos and Allogenes
First, Allogenes XI 59,10–61,32 furnishes indirect but strong support that Plotinus in 3.8 [30], and later, has this or a similar passage in mind, for the verbal parallels in Plotinus have a significantly different philosophical import than in Allogenes
(“withdrawing to the rear,” repeated three times; “placing oneself,” “silently abiding”;
“enlightened ignorance,” etc.). Consequently, it makes no sense to suppose that the
writer of Allogenes modeled himself on the Enneads, for almost nothing of the real,
inner thought of the treatises we have been considering is contained in Allogenes,
and if the writer had so modeled himself upon the Enneads we should have
expected at least some reflection of this. It makes a lot more sense, therefore, to
suppose that Plotinus’s adaptation of philosophical motifs in Allogenes (themselves
probably influenced by Middle Platonic thought: the Chaldean Oracles, for instance:
retreat, looking both ways, etc.) is part of the creation of a complex, subtle appeal
to people who, like him, were already familiar with these works.
Second, additional confirmation can be supplied by a comparison between
Zost. VIII 48,3–26 and 3.8 [30].1–8 and 5.8 [31].3–4, from the descriptions of the “living earth.” The Zostrianos passage runs as follows:
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Corresponding to each one of the Aeons I saw a living earth and a living
water and (air) made of light, and fire that cannot burn [. . . ], all being simple and immutable with trees that do not perish in many ways, and tares
[. . . ] this way, and all these and imperishable fruit and living men and
every form, and immortal souls and every shape and form of mind, and
gods of truth, and messengers who exist in great glory, and indissoluble
bodies and an unborn begetting and an immovable perception.
[Sieber’s translation needs correction: VIII 48 3 At each of the 4 aeons I
saw a living earth, a 5 living water, luminous [air] 6 and an [unconsuming]
fire. 7 All [these], being 8 simple, are also immutable 9 and simple 10 [eternal living creatures], 11 possessing a variety [of] beauty, 12 trees 13 of many
kinds that do not 14 perish, as well as plants 15 of the same sort as all
these, 16 imperishable fruit, 17 human beings alive with every species, 18
immortal souls, 19 every shape and 20 species of intellect, 21 gods of truth,
22 angels dwelling in 23 great glory with an 24 indissoluble body [and] 25
ingenerate offspring and 26 unchanging perception. JDT]

What we appear to have here, as John Dillon points out, is a comprehensive archetype of the physical world, right down to the tares among the wheat. There are also
noetic archetypes of body, begetting (both of which Plotinus himself includes in
the second of his great logical works, 6.2 (43).21–22, when he describes the teeming vitality and fecundity of the intelligible world—see especially 21.52–59), and
perception (which forms part of the subject matter of 6.7 (38).1–7: ai[sqhsi" is a
dim form of novhsi"). Some of the details of this description are repeated at Zost.
55,15–25 and 113–17. The former passage (55,15–25) includes animals (which is
again the subject of 6.7 [38].1–13, especially the problem how irrational animals are
to be conceived as part of the content of intellect; 6.7 [38].9–10), and the latter (113–
17) appears to describe the whole world contained within the Aeon, down to the
“simple elements of simple origins” (cf. Plotinus’s analysis of the simple elements
kata; lovgon in 6.7 [38].11–12), and appearing quite remarkably similar to Plotinus’s
intelligible world: “All of them exist in one, dwelling together and perfected individually in fellowship and filled with the aeon which really exists” (Zost. VIII
116,7). What are we to make of this?
Let us compare the following passage from 5.8 [31].3–4, bearing in mind that
much of the early chapters of 6.7 [38] might also profitably be compared with
Zostrianos.
. . . but the gods in that higher heaven, all those who dwell upon it and in
it, contemplate through their abiding in the whole of that heaven. For all
things there are heaven, and earth and sea and plants and animals and men
are heaven, everything which belongs to that higher heaven is heavenly . . .
for it is “the easy life” [cf. Homer, e.g., Il. 6.138] there, and truth is their
mother and nurse and substance and nourishment—and they see all things,
not those to which coming to be, but those to which real being belongs, and
they see themselves in other things; for all things there are transparent, and
there is nothing dark or opaque; everything and all things are clear to the
inmost part to everything; for light is transparent to light. (5.8 [31].3.30–4.6).
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Apart from the scriptural motifs in Zostrianos (e.g., “fire that cannot burn”; “tares”)
and a presumed dependence upon an earlier apocalyptic tradition, both passages
are clearly dependent upon two of Plato’s most famous myths, Phaedr. 247ff. and,
especially, Phaed. 109dff. But beyond a striking general similarity, the two passages
are really quite different. Zostrianos describes a remarkable edifying spectacle in
which the subject ecstatically perceives an object of vision. Plotinus, on the other
hand, reverses the mistake that Plato asserts people habitually make (i.e., “just as if
someone seeing the sun and the stars through the water, should think the sun was
the sky”; Phaed. 109c); we do make this mistake, but we make it in a sense because
of the perfect transparency of the intelligible medium in which every intelligible
object is manifested in and through every other. Plotinus, therefore, represents a
philosophical picture, developed carefully as we have seen above throughout these
treatises, in which subject and object are mutually transformed so that “they see
themselves in others” (eJautou;" ejn a[lloi"): “everything there is heaven.” Now it is
striking that not one direct reflection of Plotinus’s view of this sort of mutual transformation is to be found in any of the three Zostrianos passages. The idea of all
things existing in one fellowship and filled with the aeon is perfectly Middle Platonic and gnostic. Consequently, if Zostrianos is modeled on Plotinus or even
dependent in some minimal fashion, it is a resounding failure. Yet we have no reason to suppose that the author of Zostrianos was philosophically unsophisticated or
incapable of recognizing a major philosophical difference, had he or she seen it. We
must conclude, therefore, either that the resemblance between the Enneads and
Zostrianos is purely coincidental or that Plotinus had read Zostrianos, wished to
indicate sotto voce that this so-called vision is fundamentally Greek (which is at least
partly why, I suggest, he quotes Homer, after his similar treatment of Hesiod’s
Theogony), and that there is more involved in such a vision than just a special kind
of “intelligible” perception. If perception is at root intelligible and intellection aesthetic, this will have to be analyzed out in a different way in relation to the making
of the physical universe and the nature of the intelligible universe, an analysis that
Plotinus undertakes later in 6.7 [38]. However, it is also not plausible to suppose that
there is only a coincidental resemblance between Zostrianos and the Enneads,
because, for one thing, we have external, independent confirmation that Plotinus
knew directly of this treatise. A reasonable conclusion is therefore that, 5.8 (31).3–4
is a subtle indirect critique and philosophical correction of Zostrianos.

THE SETTING OF THE PLATONIZING
SETHIAN TREATISES IN MIDDLE PLATONISM
John D. Turner
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

1. The Position of the Platonizing Treatises within Sethianism
Over the last decade, I have attempted to develop a hypothesis concerning the origins of Sethian Gnosticism on the basis of the topological
and prosopographical similarities and differences exhibited by the various
texts that are commonly agreed to form the Sethian corpus. It appears that
the Sethianism of the Nag Hammadi treatises are the product of two distinct but not entirely unrelated speculative movements within or on the
fringe of Hellenistic Judaism: (1) that segment of the wisdom tradition that
was in conversation with contemporary Platonism, which I take to be the
originating milieu of the “Barbeloite” speculation on the divine Wisdom
and Name, and (2) the rather more eschatologically oriented form of speculation on the traditions concerning the primordial figures of Adam and
Seth that gave rise to the sacred history of the Sethians. The name “Barbeloite” is inspired by Irenaeus’s ascription of the theogonical and cosmogonical doctrine he describes in Haer. 1.29 to a group he calls “Barbeloites,”
a doctrine recognized by contemporary scholars as being nearly identical
with that found in the four versions of the foundational statement of
Sethian mythology, the Apocryphon of John.
The first movement conceived the receipt of revelation as a kind of baptism in wisdom, conceived as light or knowledge conferred on the recipient
by the Logos or Voice or First Thought (Barbelo) of the supreme deity, who
was conceived as a divine trinity, the supreme Invisible Spirit as Father, his
First Thought Barbelo as divine Mother, and the divine Autogenes as her selfgenerated Child. Sometime in the first century this movement was influenced
by Christian baptizing groups, causing these “Barbeloites” to identify this
Autogenes Child with the preexistent Logos or Christ and construe him as the
mediator of this saving baptism. The second group, which I call “Sethites” (in
distinction from “gnostic” Sethians), conceived of revelation as deriving from
certain ancient records containing the sacred history of the enlightenment of
their primordial ancestors, Adam and Seth, records of which had been
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brought to light by a recent reappearance of Seth, the original and chief recipient of this revelation. The fusion of this group with the former group of previously Christianized “Barbeloites” resulted in an identification between Seth
and Jesus found in several of the Sethian gnostic treatises.
It seems as if the baptismal rite was originally foreign to the preSethian-gnostic Sethites and was adopted by them in the course of their
contact with other baptismal movements, probably Christian or Christianinfluenced, especially the “Barbeloites” responsible for the production of
the theogonies featuring the figure of Barbelo as found in the Trimorphic
Protennoia and the Apocryphon of John. At that point, the baptismal rite,
called the “Five Seals,” and its associated mythologumena became central
to the self-definition of the Christian Sethianism reflected in treatises such
as the Trimorphic Protennoia, the Apocryphon of John, Melchizedek, and
especially the Gospel of the Egyptians. A central feature of the baptismal
experience was the receipt of divine wisdom revealed in the course of
immersion in ordinary water that also symbolized receipt of its celestial
counterpart, the “living water” of divine illumination; it enabled an experience of transcendental vision resulting in total salvation.1
There are, however, certain Sethian treatises like Allogenes and the
Three Steles of Seth that, although centered on the figure of Barbelo, not
only lack Christian features typical of other Sethian treatises, but also
define Sethian religious praxis in terms of a rite of contemplative ascent in
which there appears to be no reference to an actual earthly baptismal rite.
A median position in this spectrum of ritual practice is represented by the
likewise non-Christian treatise Zostrianos, which conceives the stages of
this visionary ascent as marked by nonearthly, celestial baptisms in the
name of various transcendental beings, which suggests that the baptismal
rite was the cultic setting within which the apparently nonbaptismal visionary ascension in Sethian treatises like Allogenes and the Three Steles of Seth
arose. In the latter two texts, it appears that the ascensional rite has
become detached from the older baptismal mystery, while in Zostrianos
(and perhaps in the closely related treatise Marsanes) it is still associated
with the baptismal rite, or at least interpreted in terms of it. None of these
texts, however, mentions the “Five Seals.”
1 See J.-M. Sevrin, Le dossier baptismal Séthien: Études sur la sacramentaire gnostique (BCNHE 5; Quebec: Presses de l’Université Laval, 1986); my “Ritual in Gnosticism,” SBL Seminar Papers, 1994 (SBLSP 33; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994),
136–81, reprinted in the present volume; and my “To See the Light: A Gnostic
Appropriation of Jewish Priestly Practice and Sapiential and Apocalyptic Visionary
Lore,” in Mediators of the Divine: Horizons of Prophecy and Divination in Mediterranean Antiquity (ed. R. M. Berchman; South Florida Studies in the History of
Judaism 163; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998), 63–113.
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Such detachment from the ritual practice defining a religious group’s
traditional understanding of the salvific process seems a rather radical step.
Instead, in these four texts—including the two that maintain some baptismal conceptuality—the process of enlightenment is now presented in a
new conceptual framework derived from a contemporary practice of contemplative, visionary ascent that seems modeled upon the vision of ultimate Beauty presented in Plato’s Symp. 210A–212A, whose ascending
stages of conceptual abstraction lead to a vision of ultimate Beauty.
Within the Sethian corpus, one therefore is justified in speaking of a
specific subgroup of texts, the “Platonizing” Sethian treatises Zostrianos,
Allogenes, the Three Steles of Seth, and Marsanes. What is most striking
about these treatises is that they introduce into Sethian literature an entirely
new fund of metaphysical conceptuality that draws heavily on the technical terminology of Platonic philosophy.
Assuming that comparisons between the Sethian treatises are not to be
explained by interdependencies between versions to which we have no
access, the obvious conclusion seems to be that these four texts represent
a departure from an older Christian Sethianism in which both the baptismal
rite and the Sethite primeval history played a fundamental role. Such a
departure would most likely have been occasioned by an “orthodox” Christian rejection of the Sethian identification of Christ with the Autogenes as
the preexistent Son of Barbelo and the Invisible Spirit, and of their notion
that Barbelo had accomplished her third and final saving descent as the
Logos—perhaps appearing as the figure of Seth in the guise of Jesus—bearing the celestial baptismal rite of the Five Seals. In such a situation, Sethian
authors may have been forced to seek a less Christian and ritual-oriented
interpretation of the transcendental theology of the Barbeloite tradition than
that offered by baptismal rites or the Sethite speculation on Gen 1–6 typical of such texts as the Apocryphon of John, the Trimorphic Protennoia, and
the Gospel of the Egyptians. The most hospitable environment for such a
venture would be certain groups other than Christians who were committed to the philosophical articulation of biblical and other traditional wisdom
along Platonic lines, such as the wing of contemporary Neopythagorean
Platonism represented by Philo of Alexandria, Numenius, the Chaldean
Oracles, and various members of Plotinus’s seminars in Rome.
2. The Triadic Metaphysics of the Platonizing Sethian Treatises
The metaphysics of these Platonizing Sethian treatises is laid out on
four levels, a highest realm beyond even being itself, below which one
finds an atemporal, intelligible realm of pure being, followed by a psychic
realm, characterized by time and motion, and finally a physical realm at the
bottom of the scale.
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The highest being, corresponding to the Plotinian One, is the Unknowable One or Invisible Spirit, characterized by nonbeing existence, silence,
and stillness; it exists (in the Stoic sense of a tiv, an actual entity), yet acts
without mind, life, or existence or nonexistence, superior even to its own
character, and is completely unknowable (Allogenes XI 61,32–64,14). It is
“a unity of all that which [exists] in it and [outside] it and [remains] after
it . . . [the power of] all those [that exist, principle of every principle],
fore[thought of] every thought, [power] of every power” (Zost. VIII
64,13–65,10).2
The second major level is that of the Aeon of Barbelo, the First
Thought of the Invisible Spirit, characterized as a nondiscriminating, incorporeal, [timeless] knowledge (Allogenes XI 51,10–11). According to Allogenes, Barbelo is a tripartite Aeon that is subdivided into three levels
resembling the Plotinian hypostases of Intellect and Soul: (1) the domain
of “the authentic existents” (ta; o[ntw" o[nta, the nohtav) presided over by
Kalyptos, the Hidden One, a sort of nou'" nohtov" rather like the Plotinian
Intellect; (2) the domain of “those who are unified” (i.e., “exist together,”)3
presided over by Protophanes, the First Appearing One, a sort of nou'"
novero" rather like the Plotinian cosmic Soul; and (3) the domain of the
“individuals” (perhaps individual souls) presided over by Autogenes (the
Self-Begotten One, a sort of nou'" dianoouvmeno") who operates to rectify the
realm of Nature, rather like the Plotinian individuated soul.4
2 In Marsanes, there is even a yet higher entity, “the Unknown Silent One,”

beyond the Invisible Spirit and his Triple-Powered One, much the same as
Iamblichus posited an “altogether ineffable” principle beyond even the Plotinian
“absolutely One” that, together with a duality of principles (Limit and Unlimited, or
the One and the Many), heads the noetic triad (apud Damascius Princ. 1.86.3–6;
101.14–15; 103.6–10 Ruelle).
3 Cf. Enn. 4.1 [42].1.5–7: ejkei' [ejn tw/' nw/' ] oJmou' me;n pa'" nou'" . . . oJmou' de; pavsai
yucaiv.
4 As cosmic Mind, Barbelo contains both those things that truly exist (the Ideas)
as well as their types and images, which constitute the image of the Hidden One,
Kalyptos. Unlike Plotinus’s Nous, Barbelo is not only the aeonic place of the Ideas,
but also that of their images. Three such images are named: Kalyptos, Protophanes
and Autogenes. Barbelo thus contains (1) the truly existing objects (nh etSoop
ontws) of intellection, the Ideas, as the image of Kalyptos, (2) “the intellectual principle [Porphyry defines Nous as an incorporeal noero;" lovgo", Sent. 42.12] of these
things (Ideas),” as the image of Protophanes (the domain of those who are “unified,”
nh etHiouma), who apparently intelligizes the Ideas in Kalyptos and operates
(ejnergei'n) with them on the individuals (nikata oua), which in turn are (3) the
image of Autogenes, who acts successively and step-by-step to master (taHo, “to
set straight”) the defects of the realm of fuvsi", tantamount to taking on the demiurgic role of the cosmic soul. In this sense, the Aeon of Barbelo seems to be
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The third level, Nature, is merely presupposed by the Three Steles of
Seth as the perceptible realm where the seed of Seth dwells and mentioned in passing by the author of Allogenes as a realm of defects to be
rectified by the divine Autogenes. In Zostrianos and Marsanes, however,
the realm extending from the Aeon of Barbelo to the (sublunar) atmospheric realm is articulated into distinct levels, populated with various
kinds of souls and spiritual beings. Directly below the Aeon of Barbelo,
presided over by the divine Autogenes, are the Self-Begotten Aeons
(apparently consisting of four levels defined by the Four Luminaries of
earlier Sethian mythology and populated respectively by the archetypes
of Adam, Seth, Seth’s antediluvian seed, and their progeny), the Repentance (containing souls of those who sin yet repent), the Sojourn (containing those who are not self-directed but follow the ways of others),
and the three lower realms Marsanes calls the “cosmic and material,” but
which Zostrianos specifies as the Aeonic Copies (ajntivtupoi) of the preceding three levels (apparently located in the realm between the moon
and the fixed stars), the atmospheric realm (“Airy earth,” apparently the
realm between the moon and earth’s surface), and finally the earthly, corporeal realm with its own thirteen aeons presided over by the Archon
creator of the sensible cosmos. Among the four treatises, it is only Zostrianos that traces the origin of the Matter from which the Archon shapes
this corporeal realm to the downward inclination of Sophia (NHC VIII
9,2–10,20).
2.1. The Invisible Spirit
The highest being, corresponding to the Plotinian One, is the Invisible
Spirit or Unknowable One, characterized by nonbeing existence, silence,
and stillness. According to Zostrianos (64,13–66,11), the supreme deity can
only be characterized negatively (the via negativa) and as superlative to all
else (the via eminentiae); this passage has a nearly word-for-word parallel
in Marius Victorinus’s Ar. 1.49.9–40; clearly both authors are dependent on
a common source, quite likely a Middle Platonic commentary on Plato’s
Parmenides, especially its first hypothesis, 137d–142a.5

a Nous consisting of the contemplated Ideas (nou'" nohtov"), the contemplating Mind
(nou'" novero" or qewrhtikov" or kinouvmeno" ajkivnhto" w[n), and the demiurgic Mind
(nou'" dianoouvmeno"); cf. Enn. 2.9 [33].1; 9.6; 3.9 [13].1 and Numenius frg. 16 des
Places).
5 See now M. Tardieu, “Recherches sur la formation de l’Apocalypse de Zostrien et
les sources de Marius Victorinus” in Res Orientales 9 (Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe pour
l’Étude de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 1996), 7–114; and my introduction and
commentary to Zostrianos in C. Barry et al., Zostrien (NH VIII, 1) (BCNHT 24; Québec:
Presses de l’Université Laval; Louvain-Paris: Peeters, 2000), 32–225; 481–661.
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Marius Victorinus, Adversus Arium
1.49.9–40

Zostrianos VIII 64,13–66,11

49, 9 Before all the authentic existents was the One or the Monad or 10
One in itself, One before being was
present to it. For one must call “One” 11
and conceive as One whatever has in
itself no appearance of 12 otherness. It
is the One alone, the simple One, the
One so-called by 13 concession. It is the
One before all existence, before 14 all
existentiality and absolutely before all
inferiors, 15 before Being, for this One
is prior to Being; he is thus 16 before
every entity, substance, hypostasis, and
before 17 all realities with even more
potency. It is the One without existence, without substance, 18 <life>, or
intellect—for it is beyond all that—
immeasurable, 19 invisible, absolutely
indiscernible by anything else, by
the realities that are 20 in it, by those
that come after it, even those that
come from it; 21 for itself alone, it is
distinct and definite by its own existence, 22 not by act, of such a sort that
its own constitution 23 and knowledge it
has of itself is not something other than
itself; absolutely indivisible, without
shape, 24 without quality or lack of
quality, nor qualified by absence of quality; without 25 color, without species,
without form, privated of all the forms,
without being the form in itself by which
all things are formed.
It is the first cause of all the existents
whether they are 27 universals or particulars, 28 the principle prior to every
principle, 29 intelligence prior to
every intelligence, the vigor of every
power, 30 more mobile than movement itself, more stable than rest
itself—for it is rest by an inexpressible
31 movement and it is a superlative 32
movement by an ineffable rest; more
condensed than every continuity,

64 13 [He] was a [unity] 14 and a single
one, 15 existing prior to [all those] 16
that truly exist

(Cf. Allogenes XI 61,32–39:
XI 61 32 Now he is 33 an entity insofar
as he exists, in that he either 34 exists
and will become, 35 or {acts} <lives> or
knows, although he {lives}<acts> 36
without Mind 37 or Life or Existence 38
or Non-existence, 39 incomprehensibly.)

in [an] 17 immeasurable Spirit, completely indiscernible 18 by anything else
19 that [exists] 20 in him and [outside] 21
him and [remains] 22 after him. It is he
alone 23 who delimits himself,

[65] 1 [part]less, 2 [shape]less, [quality]less, 3
[color]less, [specie]less, 4 [form]less to
them [all]. 5

[He precedes] them all: 6
[he is pre-principle of] 7 [every principle], fore[thought] 8 [of] every thought, 9
[strength] of every power. 10 [He is
faster] <than> [his] 11 [motion], he is
more stable <than> 12 stability,

he is more [compact] 13 <than> [even]
limitless 14 compaction [And] he is more
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more exalted than every 33 distance;
more finite than every body and
greater than every 34 magnitude, purer
than every incorporeal entity, more
penetrating than every intelligence
35 and every body; of all realities it
has the most potency, it is the
potency 36 of all potencies; more universal than everything, every genus,
every species, it is in an absolutely
universal way the truly 37 Existent,
being itself the totality of the
authentic existents, greater than 38
every totality whether corporeal or
incorporeal, more particular 39 than
every part, by a <pure> ineffable
potency being <preeminently> all
the authentic 40 existents.
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exalted than 16 any unfathomable
entity, and he is 17 more [definite] than
any corporeal entity, 18 he is purer than
any incorporeal entity, 19 he is more
penetrating than any 20 thought and
any body, 21 [being] more powerful
than them all, 22
any genus or species. 23 He is their
totality: [66] 1 [the whole of true] existence, 2 and [those who truly] exist; 3
[he is] all [these. For he is greater] 4
[than everything, corporeal] 5 [and
incorporeal alike], 6 [more] particular
[than] 7 [all the] parts. 8 Existing by a
[pure un] 9 knowable [power, he] from
whom 10 [derive] all those 11 that truly
exist.

A similar characterization of the supreme deity occurs also in Allogenes,
where the two classical epistemological approaches, the via negativa and
via eminentiae, are combined. Here, the via negativa is implemented by
negative predications followed by an adversative “but” clause: either triple
negation, “it is neither X nor Y nor Z, but it is. . . ” or double, antithetical
negation, “it is neither X nor non-X, but it is. . . ” or single negation, “it is
not X but it is. . . . ” The “but” clause is always positive: “but it is something
else” above, beyond, superior to the previously negated predications.
Negation of all alternatives on one level of thought launches the mind
upward to a new, more eminent level of insight. Allogenes (NHC XI
62,28–63,25) employs a series of such negative predications, part of which
form a word-for-word parallel with the Apocryphon of John (NHC II 3,18–
33), indicating some form of mutual literary dependence upon a common
source, most likely a commentary on Plato’s Parmenides:
Allogenes NHC XI,
62,28–63,25

62 28 He is neither Divinity 29 nor Blessedness 30
nor Perfection. Rather 31 it
(this triad) is an unknowable entity of of him, 32
not what is proper to

Ap. John BG 8502,
24,6–25,7

Ap. John NHC
II 3,18–33:

24 6 This is the Immeasurable Light, 7 pure, holy,
26 spotless, ineffable, 9
[perfect in in-]corruptibility. He is neither 10 Perfection nor 11 Blessedness
nor Divinity, 12

3 17 [He] is [the Immeasurable Light], 18 pure,
holy, [spotless]. 19 He is
ineffable, [perfect in in]
corruptibility. 20 He is not
in [perfection or in] 21
blessedness [or in] 22
divinity,
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him. Rather 33 he is
something else 34 superior to the Blessedness
and 35 the Divinity and 36
Perfection. For he is not
37 perfect, but he is
another thing 63 1 that is
superior. He is neither 2
boundless nor 3 is he
bounded by 4 another.
Rather he is something
superior. 5 He is not corporeal; 6 he is not incorporeal. 7 He is not Great;
[he is not] Small. 8 He is
not a <quantity>; he is
not a [<quality>]. 9 Nor is
he something 10 that
exists, that 11 one can
know. Rather 12 he is
something else that is
superior, which 13 one
cannot know. 14 He is
primary revelation 15 and
self-knowledge, 16 since
it is he alone who knows
himself. 17 Since he is not
one of those things 18
that exist, but is another
thing, 19 he is superior to
all superlatives, 20 even
in comparison what is his
and 21 what is not his. He
neither participates in 22
eternity nor 23 does he
participate in time. 24 He
does not receive anything
from 25 anything else.
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but rather something
superior 13 to them. He is
neither infinite 14 nor
unlimited, 15 but rather
he is something better
than these. For 16 he is
neither corporeal 17 nor
incorporeal; he is not
Great, he is not 18 Small,
nor is he a quantity 19
nor a <quality>. For it is
not possible for anyone
to 20 intelligize him.

He is not any of the 21
existing things, but is
instead superior 22 to
them. He is not anything
among existing things,
but rather something
superior to these—not
‘superior’ in the comparative sense, but 25 1 in the
absolute sense. 2 Not participating in eternity, time
3 does not exist for him.
For one who participates
4 in eternity, others 5 previously prepared him. 6
Time did not limit him,
since he does not 7 receive from some other
who limits. 8 And he has
no need. There is nothing 9 at all before him.

[but rather he is far superior]. 23

[He is] neither corporeal
[nor incorporeal], 24 he is
not Great, [nor] is he
Small. [There is no] 25
way to say “What is his
quantity?” or “What [is his
quality?”], 26 for it is not
possible [for anyone to
comprehend him]. 27

He is not anything among
[existing things, but rather
he is] 28 far superior—

not ‘superior’ in the comparative sense, but rather
in the absolute sense. 29
He [participates neither] in
eternity nor 30 in time. For
that which [participates in
eternity] 31 was previously
anticipated. He [was not
divided] 32 by time, [since]
he 33 receives nothing,
[for it would be something
received] 34 on loan. For
he who precedes someone does not [lack] 35 that
he may receive from [him].
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2.2. The Aeon of Barbelo
The Aeon of Barbelo is the emanative product of the three-stage
unfolding of the inner potency of the supreme Unknowable One or Invisible Spirit. According to Allogenes (XI 45,8–46,35), just as the Barbelo aeon
itself becomes a substantially existing aeon who can know herself because
she knows her source (the Invisible Spirit), so also each level of being
within the Aeon of Barbelo comes into being by knowing both itself and
its originating principle. Each successively lower being emanates from its
immediate prior and achieves substantial reality by a contemplative reversion upon its suprajacent source:
XI 45 8 The 9 [Mind], the guardian [I provided], 10 [for you] taught you.
And it is the power that 11 [exists] in you that [extended] 12 [itself], since
[it] often 13 [rejoiced in] the Triple-Powered One, the [one] 14 [of] all
[those] who [truly] exist 15 with the [immeasurable] One, the 16 eternal
[light of] the knowledge 17 that has [appeared], the 18 male virginal [glory],
19 [the first] aeon, the one from 20 [a] unique triple-powered [aeon], 21
[the] Triple-Powered One who 22 [truly exists]. For when it was [contracted] 23 [it expanded], and 24 [when it was separated], it became complete, 25 [and] it was empowered [with] 26 all of them by knowing [itself]
27 [in the perfect Invisible Spirit]. 28 And it [became] 29 [an] aeon who
knows [herself] 30 [because] she knew that one. 31 [And] she became
Kalyptos, 32 [because] she acted in those whom she 33 knows. 34 She is
a perfect, 35 invisible, noetic 36 Protophanes-Harmedon. Empowering 37
the individuals, she is Triple Male, 38 since she is individually 46 1 [. . . ] 2
[. . . ] 3 [. . . ] 4 [. . . ] 5 [. . . ] 6 [Individual on the one hand, they are] 7 [unified] on the other, [since she] is [their] 8 [Existence], and she [sees] 9 all
those who truly <exist>. [Truly] 10 [she] contains the 11 divine Autogenes.
When she [knew] 12 her Existence 13 and when she stood at rest [upon]
14 this one (Autogenes), he saw them [all] 15 existing individually just as
[they] 16 are. And when [they] 17 become as he is, [they shall] 18 see the
divine Triple Male, 19 the power that is [higher than] 20 God. [He is the
thought] 21 of all those who [are] 22 unified. If he (the Triple Male) [contemplates them], 23 he contemplates the 24 great male, 25 [perfect?], noetic
[Protophanes]. As for their 26 [procession], if [he] 27 sees it, [he sees] 28
[also the truly existing ones], 29 [since it is the] procession [for those who]
30 are unified. And when [he has seen] 31 these (truly existing), he has
seen Kalyptos. 32 And if he sees 33 one of the hidden ones, [he] 34 sees
the Barbelo-Aeon, [the] 35 unbegotten offspring of [that One].

Just as each successively lower level of the Barbelo Aeon comes into being
by knowing its immediate source, so too within the Aeon of Barbelo there
is a corresponding process by which the members of each ontological level
can achieve an essential relationship to the being who presides over the
next higher level by an act of vision. To see the contents of the next higher
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level is to see at the next higher level the principle that contains them. Thus
the individuals resident in the Autogenes may see Protophanes by contemplating the unified beings over which he presides. The unified beings resident in Protophanes may see the Kalyptos by contemplating those who
truly exist in Kalyptos. Finally to see all the beings hidden within the Aeon
of Barbelo is to see the Barbelo Aeon itself, who in turn was completed by
knowing her prefigurative self in the Invisible Spirit. The chain of being is
created and bound together by acts of vision and knowledge.
Within the Aeon of Barbelo, the ideal entities are alive and in agreement, separate and yet “all together” (Zost. VIII 115,2–13; 117,1–4). The
similarity to Plotinus’s description of the condition of the Ideas within the
Intellect (ejkei' pavnta oJmou') is obvious. Barbelo also bears characteristics
echoing those of the Receptacle of Plato’s Timaeus. According to the second stele of the Three Steles of Seth, Barbelo is a Hidden One (Kalyptos),
a shadow from the One, who “empowers the shadows which pour from
the One,” probably the equivalent of Plato’s images of the Forms, including principal categories (from the Sophist and Parmenides) the “equal”
and “unequal,” the “similar” and “dissimilar.” As “begetter of multiplicity
according to a division of those who really are” (the Forms), she provides
“forms in [that which] exists to others,” that they might become perfect
individuals, dwelling in her as a cosmos of knowledge. According to Zostrianos, Barbelo is a “preexistence of nonbeing” (VIII 79,7–8), eternally
moving from undividedness into active existence, an image that comes to
be in an act of reversion (“turning”; 80,9) upon its source, making herself
stable and at rest, knowing herself and the one who preexists. As such,
she serves as an eternal space (cwvrhma, 82,8) in order that those who
indwell her, perhaps the Forms, might have a stable and limited place and
that those who come forth from her, perhaps perceptible entities, might
become purely simple individuals at the level of Autogenes (88,16–22;
127,7–15).
2.3. The Triple-Powered One
The most distinctive metaphysical feature of these treatises is the
Triple-Powered One that mediates between the Invisible Spirit and the
Aeon of Barbelo. This being is mentioned sometimes independently and
sometimes in conjunction with the Invisible Spirit.6 In Allogenes, by a self6 The Invisible Spirit and the Triple-Powered One are mentioned sometimes separately (Zost. VIII 15,18; 17,7; 24,9–10; 93,6–9; 124,3–4; Allogenes XI 45,13–30;
52,19; 52,30–33; 53,30; 61,1–22; Marsanes X 4,13–19; 6,19; 8,11; 9,25; 14,22–23;
15,1–3); sometimes as identical with or in close conjunction with the Invisible Spirit
(Zost. VIII 20,15–18; 24,12–13; 63,7–8; 74,3–16; 79,16–23; 80,11–20; 87,13–14;
97,2–3; 118,11–12; 123,19–20; 128,20–21; Allogenes XI 47,8–9, 51,8–9; 58,25;
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contraction and expansion, the Invisible Spirit through his Triple-Powered
One becomes the Aeon of Barbelo (XI 45,9–46,35, cited above). The corresponding account of Barbelo’s emanation on pages 76–84 of Zostrianos
reflects the same sequence of procession, reversion, and acquisition of separateness and stability; having emanated from the Invisible Spirit, her further descent and potential dispersion is halted by a contemplative
reversion upon her source. She comes to stand outside him, examining
him and herself, becoming separate and stable as an all-perfect (pantevlio") being, the ingenerate Kalyptos:
VIII 76 7 It is a [power that] 8 inhabits a [part of the] 9 ingenerateness, for
it 10 always exists. It [sought] 11 after him, seeing him [there] 12 and existing as a simple [unity]. 13 Since he is 14 blessedness in 15 perfection, he
[was] 16 a perfect and [blessed] unity. 17 She lacks this one’s (character)
18 because she lacked his [unity], 19 since it would come later 20 with
knowledge. And 21 his knowledge dwells 22 outside of him with 23 that
which contemplates him 24 inwardly… . 77 12 She was divided, 13 for she
is [an] all-perfect one 14 [of] a perfection 15 existing as contemplation… .
78 6 It is she who knows] 7 and [who foreknows] 8 herself, [truly existing] 9 as a [single] aeon 10 in act [and] 11 potency and [Existence]. 12 It is
not [in] 13 time that she originated, but [she] 14 [appeared] eternally, 15
having eternally stood 16 in his presence. 17 She was overshadowed by
the 18 majesty of his [majesty]. 19 She stood 20 looking at him and rejoicing. 21 Being filled with 22 kindness [she did not become separate]. . . . 79
5 [And she is an insubstantial Existence] 6 [and a power] that [truly exists].
7 [She is the] first [insubstantial] 8 Existence [after] 9 that one. 10 [And from]
the undivided one toward 11 existence in act 12 move the [intellectual]
perfection 13 and intellectual life 14 that were 15 blessedness and 16 divinity. The [entire] Spirit, 17 perfect, simple 18 and invisible, 19 [has] become
a unity 20 in existence and 21 activity, even a 22 simple Triple-[Powered]
One, 23 an Invisible Spirit, an 24 image of the one that 25 truly exists. . . .
80 1 [. . . ] 2 [. . . ] . . . [. . . ] 3 [. . . ] able [. . . ] 4 [. . . ] 5 [. . . It is impossible to
comprehend] 6 the truly [existing one] 7 [who] exists in [anything] 8 that is
an image. [She began to] 9 strive, since it was [im-]possible 10 to unite with
his [image]. 11 She saw the [privation of] 12 the (Triple-Powered) one who
was [in the presence of] 13 the all-perfection of 14 that one, since it 15
preexists and 16 is situated over all these, 15 preexisting, being known 18
as three-powered. . . . 81 6 She [was] existing [individually] 7 [as cause] of

66,33–34; Steles Seth VII 121,31–32; Marsanes X 7,16–17 [the “activity” of the Invisible Spirit]; 7,27–29; 8,5–7), often as “the Triple-Powered Invisible Spirit” or “the
invisible spiritual Triple-Powered One”; and sometimes in conjunction with Barbelo
(Steles Seth VII 120,21–22; 121,32–33; 123,18–30; Marsanes X 8,19–20; 9,7–20;
10,8–11). As the activity of the Invisible Spirit, the Triple-Powered One is perhaps
identical with all three in Marsanes X 7,1–9,29.
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[the declination]. 8 Lest she come forth anymore 9 or get further away 10
from perfection, she 11 knew herself and it (the Spirit), 12 and she stood
at rest 13 and spread forth 14 [because of] it—15 since she derived 16
[from] that which truly exists, 17 she derived from that which 18 truly
exists with all 19 those—to know herself 20 and the one that preexists. 21
Having supplemented him, 22 they came into existence. {they 23 came
into existence} And 24 they appear through those 82 1 [who pre]exist.
And 2 [. . . ] through the [. . . ] 3 [. . . ] having appeared 4 [as a] second 5
[Mentality]. And they appeared 6 [through the one (Barbelo)] who 7 foreknows him, being 8 an eternal space, 9 having become 10 a secondary
form of his knowledge, 11 even the duplication of 12 his knowledge, the
ingenerate 13 Kalyptos. [They again] 14 stood at rest upon the one 15 that
truly exists; 16 for she accordingly recognized him 17 in order that those
following 18 her might come into being having 19 a place, and that 20
those that come forth 21 might not precede her but 22 might become holy
23 and simple. She is the 24 introspection of the god 83 1 who pre[exists.
She] spread 2 forth . . . . 8 She was called 9 Barbelo by virtue of 10
thought, the 11 perfect virginal male of three 12 kinds. And her knowledge 13 originated 14 from her lest 15 [she be drawn] down and 16 come
forth further 17 by the things that exist 18 in her and that follow 19 her.
Rather, she is 20 simple in order that she might 21 be able to know the
god 22 who preexists, since 23 she became good enough for 24 that one
when she 25 [revealed her product] 83 1 ingenerate[ly]. 2 [And she
became a] third 3 [aeon].

In the Three Steles of Seth (VII 121,20–124,14), Barbelo is said to preexist in
the preexistent Monad, a Triple-Powered One who was the first to see the
preexistent One. She emerges from her source as the first shadow of light
from the light of the Father, as a Hidden One (kaluptov") who has become
numerable, that is, measurable, defined Being that can be distinguished
from the Monad, her source. Just as the Neopythagorean arithmological
treatises consider the Triad to be the first of the defined numbers following the One and the Dyad, Barbelo is said to become threefold (as Kalyptos, Protophanes and Autogenes), while at the same time continuing to be
one with her source. For example:
VII 121 30 O nonsubstantial One 31 from an undivided, 32 triple-[powered] One, You are a threefold 33 power! You are [a] great monad 34 from
[a] pure monad! 122 1 You are a superior monad, the 2 first projected
image of the holy Father, 3 light from light. 4 We bless you, 5 generator
of perfection, aeon-giver! 6 You yourself have seen the 7 eternal ones, that
they are from a shadow (i.e., a projected image). 8 You have become
numerable. While 9 you arose and remained 10 one, yet causing multiplicity to become divided, 11 you are truly threefold. You are truly replicated 12 threefold! You are a One 13 of the One. And you are from 14 its
shadow. You are a Kalyptos (i.e., hidden one), 15 you are a universe of
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knowledge. 16 For you know those of the One, that they 17 derive from
a shadow. And these 18 are yours in thought: on account of 19 these you
have empowered the eternal ones 20 with Substantiality; you have
empowered 21 Divinity with Vitality; 22 you have empowered Mentality
with 23 Goodness; with 24 Blessedness you have empowered the 25 shadows that flow from the One. 26 One you have empowered with Mentality; 27 another you have empowered with quality (<* poiovth" for poihvsi"
= tamio, creation). 28 You have empowered that which is equal 29 and
that which is unequal, the 30 similar and the dissimilar. 31 With generation and intelligible 32 Forms you have empowered 33 others with Being.
You have flourished 34 with generation! (trans. Layton)

As will be noted below (pp. 218–21), a number of concepts in this passage
and the preceding one from Zostrianos sound similar to what we know
from the first-century Neopythagorean Moderatus: privation, projection as
a shadow, the origin of defined multiplicity by intellectual limitation of
indefinite enumerability, and the creation of an eternal space or receptacle
to contain that multiplicity.
Marsanes (NHC X 7,4–9,20) posits an unknown silent One above the
Invisible Spirit (the supreme principle of the other treatises) whose silence
is actualized by the Invisible Spirit’s Triple-Powered One. In this process,
the first power (apparently uJpovstasi") of the Triple-Powered One is identical with the Invisible Spirit, and its second power (apparently ejnevrgeia)
is identical with its own hypostatic actuality. The Aeon of Barbelo then
emerges as the third power (apparently gnw'si") of the Triple-Powered One
as it withdraws from its first two powers. It appears that these three powers, Hypostasis, Activity, and Knowledge, are Marsanes’ equivalent for the
Existence, Vitality, Mentality triad of the other three treatises:
X 7 1 When I had inquired about these things 2 I perceived that he (the
Triple-Powered One) acted 3 from silence. He exists 4 prior to those that
5 truly exist, that belong to the realm of Being. 6 He (the Triple-Powered
One) is a preexistent otherness 7 belonging to the one (the Invisible Spirit)
that 8 actualizes the Silent One. 9 And the silence of [that (the Triple-Powered One) which follows] 10 him (the Invisible Spirit) acts. For [so] 11 [long
as] the latter (the Spirit) [acts], 12 the former (the Triple-Powered One)
[acts also]. 13 The [silence which belongs to the Un] 14 begotten One (the
Invisible Spirit) is among [the aeons, and from] 15 the beginning he is in[substantial]. 16 But the activity (ejnevrgeia) of 17 that One (the Invisible
Spirit) <is> the Triple-Powered One. 18 The Unbegotten One (the Invisible Spirit) is prior to 19 the Aeon, since he is in[substantial]. 20 And as for
the summit of the 21 silence of the Silent One, 22 it is possible for the summit (i.e., the Invisible Spirit) 23 of the energy (ejnevrgeia) of the Triple 24
Powered One to behold it. And the One (the Invisible Spirit) who 25
exists, who is silent, [who is] 26 beyond [insubstantiality], 27 manifested
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[the Triple] 28 [Powered, First-] 29 Perfect One. . . . 8 18 When the third 19
power (i.e., the Barbelo Aeon) of the Triple-Powered One 20 contemplated him (the Triple-Powered One), 21 it said to me, “Be silent 22 lest
you should know and flee 23 and come before me. But 24 know that this
One was 25 [silent], and concentrate on understanding (novhma). 26 For [the
power still] keeps 27 [guiding] me into 28 [the Aeon which] is Barbelo, 29
[the] male [Virgin].” 9 1 For this reason the 2 Virgin became male (as nou'",
the Aeon of Barbelo), 3 because she had separated from the male (i.e.,
the Invisible Spirit). The 4 Knowledge (gnw'si") stood outside of him, 5 as
if belonging to him. 6 And she who exists is she who sought. 7 She is situated just as 8 the Triple-Powered One is situated. 9 She withdrew 10 from
[these] two [powers] (the first two powers of the Triple-Powered One), 11
since she exists [outside of] 12 the Great One (the Invisible Spirit), [seeing
what] 13 is above [her, the Perfect One (the Triple-Powered One)] 14 who
is silent, [who has] 15 this [commandment] 16 to be silent. His knowledge
(gnw'si" ~ mind) 17 and his hypostasis (uJpovstasi" ~ existence) 18 and his
activity (ejnevrgeia ~ life) 19 are those things that the power (duvnami", i.e.,
Barbelo) 20 of the Triple-Powered One expressed.

In Allogenes, the Triple-Powered One is said to be the delimiter of the
boundlessness subsisting in the Invisible Spirit. As an initially unbounded
entity, the Triple-Powered One emerges from its source in the Invisible
Spirit as a processing boundlessness that turns itself back to its source in
an act of objectifying self-knowledge; becoming stable and bounded, it
takes on form and definition as Barbelo, the self knowledge or Mind of the
Invisible Spirit (XI 48,6–49,37).7
XI 48 6 [It is not impossible for them] 7 to receive a revelation of these
things 8 if they unify (in Protophanes), 9 since it is impossible that 10
the Individuals (in Autogenes) attain the All 11 [situated in the] place that
is higher than perfect. 12 And they receive (the revelation) through 13 a
preconception, 14 not, as it were, of mere Being—[rather] it is Being 15

7 Translating reFJioor as “delimiter” (<* diaperaivnw) rather than “traverser”
(< diaperavw). There is a certain obscurity in tracing the precise antecedents of the
pronoun subjects and objects; compare the accounts in Zost. VIII 76,7–19;
78,10–81,20; Steles Seth VII 121,20–122,18 and Marsanes X 8,18–9,28, as well as Ap.
John II 4,19–32: “19 And it is he alone (the Invisible Spirit) who looks 20 at him(self)
in his light which surrounds him. 21 This is the source of the Living Water 22 which
supplies all the aeons. In every way (direction?) he [gazes] 23 [upon] his image which
he sees 24 in the source of the [Spirit]. He invests his intention in his 25 light-[water,
that is], the source of the 26 [pure] light-water [which] surrounds him. And 27 [his
Ennoia became] active and she came 28 forth, namely she who had [appeared] before
him 29 in [the radiance] of his light. This is 30 the first [power which was] before them
all, 31 [manifested from] his thought, 32 that [is, the Pronoia of the All].”
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with [the] latency (cf. Kalyptos) of Existence that he (the Triple-Powered
One) provides, 16 [nourishing] 17 [it in] every way, since it is this 18 that
[shall] come into being when he 19 intelligizes himself. For he is the One
20 subsisting as a [cause] 21 and source of [Being], even [an] 22 immaterial [matter and an] 23 innumerable [number and a] formless 24 [form]
and a [shapeless] 25 [shape] and [a powerlessness with] 26 [power and
an insubstantial substance] 27 [and a motionless] 28 [motion and an inactive] 29 [activity, but he is] 30 [a] provider of [agreement] 31 [and] a divinity [of] 32 divinity. But when 33 they receive (this kind of Being), they
share 34 in the primal Vitality and 35 an indivisible activity, 36 an
hypostasis (the Triple-Powered One?) of the first one, 37 of the one that
38 truly exists.
Now a second 49 1 activity [. . . ] 2 [. . . ] however, is that [. . . ] 3 [. . . ] Male
[. . . ] 4 [. . . ] 5 [. . . ] he is endowed with 6 [Blessedness] and 7 Goodness,
because when he (the Triple-Powered One) 8 is intelligized as the Delimiter (D) 9 of the (indeterminate) Boundlessness (B) of the 10 Invisible Spirit
(IS) [that subsists] in him (D), 11 it (B) causes [him (D)] to revert to [it (IS)]
12 in order that it (B) might know what it is 13 that is within it (IS) and 14
how it (IS) exists, and 15 that he (D) might guarantee the endurance of 16
everything by being a 17 cause (of determinateness) for those who truly
exist (in the Barbelo Aeon). 18 For through him (D) 19 knowledge of it (IS)
became available, 20 since he (D) is the one who knows what 21 it (IS) is.
But they brought forth nothing 22 [beyond] themselves, neither 23 power
nor rank nor 24 glory nor aeon, 25 for they are all 26 eternal.
He is Vitality and 27 Mentality and Essentiality. 28 So then: Essentiality 29
constantly includes its 30 Vitality and Mentality, 31 and {Life has} 32 Vitality includes 33 {non-} Substantiality and 34 Mentality; Mentality includes 35
Life and Essentiality. 36 And the three are one, 37 although individually
they are three.8

Thus the Triple-Powered One is the potency (duvnami") of the Unknown
One and/or Invisible Spirit by which he unfolds himself into the world of
Being and Intellect. It is said to consist of three modalities or phases: “Thatwhich-is” (petSoop or ph ete paI pe, perhaps translating either
Essentiality [ojntovth"] or Substantiality [oujsiovth"]), Vitality, and Mentality
(XI, 49,26-37).
A similar notion occurs in Zostrianos (NHC VIII 16,2–18; 17,20–22; and
66,14–75,11):

8 Cf. Proclus Elem. Theol., prop. 103 (Dodds): “For in Being [to; o[n] there is Life
and Intellect, and in Life there is Being [ei\nai] and Intellection [noei'n], and in Intellect there is Being [ei\nai] and Living [zh'n].”
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16 2 Not only [did they dwell] 3 in thought, but he [made room for] 4
them, since he is [Becoming] in the following 5 way: he imposed a [limit]
upon 6 Being, lest it become 7 endless and formless; 8 instead, it was truly
delimited while it was a 9 new entity in order that [it] might become 10
something having 11 its own [dwelling], 12 Existence together with
[Being], 13 standing with it, existing with it, 14 surrounding it, [and being
like it] 15 on every side. [It withdrew] 16 from the [living water that it
might] 17 receive the [pre] existent 18 [stability] of [. . . ]
17 20 And in 21 [becoming, Life] becomes [limitless] 22 [that it may receive]
its [own Being].
66 14 For they are [triple] 15 powers of his [unity]: 16 Existence, 17 Life and
18 Blessedness. In 19 Existence he exists [as] 20 a simple unity, 21 his own
[rational expression] and species. 22 Whoever will find 23 him he brings into
24 existence. [And in] 25 Vitality, he is alive [and] 67 1 [becomes; in Blessedness] 2 [he comes to] 3 [have Mentality]. . . .
74 8 And [in Existence] 9 [is] his Idea [and] 10 [Being], both [according to the]
11 activity which is [his] Life, 12 and according to the perfection 13 which [is]
the luminous intellectual 14 power. [And] 15 the three stand together, 16 moving together. 17 It is everywhere and 18 nowhere that he [empowers] 19 and
activates them all. 20 The ineffable, 21 unnamable one—it is 22 from himself
that he [truly] exists, 23 resting himself [in] 24 in his perfection—25 has [not]
shared in [any] form, 75 1 therefore [he is invisible to] 2 them [all. He has
taken] 3 [no pattern for himself, nor] 4 [is he anything at all of] those [that] 5
[exist among the perfect ones] and [those] 6 [that are unified]. He [is] the [single] one 7 [belonging to the Entirety]. In Existence 8 [is] Being; in [Vitality] 9
<is> Life; and in 10 perfection and 11 [Mentality] is Blessedness.

The mechanism behind this metamorphosis is the Triple Power, which—
as Existence, Essentiality, or Substantiality—is identical both with its
source, the Invisible Spirit, and—as Mentality—is identical with its selfobjectified manifestation, Barbelo. While the initial and final phases or
modes of the Triple-Powered One have hypostatic instantiation as the
Invisible Spirit and Barbelo, the hypostatic status of the transitional mode
between the two, Vitality, is less clear. In Zostrianos, the Triple-Powered
One mostly seems to be a faculty of the Invisible Spirit itself; in the Three
Steles of Seth, it seems to represent the prefigurative existence of the Barbelo Aeon within the supreme preexistent One; while Allogenes and
Marsanes tend to conceive it as a separate, median quasi-hypostasis
between the two, as if it were the hypostatic instantiation of its median
power, Vitality. In fact, the last two sometimes coalesce the first of the
Triple-Powered One’s three powers with the Invisible Spirit, above whom
they locate an apparently even more transcendent One.
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Now the closest attested parallel to this sequence of emanative phases
is apparently to be found in the anonymous Turin palimpsest Commentary
on the Parmenides first published by W. Kroll and republished and
assigned to Porphyry by P. Hadot.9 It appears that this anonymous commentator on the Parmenides wished to demonstrate that the “One-Being”
of the second hypothesis of the Parmenides is paradoxically at the same
time discontinuous and continuous with the absolute, unqualifiable One of
the first hypothesis. The absolute, unqualified, and infinitival being (aujto;
to; ei\nai) of the first One (e{n) somehow declines from its source and is conferred upon a second One-which-is (e{n o[n) that thereby acquires its determinate being by participating in the transcendent indeterminate being of
the first One as its idea.
It has not been said that Being participates in the One, but that the One
participates in Being [to; o[n], not because the first was Being [to; o[n], but
because an otherness [eJterovth"] from the One has turned the One
towards this whole One-Being [to; e}n ei\nai]. For from the fact of being
engendered somehow at the second level, being-One [to' e}n ei\nai] is
added. . . . the One, which is beyond substance and being [to; o[n], is neither being nor substance nor act, but rather acts and is itself pure act,
such that it is itself being [ei\nai] before determinate being [to; o[n]. By
participating this being [the ei\nai of the first One; cf. Parmenides
137c–142a], the One [scil. “who is,” i.e., the second One of Parmenides
142b–144e] possesses another being [ei\nai] declined from it [the ei\nai of
the Supreme One], (106) which is [what is meant by] participating in
determinate being [to; o[n; cf. oujsiva in Parmenides 142B]. Thus, being
[ei\nai] is double: the one preexists determinate being [to; o[n], while the
other [o[n] is derived from the One that transcends determinate being [to;
o[n], who is absolute being [ei\nai] and as it were the idea of determinate
being [to; o[n] by participation in which [the ei\nai of the first] some other
One has come to be to which is linked the being [ei\nai] carried over
from it. (In Parm. 12.16–35 Hadot)

Again, the commentator accounts for the origin of this second “One-Being”
by attributing to it three modalities or phases, which he analyzed into the
triad, Existence, Life, and Intellect. The term existence (u{parxi"), which is
also used of the highest and primary phase or mode of the Triple-Powered

9 The anonymous Parmenides Commentary (Anon. Taurensis), in W. Kroll, “Ein
neuplatonischer Parmenides-kommentar in einem Turiner Palimpsest,” Rheinisches
Museum für Philologie 48 (1892): 599–627; here cited in the edition of P. Hadot,
Porphyre et Victorinus (2 vols.; Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1968), 2:61–113; cf.
idem, “Fragments d’un commentaire de Porphyre sur le Parménide,” Revue des
études grecques 74 (1961): 410–38.
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One in Allogenes and Zostrianos, is meant to refer to the absolute infinitival being (aujto; to; ei\nai) of the One, which is the ijdeva of the derived determinate being (to; o[n) proper to the second One now identified as the
divine Intellect.
Taken in itself as its own idea it—this power, or whatever term one might
use to indicate its ineffability and inconceivability [i.e., the potential Intellect still identical with the One]—is one and simple. But with respect to
existence (u{parxi"), life (zwhv) and thought (novhsi") it is neither one nor
simple. With respect to existence (u{parxi"), thinking is also being
thought. But when Intellect [abandons] existence for intelligizing so as to
be elevated to the rank of an intelligible in order to see itself, intelligizing
is life. Therefore thinking is indefinite with respect to life. And all are
activities (ejnergeivai) such that with respect to existence, activity would be
static; with respect to intelligizing, activity would be turned to itself; and
with respect to life, activity would be inclining away from existence (In
Parm. 14.15–26 Hadot).

Here Intellect unfolds from the absolute being of the One in three phases
according to which each modality of the Intellect predominates at a given
stage. First, qua u{parxi", Intellect is purely potential Intellect resident in
and identical with its idea, the absolute being of the One. Last, qua Intellect, it has become identical with the derived being (to; o[n) of Intellect
proper, the second hypostasis, as the hypostatic exemplification of its idea,
the absolute being of the One. The transitional phase between the first and
last phases of intellect in effect constitutes a median phase of Intellect in
which it is “indeterminate thinking” or Intellect qua Life.
In Allogenes and Marsanes, the Triple-Powered One is identical with
the Invisible Spirit in its first (Existence/Hypostasis) phase, discontinuous
with the Invisible Spirit but identical with Barbelo in its second (Mentality/Knowledge) phase, and in its intermediate, emanative (Vitality/Activity)
phase, it is simultaneously continuous—but sufficiently discontinuous to
be distinguishable as a separate hypostasis—with both the Invisible Spirit
and Barbelo.10 In spite of minor differences in nomenclature, the structural
and functional similarity of the triad in the Parmenides Commentary and
in the Platonizing Sethian treatises is clear. However, the Commentary, like
10 Its initial mode is that of Existence, a phase of rest or permanence (monhv), in
which it is identical with its source, the Unknowable Invisible Spirit. In the phase
of emanation (provodo"), it enters the mode of Vitality (also identified as “Eternal
Life,” XI 66,33), a boundlessness from which emanates a “shadow” or projected
image. In a third phase of reversion (ejpistrofhv) upon the Invisible Spirit as its
source, this “shadow” enters the phase of Mentality and achieves substantial reality as the Barbelo-Aeon, the self-knowledge of the Invisible Spirit (XI 49,18–21).
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the Three Steles of Seth, understands the triad as the three phases of Intellect’s (Barbelo) self-deployment, while Zostrianos tends to conceive it as
the three emanative phases of the (Triple-Powered) Invisible Spirit, and
Allogenes and Marsanes tend to confer an independent hypostatic status
on the triad in the figure of the Triple-Powered One interposed between
the supreme Unknowable One and his separate Intellect, the Aeon of Barbelo. Hence the Triple-Powered One serves to emphasize the transcendence of the Invisible Spirit, but at the same time to prevent any ultimate
gap in the chain of being.
To complicate matters further, Allogenes attributes directly to the
Unknowable One or Invisible Spirit a similar-sounding triad of attributes,
but characterizes them as acts (i.e., ei\nai, zh'n, noei'n) rather than qualities
(u{parxi" or ojntovth" or oujsioth", zwovth", noovth") or substances (o[n, zwhv,
nou'"): he exists, lives, and knows without mind, life, or existence (61,32–
39).11 This is a classic example of ranking by paronymns.12
61 32 Now he is 33 an entity insofar as he exists, in that he either 34 exists
and will become, 35 or {acts} <lives> or knows, although he {lives}<acts> 36
without Mind 37 or Life or Existence 38 or Nonexistence, 39 incomprehensibly.

Bearing in mind that the Aeon of Barbelo, called “an Eternal Life” in XI
66,30–34, is considered to be the “knowledge” or “first thought” of the
Invisible Spirit (51,8–32), to contain the perfect Mind Protophanes, and, in
its Kalyptos-level, to contain the realm of pure being (ta; o[ntw" o[nta), one
might combine the techniques of paronymy, relative predominance and
mutual implication by cyclic permutation (see XI 49,26–38 and Proclus
Elem. Theol. prop. 103 cited above, p. 193 n. 8) to arrive at an enneadic
structure for the metaphysical ontology of Allogenes. Thus at the level of
the Invisible Spirit, the Being-Life-Mind triad is present as pure infinitival
indeterminacy (existing, living, thinking); on the level of the Triple11 The Coptic requires emendation:

FSoop de \nnou 33 laau \nqe eteFSoop: \h
35 \h {eF\renergi} <eFw!nH> \h eFeime {eFo 36 !n\H}
<eF\renergi> e!m\ntaF \nnounous: 37 oute ouw!n\H: oute ouHu 38 parcis: oute
piat/Hupar 39 cis !H\n ou!m!nt/at/taHos: (cf. also 54,9–61,22).
12 Proclus (In Parm. 1106.1–1108.19 Cousin) mentions a technique of paronymy
in which infinitives, participles, and nomina actionis ontologically precede abstract
denominatives in -th", which in turn ontologically precede their respective substantives, by which one may illustrate that acts precede their substantive results; an
example would be this series of terms from most abstract to most substantial:
novhma, noou'n, noovth", nou'" (as though all derived from the causitive noovw). Thus in
Allogenes, the Unknowable One is pure act that requires no substantial entity
responsible for or instantiating that act.
Je

34
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Powered One, it is present as a triad of abstract denominative qualities
(existence, vitality, mentality), and on the level of the Barbelo Aeon, as a
triad of substantival realities: being, life, and mind (Kalyptos as Being and
Protophanes as Mind, although its life-component is not given a distinct
identification). Allogenes thereby presents a dynamic three-in-one principle
deploying itself in three phases in which each phase, while containing the
other two, is named by the phase of the triad that predominates at each
stage of its unfolding. In the accompanying diagram, the italicized term
indicates the relative predominance of one of the three modalities.
Unknowable One/Invisible Spirit
Triple-Powered One/Eternal Life
Barbelo/First Thought

Exists
Existence
Being

Lives
Vitality
(Life)

Knows
Mentality
Mind

It is interesting to find in Allogenes a supreme enneadic structure of the sort
that, according to P. Hadot,13 Porphyry—on the basis of the Chaldean Oracles—placed at the head of his metaphysics, but is missing in the anonymous Parmenides Commentary where one might most expect it to appear!
3. The Position of the Platonizing Sethian Treatises in the Platonic Tradition
The precise textual interrelationships within the Platonizing Sethian
treatises are difficult to determine. All four texts show no interest in the
Sethite primeval history, but they continue to trade in the traditional
nomenclature for the denizens of the divine world found in that part of the
Apocryphon of John that overlaps the Barbeloite account of Irenaeus (Haer.
1.29) and that is also found in the Trimorphic Protennoia and the Gospel
of the Egyptians: in Allogenes and Marsanes, there are the Invisible Spirit,
Barbelo, and the Autogenes Son, to which the Three Steles of Seth adds
Geradamas and Meirothea, to which Zostrianos adds the Four Lights,
Adamas, Emmacha Seth, Sophia, the Archon, and a host of other names it
shares with the Gospel of the Egyptians. Even more obviously, none of
these texts shows any distinctive Christian influence.
As for the intertextual relationships among the four Platonizing Sethian
treatises:14

13 On the basis of Lydus Mens. 4.122.1–4: Qei'o" oJ th'" ejnnavdo" ajriqmo;" ejk triw'n

triavdwn plhrouvmeno" kai; ta;" ajkrovthta" th'" qeologiva" kata; th;n Caldai>kh;n
filosofivan w{" fhsin oJ Porfuvrio" ajposwvzwn.
14 See my “Typologies of the Sethian Gnostic Treatises from Nag Hammadi,” in
Les textes de Nag Hammadi et le problème de leur classification: Actes du colloque
tenu à Québec du 15 au 22 Septembre, 1993 (ed. L. Painchaud and A. Pasquier;
Québec: Université Laval; Louvain: Peeters, 1995), 202–3, 209–10.
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When one realizes that Allogenes and Zostrianos are probably to be
included in the “apocalypses of Zoroaster and Zostrianos and Nicotheos
and Allogenes and Messos and of other such figures” (Porphyry, Vita
Plot. 16) whose doctrine was attacked by Plotinus and refuted at great
length by Amelius and Porphyry himself in the period 244–269 CE,15 one
may provisionally date Allogenes and Zostrianos around 225–270 CE.16 In
his antignostic treatise (Enn. III 8; V 8; V 5 and II 9, chronologically
30–33), Plotinus surely has these tractates in view, even though his critique of gnostic thought embraces materials beyond merely these two

15 Cf. Porphyry Vit. Plot. 16: “In his time and circle there were many different
Christians, especially sectarians who drew upon [or: abandoned] the old philosophy,
men of the schools of Adelphios and Aquilinos, who possessed many treatises of
Alexander of Libya and Philocomos and Demostratos and Lydos [or: Demostratos of
Lydia] and produced revelations by Zoroaster and Zostrianos, and Nicotheos, and
Allogenes and Messos, and other people of the kind....” See C. Schmidt, Plotins
Stellung zum Gnosticismus und kirchlichen Christentum (TUGAL 20; Leipzig: J. C.
Hinrichs, 1901); C. Elsas, Neuplatonische und gnostische Weltablehnung in der
Schule Plotins (Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1975), both without benefit of
Allogenes, the Three Steles of Seth, Zostrianos, and Marsanes. More recently, see
J. H. Sieber, “An Introduction to the Tractate Zostrianos,” NovT 15 (1972): 233–40;
idem, “Introduction” to Zostrianos (NHC VIII,1) in Nag Hammadi Codex VIII (ed.
J. H. Sieber; NHS 31; Leiden: Brill, 1991), 19–25; M. Tardieu, “Les trois stèles de
Seth,” Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Religieuses 57 (1973): 545–75; J. M.
Robinson, “The Three Steles of Seth and the Gnostics of Plotinus,” in Proceedings of
the International Colloquium on Gnosticism, August 20–25, 1973 (ed. G. Widengren; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1977), 132–42; A. H. Armstrong, “Gnosis and
Greek Philosophy,” in Gnosis: Festschrift für Hans Jonas (ed. B. Aland; Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 87–124; B. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes (NHC
X) and the Platonic Tradition,” in Gnosis: Festschrift für Hans Jonas, 373–84; idem,
“Gnosticism and Platonism: With Special Reference to Marsanes (NHC 10,1),” HTR
77 (1984): 55–73 [repr. in Gnosticism, Judaism and Egyptian Christianity (SAC; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 148–64]; idem, “Introduction” to Marsanes (NHC X) in Nag
Hammadi Codices IX and X (NHS 15; Leiden: Brill, 1981), 244–50; J. D. Turner, “The
Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The Ascent of Mind and the Descent of
Wisdom,” NovT 22 (1980): 324–351; idem, “Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History,”
in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and Early Christianity (ed. C. W. Hedrick and R.
Hodgson; Peabody, Mass: Hendrickson, 1986), 55–86; idem, “Gnosticism and Platonism: The Platonizing Sethian Texts from Nag Hammadi in Their Relation to Later
Platonic Literature,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press, 1992), 424–59; idem, “Text, Translation and Notes,”
and A. Wire, “Introduction,” to Allogenes in Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII and XIII
(ed. C. W. Hedrick; NHS 28; Leiden: Brill, 1990).
16 Porphyry certainly recognized Zostrianos as a spurious and recent work; Allogenes is also to be included among the various Sethian works under the name of
Allogenes mentioned by Epiphanius around 375 C.E. (Pan. 39.5.1; 40.2.2).
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treatises.17 As for the other Platonizing Sethian treatises, the date of the
Three Steles of Seth seems indeterminate, while Marsanes seems to come
slightly later than Allogenes and Zostrianos.18 . . . One may argue for the
chronological priority of Zostrianos over Allogenes on two principal
grounds: 1) It evinces traditional Sethian baptismal concerns and therefore maintains greater proximity to earlier Sethian material, and 2) the
hostile reception of the Platonically-inspired content of Allogenes and
Zostrianos among the members of Plotinus’ seminars in early thirdcentury Rome (Porphyry, Vita Plotini 16) seems more directed to Zostrianos than to Allogenes. In contrast to the other three treatises of this
group, Zostrianos contains a number of specific features singled out for
criticism and ridicule by Plotinus towards the end (Enn. II, 9 [33]) of his
antignostic Gross-Schrift: the story of the “fall” of Sophia; many instances
of glossalalia; frequent lists of multiple divine beings whose names may
have seemed to have magical import; and various technical terms denoting levels of reality in addition to those of the Invisible Spirit, TriplePowered One, and the tripartite Barbelo-Aeon, such as the Antitypoi, the
Paroikeseis, the Metanoiai and the Ge Aerodios. Since such features
were criticized by Plotinus himself, and since the late and spurious character of Zostrianos was pointed out by Porphyry, and since Amelius
composed a 40 volume refutation of the same work, one might surmise
that Allogenes, which lacks these features, was composed as a refinement of Zostrianos that would be more acceptable to the circle of Plotinus by virtue of a clearer and more accurate and technical exposition
of the ontology and visionary ascent basic to Zostrianos freed from its
objectionable excesses.19

17 This is the Großschrift recognized by R. Harder, “Ein neue Schrift Plotins,”
Hermes 71 (1936): 1–10, repr. in Kleine Schriften (ed. W. Marg; Munich, 1960),
257–74. The unpublished paper of R. T. Wallis, “Plotinus and the Gnostics: The Nag
Hammadi Texts” (23 pp.; summarized by me in “Gnosticism and Platonism,”
455–56) gives a thorough demonstration of the relation between Zostrianos and the
gnostics with whom Plotinus remonstrates.
18 B. A. Pearson (“Introduction,” 229–50) suggests that the name Marsanes, mentioned in the Untitled text of the Bruce Codex (235.13–23 Schmidt and MacDermot)
in connection with Nicotheos (and Marsianos in Epiphanius’s account of the
Archontics, Pan. 40.7.6), reflects a Syrian background for its author, and dates
Marsanes in the early third century. But one may also argue for dating it to the last
quarter of the third century in that it posits an unknown Silent One above even the
Invisible Spirit in much the same way that Iamblichus during this same period
posited an ineffable One beyond even the Plotinian One that heads the noetic triad
(apud Damascius Princ. 1.86.3–6; 101.14–15; 103.6–10 Ruelle).
19 R. Majercik suggests a similar revision, in particular to conform with the
“teachings of the great Porphyry,” thereby gaining intellectual credibility in Roman
intellectual circles; see below.
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The fact that documents under these names were read in Plotinus’s circle
suggests that they were produced earlier than the refutations produced by
Plotinus and others during Porphyry’s six-year stay with Plotinus in Rome
from 263 through 268 C.E. In the case of Zostrianos, so many of whose features are echoed in Plotinus’s critique of the gnostics,20 it seems nearly certain that Plotinus’s circle had some earlier Greek version of this Coptic
document in view during the course of his refutations of the gnostics, and
that it is this treatise that Porphyry regarded as late and spurious, and
against which Amelius composed a forty-book refutation. Of course, since
both Allogenes and Zostrianos are extant only in Coptic translation and
each bears traces of redaction and literary dependency, one cannot be certain of the precise version of these treatises available to Plotinus and his
circle. Assuming Zostrianos is pre-Plotinian or at least predates his antignostic Großschrift, then—aside from some of Plotinus’s early doctrines—
one would expect to find the most likely sources of Zostrianos’s
philosophical conceptuality in pre-Plotinian sources such as the Neopythagorean technical arithmetical treatises of Nicomachus and Theon, the
epitome of Albinus/Alcinoos, and the theological doxographies of Moderatus, Numenius, Amelius, Cronius, and the Chaldean Oracles, which are
equally if not more fragmentary than Zostrianos. And, should it turn out to
be pre-Plotinian and not written by Porphyry, the anonymous Parmenides
Commentary would also have to be considered as a very likely source.
4. The Platonizing Sethian Treatises As Post-Porphyrian:
Abramowski and Majercik
In the two decades following my completion of the 1990 editio princeps
of Allogenes, I have considered both Allogenes and Zostrianos to be prePlotinian works. However, in 1983, Luise Abramowski, and in 1990, Ruth
Majercik have called this early dating into question.21 In 1993, I attempted
to address Majercik’s thesis of a post-Porphyrian date for these treatises:
20 Specifically, the idea that Sophia is derivative and alien (Zost. NHC VIII
9,65–11, 9; cf. Enn. 5.8 [31].5), or that Soul or Sophia declined and put on human
bodies, or that Sophia illumined the darkness, producing an image in matter, which
in turn produces an image of the image (2.9 [33].10; cf. Plotinus’s own version of
this in 3.9 [13].2!); the idea of a demiurge whose activity gives rise to aeonic copies
(antitypoi), “repentances,” and “sojourns” (2.9 [33].6) or an “alien earth” (2.9 [33].11;
cf. the “atmospheric realm,” ge aerodios of NHC VIII 5,10–29; 8,9–16; 12,4–21); the
unnecessary multiplication of Hypostases; and the conception of secondary knowledge of yet a higher knowledge (Enn. 2.9 [33].1; cf. NHC VIII 82,1–13).
21 See L. Abramowski, “Marius Victorinus, Porphyrius und die römischen Gnostiker,” ZNW 74 (1983): 108–28; and R. Majercik, “The Being-Life-Mind Triad in
Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,” CQ 42 (1992): 475–88.
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R. Majercik has recently argued that these treatises neither predate nor
are contemporaneous with Plotinus, on the grounds that: the triadic
groupings used in them have an explicit and fixed form uncharacteristic
of Plotinus; their technical use of the term u{parxi" for the first member
of the Existence-Vitality-Mentality triad has no specific significance for
Plotinus (who employs the nomenclature Being-Life-Mind); and the
nomenclature of these triads on various levels reflects a method of
paronymy and doctrine of predominance and cyclical implication likewise uncharacteristic of Plotinus. Instead, [Majercik here shares the viewpoint of L. Abramowski that] all of these features are found in Plotinus’
disciple Porphyry, whose lost commentary on the Chaldaean Oracles
(and perhaps the anonymous Parmenides commentary attributed to him
by P. Hadot) must have been the Greek source that mediated them not
only to the Sethian treatises, but also to the Christian Neoplatonists Victorinus and Synesius.22

In the light of such considerations, these Platonizing Sethian treatises
could not have been the same texts known to Plotinus but instead are
revisions of earlier works in the wake of Porphyry’s and Amelius’s attacks
(Vit. Plot. 16): “the Gnostics in Rome—in light of this criticism [of the
gnostic revelations mentioned in Vit. Plot. 16]—revised their revelations
(or produced new revelations) to conform more closely to the teachings
of the great Porphyry—a politic way to gain intellectual credibility in
Roman philosophical circles.” The gnostics depend on Porphyry, and the
terminus a quo for the present form of Allogenes, the Three Steles of Seth,
and Zostrianos is at least 268 C.E. (the approximate year of Plotinus’s
death) and, more reasonably still, since the Nag Hammadi library was
probably buried in the Egyptian desert circa 350, any time during the first
quarter of the fourth century. But this need not be the case, as I suggested in 1993:
However, the principle of mutual implication and predominance is
clearly present already in Plotinus (e.g., Enn. V.8.4.7–24), Numenius (frg.
41 des Places), and perhaps in the Chaldaean Oracles (frgs. 21, 27), and
the dependence of Victorinus on Porphyry does not mean that Porphyry
is the ultimate source of the terms triduvnamo" or ojntovth" (neither occur
in Porphyry’s extant works), u{parxi" (which occurs also in Plutarch,
Philo, Alexander of Aphrodisias, as well as Porphyry), oujsiovth" (also
occurring earlier in Albinus/Alcinous, Didask. X.3.7), zwovth", and
noovth". The ultimate source of these ideas probably cannot be identified
as a particular individual, but more than likely they stem from Middle
Platonic sources referred to in the philosophical exchange within Plotinus’ circle in Rome 244–269 CE, which included not only Plotinus,
22 “Typologies of the Sethian Gnostic Treatises from Nag Hammadi,” 205–6.
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Porphyry, and Amelius, but also quite likely proponents of these selfsame Platonizing Sethian treatises.23

5. The Platonizing Sethian Treatises Are Middle Platonic:
Corrigan contra Majercik
In a much more thoroughgoing way, Kevin Corrigan’s “The Anonymous Turin Commentary on the Parmenides and the Distinction between
Essence and Existence in Middle Platonism, Plotinus’s Circle, and Sethian
Gnostic Texts” (herein cited as “The Anonymous Turin Commentary”; the
revised version of this paper in the present volume, “Platonism and Gnosticism. The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides: Middle or Neoplatonic?” is here cited as “Platonism and Gnosticism”), argues that
Zostrianos and Allogenes predate not only Porphyry, but also Plotinus:
their metaphysics are Middle Platonic. In response to Majercik’s thesis of a
post-Porphyrian date for Allogenes and Zostrianos, Corrigan observes (“Platonism and Gnosticism,” Appendix IV: “The Pre-Plotinian Character of the
Gnostic Triads,” 168–69; cf. 156 in the main article):
The explicit gnostic triads are much more plausibly pre-Plotinian Platonic elaborations in the Chaldean tradition, of the type, for instance,
that Amelius develops in a Neopythagorean manner. Second, all the
positive evidence, as we have argued above, points to the pre-Plotinian
origin of some variant of the u{parxi"-duvnami"-nou'" triad. Third, the
method of paronyms that seems to give rise to the ojnotvth"-zwovth"noovth" triad is surely also familiar in Middle Platonism. Aujtovth" and
eJterovth" are attested to in “Pythagorean” thought by Sextus Empiricus
(Math. 2.248–84), and in Albinus (Did. 10.164) in a section on God,
there occurs a triad of adjectival epithets (aujtotelhv"-aujtotelhv"-pantelhv") followed by five substantial ones: divinity (qeiovth"), substantiality (oujsiovth"), Truth (ajlhvqeia), Symmetry (summetriva), Good (ajgaqovn).
Qeiovth" and oujsiovth" also occur in the Corp. herm. 12.1. So the method
of paronyms is also conspicuously Middle Platonic and so too are the
principles of predominance and implication, an admittedly rudimentary
version of which we find in the passage immediately following in the
Didaskalikos: the primary god is the Good because he benefits all things
according to their capacities, the Beautiful insofar as he is in his own
nature perfect and commensurable, and Truth because he is the origin
of truth (164.32–40).24

23 Ibid., 206.
24 Corrigan mentions further examples of important paronyms and rudimentary

versions of later triadic schemata, as well as of the principle of predominance, in
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Observing that “these Gnostic writings would not have caused the obvious
reaction Porphyry claims they did were they not inherently or (perhaps
better) overtly philosophical in the first place (and perhaps exhibiting a
tendency to become even more so, if we were able to date the Sethian
Gnostic treatises in their chronological order), and did they not make the
strong claim, clearly abhorrent to Plotinus, that they were interpreting Plato
in some distinctive Platonist fashion” (“The Anonymous Turin Commentary,” 30), Corrigan concludes:
the texts we possess are (1) most likely to be in nuce what Plotinus,
Amelius, and Porphyry actually read and (2) to have been dependent
upon some earlier or contemporary Platonic commentary on the Parmenides such as was also available and read in the Plotinian school (Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” 155)

On the other hand, Corrigan agrees with Majercik that the Platonizing
Sethian treatises are dependent on the anonymous Commentary:
on the basis of all the positive evidence it is most plausible to suppose (1)
that the Commentary could not have been written by Porphyry and that it
must be earlier than Plotinus, (2) that the ‘Sethian’ Gnostic texts of the Nag
Hammadi library, to which Porphyry appears to refer in the Life of Plotinus
(Vit. Plot.) chapter 16, are dependent upon the Commentary, (3) that some
version of these texts (and necessarily a philosophical version) was the subject of Amelius’s refutation in forty volumes (as Porphyry tells us in the Life
of Plotinus), and (4) that Plotinus “replies” in the four works of the
Großschrift to gnostic doctrine in general and also, probably in part, to
some version of the gnostic texts. I therefore make the Commentary Middle Platonic (of Neopythagorean provenance), put the Sethian gnostic texts
after the Commentary, and place the Großschrift and subsequent treatises
in the Enneads as in some measure developing innovative philosophical
solutions in reply to gnostic, and other, challenges and problems. (Corrigan,
“Platonism and Gnosticism,” 142–44)

Instead, the Commentary is a pre-Plotinian Middle Platonic work in the
Neopythagorean tradition of interpretation “possibly from the ‘school’ of
Amelius (apud Proclus In Tim. 1.361.26–362.9; 1.398.15ff.), Albinus, Moderatus,
Theon of Smyrna (Exp. 37.15–18 Hiller; Nicomachus of Gerasa (Arith. Intro. 2.8, p.
88, 9–10 Hoche), the Chaldean Oracles (frgs. 27, 26, 28, 29, 31; cf. frgs. 12, 23),
Numenius, the Stoics, and especially Philo (Abr. 11.52–53; see Hadot, “Être, vie, pensée chez Plotin et avant Plotin,” in Les sources de Plotin [Entretiens sur l’antiquité classique 5; Vandoeuvres-Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1960], 126–28), “which are
related—according to admittedly later testimony—to triads in and enneadic interpretations of the Chaldean Oracles” (Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” 169–70).
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Numenius and Cronius,” and the Sethian gnostic texts “in some form” predate the Großschrift and rely upon the Commentary (Corrigan, “Platonism
and Gnosticism,” 161; cf. Appendix IV: “The Pre-Plotinian Character of the
Gnostic Triads”).25 By contrast with the more or less serial listing used by
the Commentary and the Sethian treatises to describe the sequence of
phases or moments in the complex generation of intellect, “Plotinus is not
concerned with schemata but with the linking of the generative process
and the dynamic nature of a hypostasis by means of a single thought pattern, which articulates the complexity of the hypostasis” (Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” 157).
6. The Parmenides Commentary Is Anonymous and Middle Platonic:
Corrigan contra Hadot
Since 1980, all discussion of the Platonizing treatises has made reference
to the occurrence of the Existence-Life-Intellect triad as it occurs in the
anonymous Parmenides Commentary, under the assumption that Hadot had
correctly assigned it to Porphyry. Now in 1995, we return to the question of
the relative position of the Platonizing Sethian treatises within the spectrum
of the Platonism of the first three centuries, but from a new perspective on
the pivotal position of that commentary within the Platonic tradition.
Since the views of Majercik and Abramowski depend on P. Hadot’s
attribution to Porphyry of both the Existence-Life-Mind triad and the Parmenides Commentary in which it is found, Corrigan devotes the first section of his paper to an examination of the principal grounds of Hadot’s
thesis, namely that the Commentary presupposes the Plotinian doctrine of
the One and Intellect and that it presupposes Plotinus’s groundbreaking
theological interpretation of the Parmenides, but in such a way as to go
well beyond Plotinus’s views; therefore the Commentary was produced
between 270 C.E. and the first half of the fifth century, during which period
the only likely candidate for author was Porphyry. The basic grounds for
Hadot’s thesis are each open to question (summarizing Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” Appendix I: “The Theses of Pierre Hadot on the
Anonymous Parmenides Commentary and Porphyry”):
1.

In response to Hadot’s claim that the Commentary necessarily presupposes Plotinus’s doctrine of the One as well as Plotinus’s interpretation of
the Parmenides, Corrigan points out that on Plotinus’s own testimony his
system of hypostases, including his doctrine of the One and Intellect, was
shared by other Middle Platonic thinkers.

25 On this whole issue, see now G. Bechtle, The Anonymous Commentary on
Plato’s «Parmenides» (Berner Reihe philosophischer Studien 22; Bern: Paul Haupt,
1999).
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To Hadot’s claim that the Commentary presupposes Plotinus’s doctrine
of intellect but goes far beyond this in deriving a second act of intellect
as an unfolding out of, and original identity with, the primordial unity of
the first immobile self-standing act, Corrigan argues that all of the socalled innovations in the Commentary are already to be found in Plotinus, and there is a remarkable affinity in thought between Plotinus,
Amelius, and the anonymous commentator that stem from a still earlier
tradition of commentary necessitated by the need for an intelligent reading of difficult passages in Plato’s Parmenides. The commentator’s doctrine of participation, that the Second One receives being from the idea
of being that is the First One, is the sort of participation that both Syrianus and Proclus specifically deny to Porphyry but attribute to earlier
pre-Plotinian Middle Platonic and Neopythagorean thinkers like Numenius, Cronius, and Amelius.
The two states of intellect theory in the Commentary, according to which
in Hadot’s estimation we are virtually dealing with two intellects, one that
contemplates intelligible objects, and another that engages in an absolute,
transcendent, objectless knowing, is much more comparable to Middle
Platonic doctrine (e.g. Chaldean Oracles, Numenius, or even Amelius) as
well as to early tendencies in Plotinus’s writings to split intellect into
two—a “standing” and a “moving” intellect, e.g., 3.9 [13].1.
The commentator’s description of the dynamic process of Intellect’s
“autoposition” that Hadot characterizes as clearly post-Plotinian is already
present in Plotinus’s exploration of the ambiguities of the “traveling subject in the logic of generation” in a manner similar to the commentator,
though without explicitly invoking the being-life-thought triad used by the
commentator (and, I might add, by the authors of Allogenes and Zostrianos). In fact, Plotinus’s (Enn. 6.7 [38].13.16–21) three-phase process consisting of (1) an immobile motion, (2) a moment of static identity, and (3)
a moment of burgeoning duality based on motion and otherness are quite
likely already formulaic in the Neopythagorean language of procession
and conversion (e.g., Moderatus) and the tradition of deriving a dyad from
a monad (e.g., Nicomachus, Theon).

Corrigan’s conclusion is clear:
There is, therefore, less and less reason to believe that Porphyry is necessarily the author of the anonymous Commentary. All the evidence indicates that the doctrines of the Commentary are perfectly compatible with
Middle Platonist thought and also with some important passages in the
Enneads which themselves in turn relate to earlier Middle Platonic and
Neopythagorean doctrines. My preliminary conclusion here, then, is that
we should take Plotinus’ own word in V, 1 (10) as sufficient assurance that
the vast majority of his doctrines are not original with him. What we see
in Plotinus is a new way of doing philosophy (one of course very much
related to the palaia philosophia of Plato and Aristotle), and not the sort
of doxography which might permit us to establish a terminus a quo on
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this issue. The straightforward evidence then should be given more
weight: the Commentary is anonymous and there is nothing in it which
could not be Middle Platonic. Conspicuous doctrines of the Commentary
appear in certain Sethian Gnostic texts which appear to be (very roughly)
contemporary with Plotinus. Therefore, it is more reasonable to suppose,
if there is nothing to the contrary, that the Commentary is pre-Plotinian.
(Corrigan, “The Anonymous Turin Commentary,” 24)

7. Plotinus’s Antignostic Großschrift Presupposes the Platonizing
Sethian Treatises
In part 2 of his paper, Corrigan argues (“Platonism and Gnosticism,”
156): (1) that the Sethian gnostic texts are, most probably, dependent upon
the anonymous Commentary rather than vice versa; (2) that in Middle Platonism and in Amelius one of the hidden problems of Timaeus-interpretation, possibly prompted in part by gnostic attacks and an appropriation of
Plato, was the development of a prefigurative intelligible biology within
which the interpretation of Aristotelian thought in the service of Plato
started to figure more prominently; (3) “that this trend evident in the Commentary and to a lesser extent in the existence-essence distinctions in the
Sethian gnostic texts led to a new and much more developed distinction
between essence and existence in Plotinus; (4) that this Plotinian distinction is to be related in the first place (i.e., chronologically) to the
Großschrift as a whole and that it most likely presupposes (a) the more
rudimentary version of the triadic distinction of the Commentary and (b)
the more varied versions of the Sethian gnostic texts; and finally (5) that
important elements in the structure of the Großschrift presuppose significant motifs, images, and ideas in the Sethian gnostic texts” (not necessarily, however, in precisely the form we now have them).
7.1. The Sethian Treatises Depend upon the Anonymous Commentary
To a large extent, Corrigan’s case for the dependence of Allogenes’ and
Zostrianos’s “Platonic-Pythagorean” doctrine of “the emergence of a second One as an indefinite movement which by conversion knows both itself
and its principle” upon the Commentary or its equivalent rests on the striking—thus noncoincidental—similarity between fragments 12 and 14 of the
Commentary (cited above, p. 195) and Allogenes XI 48,6–49,37 and Zost.
66,14–75,11 (cited above, pp. 192–94). It seems to me that these parallels
are clearly sufficient to establish this claim.
Michel Tardieu has also recently argued that Zostrianos was circulated
and read in Plotinus’s Roman seminar (Porphyry Vit. Plot. 16): “the totality
of Zostrianos—whose content we know through the Coptic version in the
Nag Hammadi Codices—was already written in 263, at the time of the
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arrival of the Gnostics in the School of Plotinus.”26 Moreover, it shares a
word-for-word negative theological source with book 1 of Marius Victorinus’s treatise Against Arius (VIII 64,13–66,11 = Ar. 1.49.9-40, cited above,
pp. 184–85), which must depend upon a pre-Plotinian interpretation of the
Parmenides similar to but not identical with the Anonymous Commentary.
What is more, it appears that the anonymous Parmenides commentary that
Hadot has attributed to Porphyry contains a statement27 that depends upon
both the Chaldean Oracles28 and the theological source common to Victorinus29 and Zostrianos;30 thus this common negative theological source
predates even the Anonymous Commentary.31 Taken together, these

26 M. Tardieu, “Recherches sur la formation” (pp. 7–114); and P. Hadot, “‘Porphyre et Victorinus,’ Questions et hypothèses” in Res Orientales 9 (Bures-surYvette: Groupe pour l’Étude de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 1996), 117–25,
esp. 112.
27 In Parm. frg. 9.1–4: “Others, although they affirm that He has robbed himself
of all that which is his, nevertheless concede that his power and intellect are counified in his simplicity”
28 Chaldean Oracles frg. 3: “the Father snatched himself away and did not
enclose his own fire in his intellectual Power” (Majercik).
29 Esp. Ar. 1.50.10: “Since he is one in his simplicity, containing three powers:
complete Existence, Life, and Blessedness.”
30 Esp. VIII 66,14–20: “For they are [triple] powers of his [unity: complete] Existence, Life, and Blessedness. In Existence he exists [as] a simple unity.”
31 Tardieu, “Recherches sur la formation,” 100–1: “Ainsi que le note Pierre Hadot
(Porphyre et Victorinus, II, p. 91,2), la formule simplicitate unus qui sit tres potentias couniens [Ar. 50.10] se retrouve textuellement dans le Commentaire au Parménide, qu’il attribue à Porphyre, IX 4: ejn th/' aJplovthti aujtou' sunhnw'sqai. Voici ce
passage: «D’autres, bien qu’ils affirment qu’Il (le Père) s’est lui-même dérobé à
toutes les choses qui sont à Lui, concèdent néanmoins que sa puissance et son
intellect sont co-unifiés dans sa simplicité» (IX 1–4, trad. Hadot, p. 91). L’expression
oiJ eijpovnte" désigne les Oracles chaldaiques, puisque la première partie de la tradition qui leur est attribuée, aJrpavsai eJautovn est une citation de l’oracle 3,1: oJ path;r
h{rpassen eJautovn. Dans la seconde partie de cette tradition, duvnamivn te aujtw/'
didovasi kai; nou'n ejn th/' aJplovthti sunhnw'sqai, l’auteur présumé du Commentaire,
autrement dit Porphyre, n’utilise plus la terminologie chaldaïque mais celle de l’exposé (in simplicitate couniens) pour interpréter le second vers du même oracle 3,
connu par Psellos (= oracle 33 chez Pléthon, ed. Tambrun-Krasker, pp. 4, 18 et
147–150): oujd! ejn eJh/' dunavmei noera/' kleivsa" i[dion pu'r. Par conséquent, force est de
constater que les témoignages cités disent tous les trois la même chose: 1) l’exposé
commun à Marius Victorinus et au Zostrien, affirme d’abord que l’Esprit est in
semet ipso manens, solus in solo (50,9) puis énonce le contraire, à savoir que l’Esprit co-unifie dans sa simplicité les trois puissances de l’existence, de la vie et de
la béatitude (50,10–11); 2) selon le fr. 3 des Oracles chaldaïques, pareillement, le
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factors suggest (1) that theological expositions and lemmatic commentaries
on the Parmenides were available in the late second century, (2) that they
were pre-Plotinian and Middle Platonic (Tardieu suggests Numenian
authorship, while Corrigan suggests Cronius), (3) that one of these was
used by the version of Zostrianos known to Plotinus, and (4) that the
Anonymous Commentary need not necessarily be ascribed to Porphyry,
but may be dated earlier, before Plotinus. Combined with Corrigan’s argument for the pre-Plotinian origin for the anonymous Parmenides commentary, Tardieu’s observation that the anonymous Parmenides
Commentary may depend on both the Chaldean Oracles and the common
source presently embedded in Victorinus and Zostrianos makes a strong
case indeed that the Commentary is not by Porphyry but is a product of
Middle Platonic Parmenides interpretation.
7.2. Middle Platonic Adaptations of Aristotle: Albinus, Numenius, Amelius,
the Chaldean Oracles, and the Divine Intellect
Albinus, Numenius, and Amelius are three philosophers who pressed
Aristotle’s doctrine of God as a self-thinking intellect into the service of
Middle Platonic thought concerning the relation between God, the ideas,
and the demiurgic intellect in order to show how the being, life, and
thought that characterize our own experience are in fact prefiguratively
articulated on the transcendent plane in the form of an eternally actual
intellect (see Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” Appendix IV: “The
Pre-Plotinian Character of the Gnostic Triads”).
The tripartition of the divine Intellect into a contemplated, a contemplating, and a demiurgic intellect in these thinkers might be compared with
Allogenes (NHC XI 51,12–37), where Kalyptos is associated with the
authentic existents, Protophanes with the reason that intelligizes (novero"
lovgo") these and acts within particulars with ejpisthvmh and tevcnh, and
Autogenes as the one that knows and acts upon the defects of nature in a
particular manner; and finally the divine Triple Male is regarded as the
Père à la fois s’est dérobé (= reste seul) et n’enferme pas dans sa puissance le feu
qui lui est propre, il ne reste donc pas seul et se déploie; 3) Porphyre, enfin,
affirme, avec les Oracles, que l’Un se dérobe, et, avec l’exposé, que sa puissance
est co-unifiée dans la simplicité. Ces trois témoignages coincident mais révèlent
aussi une histoire. Dès lors, en effet, que l’auteur du Commentaire au Parménide
réunit dans la même exégèse deux formules, l’une appartenant aux Oracles chaldaïques, l’autre à l’exposé, ces deux documents sont donc les sources de cet
auteur, antérieures à lui et tenues par lui comme textes fondateurs. De la même
façon qu’il est peu crédible qu’il y ait identité d’auteur entre 2 et 3, l’hypothèse
d’une identité d’auteur entre 1 et 3 paraît, comme nous l’avons déjà vu, difficilement envisageable en raison même de la dénomination d’Esprit (Pneuma) donnée
à l’Un-Père par l’exposé.”
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integration or preservation of these three with the Invisible Spirit, a
“rational expression of deliberation” (lovgo" boulhvsew"; a term also applied
to Barbelo in Steles Seth, VII 120,28).
XI 51 12 As with all [the] aeons, 13 the Barbelo-Aeon exists, 14 also
endowed with the types 15 and forms of the things that truly 16 exist, the
image of 17 Kalyptos. And endowed 18 with the reason cognizant of 19
these, it bears the noetic, male 20 Protophanes like 21 an image, and he
acts 22 within the Individuals either with 23 craft or with skill 24 or with
partial instinct. 25 It is endowed with the 26 divine Autogenes like 27 an
image, and he knows 28 each one of these, 29 acting separately and 30
individually, continually rectifying 31 the defects from 32 Nature. It is
endowed with 33 the divine Triple Male 34 as an integration of them all
35 with the Invisible Spirit; 36 he is a rational expression of deliberation,
37 the perfect Child.

Although the parallels are not exact, there is here a certain resemblance to
the hierarchy of interlocking and interdependent functions of Amelius’s
three intellects (according to Proclus In Tim. 1.306.1–14; 1.361.26–362.4;
1.398.16–26: o[nta-e[conta-orw'nta; boulhqei'"-oJ logizovmeno"-oJ paralabw'n;
boulhvsei-ejpitavxei-metaceirhvsei) and the three gods of Numenius among
which the higher operates ejn proscrhvsei of the lower.32 Moreover, even the
mere Sethian nomenclature for the intellectual levels of the Barbelo Aeon
suggest a doctrine of successive phases in the emanation of the divine mind
or thought (Barbelo) from its source in the One: at first hidden (Kalyptos)
in its source, Barbelo/Mind then first appears (Protophanes) and is instantiated as a self-generated (Autogenes) being. Corrigan observes further that
this prefiguration of being, life and thought is present not only in Albinus,
Numenius, and the anonymous Commentary (and perhaps even Amelius),
even though a strictly derivational context occurs only in the Commentary.
This prefigurative intelligible biology is also present in
the Chaldean Oracles where the “flower of intellect” plays an archetypal
role for the whole subsequent tradition (and the language of life and
growth, if not the term zwhv itself, assumes a new intelligible significance
(Chaldean Oracles, frgs. 37; 39.4; 16; 17; 33; 68 Majercik). Again, in the
Hermetic and gnostic systems “life” assumes the role of a divine principle
[cf. Corp. herm. 1.9, 12; 13.9; De Myst. 267.4; E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The
Elements of Theology, 253 n. 3]. What we see by contrast in “late Middle

32 Proclus In Tim. 3.103.28–32: “The first god functions as the really existing paradigm, the second acts by provscrhsi" as intellect [kata; to;n nou'n], and the third,
again, by provscrhsi" of the second with the third, as demiurgic and reflective
[kata; to;n dianoouvmenon], strictly speaking.”
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Platonism” is a new attention to the prefigurative power of the Intelligible
Universe and to its philosophical meaning. As a consequence, Aristotelian
(and Stoic) thought clearly starts to assume greater significance. (Corrigan,
“Platonism and Gnosticism,” Appendix V: “Numenius and Amelius,” 175)

7.3. Implications of the Middle Platonic Prefigurative Intelligible Biology for
Plotinus: Intellect As Determinate Life
Also in part 2 of his original paper (“The Anonymous Turin Commentary,” 47–52), Corrigan tried to show that the prefigurative intelligible
biology based on the application of Aristotelian to Platonic thought evident in the Commentary and in the existence-essence distinctions in the
Sethian gnostic texts leads to a new, more developed distinction between
essence and existence in Plotinus. Specifically, Corrigan argues (1) that
Plotinus, over the course of a long argument in 6.7 [38].18–23, 31–42,
makes a highly developed and subtle distinction between what we might
call essence and existence (that is, determinate being or substance, on the
one hand, and unrestricted being or infinitival existence, on the other); (2)
that this distinction attempts to show what thinking is and how it originates by means of a single power and activity, itself transcendent of all
thought, which nonetheless constitutes the multiplicity of the intelligible
world and at the same time appears to be the prefigurative model of all
subsequent activities and developmental potencies; (3) that this distinction
is reached by means of a highly creative use of Aristotelian thought—
implicitly “entelechy” doctrine (the three moments of basic entelechy
development, duvnami"-e{xi"-ejnevrgeia); (4) that this development was most
likely prompted partly by Plotinus’s reflection upon the more rudimentary
distinction between essence and existence to be found in the Commentary, the Chaldean Oracles (according to testimony), and especially some
of the more philosophical Sethian gnostic texts; (5) that the essenceexistence distinction in 6.7 [38] is plausibly related to Plotinus’s gnostic critique in the Großschrift; (6) that the sort of subtlety Plotinus’s analyses
demonstrate is legitimately to be explained as a reflection upon some of
the major problems Gnosticism poses; and (7) that this casts significant
light upon the interaction between Platonist gnostics and the Platonist Plotinian circle.
Corrigan observes that this new view in Plotinus is related (either
directly or indirectly) to motifs in the Sethian gnostic texts (particularly the
problem how differences arise in things, how particular properties have a
transcendental source, and how diversity springs from unity; e.g., Zost. VIII
15–17 (cited below, pp. 222–23), Marsanes X 7–9 (cited above, pp. 191–92),
and also to the problem of apparent intelligible individuals in intellect that
are barren and generate nothing, Allogenes XI 49,21–25 (cited above, p.
193), and yet it goes far beyond anything we find in those texts.
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In tracing out this new Aristotelian-Platonic tendency in Platonic
thought, Corrigan compares the Commentary and some passages of the
Enneads on the role of zwhv. In the anonymous Commentary, at the second moment of the intellectual triad (life), when intellect passes from existence (u{parxi") to the thinking subject (eij" to; noou'n) in order to come
back up again to the intelligible object and see itself, the thinking subject
is life, “which is why it is indefinite according to life” (cited above, p. 196),
i.e., an indefinite duality. According to Enn. 2.4 [12].5.29–34, movement
and otherness grew together out of the First and were indefinite (ajovriston) as from the First, but defined when they turn back to it. According to
Enn. 6.7 [38].17 (cited below, n. 33), intellect’s life is the trace of the giver,
which shines out from the One as manifold and unbounded: “It was [h\n]
indefinite insofar as it looked to [blevpousa] That, but insofar as it had
looked” (blevyasa), it became limited in itself without implying any limit in
the One. To distinguish phases or moments in the complex generation of
intellect by careful use of verbal tense and aspect instead of the rather
more simplistic serial representation found in the Commentary further suggests the latter’s pre-Plotinian provenance.
While the triadic schemata in the Commentary are relatively simple
and related to Middle Platonic preoccupations as evinced particularly in
Albinus, the Chaldean Oracles, and the Neopythagoreans, the Sethian
gnostic texts manifest a more complex linking of moments such as Corrigan discovers in Amelius. Moreover, the greater variety and proliferation of
triads in the Sethian gnostic texts suggests to Corrigan that their innovative
appropriation of Middle Platonic tradition must postdate the Commentary
(“Platonism and Gnosticism,” 157).
8. Results for the Historical Setting of the Parmenides Commentary,
Zostrianos, and Allogenes
If Corrigan’s conclusions be accepted as sound, the conceptual sphere
of Middle Platonic metaphysics is larger and more varied than we once
believed. The doctrine of a tripartite divine intellect containing not only the
demiurgic intelligence but also the Platonic ideas as its thoughts have begun
to coalesce with various Neopythagorean emanative schemes according to
which the multiplicity of the sensible world is derived from an original unitary principle. The principal means of articulating this combination were
various triadic schemes that attempted to identify the conceptually distinct
stages of the unfolding of the divine intelligence from its unitary source.
One such triadic scheme at home in the Chaldean tradition—though not
explicitly in the Oracles—was the u{parxi"-duvnami"-nou'" sequence. To avoid
the notion that these entities were a succession of independent products or
offspring, such conceptual devices as the principles of predominance, of
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mutual implication through cyclic permutation, and the method of
paronymns were devised to illustrate how being or substance might derive
from sheer act, or alternatively how actuality in plurality might derive from
sheer unity and potential existence. The principal thinkers involved in this
development were the likes of Moderatus, Nicomachus, Theon, Numenius,
the author(s) of the Chaldean Oracles, Albinus, and Amelius.
Corrigan has argued that the emanative metaphysics and the triadic
schemes of the Platonizing Sethian treatises are to be interpreted against
such a background. Among these texts, Zostrianos and Allogenes are most
likely to be (at least in nuce) what Plotinus, Amelius, and Porphyry actually
read and critiqued. They in turn are dependent upon some earlier or contemporary Platonic commentary on the Parmenides such as was also available and read in the Plotinian school, in particular the anonymous Turin
palimpsest Commentary on the Parmenides published by Kroll and Hadot.
Pace Hadot and the generation of scholars (including me) that have built
on his work, the Commentary is not likely to be by Porphyry and does not
necessarily presuppose Plotinus’s philosophical analysis of Plato. Rather
than being post-Plotinian or even post-Porphyrian, the Sethian Platonizing
texts are contemporary with or slightly prior to Plotinus, who knew their
content and engaged in a critical dialogue with them and their proponents
in his “antignostic” Großschrift and subsequent works. The Platonizing
Sethian treatises are to be placed before the Großschrift but after the Commentary, whose schemata (Existence-Life-Thought/Being-Vitality-Mentality)
are relatively simple Middle Platonic constructions in comparison to the
greater variety and number of triads in the Sethian treatises. Moreover, the
comparatively elementary distinction maintained in both the Commentary
and the Sethian treatises between pure, unqualified existence and the realm
of determined being prompt Plotinus to devote the Großschrift and subsequent works to the clarification and extension of various Middle Platonic
attempts to explain the Timaeus ’s picture of the relation between the intelligible and sensible realms by developing an “intelligible biology” derived
from Aristotle’s analysis of thinking to show how the vitality of the sensible
world was already prefigured in the divine intellect.
In addition to these conclusions, with which I substantially agree, it
seems to me that among the Platonizing Sethian treatises read in Plotinus’s
circle, the chronological priority of composition belongs to Zostrianos and
that it is also Zostrianos that is the primary target of the various antignostic critiques of Plotinus and his colleagues, although they also had access
at least to Allogenes as well. By contrast, Allogenes seems remarkably free
of the specific objectionable features singled out by Plotinus in the concluding section of the Großschrift (see above, p. 196).
It may very well be that Allogenes was composed partly as a revision
of the triadic metaphysics of Zostrianos. Allogenes eliminates all discussion
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of celestial aeonic levels below the Barbelo Aeon. The doctrine of the
three-phase generation of the Aeon of Barbelo from the unfolding of the
threefold potency of the Invisible Spirit, scattered about through Zostrianos, is gathered together into the initial revelations of Youel on pages
45–49. Instead of limiting the visionary ascent to the Protophanes-level of
the Barbelo Aeon, Allogenes portrays an additional ascent through the various levels of the Triple-Powered One, which appears to have been promoted from a dynamic modalistic process inherent within the Invisible
Spirit to a separately existing, quasi-hypostatic entity between a supreme
Unknowable One and the Barbelo Aeon. Rather than interpreting the
stages of the ascent as a sequence of baptisms administered by a plurality
of revealers (Authrounios, Ephesech, and Youel), Allogenes structures the
ascent into a set of instructions by Youel prior to the ascent through the
Barbelo Aeon. By placing the “primary revelation” of the supreme
unknown One in the context of Allogenes’ ascent through the levels of the
Triple-Powered One, Allogenes supplements the negative-theological revelation of the Triple-Powered Invisible Spirit in Zostrianos by means of a
technique of learned ignorance similar to that of fragment 1 of the
Chaldean Oracles and fragment 2 (p. 91 verso) of the Parmenides Commentary. In short, Allogenes restructures the metaphysics of Zostrianos into
a tighter, more systematic framework, limits the metaphysical exposition to
the transcendent spheres extending from the intellectual levels of the Barbelo Aeon to the supreme Invisible Spirit, more clearly articulates the
process by which the Barbelo Aeon emanates from the Invisible Spirit,
omits most instances of ecstatic praise and lists of divine beings, and frees
the whole from a baptismal context. Omission of the role of Sophia and
the Archon as well as the extensive discussion on the various types of souls
entails a shift of attention away from the physical and psychological doctrine of the Phaedo and Timaeus toward the more specifically theological
issues of the Parmenides. The result has a remarkable, if not intentional,
resemblance to Diotima’s initiation of Socrates into the mysteries of Eros,
supplemented by the apophatic approach to the One in the Parmenides.
The effect is to produce a work of enhanced acceptability to the critical
concerns of Plotinus’s circle without abandoning the essential divine
beings of Sethianism and its commitment to the authority of revelation.
9. Life: A Prefigurative Intelligible Biology and the Gnostic Contribution
It seems that one of the major accomplishments of Middle Platonism
was the recognition that the chain of the derivation of the pluriform world
from an original unity demanded at some point the introduction of the
principle of Life. Certainly it was a central problem for the Platonic program and for the “friends of the forms,” confronted by the opposition
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between true being apprehensible by mind alone through reason and the
realm of becoming apprehensible by body through sensation, to conceive
how thought, as an activity of soul, the principle of change and motion,
could have a place in the real world: were the truly real to be devoid of
life and any sort of movement, thought would be impossible (Soph. 248e).
This clearly calls for an interpretation of the process- or movementoriented language implied by intellect and thought, as recognized also by
Aristotle (in Metaph. 1072b13–19), to the effect that by participation in the
intelligible, intellect thinks itself; becoming the intelligent recipient of substance and intelligible object, it acts in “having” them, and that act is seeing. Rather than a static state of merely containing the objects of
intellection, in God the activity of thought is life; indeed God is that activity (See Corrigan, “Platonism and Gnosticism,” Appendix V: “Numenius
and Amelius”).
As Corrigan notes, Amelius too (apud Proclus In Tim. 3.103.18–104.8)
dealt similarly with the theme of transcendental intellectual movement,
dividing the activity of the divine intelligence into the three phases of
being, having, and seeing, on the basis of Tim. 39e. The same passage
invited the early Plotinus (Enn. 3.9 [13].1) to distinguish three aspects of
the divine intellect, a static, contemplated one, an active contemplating
one, and a third, discursive or planning one. On the basis of this most
pregnant passage, Numenius even earlier conceived his second God as a
divine intellect generating itself and the sensible cosmos by a contemplative “seeing” of the first God, who thinks only insofar as he makes use of
this second God (frgs. 20–22 des Places), who by preoccupation with matter gives rise to a third planning intellect.
Oddly enough, even though the supreme principle of Tim. 39e is “the
truly living being,” these Middle Platonic interpretations of the phases of the
divine intellect do not seem to trade specifically in the concept of transcendental Life in quite the same way as one finds in the passages just cited
from the Sophist and the Metaphysics. Yet when one turns to the Platonizing Sethian treatises, the anonymous Parmenides Commentary, and the
later treatises of Plotinus, the term “life” and cognates assumes a central role
in the generation of substantial reality, perhaps owing to the influence of
those and other passages from Plato and Aristotle. But what, we might ask,
was the catalyst that caused this preoccupation with life as a designation for
the median phase in the movement from the apparent static transcendence
of the supreme One to the manifestation of a demiurgic intellect or world
soul that occupies itself with the physical world of becoming?
In his early to middle treatises Plotinus employs a three-stage deployment of defined reality from the One. For instance, in 2.4 [12].5, intellect is
the end product of a movement and otherness that emerge from the First;
they were indefinite (ajovriston) as from the First but defined when they
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turn back to it. Here the median term is an implicit duality “indefinite
dyad,” not yet fully formed that emanates from the One to form defined
Being. In 5.2 [11].1.7–9, the superabundant perfection of the One overflows and makes “another” (a[llo), which product turns back to the One
(and, as Corrigan, “Gnosticism and Platonism,” 148, notes, “to itself ”
emphasis added), is “filled,” and becomes Intellect by looking towards it
(or itself). On the other hand, in later treatises, especially those that follow
the Großschrift, the term zwhv begins to appear. Thus in 6.6 [34].9.39–40
there is a triadic succession of Being or unified multiplicity, movement of
Intellect unraveling number into pure unities that form the content of the
Living Creature or Life, which includes and unifies them all. In 6.7
[38].16.11–23, potential intellect, looking unintellectually at the One, living
toward it and turning toward it, as a movement “being filled” and “filling,”
becomes intellect as the unified totality of all these moments. Again, in 6.7
[38].17, intellect’s life is the trace of the One, which “shines out” from the
One as manifold, indefinite, and unbounded (cf. the indefinite duality of
5.1 [10].6–7), but became bounded in itself without implying any limit in
the One; indeed, “intellect is bounded life” (26).33
Clearly, this boundless life emanating from the One that we find in
Plotinus’s later treatises, as well as in the Sethian treatises and in the anonymous Commentary, play the same role as the indefinite duality inherited
from Plato’s unwritten doctrine and that certainly played a role in the

33 In Enn. 6.7 [38].17.12–43: “Intellect therefore had life and had no need of a

giver full of variety, and its life was a trace of that Good and not his life. So when
its life was looking towards that it was unlimited, but after it had looked there it
was limited, though that Good has no limit. For immediately by looking to something which is one the life is limited by it, and has in itself limit and bound and
form; and the form was in that which was shaped, but the shaper was shapeless.
But the boundary is not from outside, as if it was surrounded by a largeness, but
it was a bounding limit of all that life which is manifold and unbounded, as a life
would be which shines out from a nature of this kind . . . and it was defined as
many because of the multiplicity of its life, but on the other hand as one because
of the defining limit. What then does ‘it was defined as one’ mean? Intellect: for life
defined and limited is intellect. And what ‘as many’? Many intellects” (trans. Armstrong). To distinguish phases of emanation, Plotinus uses a sequence of tenses
(imperfect, present, and aorist) here and in 4.8 [6].1.1–11, etc., rather than the less
sophisticated serial listings found in the anonymous Commentary and in some of
the Sethian texts. The principle of Multiplicity, called “intelligible matter” in an earlier treatise (2.4) is here named “Life” (cf. also 6.5 [23].12.1–11; 2.4 [12].5.15–18).
This entity, which is not hypostatized in his system, is characterized as an indefinite primary movement and otherness, a certain limitless and multiple trace of the
One that, once emitted, looks back upon its source and thereby becomes defined
and limited in the form of Intellect, the second hypostasis.
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arithmological derivation schemes of contemporary Neopythagoreans.
Thus in the anonymous Commentary, at the second moment of the intellectual triad (life), when intellect passes from existence (u{parxi") to the
thinking “it is indefinite according to life” (frg. 14.110.17–21 Hadot). This
means that before the subject turns back to existence and to the One, it is
an indefinite duality. As life (kata; th;n zwhvn), it is “an activity moving out
of existence” (ejk th'" uJpavrxew" ejkneuvsa" ejnevrgeia).
When the initial moment of Intellect as it emerges from the One is
characterized in terms of indefiniteness, it is the interpretation of Plato’s
Parmenides rather than Timaeus that is in view. Depending upon the
absence or presence of a Unity or One-which-is acting as a Limit or principle of contrast and definition, the Unlimited Multitude of hypotheses 3
(157B–158C) and 7 (164B–D) can be variously understood: in hypothesis
2 (142B–145A), (1) in the absence of Unity, as an indefinite multitude with
no distinct members, or (2) in the presence of Unity, as an indefinitely
numerous set of uniquely distinct members (thus generating the series of
integral numbers); in hypothesis 3, as an indefiniteness arising from
abstracting out the Unity (i.e., unifying factor) of a whole with individual
parts; and in hypothesis 7, in the absence of Unity, as the indefiniteness of
one multitude with respect to another.
From these considerations, later Platonists derived from the first
hypothesis an absolutely unqualified One “beyond (determinate) being” at
the summit of their hierarchy of principles, a second principle of defined
being and the multiple forms, and between the two as source of defined
multiplicity, an indefinite multiplicity readily identifiable with other features of Plato’s teaching, e.g., the otherness (qavteron) opposed to sameness in the Timaeus and Sophist, the limit and unlimited of the Philebus,
and the indefinite dyad of Plato’s unwritten teaching. Such speculation
comes into its own in first-century Neopythagoreanism: thus according to
Simplicius (In phys. 181.10–30 Diels) Eudorus (ca. 25 B.C.E.) posited a
supreme One as the supreme God above another pair of principles, a
lower One, which he calls Monad, and its opposite, the Dyad. The
supreme One is the cause of Matter and all else, while the Dyad paired
with the Monad beneath it he calls the Indefinite Dyad. A similar doctrine
is also found in the “Pythagorean” report of Sextus Empiricus (Math.
10.261, 277):
Thence moved, Pythagoras (i.e., Plato) declared that the One is the first
principle of existing things by participation in which each of the existing
things is said to be one. And this when conceived in self-identity [i.e.
absolutely] is a Monad, but when in its otherness it is added to itself, it
creates the Indefinite Dyad.
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A second-century elaboration of these metaphysical constructions is
offered by Moderatus, for whom the supreme principle is a first One,
beyond being and all essence. According to the account of Simplicius (In
phys. 230.34–231.26), this is followed by a second One, who is true
being, intelligible (nohtovn) and is the forms (ei[dh), called the Monad or
unitary Logos containing the ratios (lovgoi) of beings and the paradigms
of bodies.
It seems that this opinion concerning Matter was held first among Greeks
by the Pythagoreans, and after them by Plato, as indeed Moderatus
relates. For, following the Pythagoreans, [Plato] declares that the first One
is above being and all essence, while the second One, the truly existent
and object of intellection, he says is the Forms. The third, which is the
psychic, participates in the One and the Forms, while the final nature, i.e.
the sensible, does not even participate, but is ordered by reflection from
those [Forms? the first and second Ones?], since Matter in the perceptible
realm is a shadow of Non-being as it appears primally in quantity, and
which is inferior in degree even to that. And in the second book of On
Matter Porphyry, citing from Moderatus, has also written that the Unitary
Logos, as Plato somewhere says, intending to produce from itself the origin of beings, by deprivation yielded room for [conj. Zeller, Festugière:
“separated from itself”] Quantity, having deprived it of all its (the Logos’)
proportions and Forms. He called this Quantity shapeless, undifferentiated and formless, but receptive of shape, form, differentiation, quality
etc. It is this Quantity, he says, to which Plato apparently applies various
predicates, speaking of the “all receiver” and calling it “formless,” even
“invisible” and “least capable of participating in the intelligible” and
“barely graspable by spurious reasoning” and everything similar to such
predicates. This Quantity, he says, and this Form [sic ] conceived as a privation of the Unitary Logos which contains in itself all proportions of
beings, are paradigms [sic ] of corporeal Matter which itself, he says, was
called quantity by Pythagoreans and Plato, not in the sense of quantity as
a Form, but in the sense of privation, paralysis, extension and disarray,
and because of its deviation from that which is—which is why Matter
seems to be evil, as it flees from the good. And (this Matter) is caught by
it (the Logos) and not permitted to overstep its boundaries, as extension
receives the proportion of ideal magnitude and is bounded by it, and as
disarray is rendered eidetic by numerical distinction. So, according to this
exposition, Matter is nothing else but a turning away of perceptible
species from intelligible ones, as the former turn away from there and are
borne downwards towards non-being.

Ontogenesis begins, not with the First One, but with the solely existing
Monad or second One. By an act of self-retraction, the Monad deprives
itself of its own unity, giving rise to the “first One,” who then transcends it
as the supreme principle and paradigm, the source of unity, limitation, and
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proportion.34 In this act the Monad makes room for the “primal Quantity,”
the primal nonbeing that was already seminally present within it or alongside it, with its unitariness perhaps even giving rise to the First One. This
incorporeal primal Quantity (posovth"), called “all-receiver” like Plato’s
Receptacle of becoming—clearly Moderatus’s equivalent of Plato’s indefinite
Dyad—is the archetype or paradigm of the corporeal quantity (posovn) that
has been deprived of all traces of unity and form to yield the pure multiplicity and extension underlying corporeal things, which must be bounded
and formed by the ideal magnitude and numerical distinction that now characterize the first One. It is as if the Monad were the One-Being (e{n o[n, but
called here “unitary logos”) of the second hypothesis of Plato’s Parmenides
that has given up its unity (e{n) to yield the first One (who is the “simply e{n”
of the first hypothesis) and thus is now only being (o[n) without its e{n component, a kind of indefinite being that Moderatus calls Quantity (posovth").
In an alternative—non-Parmenidean and distinctly more Pythagorean—
context, Stobaeus (Anth. 1.8.1–9.9) says that Moderatus conceived the
Monad or second One as the formal principle that limits primal Quantity
in the process of being limited (peraivnousi posovth"), that is, the Monad is
what remains (monhv) and is stable after the subtraction of each number in
turn from Multiplicity (reminiscent of Speusippus’s principle of “Multiplicity,” plh'qo"):
In brief, number is a collection of monads, or a progression of multiplicity beginning from a monad, and a reversion terminating at the monad.
Monads delimit Quantity, which is whatever has been deprived and is left
remaining and stable when multiplicity is diminished by the subtraction
of each number. For a monad does not have the power to revert beyond
quantity; so that truly a monad is appropriately named from its being stable and remaining unchangeably the same, or from its being divided and
being completely isolated from multiplicity.

This seems to be an adaptation of the Old Pythagorean derivation of the
number One according to which the Unlimited (ajpeiriva) is drawn or
breathed in and limited by Limit, except here the limiting principle draws
in or contracts itself.35 Here the function of Limit is called subtraction.

34 On this and the following see G. Bechtle, The Anonymous Commentary on

Plato’s «Parmenides» (Berner Reihe philosophischer Studien 22; Bern: Paul Haupt,
1999), 107–11; 218–19.
35 Aristotle Metaph. 1091a13–18: oiJ me;n ou\n Puqagovreioi povteron ouj poiou'sin h]
poiou'si gevnesin oujde;n dei' distavzein: fanerw'" ga;r levgousin wJ" tou' eJno;" sustaqevnto", ei[t jejx ejpipevdwn ei[t jejk croia'" ei[t jejk spevrmato" ei[t jejx w|n ajporou'sin
eijpei'n, eujqu;" to; e[ggista tou' ajpeivrou o{ti ei{lketo kai; ejperaivneto uJpo; tou' pevrato".
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Moderatus seems to have associated this second level not only with the
generation numbers but also with an elementary notion of emanation, conceiving the Monad as a permanence (monhv) from which Multiplicity
(Speusippus’s term for the Indefinite Dyad) generates a system of monads
or ideal numbers by a progression (propodismov") from and a return (ajnapodismov") to the Monad.36 Stobaeus also says that Moderatus distinguished
between numbers as distinct but indivisible formal entities and the countable numbers of quantities and calculation37 such that the monad, dyad, etc.
are conceived ideal entities, “ideal numbers,” which define pure quantity or
extension by delineating it (cf. “rendering it eidetic by numerical distinction”
in the Simplicius account) into groups or sets of countable objects. This
quantity, however is a not-preexisting stuff, but seems to be emanated
(given room) from the Monad by a self-deprivation (or subtraction from or
contraction into itself) of all the proportions and forms (i.e., the multiplicity
of subsequent ideal numbers, dyad, triad, etc.) of which it is the source.
Thereupon, the numerical distinction of this quantity—perhaps by the first
One—serves as the origin of “beings,” probably the perceptible bodies of
the sensible realm.38 Thus ideal magnitude seems to have two moments, a
systolic and a diastolic, the one contracting ideal multiplicity to its limit in
the Monad to produce unformed quantity, and the other a generation of
ideal numbers that increasingly delineate indefinite quantity into the definite mathematical objects (ratios, proportions) that will form the content of
the cosmic soul.
The third One is psychical and participates in the One and the Ideas;
it is the equivalent of the World Soul, which would presumably contain
actual numbers and geometricals. Last comes Matter, conceived as the
lower shadow cast by the primal Nonbeing, which seems to be a principle
opposed to the unitary Logos, the second One, first manifested as Quantity by a privation of the eidetic power of second One.
The emergence of Barbelo from the Invisible Spirit as a projection or
shadow of the One presented in Zostrianos (NHC VIII 78,7–83,1 cited above,
pp. 189–90) and the Three Steles of Seth (VII 122,1–34 cited above, pp.
190–91) closely parallels Moderatus’s account of the emergence of Quantity
36 Cf. the Neoplatonic monhv, provodo", and ejpistrofhv and the function of the

Sethian “Triple Power” discussed above.
37 Cf. Aristotle Phys. 4.11.219b6.
38 A similar notion is attested by Calcidius (In Tim. 293 = Numenius frg. 52 des
Places): Sed non nullo Pythagoreos vim sententiae non recte assecutos putasse dici
etiam illam indeterminatam et immensam duitatem ab unica singularitate institutam recedente a natura sua singularitate et in duitatis abitum migrante—non
recte, ut quae erat singularitas esse desineret, quae non erat duitas susisteret, atque
ex deo silva et ex singularitate immensa et indeterminata duitas converteretur.
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from the second One: a self-privation of the unitary source results in the emergence of a receptacle of becoming that forms a place for the discrete multiplicity arising from the intellectual limitation of indefinite enumerability. Here
I would claim Moderatus as an explicit source for these Sethian treatises.
However, unlike the Neopythagoreans, the Sethian treatises, the Parmenides Commentary, and eventually also Plotinus utilize the term “Life”
to represent this indefinite otherness or boundlessness or pure quantity
that proceeds from the One. What is the proximate cause of the technical
use of this term for expressing the derivation of pluriform being from original unity? Among sources traditionally associated with Middle Platonism
(e.g., Plutarch Gen. Socr. 591b; the Corp. herm. 1.9 and 12; 13.9), one
thinks especially of the Chaldean Oracles.
The Oracles feature a feminine principle of life named Hecate, said to
be a sort of diaphragm or membrane, the “center between the two
Fathers” (frg. 50 Majercik), which separates the “first and second fires”
(frg. 6), i.e., the Father and the immediately subjacent paternal Intellect.39
Hecate has a dual position: On the one hand, she is the source of variegated matter, generated by the Father as the womb that receives his lightening (the ideas), “the girdling bloom of fire and the powerful breath
beyond the fiery poles” (frg. 35). On the other hand, she is the lifeproducing fount (frgs. 30 and 32; cf. frgs. 96, 136 [zwvsh/ dunavmei]) from
whose right side flows the World Soul (frg. 51), while her left side retains
the source of virtue. Upon her back, the emblem of the moon (her traditional symbol) represents boundless Nature, and her serpentine hair represents the Father’s winding noetic fire (frgs. 50–55). In her alternate
designation as Rhea, she is said to be the source of the intellectuals
(novera), whose generation she has received in her ineffable womb and
upon whom she pours forth the vivifying fire (frgs. 32, 56); as zw/ogovno"
qeav, she is the source of life, a veritable mother of the all. Hecate is also
conceived as the Womb within which all things are sown and contained,
much like Plato’s Receptacle,40 and therefore seems to play a role similar
to that of Plotinus’s intelligible matter or trace of unbounded Life emitted
from One to become bounded Intellect, not to mention the Sethian
Mother Barbelo, the “Womb of the All” (Ap. John II 5,5; Trim. Prot. XIII
38,15; 45,6) who pours forth “Living Water.”
39 As the “center between the two Fathers,” she is perhaps the triadic expression

of the supreme Father’s power. The terms “measuring” and “measured” (frgs. 1 and
23; in frg. 31 the nohtav are measured by the bond of a first triad “which is not the
first”) recall the principle of the Unlimited or of the More and Less of Plato’s Philebus, which submits to Unity or Measure so as to produce the Forms.
40 Frgs. 28, 30 (Majercik); cf. the “cosmic hollows” of frg. 34 (and 35), and the
pollw'n plhrwvmata kovlpwn of frg. 96.
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In addition to this quasi-philosophical source featuring a supreme principle of life or vivification, one must consider as proximate sources also the
entire spectrum of Sethian gnostic treatises that feature the figure of Barbelo,
where she functions not merely as the intellectual aeon, but, somewhat as the
Chaldaean Hecate, even more as a merciful mother or womb41 who grants
her children enlightenment by means of baptism in the “living water” of
enlightenment. The following excerpts demonstrate that Sethian authors conceived of the divine Life as pervading the various levels of the transcendent
realm and is made available to the human world as a saving gift. While these
texts portray a sort of intelligible biology, that “biology” is not always “prefigurative” in the sense that Corrigan claims to be the case for the Middle and
Neoplatonists. In the Apocryphon of John (II 4,3–4; 4,19–21; 5,26; 7,6–15;
20,16–18; 23,20–25; 25,23–25), the natural availability of life is restricted to the
divine realm, but since the natural realm is thought to be pervaded by death
rather than life, true life can only be had as a gift from the divine Mother to
the righteous seed of Seth and to those who affiliate with them. On the other
hand, in the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII 35,12–22; 38,30–33; 41,20–23, 46,13–
20; 48,7–11), Protennoia/Barbelo, in the form of the divine Epinoia, becomes
a prefigurative source of (the Water of) life at every level of the cosmos from
the upper light down to material souls. Of course, true life and enlightenment
remain dependent upon the receipt of the water of life in the ritual act of baptism, which alone effects the separation of the divine spirit resident in everyone from the corporeal and psychic preoccupations of fleshly existence. In
the Three Steles of Seth (VII 123,19–21; 125,6 and 25–32), Barbelo is the source
of both life and intellect, a life whose ultimate source is the supreme One,
called a “living Spirit,” source of Existence, Life, and Intellect. Zostrianos
embodies this same basic conception; as in the Trimorphic Protennoia, the
receipt of life is again especially connected with baptism of a clearly transcendental quality that enables the receipt of true being through self-knowledge, a life that is intelligibly prefigured in the triad Being-Mind-Life:
VIII 15 4 It is the water of Life that 5 belongs to Vitality in which you now
6 have been baptized in the Autogenes. 7 It is the [water] of Blessedness
8 that [belongs] to Knowledge in which you 9 will be [baptized] in the Protophanes. 10 It is the water of Existence 11 [which] belongs to Divinity,
that is, 12 to Kalyptos. 13 And the water of Life 14 [exists with respect to]
Power, that of 15 [Blessedness] with respect to Essence, 16 and that of
[Divinity] with respect to 17 [Existence].
VIII 17 6 Therefore the first perfect water of 7 the Triple-Powered One,
<that of> Autogenes, 8 [is] Life for the perfect souls, 9 for it is a rational

41 Cf. Ap. John (II 5,5), and Trim. Prot. (XIII 38,15; 45,6).
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expression of 10 the perfect god’s creativity. 11 [And] that [one], 12 since
he is source of [them] all, 13 is the Invisible Spirit, of whom the others—
14 they are the ones deriving [from knowledge]— 15 are likenesses. [But]
he who simultaneously knows 16 [how he exists] and what 17 [the] living
[water is], 18 [such a one] lives within 19 [knowledge. That which belongs
to knowledge] is the 20 [water of] Vital[ity]. And in 21 [generation, Life]
becomes [limitless] 22 [that it may receive] its [own Being].

In contrast to the Middle Platonists and Plotinus, this transcendent life,
rather than being freely available in the natural realm, must be made available there by divine initiative or else experienced in the course of a transcendental vision.
One must ask, could it be that the gnostics themselves were the catalyst that precipitated the Middle and Neoplatonic focus upon life and vitality as a designation for the median phase in the movement from an original
static unity to the manifestation of a demiurgic intellect or world soul that
administers the physical world of becoming? Could certain gnostic speculations on Life have urged Plotinus and his immediate predecessors to concentrate on developing a prefigurative intelligible biology out of the
thought of Aristotle and Plato? Certainly these gnostics, in their quest for
saving enlightenment, stressed the central role of an eternal life made
available by a divine mother in the context of a baptismal ritual. In the case
of the Sethians, the doctrine of the divine Mother Barbelo was inspired by
the biblical figure of the divine Wisdom, who was believed to be not
merely the artificer of the physical cosmos (e.g., Prov 8) but also the source
of living water, the true bread, source of life and light, who sought a permanent resting place among receptive humans.42 Surely this figure, combining aspects of both life and intelligence, presented a much more vital
image for the unfolding of the multiple world of becoming from its origin
in a supreme One than did the more Neopythagorean and Old Academic
notion of a dyadic principle of indefiniteness. In the gnostic estimation, a
42 In the Jewish wisdom tradition, the exalted Sophia is the fountain or spring
(cf. Sir 15:3; 24:30; Philo Fug. 195) from which flows the Word like a river (Philo
Somn. 2.242; cf. Fug. 97). She is also equated with the living water of which God
is the source (cf. Prov 16:22; 14:27; Cant 4:15; and Bar 3:12 with Jer 2:13; 17:13
[LXX], John 4:10; 7:38; and Odes Sol. 11:5–9; 30:1–6). She is the Mother of the Word
through whom the universe came to be (Philo Fug. 109), indeed mother of all creatures (Philo Det. 115–16). To be baptized in her water is to receive true Gnosis. Her
Voice is the revelation of the truth. The same sort of myth of descent applied to
Barbelo or the First Thought in the Sethian treatises figures also in the story of
Sophia in 1 En. 42 and other sources such as the Johannine prologue, where Wisdom (or the Logos) descends to find a place to dwell among humans, but meeting
with initial failure, reascends or tries again.
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feminine principle of Life could be found at most every level of reality,
from the divine First Thought, through the errant Sophia, down to the primordial appearance of the spiritual Eve as the “mother of the living.” As a
mediating term, Life could be considered as both substance and process,
as both a potentiality and an actuality, mysteriously present in yet also
prior to soul as the source of all animation, the hidden potentiality of every
seed to achieve full actuality as a living being, a feminine principle of
potential indefiniteness containing the power to generate real beings.
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John F. Finamore
University of Iowa
The purpose of this paper is to continue the investigation of this seminar into the question of a hypothesized interchange of ideas between
gnostics and Neoplatonic philosophers. In particular, I will consider the
metaphysical system of the Sethian gnostic text, Marsanes (NHC X,1), and
compare its system to that of the Neoplatonic philosopher, Iamblichus (ca.
250–325 C.E.) in order to see whether Marsanes shows the influence of
Iamblichean ideas. First, however, in order to understand the Sethian background of Marsanes, I will examine three other Sethian treatises (Allogenes,
Zostrianos, and the Three Steles of Seth) in order to uncover their underlying metaphysical systems and to see how Marsanes is similar to and/or different from them.
Let me begin with the dating of Marsanes. The general trend among
gnostic specialists has been to date Marsanes late. Although Pearson first
believed that Marsanes should be included among the gnostic treatises
known to Plotinus (Vit. Plot. 16), he later changed his mind and now
accepts a later date at the end of the third century C.E.1 Turner says that it
belongs “to the last quarter of the third century since it indeed posits an
Unknown Silent One above even the Invisible Spirit, in much the same
way as Iamblichus during the same period posited an ‘Ineffable’ beyond

1 For the earlier date, see B. A. Pearson, “The Tractate Marsanes (NHC X) and

the Platonic Tradition” in Gnosis: Festschrift für Hans Jonas (ed. B. Aland; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978), 375; his introduction to the Marsanes in
Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X (ed. B. A. Pearson; Leiden: Brill, 1981), 250; and
Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990),
152–53. I will refer to these three texts throughout by the author’s name and
“Tractate,” “Marsanes,” and “Gnosticism,” respectively. More recently, in The Nag
Hammadi Library in English (ed. J. M. Robinson; 3d ed.; San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1988), 461, he has said that “Marsanes represents a kind of Platonism
which coheres well with . . . Iamblichus.” In his response to my paper, Pearson
indicated that he could now accept a date as late as the last quarter of the third
century, agreeing with Turner (see next note). He denies that Marsanes is specifically Iamblichean, however.
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even the One of Plotinus.”2 Majercik also sees Marsanes as “a reflection perhaps of Iamblichus’s metaphysics, who postulated a similar doctrine of two
transcendent ‘Ones’ uncoordinated with any lower principles.”3
The consensus of modern scholars is therefore that Marsanes is relatively late and may be Iamblichean in metaphysics because it posits a separate “Silent One” higher than the first principle of the other Sethian texts.
Pearson has noted other tenets of Marsanes that are compatible with
Iamblichus’s philosophy: a distinction between the intelligible and sensible
realms, the positing of a realm beyond being, a predilection for triadic structure, and a belief that the soul is spherical and that embodiment is detrimental to the soul.4 All of these, however, are also compatible with other
Neoplatonic and Middle Platonic systems. The concept of a higher, completely ineffable One would certainly be good evidence for Iamblichean
influence, since no other Neoplatonic philosopher that we know of except
Damascius accepted this concept. Before we investigate that line of thought,
however, we should investigate the metaphysical systems of earlier Sethian
texts to see if and how Marsanes adapts and alters them, perhaps to bring
its own system more into line with that of Iamblichus.5
2 J. D. Turner, “Sethian Gnosticism: A Literary History,” in Nag Hammadi, Gnos-

ticism, and Early Christianity (ed. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson; Peabody, Mass:
Hendrickson, 1986), 84. I will refer to this work by Turner’s name and “History”
throughout.
3 R. Majercik, “The Existence-Life-Intellect Triad in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,” CQ 42 (1992): 479. I will refer to this work by Majercik’s name and “Triad”
throughout.
4 Pearson, Marsanes, 244–47.
5 Although there is some question about the exact dates, it is agreed that Zostrianos, Three Steles of Seth, and Allogenes predate Marsanes. J. D. Turner, “History,” 82, dates Allogenes to “around 200 C.E.,” Zostrianos to “around 225 C.E.,” and
the Three Steles of Seth to the same time period; however, in “The Setting of the Platonizing Sethian Texts in Middle Platonism: The Theses of Kevin Corrigan,” a paper
written for the 1995 SBL seminar, Turner places Zostrianos before Allogenes (p. 19)
and says that the date of the Three Steles is “indeterminate” (p. 17). A. C. Wire in
her introduction to the Allogenes in Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII, and XIII (ed. C.
W. Hedrick; Leiden: Brill, 1990), 191, “would locate Allogenes at latest by the midthird century C.E. in Rome where Plotinus was writing against the Gnostics, possibly already in Alexandria at the time of Plotinus’ studies with Ammonius from
232–243 C.E.” J. E. Goehring in his introduction to the Three Steles of Seth in Nag
Hammadi Codex VII (ed. B. A. Pearson; Leiden: Brill, 1996), 384, dates this treatise
to “the first half of the third century.” J. H. Sieber, in his introduction to Zostrianos
in Nag Hammadi Codex VIII (ed. J. H. Sieber; Leiden: Brill, 1991), 23–25, argues
that Zostrianos reflects a Middle Platonic worldview and therefore “must have been
written either in the last half of the second century C.E. or quite early in the third
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1. The System of Iamblichus
Iamblichus revamped the old four-level Plotinian system.6 He added
a fifth ontological level,7 the Intellectual realm between the Intelligible
and Psychic realms, and expanded each of the realms. His methodology
involved use of a means of triadization such that the highest member of
each realm is the unparticipated essence of that realm (ajmevqekto"), the
next lower member is that essence capable of being participated by a
lower entity (metecovmeno"). The lowest member is the essence existing
in lower entities (kata; mevqexin). This will be seen most clearly when we
reach the realm of the Intellect. Also, further to separate (yet connect)
the different realms, the lowest member of one realm was also considered the highest member of the next realm, but the entity qua member
of the higher realm was somehow also differentiated from it qua member of the lower.
Our evidence for Iamblichus’s conception of the realm of the One
comes from Damascius.8 He posited a “completely ineffable” One (pantelw'" a[rrhton), followed by “the simply One” (oJ aJplw'" e{n), followed by
the Indefinite Dyad of the Limit and the Unlimited (pevra", to; a[peiron), and

century” (25). R. Majercik, “Triad,” 488, thinks that the earliest date for Allogenes, Zostrianos, and the Three Steles of Seth is 268 C.E. It would help us to date these Sethian
texts if we could finally establish their relationship to the gnostic texts known to Plotinus (mentioned by Porphyry in Vit. Plot. 16). If the “revelations by Zoroaster, Zostrianos, Nikotheos, Allogenes, Messos” and others are those included in the Nag
Hammadi Sethian texts, then they would have had to have been written before 266
C.E. If however the Nag Hammadi texts are revisions of the earlier works, a later date
must be assigned. I myself agree with Majercik that Allogenes, Zostrianos, and the
Three Steles of Seth postdate Plotinus’s writings. I make no claims about the priority
of any one of these to one another, although Turner’s conclusion (reiterated in his
response to my paper) that Zostrianos predates both of the others is plausible.
6 I have laid out the metaphysical systems of Iamblichus and the Sethian texts in
a chart attached to the end of this paper (pp. 256–57). I am indebted throughout
this section to J. M. Dillon, ed. and trans., Iamblichi Chalcidensis in Platonis Dialogos Commentariorum Fragmenta (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 26–53.
7 Proclus (In Tim. 1.308.18ff.) alludes to a work, “Concerning the Speech of Zeus
in the Timaeus,” in which Iamblichus adds an “Intelligible and Intellectual” realm
between the Intelligible realm and the Intellectual realm. This is a later development, dependent on Iamblichus’s study of the Chaldean Oracles. See Dillon,
Iamblichi Chalcidensis, 417–19.
8 Princ. chs. 43, 50, and 51 (2.1.1–13; 2.25.1–17; and 2.28.1–6 in the edition of
Westerink and Combès). Damascius says this information was contained in
Iamblichus’s (lost) commentary on the Chaldean Oracles. Iamblichus Myst. 8.2,
however, contains information about the two lowest of the three Ones (see below).
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finally “The One Existent” (to; e}n o[n). We have then a triad of Ones along
with a principle of multiplicity.
The Intelligible realm was presided over by “the One Existent” seen as
the first member of the triad Being-Life-Mind (o[n-zwhv-nou'"). This is
Iamblichus’s interpretation of Soph. 248e, whereby Being is unparticipated
Existence, Life is participated Existence, and Intellect is the result of participation in Existence. (There cannot be Mind without Being and Life.)
The Demiurge exists at the level of Intellect, as do the Forms themselves.
(These would be the differentiated Forms. They come into existence
throughout the realm, existing in an undifferentiated manner as “Monads
of the Forms” in Being.)9
The Intellectual realm also consists of three moments: the unparticipated Intellect, the participated Intellect, and the Intellect-in-participation.
This last member is also the highest member of the next realm, viz. the
Hypercosmic Soul (Unparticipated Soul) in the Psychic realm. This soul in
turn divides into the World Soul (Participated Soul) and individual souls
(Souls-in-participation). Beneath these is the realm of Nature. Notice that
Iamblichus stresses the individual soul’s inferiority to Intellect by its
removal to a lower hypostasis.
2. The System of Allogenes
Allogenes presents a description of the ascent from this world to the
highest level of the Invisible Spirit. It is given by Allogenes, a savior figure,
who has been given divine instruction by Youel, the luminaries of Barbelo,
and finally by the Invisible Spirit itself. Turner has studied Allogenes carefully over the years, and I will be following him closely in what follows.10
The following is an overview of the work’s metaphysical schema.
Through Allogenes’ ascent, the reader is introduced to a fourfold Platonic
universe of One-Intellect-Soul-Nature.11 The highest being is the Invisible
9 Iamblichus In Phil. frg. 4 Dillon.
10 See J. D. Turner, “The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment,” NovT 22

(1980): 334–38; idem, “Ritual in Gnosticism,” in SBL Seminar Papers, 1994 (SBLSP 33;
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994), 172–79 [included in the present volume]; and his translation of and notes to Allogenes in Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII, and XIII (ed. C. W.
Hedrick; Leiden: Brill, 1990), 192–267. I will refer to these three texts throughout by
the author’s name and “Threefold Path,” “Ritual,” and “Allogenes,” respectively. I have
also gained valuable insight from K. L. King’s edition and translation, Revelation of
the Unknowable God with Text, Translation, and Notes to NHC XI,3 Allogenes (Santa
Rosa, Calif.: Polebridge, 1995). Translations of Allogenes are by Turner.
11 Turner hesitates over whether to call the system three- or four-tiered. In the
end he seems to opt for the four Platonic levels but thinks that the level of Soul is
not fully articulated. See Turner, “Threefold Path,” 332; “Ritual,” 172.
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Spirit, who is said to dwell in silence and stillness beyond existence (XI
62,20–27). He exists beyond both eternity and time (63,21–23 and 65,22–
23). His placement, therefore, is that of the Neoplatonic One. Beneath him
is the second hypostasis Barbelo. Allogenes says little about the next two
realms of Soul and Nature.12 Between the levels of the Invisible One and
Barbelo is an intermediary level of the Triple-Powered One.13 It is this
level with which we will be most concerned.
Allogenes begins his ascent through the Barbelo aeon by means of the
revelations of Youel. Barbelo is called an entity separate from the TriplePowered One, an “incorporeal [eternal] knowledge [gnw'si"],” and an aeon
containing “the types [tuvpo"] and forms [ei\do"] of those who truly [o[ntw"]
exist” (51,7–16). Barbelo is an Intellect-figure. Her separate existence from
the Triple-Powered One places her in a lower realm, and the reference to
her as gnw'si" shows that she is intellectual. The “types and forms” she contains are clearly the Forms of Platonism.14 All of this is Platonic and in
keeping with what we saw in the Iamblichean universe.
Barbelo is subdivided into four parts (45,13–46,16; 51,16–37; and
58,12–22), not into a triad.15 Allogenes himself, after a hundred years of
12 See Turner “Threefold Path,” 334; “Ritual,” 172–73. Souls begin to exist at the

level of Autogenes, the third emanation from Barbelo.
13 See Turner, “Threefold Path,” 334–35; “Ritual,” 173–74; also K. King, Revelation, 19–20.
14 See Turner, Allogenes, 245 and 254. Cf. 45,16–17 with Turner’s note, 244.
15 On the problem of the Triple Male and whether it is a true fourth hypostasis
or rather “perhaps an aspect or syzygy of Protophanes,” see Turner, Allogenes,
245–47. I cannot agree with Turner that the system of Allogenes displays a triadic
structure throughout. The preponderance of the evidence is that the Barbelo system is tetradic. The movement toward triadization, a movement that we will see
evidenced in Zostrianos, can probably best be seen as caused by the influence of
Platonism. Cf. Turner, Allogenes, 246–47. Pearson in his response to my paper cites
the evidence of King, Revelation, 83–84, that the term “Triple Male” in the Allogenes
refers not to a part or aeon of Barbelo but rather to the whole Barbelo aeon.
Although it is certainly true that the term “Triple Male” is used in other Sethian texts
to refer to the whole Barbelo aeon, the matter is different both here in Allogenes
and in Zostrianos. See especially, Zost. 24,1–10, where the ascending initiate can
see each of the four members of the Barbelo aeon (Autogenes, Triple Male, Protophanes, and Kalyptos) with a different organ of perception (soul, mind, pneu'ma,
and the powers of the pneu'ma arising from the revelation from the Invisible Spirit,
respectively). The Invisible Spirit is known by a fifth, more pure means, viz.,
thought or e[nnoia. This kind of hierarchy, which includes the Triple Male as a part,
seems to me to be precisely what we find in the Allogenes.
Turner in his reply to my paper takes another tack. He states (correctly) that Allogenes associates three phases of soul/Forms with the triad Kalyptos-Protophanes-
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preparation, sees the entire Barbelo aeon, from bottom to top, in this
order: Autogenes, Triple Male, Protophanes-Harmedon, and Kalyptos
(58,12–19).
Barbelo first unfolds (downward) into Kalyptos, who contains “those
whom she [i.e., Barbelo] knows” (45,32–33). Turner identifies these entities
with “the ‘hidden ones, whom to see is to see the Aeon of Barbelo
(46,32–34).”16 The “hidden ones” in Kalyptos are further unfolded through
the aeons that follow and eventually, it seems, become individuated
souls.17 Kalyptos contains the Forms and Protophanes (the next lowest
level) paradigmatically, i.e., what exists in further differentiation below
(“iconically,” kata; eijkovna) exists as a unity and paradigm in Kalyptos
(51,12–21).18 Although Kalyptos seems unitary and unmoving from a lower
perspective, from above he appears as the activity of Barbelo: Barbelo
“became Kalyptos [who] acted [ejnergei'n] in those whom she knows”
(45,31–33). The relationship between Kalyptos and Barbelo, then, mirrors
that between Barbelo and the Triple-Powered One.

Autogenes: “authentic existents” (paradigmatic souls/Forms) are in Kalyptos, “those
who are unified” (undifferentiated souls/Forms) in Protophanes, and “individuals”
(differentiated souls/Forms) in Autogenes. The Triple Male, Turner says, does not
contain any such “specific ontological content” and hence is not a separate level
within Barbelo but is rather “a sort of transitional or transformational figure who
mediates between the aeons of Protophanes and Autogenes.” This is ingenious but
still does not (I believe) commit the author of Allogenes to a triad. A mediator
within a triad is unusual, to say the least. Triads are mediators. Each phase (as
Turner and I agree) represents an unfolding of Barbelo. The Triple Male plays a
role. It is not a large role. It is not even a role with a named subclass of
souls/Forms. But it is a role. It will help, I think, to imagine a soul becoming more
soul-like in its descent. In Kalyptos, it is more monad than soul; in Protophanes,
more a plurality in undifferentiated unity; in Triple Male, less undifferentiated, less
unified, but not yet individual; in Protophanes more individuated yet (but still not
completely differentiated as souls—souls preexisting in Intellect); and finally in
their own realm souls become fully individual. This is a five-step process, but four
of the levels are in Barbelo. I would be willing to say that there is a kind of tension in Allogenes (as there is in Zostrianos) and that each text is striving toward a
triad in its own way. Nonetheless, neither text completely succeeds.
16 Turner, Allogenes, 247.
17 On the distinction between “perfect individuals,” i.e., individuated souls and
Forms found in the lowest level of Barbelo (Autogenes) and “those who are
together,” i.e., these souls and Forms that exist at a higher plane in Protophanes,
see Turner, Allogenes, 243–44. The “hidden ones” should be seen as their prototype in Kalyptos.
18 See Proclus Elem. Theol. 65 and In Tim. 1.8.13–29, cited by Turner, Allogenes, 254.
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The next lower level is that of Protophanes-Harmedon, the “perfect
Intellect” (tevleio" nou'", 58,17–18).19 As Turner explains,20 Protophanes “is
the domain of those who are together,” i.e., of Forms and souls before they
are differentiated (46,26–30). At 51,12–24, Protophanes seems to be the
middle point between the Forms and souls that exist paradigmatically in
Kalyptos and the Forms and souls that exist individually below Protophanes. He is the active principle (ejnergei'n, 51,21) of Kalyptos working on
the individuals existing beneath the Protophanic level.
The third level is that of the Triple Male.21 This entity is closely related
to the “individuals” (45,36–37), that is, individual Forms and souls that
actually reside in the Autogenes aeon. He is also placed beneath “those
who exist together,” that is the undifferentiated Forms and souls that reside
in Protophanes: “[He is] the [Thought (e[nnoia)] of all those who [exist]
together” (46,20–22).22 Further, just as to see any of the “hidden ones” in
Kalyptos is to see Barbelo (46,32–34), so too to see the Triple Male is to
see Protophanes (46,22–25). Thus, he occupies the ontological level just
below Protophanes and acts to bring the undifferentiated beings there into
differentiated existence in the level of Autogenes. And, conversely, he
helps the differentiated souls in Autogenes to ascend to the higher realms.
Thus, at 58,13–15 he is called a savior.
The lowest of the four aeons is Autogenes. Whereas the Triple Male
acts on the “individuals” from above, Autogenes is directly involved with
them. He “saw them [all] existing individually [-katav] as [he] is” (46,14–16).
19 See also 45,34–35, tevleo" . . . nou'", and 51,20.
20 Turner, Allogenes, 248–49.
21 On one occasion (51,32–37)—as Turner, Allogenes, 246 points out—the Triple
Male is mentioned fourth, after Autogenes: “He [i.e., Autogenes] is endowed with
the divine Triple Male” (32–33). Turner, Allogenes, 254, prefers that the unnamed
“he” refer to Barbelo, but the whole passage (12–35) clearly runs in order from the
highest aeon, Kalyptos, to the lowest, the Triple Male, with each higher aeon containing the next lower: Kalyptos-Protophanes-Autogenes-Triple Male. There is no
reasonable way to “explain away” this anomalous passage. It probably represents
an alternate, perhaps earlier, Sethian ontology that has not been harmonized with
the rest of Allogenes. The Triple Male is placed between Protophanes and Autogenes at 45,28–46,11; 46,11–34; and 58,12–22.
22 Cf. 58,15–17, where Protophanes is the “goodness” of the Triple Male. Protophanes is then the originating cause of the Triple Male as well as the source of his
divine qualities. See also 56,13–14, where it is said that the “self-begotten ones” are
in the Triple Male. On the self-begotten ones, see both Turner, Allogenes, 247, who,
citing Marsanes 3,18–21, identifies them with “individual souls in Platonism,” and
Steles Seth 126,26–30, where the unbegotten ones appear to be the souls in Autogenes. In Marsanes, it is the self-begotten ones who are the individual souls in their
highest stage (3,18–25; see my discussion below).
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Yet there is a distinction in kind between Autogenes and the individuals,
for they must become like him in order to see the Triple Male (46,16–18).
Thus, in the ascent of the individual soul, the soul must arrive at the Autogenes level before proceeding to the Triple Male. Autogenes, then, must
be set at a higher plane than the individuals, and this too is in keeping with
Platonism, where the Intellect (nou'") is the hypostasis before soul. Autogenes’ role is to act as Intellect that can descend to the realm of soul and
nature: “He acts [ejnergei'n] separately [kata; mevro"] and individually [-katav],
continuing to rectify the failures from nature [fuvsi"]” (51,28–32).23 Unlike
Protophanes and the Triple Male, Autogenes is individuated and able to
work directly upon the lower realms.
Thus, in Platonic terms, Allogenes has divided the realm of Intellect
into four parts. Kalyptos is static and undifferentiated, containing “the
hidden ones,” Forms and Souls-in-Unity, completely undifferentiated.
They are like the monads of the Forms in Iamblichus’s system (In Phil.
frg. 4). Protophanes-Harmedon is an image of Kalyptos. He is undifferentiated, yet Forms and souls exist in him “all together,” i.e., with a plurality not existing in Kalyptos but without complete differentiation
found in Autogenes. He is best seen as a median between pure unity
and individuation into parts. The Triple Male acts as mediary between
the lack of differentiation in Protophanes and the individualization of
Autogenes. He has no parallel in the Iamblichean system. In Autogenes
we reach the level of individual Forms and souls. In this aspect he is
23 Turner, Allogenes, 254, says that “Autogenes may play here the role of the nevoi
qeoiv in Plato Tim. 41–42.” This is incorrect. The Neoplatonists interpreted the
younger gods as the visible gods, i.e., the stars and planets, who are made of intellect, soul, and ethereal body (or “vehicle”). They are above the realm of nature but
control it. They exist “individually” in the sense that they are differentiated by their
ethereal bodies, but they remain above and have no direct contact with the realm
of nature. Autogenes, on the other hand, is said to engage with nature to the extent
that he “rectifies” it. King (above, n. 10), 113–14, interprets the Coptic term as
implying that Autogenes is a member of the transcendent sphere who is in contact
with nature and who “rectifies” the “instability” introduced by the lower realm.
Thus, Autogenes is an Intellect-in-participation, the active power of Protophanes at
work in the lower realms. He would therefore precede the visible gods (being an
Intellect) but act within their sphere and even beneath it, playing a role similar to
that of Attis in Julian’s Hymn to the Mother of the Gods 171a. See my Iamblichus
and the Theory of the Vehicle of the Soul (Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1985),
140–44. For Julian, however, Attis descends no further than the moon (i.e., he stops
just short of nature). Autogenes acts immediately on the realm of nature. He would
be a holdover of the gnostic descending Demiurge figure but without the overtones
of it being evil or ignorant, more like a saving Sophia. Autogenes, as an Intellect
figure that descends into nature, is not possible in a fully Platonic universe.
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like the Intellect in Iamblichus’s system. Unlike Iamblichus’s Intellect,
however, Autogenes also interacts directly with nature. The rationale
behind the entire Barbelo system mirrors that of Iamblichus: it provides
greater distance between the highest level (Invisible Spirit, the One)
and nature, while at the same time allowing for step-by-step means of
reascent to the higher principles.
If the Barbelo aeon represents the Platonic realm of Intellect with some
added connections from it to the realm of nature, the Triple-Powered One
is a purely Sethian concept. It represents the means by which the Invisible
Spirit (the static, unitary One of the Platonists) may produce the Barbelo
aeon without any activity of its own. The procession is the activity of the
Triple-Powered One, not of the Invisible Spirit. Thus, the Triple-Powered
One can best be seen as the activity of the Invisible Spirit. The TriplePowered One therefore takes the place of the Indefinite Dyad in Platonic
systems. The Triple-Powered One unfolds itself from the Invisible Spirit in
Platonic fashion by a procession from, a contemplation of, and a knowledge of the Invisible Spirit (45,22–27).24 The Triple-Powered One then
becomes the aeon of Barbelo (45,28–30).25
The Triple-Powered One is a unity in diversity and has three aspects
(49,26–37):26
He is Vitality and Mentality and That-Which-Is. For [gavr] then [tovte] ThatWhich-Is constantly possesses its Vitality and Mentality [nohvth"], and Vitality possesses Being [-oujsiva] and Mentality. Mentality [nohvth"] possesses
Life and That-Which-Is. And the three are one, although individually
[-katav] they are three.

We have then the triad Being-Life-Intellect of Platonism (derived from
Soph. 248e), but in the realm between the highest god and the Intellect
rather than in the realm of Intellect itself.

24 See 49,5–14, where the Triple-Powered One is called the “traverser of the
boundlessness of the Invisible Spirit.” On the Platonism of this, see Turner, Allogenes, 251–52.
25 See 47,7–36, where the Triple-Powered One contains the whole Barbelo aeon
in itself (11–14), permeates it (16–18), and is its source (26–27).
26 On the triad and the passage, see Turner, “Threefold Path,” 334–36; “Ritual,”
173; and Allogenes, 252–53; King, Revelation, 20–29. It is odd that the passage gives
the triad first in the (ascending) order Vitality-Mentality-Being, instead of the
Iamblichean Mentality-Vitality-Being. The following lines, however, give the
Iamblichean descending order. There is some hesitancy in the ordering of the triad
in Sethian texts. When we turn to Zostrianos, we will see the two orderings again,
and so we shall discuss them there.
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The relationship between the Triple-Powered One and Barbelo is further described when Allogenes, after his hundred-year preparation,
ascends to its Mentality phase (58,7–59,3). Allogenes sees Autogenes, the
Triple Male, Protophanes-Harmedon
and the blessedness [-makavrio"] of the Kalyptos; and the primary origin
[ajrchv] of the blessedness [-makavrio"], the Aeon of Barbelo, full of divinity; and the primary origin [ajrchv] of the one without origin [-ajrchv], the
spiritual [pneu'ma], invisible [ajovraton] Triple-Powered One, the Universal
One that is higher than perfect [tevleio"]. (58,18–26)

It is possible that the term “blessedness” is used as a synonym for “Mentality” in Sethian texts.27 If it is used so here, the “blessedness of Kalyptos”
is the Mentality phase of the Triple-Powered One immanent in the aeon of
Barbelo, which is itself the origin of the blessedness. That is to say, Barbelo is herself the fully actualized Mentality phase of the Triple-Powered
One; the Mentality then emanates from her directly to Kalyptos. As such,
Mentality or Intellect pervades the entire Barbelo aeon, as we have already
seen. This gradual unfolding of one realm into another is a feature of the
anonymous commentary on the Parmenides and especially of Iamblichus
and the later Neoplatonists. It is the Mentality phase of the Triple-Powered
One that Allogenes sees (58,23–26).28 Later (58,34–59,3), Allogenes is taken
into the Mentality level and has the knowledge of Barbelo.29
Ascent through the Triple-Powered One is first described by the luminaries of Barbelo (59,9–60,12) and then narrated by Allogenes himself
(60,13–61,22). Allogenes has already attained the level of Blessedness
(59,10 and 60,16–18). He moves through Vitality (59,14–18 and 60,19–24)
to Existence (59,18–26 and 60,28–37). At this point, Allogenes has attained
the highest level within the Triple-Powered One. He has moved from
knowledge and activity to pure inactivity, and he becomes like the TriplePowered One in his lack of mental activity. In this, Allogenes is a likeness
of the Triple-Powered One (59,22) and has the inactivity of the Invisible

27 See Turner, Allogenes, 259 and 263. For problems in the Three Steles of Seth,
see n. 54 below.
28 As Turner, Allogenes, 259 says, the “one without origin” is Barbelo.
29 Turner, Allogenes, 259 and 261, in the phrase “the knowledge [gnw'si"] [of] the
Universals, the Aeon of Barbelo” (59,2–4) interprets the Universals as Platonic
forms. This seems correct. However in “Ritual,” 175, he says that the knowledge of
the Universals is that “of the Triple-Powered One and the Invisible Spirit.” This
seems unlikely not only because the word “Barbelo” appears in lines 3–4 but also
because Allogenes has not yet received the two revelations from the luminaries of
Barbelo about the Triple-Powered One and the Invisible Spirit.
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One in him (60,7–8) Indeed the realm of Existence is itself “like [katav] an
image [eijkwvn]” of the inactivity in Allogenes that he received from the
Triple-Powered One and the Invisible Spirit (60,30–37).30
There is therefore a continuation of the gradual ontological hierarchy
that we have been observing throughout the Allogenes. The movement
from Mentality to the Triple-Powered One as a whole is one of increasing
stillness and inactivity. The summit of the entire system, the Invisible Spirit
itself, is revealed only through a negative theology (61,25–67,38), the intent
of which is to show the complete inactivity of the first principle. Any activity on Allogenes’ part will result in detachment from it. The Invisible Spirit
is beyond both time (which comes into being in the Psychic realm in Neoplatonism) and eternity (which comes into being in the realm of Intellect)
(63,21–23; 65,22–23), is characterized by nonbeing existence (62,23;
65,32)31 and by silence and stillness (61,21; 62,24–25; 65,19), and is completely unknowable (61,22; 63,9–11; 63,28–32; 64,10–12; 64,14–23; 66,23).
Before concluding our examination of the Allogenes, we should consider Turner’s claim to have found an “enneadic structure” in it, whereby
the triad of being-life-mind is located at three levels: Invisible Spirit, TriplePowered One, and Barbelo.32 According to this theory, which is based in
30 The text reads: “by a revelation of the Indivisible One and the One who is at
rest” (60,35–37). Although Turner, Allogenes, 261, thinks that the two terms are “hendiadys for the Triple-Powered One,” it makes more sense to see the two terms describing two entities, the Invisible Spirit and Triple-Powered One, respectively. (See
67,25–32, where the term “Unknowable One” is substituted for “Indivisible One.”) For
the two mentioned together, see 61,5–6, where “the One who exists in me” is the
Invisible Spirit, 61,8–14, and 53,29–31 (where Turner again argues for hendiadys, Allogenes, 256). At 61,14–22, the Mediator of the Triple-Powered One is the Invisible Spirit.
But see Turner, Allogenes, 261. In his response to Corrigan, p. 37, Turner goes so far
as to say that the Mediator might be Allogenes himself. The term is problematic (how
can the highest principle be a mean?) but probably means no more than that the
power in the Invisible Spirit is channeled through the activity of the Triple-Powered
One to Barbelo. The Invisible Spirit is a Mediator qua its potentiality, which is mediated. [The text “mediator of the Triple Powered One” must be emended to read:
“mediator (i.e., the Triple Powered One) of the Unknowable One.” JDT]
31 At XI 53,31, the Existence level of the Triple-Powered One is itself called “the
non-substantial [-oujsiva] Existence [u{parxi"].” Lines 23–31 describe, partly in
metaphorical language, Barbelo, Protophanes (both in terms of Mentality), the
Invisible Spirit, the Triple-Powered One, and Existence. It is odd that Vitality
is omitted here. It appears in a mutilated passage of Youel’s praise of the TriplePowered One on the next page (54,8).
32 See Turner, “Threefold Path,” 336; “Ritual,” 173–74; his reply to Corrigan,
14–16. [The previous paper in this volume, “The Setting of the Platonizing Sethian
Treatises in Middle Platonism,” is a revised version of this reply. JDT]
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part on the schema found in the anonymous commentary on the Parmenides, Allogenes presents the triad in three varying ways at the three
main ontological levels. At the level of the Invisible Spirit the triad is found
represented by infinitives (ei\nai, zh'n, noei'n) and considered as acts; at the
level of the Triple-Powered One represented by abstract nouns (u{parxi" or
ojntovth" or oujsiovth", zwovth", noovth") and considered as qualities; and at
the level of the Barbelo aeon represented by nouns or, in one case, a substantive (to; o[n, zwhv, nou'") and considered as substances. We thus have a
triad in each level. Next, Turner says, since each level is actually just a
phase in the unfolding of the Invisible Spirit into Barbelo, each level can be
considered as the term of the triad that predominates at that level. In other
words, at the level of the Invisible Spirit existence predominates, at the level
of the Triple-Powered One life, and at the level of Barbelo intellect. Thus
the Triple-Powered One (in its Life phase) is discontinuous with both the
Invisible Spirit (in its Being phase) and Barbelo (in its Intellect phase).
Turner provides the following chart in explanation:33
Unknowable One/Invisible Spirit
Triple-Powered One/Eternal Life
Barbelo/First Thought

Exists
Existence
Being

Lives
Vitality
(Life)

Knows
Mentality
Mind

This is intriguing, but there are problems here. First, as I have stated above,
the Barbelo aeon is tetradic not triadic. Moreover, the terms Being-Life-and
Mind are not applied to it in quite the way that Turner wishes. For the term
Mind is applied to Kalyptos (the highest phase) and Protophanes (the middle phase), not to Autogenes (the lowest). Indeed, this is crucial because
Kalyptos as Blessedness (= Mentality) is at once the highest phase of Barbelo (who is herself Blessedness) and the lowest phase of the TriplePowered One. It is again the gradual unfolding from top to bottom that is
being stressed. Finally, as Turner admits, the term “Life” is never applied
to Protophanes. Indeed, there is no evidence of the triad being applied to
the Barbelo tetrad.
What about the triad at the level of the Invisible Spirit? At first glance,
there does seem to be support in the text. At the beginning of their second revelation, the luminaries of Barbelo say (61,32–39):
Now [dev] he is something insofar as he exists in that he either [h[] exists
and will become, or [h[] acts [ejnergei'n] or [h[] knows, although he lives
without Mind [nou'"] or [ou[te] Life or [ou[te] Existence [u{parxi"] or [ou[te]
Non-Existence [-u{parxi"], incomprehensibly.

33 Turner, “Ritual,” 174; and his reply to Corrigan, 16.
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As it stands the triad is not applied to the Invisible Spirit but is rather
denied of him. Turner, however, edits the text to yield the following:34
Now he is something (in the most general sense) in that he exists, seeing
that he either exists or <lives> or knows, <acting> without mind or life or
existence or non-existence in an incomprehensible way.

Turner argues that the phrase “‘exists and will become’ . . . is awkward”
and that “will become” is the “translator’s equivalent to uJpavrcein.” Further,
he thinks that the word “acts” must be moved, that “lives” should be
inserted, and that “Non-Existence” “seems gratuitous.”35 Turner’s reasoning
is straightforward. With the proposed changes, we have a better parallel
between the triad of verbs and triad of nouns. But this may not be what
the author of Allogenes intended.
One attribute of the Invisible Spirit that continually arises is that he is
without being (62,22; 63,9–10; 63,17–18; 65,28–30; 65,32–33; 66,25–28).
Nonetheless, he is something, “another thing” (63,18). Thus, although he is
strictly beyond existence, he nonetheless has a kind of existence. This is the
meaning of his having “nonbeing existence.” It is, if you will, a preexisting
existence, for Existence will devolve from him. The Existence is in him paradigmatically.36 This, then, is the meaning in our passage as well. He
“exists” (in the technical sense just explained) so he “will become,” i.e., will
unfold into Existence at a lower stage, just as he will “act” and “know” at
lower levels. (His activity is the Triple-Powered One; his knowledge Barbelo.) And he does all of this without Mind, Life, or Existence, which will
not properly exist until the level of the Triple-Powered One. This is further
explained at 62,18–27, where we are told that he does not need Mind or
Life or anything. “He is superior to the Universals” (i.e., the Forms), is “nonbeing existence” and is not “diminished by those who are not diminished.”
Thus, we have the Platonic concept of undiminished giving from a power
that transcends the qualities that he causes to exist at the lower level. In
sum, although the triad is of course preexistent in the Invisible Spirit, it
would be incorrect to see the full triad operating at his level. On the
34 Turner, Allogenes, 261. Cf. his reply to Corrigan, 15. See also the translation of

King, Revelation, 155–57 and her notes on this sentence, which she deems
“extremely well-balanced stylistically,” 157–59. Her translation nicely brings out the
negative nature of the sentence with regard to the Invisible Spirit.
35 Turner, Allogenes, 261.
36 Cf. 62,28–63,1, where the Invisible Spirit is not the triad divinity-blessednessperfection, but rather the triad is “an unknowable entity of him” (62,31). He is
“superior to” them (32–36) and is “another thing” (37). See also 63,33–64,4 and
Turner’s notes, Allogenes, 263–64.
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contrary, it would be appropriate to say that it does not. Rather, the Existence of the Invisible Spirit is stressed over the others, but in a way that
makes clear that he surpasses both it and its opposite “incomprehensibly.”37
In the end, then, the system of Allogenes is only partly Platonic. It is
Platonic in its positing of a higher principle “beyond being,” of an emanation or “undiminished giving” from it to the lower realms, of the separation of Intellect into its own hypostasis, and of the emanation of soul
and nature from there. It is unplatonic in its conception of the TriplePowered One as a separate hypostasis, its placement of the Being-LifeIntellect triad in that hypostasis instead of in Intellect, and its division of
Intellect into a tetrad.
3. The System of Zostrianos
Zostrianos presents the most complete worldview of all four Sethian
texts, since it actually discusses how the upper realms unfold themselves
into the material world. In Zostrianos, we are presented with a savior figure (Zostrianos) who with the aid of four divinities (Authrounios, Ephesech, Youel, and Salamex) ascends from the lowest strata of matter to the
highest sphere of the Invisible Spirit and then descends again to bring the
message of salvation to the seed of Seth.
The system follows the fourfold Platonic system: the realms of the
One, of the Intellect, of the Soul, and of Nature. Let us concentrate first on
the two highest realms. The highest god is the Invisible Spirit. Immediately
below this god is the aeon of Barbelo, which is subdivided further into
three aeons: Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes.38 As in Allogenes, the

37 What is most intriguing about the system of Allogenes is its proximity to
Iamblichus’s concerning the devolving of strata. This is true not only in the multiplication of levels within hypostases but also in the way the gradual unfolding takes
place. Existence is the highest level of the Triple-Powered One, yet it preexists in
another form in the next highest entity, the Invisible Spirit. Mentality comes into
full existence in Barbelo, yet preexists in the lowest level of the Triple-Powered
One. This raises the question of which writings are prior and may help confirm
Majercik’s thesis for a late dating of Allogenes.
38 The three are mentioned together at VIII 20,4–15; 58,12–16; and 129,2–26,
with no mention of the Triple Male. At times this fourth aeon is added between
Protophanes and Autogenes. See 24,1–10; 44,23–31; and 56,15–19. Sieber, however,
in the notes to his translation in Nag Hammadi Codex VIII (ed. J. H. Sieber; NHS
31; Leiden: Brill, 1991), 129, identifies the Triple Male with the Protophanes aeon
in the last mentioned passage. This is possible, since at 61,15–22 the Triple Male
seems to form part of the Protophanes aeon. This additional entity suggests that
other Sethian materials (like those in Allogenes) were not fully integrated into the
metaphysical scheme of Zostrianos.
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aeon of Barbelo proceeds naturally from the first god. The role of the
Triple-Powered, however, is different. For the Invisible Spirit itself is identified with the Triple-Powered One (24,12–13; 63,6–8; 87,13–14; 97,1–3;
118,9–13; 128,20-22), but it does not become another separate triadic
hypostasis. Instead, its triple-power overflows into and immediately
becomes Barbelo and her triad.
This occurs, it would seem, in Platonic fashion. Barbelo emanates or
divides from the Invisible Spirit (77,12–15; 83,19–24; 87,10–14), then turns
to contemplate him and thereby becomes a separate hypostasis (78,6–80,18;
81,6–20; 87,14–16). Further, since the Barbelo aeon becomes the triad of
Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes, these three are also potentially in
the Invisible Spirit, waiting to become unfolded from him (75,12–14).39
It is in the aeon of Barbelo that the Existence-Life-Mind triad comes
into being, but not however in this order. The triad is first mentioned in
Ephesech’s revelation to Zostrianos and involves the triad emanating from
Barbelo herself (14,1–14). The triad—existence (u{parxi"), blessedness
(makavrio", i.e., mind or intellect), and life—is termed a first principle
(ajrchv) that comes from a single first principle. The text is problematic here,
but the single first principle seems to be Barbelo herself. This triad is integrated with the Barbelo Aeon’s three members through the imagery of baptismal waters (15,4–17), where “the water of life” and Vitality are associated
with Autogenes, the lowest of the three Barbelo aeons; the water of
blessedness with Protophanes, the middle aeon; the water of existence
with Kalyptos, the highest aeon. Thus, the triad is organized in nonIamblichean order. Later (66,7–66,18), the triad—this time in the Iamblichean order, existence, life, blessedness—derives from “the [truly] existent
Spirit, the sole One.”40 Since the Invisible Spirit is the highest cause, he is
the cause of Barbelo as well as of the Barbelo aeons. Thus, the Barbelo
aeons can be said to emanate from either the Invisible Spirit or Barbelo.
This is more clearly expressed at 79,9–25, where Barbelo herself is termed
the “first [insubstantial] existence” after the Invisible Spirit. She emanates
from the undivided Spirit to the level of Existence. Unlike the Spirit she is
an activity (ejnevrgeia), and at the level of Existence she becomes a TriplePowered One, i.e., “an image of the one that truly exists.”41 Thus, Barbelo
is the moving image and activity of the Invisible Spirit and as such is called
39 “All [these] were [in the] indivisibility of [the] Spirit.” Translations from Zostrianos are from Nag Hammadi Codex VIII (ed. J. H. Sieber; NHS 31; Leiden: Brill,
1991) unless otherwise noted. I have also benefited from Turner’s translations of
sections of Zostrianos in his response to Corrigan. For the referent of “all [these],”
see Sieber’s note (152).
40 The translation is from Turner’s reply to Corrigan, 29.
41 The translation of 79,9–25 is from Turner’s reply to Corrigan, 29.
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“Triple-Power” herself. This “Triple Power” is actualized in the triad of
Kalyptos (Existence), Protophanes (Blessedness), and Autogenes (Life).42
In this way, then, the Invisible Spirit is “Three Powered” only potentially.
The actual triadization occurs through Barbelo.
It is worth noticing that there are two occasions in Zostrianos when
the triad may be given in Iamblichean order. Once, in the lines immediately following 66,7–66,18, discussed just above, where the triad was given
in the order Existence-Blessedness-Life, the author may reverse himself
and give the triad in Iamblichean order:
In Existence he (i.e., the Invisible Spirit) exists [as] a simple unity, his own
[rational expression] and species. Whoever will find him he brings into
existence. [And in] Vitality, he is alive. . . . 43

The triad also appears along with the Barbelo triad at 20,22–24 in this
order, but the text is again badly damaged. If these two passages do represent a change in the order of the triad (and their mutilated condition
makes this only a hypothesis), then we have evidence of a tension within
Gnosticism itself as to the order of the triad. If anything, however, the position of Zostrianos certainly favors the non-Iamblichean formulation. Thus,
in Zostrianos, we do not find the second, non-Platonic triad between the
first and second principles (the Invisible Spirit and the Barbelo aeons) that
we found in Allogenes, and there is a tendency toward non-Iamblichean
ordering of the triad.
Before we leave Zostrianos, we should look also at the psychic realm,
for it shares vocabulary with Marsanes. Zostrianos 27,9–28,30 divides disembodied immortal souls into three classes: “the ones who have taken root
among the Sojourn” (paroivkhsi"), “those that stand [upon the] Repentance”
(metavnoia), and “the souls of the Self-generated ones” (aujtogeniovn).44 The
term metavnoia occurs in Marsanes 3,15; paroivkhsi" may represent the verb
for “dwell” in 3,17.45 Both terms are associated with the fifth seal, which
(as we shall see) is the appropriate place for disembodied souls. Marsanes’
42 The triad is given in this order also at 3,8–11.
43 The translation is from Turner’s reply to Corrigan, 29. In brackets, he finishes

the sentence thus: “and enters into blessedness and comes to have Mentality.” The
text is corrupted, but it is fairly certain that the triad occurs in this form. [While precise details of the reconstruction are open to question, the traces of the letters for
Huparcis, w!n!H, and makarios are such as to render these words in that order
extremely likely (85–90 percent). JDT]
44 The translation is from Turner’s reply to Corrigan, 48. See also there his discussion of these souls and their relation to Plato’s Phaedo.
45 See Pearson, Marsanes, 256.
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sixth seal concerns “the self-begotten ones” (aujtogevnnhto"). We shall return
to this point below.
4. The System of the Three Steles of Seth
The Three Steles of Seth presents a liturgy intended to be repeated by
a group of Sethians in imitation of or perhaps coincident with an ascent
ritual through the three main figures of Sethianism. According to the introduction (118,10–23), Dositheos saw the three steles and preserved what
was written upon them. The first stele is to Autogenes, the second to Barbelo, and the third to the Unbegotten.46
Autogenes is presented as belonging to a higher realm but as revealing the entities in the higher realm to the Sethians below (119,15–120,6).
Like Autogenes in the Allogenes, he is the intermediary between higher
and lower realms, and he is active in the lower realms (121,10–11). He is
a savior figure (121,11–12). He, not Protophanes, is identified with the
Triple Male (120,29; 121,8–9). The Triple Male, therefore, does not exist in
a level separate from him.
Barbelo is delineated as the intermediary between the Unbegotten
One above and Autogenes below. She is, on the one hand, “the first glory
of the invisible Father” (121,22–23), a monad from a monad (121,33–34),
“the first [shadow] of the holy Father” (122,2–3; 124,3–5), “one . . . of the
One” (122,12–13).47 On the other hand, just as Barbelo unfolds as a
shadow from the Unbegotten, so the other eternal ones are from her
(122,6–12; 123,11–14).
Although the usual Sethian triad of Kalyptos-Protophanes-Autogenes is
not explicitly drawn, the names of Kalyptos and Protophanes do appear as
extensions of her. She is said to be Kalyptos48 (122,14; 123,1) and to
become the nou'" Protophanes (123,4–5). Her relationship to Autogenes is
clear enough from the fact that the stele dedicated to her is between those
dedicated to him and the Unbegotten. Thus, there is sufficient reason to
see the triad of aeons existing in Barbelo.49

46 [For the view that these are three separate entities, see B. Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures (New York: Doubleday, 1987), 152–53. For the identification of Autogenes with both Geradamas and the Triple Male, see Goehring, Nag Hammadi
Codex VII, 376–77 (see n. 47 below) JDT].
47 Translations are by J. M. Robinson and J. E. Goehring in Nag Hammadi Codex
VII (ed. B. A. Pearson; NHMS 30; Leiden: Brill, 1996). For 122,1–34, see also
Turner’s translation in his reply to Corrigan, 9–10.
48 For the use of “the nomen sacrum for Kalyptos,” see Goehring’s note in Nag
Hammadi Codex VII, 401.
49 She can therefore be called “aeon of aeons” at VII 123,25–26 and 124,8–9.
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Whether the triad Existence-Life-Intellect is also in Barbelo is harder to
say. The text reads (122,18–25):
For their sake you have empowered the eternal ones in being; you have
empowered divinity in living; you have empowered knowledge in goodness; in blessedness you have empowered the shadows which pour forth
from the one.

Goehring (402) says that the “influence of the . . . triad is evident here.
While Barbelo is the empowering force behind the attributes, the Father ‘is’
the attributes.” The first half of this statement is correct.50 It is Barbelo, as
the monad in which each member of the triad preexists, who brings the
triad into existence in the aeons beneath her (presumably Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes). There are problems, however. Whereas Barbelo
is said to empower the aeons in being and in living, this parallelism breaks
down when it is said that she empowers knowledge in goodness. Further,
it is in the fourth clause where Barbelo empowers the aeons in blessedness
(makavrio"). Now, as we have seen, blessedness may be used as another
term for “Intellect.” The text seems to give a tetrad (being, life, goodness,
blessedness). It is difficult to explain why, but the reason may again have
to do with alternate Sethian arrangements of the Barbelo aeon.51 The point
to note for now is that the three terms of the usual triad (given in the
Iamblichean order) are preexistent in Barbelo.52
Proof for the triad itself in the Three Steles can be found in two passages from the third stele, which is dedicated to the Unbegotten. One passage (125,28–32) gives the triad straightforwardly as caused by the
Unbegotten:
For you are the existence [u{parxi"] of them all. You are the life of them
all. You are the mind [nou'"] of them all.

Here the Unbegotten is the source of being, life, and mind in the entities
below him. The second passage (124,26–33) is more difficult. It calls the
Unbegotten “the non-being [-oujsiva], existence [u{parxi"] which is before

50 As we shall see, it cannot be the case that the Father is Being, Life, and Mind.
He must preexist them.
51 See below for further discussion.
52 The passage at 123,18–22, where Barbelo is the source of life and mind for
lower entities is helpful but not definitive. At 123,23, however, she is called a triple
power, which is at least suggestive of the triad, although the term may refer rather
to the triad of Kalyptos, Protophanes, and Autogenes, since she is immediately
called an “aeon of aeons” (123,25–26).
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existences” (u{parxi") (124,26–27). As in Allogenes, the first principle is
beyond being yet the cause of being in the entities below.53 He is
(124,28–33):
the first being [oujsiva] which is before beings [oujsiva], Father of divinity and
life, creator of mind [nou'"], giver of good [ajgaqovn], giver of blessedness
[-makavrio"].

Here we have the three members of the triad (being, life, and mind) coupled, it seems, with two others (goodness and blessedness).54 Leaving the
problem of the extra elements aside, it seems clear enough that if the
Unbegotten is the source of Being, Life, and Mind, then the triad would
come into existence in the aeon of Barbelo.
5. Comparison of the Sethian Systems
The three Sethian texts provide systems that are similar in certain features but that are also divergent in crucial ways. Although it is true that all
three systems contain realms roughly equivalent to the Platonic realms of
the One, Intellect, Soul, or Nature, that all three present a single first cause
that is beyond being, and that all three contain some formulation of the
Being-Life-Mind triad, nonetheless the differences are more impressive
than these similarities.
First, there is the question of the Triple Power. In Allogenes it is conceived as distinct from the Invisible Spirit; in Zostrianos it is combined with
it as the “Invisible Three-Powered Spirit”; in Three Steles of Seth the term is
used of both the Unbegotten and Barbelo but is not used for an entity or
realm distinct from them.55
53 The Unbegotten is “the really [o[ntw"] preexistent one” who “really [o[ntw"]
exists” (124,18–21). Cf. 121,25–27, where Barbelo sees that “the one who truly
[o[ntw"] preexists is non-being [-oujsiva].”
54 For goodness and blessedness, see 122,18–25, cited above. All five elements are
in both passages, although knowledge and goodness are combined at 122,22–23. Also,
at 124,31–33, mind and blessedness are separated. Indeed, 122,18–25 seems to exhibit
a tetradic structure: being, life, goodness, and blessedness; while 124,28–33 exhibits a
pentadic one: being, life, mind, goodness, and blessedness. (Note that “mind” and
“blessedness” are listed separately, suggesting that, at least for the Three Steles, the two
are not equivalent.) The two texts suggest that the triad was at one time submerged in
a larger set of elements and that attempts were under way to extricate or highlight the
triad. On the face of it, this set of circumstances suggests that the triad preexists gnostic literature and indeed moved the gnostics to form the triad in their own metaphysics.
If so, this presents further evidence for Platonism as the likely source of the triad.
55 See Goehring’s note in Nag Hammadi Codex VII, 399.
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Second, there is the placement and arrangement of the Being-LifeMind triad. Allogenes places the triad (given in Iamblichean order) in the
Triple-Powered One, making it a separate hypostasis between the Invisible
Spirit and Barbelo. Zostrianos associates each element of the triad with a
member of the Barbelo aeon: Existence with Kalyptos, Blessedness (=
Intellect) with Protophanes, and Vitality with Autogenes. The triad is therefore given in non-Iamblichean order. The Three Steles of Seth places the
three elements of the triad in the Barbelo aeon but associates these three
elements with others so that it is doubtful that we are dealing with a triad.
Third, there is the problem of the Triple Male. The Three Steles of Seth
associates this Sethian divinity with Autogenes.56 Zostrianos usually associates him with Protophanes but sometimes makes him a separate level in the
aeon of Barbelo. Allogenes consistently presents the Triple Male as a fourth
level of the Barbelo aeon, usually between Protophanes and Autogenes.
These three differences highlight three areas of flux within Sethian
Gnosticism. Sethian writers are concerned with the inclusion and placement of divine entities or powers within a system that has already taken
on a Middle Platonic or Plotinian slant. What I mean by this is that the
metaphysical system is already four-tiered: One-Intellect-Soul-Nature. What
the Sethians seem to be arguing over (or, at least, considering individually)
is the placement within the Platonic universe of certain Sethian entities.
Now, in this they are doing for Sethianism what Iamblichus is doing for
paganism. For Iamblichus is likewise fitting various religious entities into
his universe. Thus, it seems to me that we have, as it were, a religious
enlarging and repopulating of the Plotinian universe. This is how a religious believer inserts his or her own gods, demigods, divine powers, and
the like into a streamlined universe. If this view is correct, then the Sethians are doing what Iamblichus and presumably other Platonists after Plotinus are doing. The Iamblichean universe is more developed, of course,
which proves that Iamblichus’s writings postdate these three Sethian texts.
It is time to see how the Marsanes fits into this scheme.
6. The System of Marsanes
The treatise Marsanes, like Allogenes and Zostrianos, presents the
reader with the exposition of a savior figure about his ascent and subsequent descent through the universe. The savior here is Marsanes himself,
and his tale is intended for a knowledgeable audience of Sethians.57 The
text of Marsanes is riddled with lacunae; especially after the first ten pages,
56 [See note 46. JDT]
57 Marsanes has been studied and translated by B. A. Pearson. See the works

cited in note 1, above.
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whole pages are unreadable or even missing. Nonetheless, enough
remains for us to examine its metaphysical structure and to make some
decisions about its place in the history of Gnosticism and Platonism.
The treatise begins with Marsanes reassuring the Sethians that the
“Father” (one of the supreme gods) is benevolent, protects his followers,
and cares for them (1,11–27). After a lacuna, Marsanes describes what he
refers to as thirteen “seals.” Each seal refers to a step on the metaphysical
ladder.58 These are presented from the bottom up, but only after Marsanes
has assured his readers that he has “established” (2,13–14) the highest seal,
i.e., that he has made the mystical journey through the various levels to the
highest one and has returned safely himself.
The thirteen seals are presented at 2,16–4,23. Pearson has shown that
they form a hierarchy that is consistent with the four-level metaphysics of
Platonists.59 At the bottom of the hierarchy are the first three seals representing “the worldly [kosmikov"] and the material [uJlikov"]” realms (2,16–
26). These correlate with the Platonic realm of Nature. It should be noted
that Marsanes adds that “in every respect [pavntw"] the sense-perceptible
[aijsqhtov"] world [kovsmo"] is [worthy] of being saved entirely” (5,24–26).
This is a palpable move away from the pessimism of the gnostics toward
the optimism of the Platonists.60
58 On the seals, see Pearson, Marsanes, 235 and 249; “Tractate,” 377–78; and

Gnosticism, 153–54 (where discussion of the seventh seal seems to have dropped
out). Since Zostrianos marks each successful attempt to move up the ladder with a
“baptism” and since the term “seal” is often associated with baptism in Sethian
texts, it may seem tempting to see some connection between Marsanes’ use of the
term “seal” and a baptismal rite. See Turner, “Ritual,” 171–72. As Turner says, however, there is no mention of baptism in Marsanes, and so the author’s use of the
term remains mysterious. Pearson, in his article “Theurgic Tendencies in Gnosticism
and Iamblichus’ Conception of Theurgy,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed.
R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 264–65, associates the thirteen seals with “ritual praxis” and says that “the various ‘seals’ are to be understood
as equivalent to what Iamblichus calls the synthemata.”
59 Pearson, Gnosticism, 155–56.
60 See Pearson, Gnosticism, 162–64. He believes that this passage, together with
41,30–42,6 about the one who gazes at the planets being “blessed,” shows Platonic
influence. (Cf. Pearson, Marsanes, 247–48.) In Gnosticism, 163, Pearson cites as evidence for this Platonic optimism Taurus’s view that souls descend “for the completion of the universe,” i.e., the descent is voluntary on the soul’s part and positive
(for the good of the universe) and not caused by tovlma. The Taurus quotation
comes from Iamblichus’s De Anima, in a passage in which Iamblichus is discussing
the issue of the soul’s descent. Iamblichus adopts Taurus’s view, arguing (against
Plotinus and others) that the descent is necessary and that pure souls descend willingly, impure souls unwillingly for punishment for the conduct of their past lives.
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Seals four through six (2,26–3,25) are equivalent to the psychic realm
of the Platonists. The text contains many lacunae, but the general meaning is clear enough. As the first three seals were characterized by what is
perceptible (aijsqhthv, 2,22), these next three are characterized by what is
incorporeal (ajswvmaton, 3,19; cf. 3,9). Although it is true, as Pearson
says,61 that Platonists use this term of the intelligible, here its domain is
lower. For the soul too is incorporeal. This is further verified by the use
of the term “partially” (kata; mevro", 3,21), for souls are parts of the Hypercosmic Soul and are often termed “partial natures,” whereas intelligible
objects are not.
The fourth seal is the next highest after nature (fuvsi", 3,1–2).62 It “is
incorporeal” (-sw'ma) (3,9). Although the precise entities of the fourth seal
are lost in a lacuna, the description of the fifth and sixth seals will allow
us to make a good guess as to what they were.
The fifth seal concerns “conversion [metavnoia] [of] those that are within
me” and includes “those who dwell in that place” (3,15–17). The human
souls are conceived as existing inside Marsanes. This must mean, as Pearson thinks,63 that these are the souls of the true believers in the Sethian
fold. Pearson couples the verb for “dwell” with the Greek term paroikei'n,
notes that both terms are given by Plotinus (2.9.6.1–3) as examples of
gnostic terminology associated with the soul, and points out that metavnoia
“is apparently to be understood as the first step in the return of the gnostic soul to its place of origin.”64 The two terms also appear in Zostrianos,
as Pearson also says.65
Before examining the relevant passages in Zostrianos, let’s turn to
Marsanes’ sixth seal:
concerning the self-begotten ones [aujtogevnnhto"], concerning the incorporeal [ajswvmaton] being [oujsiva] which exists partially [kata; mevro"],
together with those who exist in the truth of the All [. . . ] for understanding [ejpisthvmh] and assurance.

See Finamore, Iamblichus and the Theory of the Vehicle of the Soul (Chico, Calif.:
Scholars Press, 1985), 96–101.
61 Marsanes, 256.
62 The text is marred. Pearson, Marsanes, 255, would read, “He exists after the
[ ] and the [divine] nature [fuvsi"].” The reading “divine” is highly conjectural. It
seems better, therefore, to take the subject “he” as some being in the fourth realm
or seal who exists (as the seal itself does) directly above the third: “He exists after
the [world? (kovsmo")] and nature.”
63 Marsanes, 256.
64 Pearson, Marsanes, 256 and 247; cf. Gnosticism, 153 n. 24.
65 Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X, ad loc.
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The term “self-begotten” recalls Autogenes, who will appear in the next
seal in Marsanes. These are the highest “partial,” i.e., individual souls, and
probably are to be identified with purified human souls as well as divine
souls. Hence, they gain insight into the true conception of the universe and
thereby attain knowledge, unsullied as they are by material accretions.
Thus, Marsanes presents a triad within the realm of the soul. Zostrianos presents a similar threefold division of souls, which will allow us to
understand better the triad in Marsanes. After Zostrianos leaves the realm
of nature in his ascent and passes through the sphere of the seven planets
(5,17–22), he ascends first to the paroivkhsi" (5,24), then to metavnoia
(5,27), then to a third place (the name is lost in a lacuna) where he sees
the “self-begotten [aujtogenhv"] root” of truth (6,5); he is thereupon baptized
in Autogenes. Later, after discussing embodied souls (26,19–27,9), Zostrianos differentiates three kinds of immortal souls (27,9–28,30).66 There are
“the ones that have taken root upon the exile [paroivkhsi"]” (27,14–15),
“those that stand [upon the] repentance [metavnoia]” (27,21–22), and “the
souls [yuchv] of the self-begotten ones [aujtogeniovn]” (28,11–12). Finally, in
a third passage (42,10–44,22), Zostrianos identifies two sorts of embodied
souls (called “dead” at 42,13, 16, and 20): those who completely identify
themselves with the body and the material world and those who raise
themselves higher but not to the level of the gods. It then differentiates
these from three types of immortal souls. The first type are “in exile
[paroivkhsi"].” This kind of soul, when it “discovers the truth” is classed
higher than the other, embodied souls (43,13–18). The second type are
those that repent (metavnoia). When this soul turns itself from the things of
the body (here called “dead things”) and toward true existence, it attains
its proper place in the universe (43,19–30). The highest type are the souls
“that can be saved.” These seek and find their intellect and themselves,
know things as they really are, withdraw into themselves, and become
divine (44,1–22).
Both Zostrianos and Marsanes present a threefold division of souls.
Whereas Zostrianos presents souls in exile at a level lower than that of
souls that repent, Marsanes places them at the same level but has “repentance” precede (i.e., be lower than) “dwelling” in the fifth seal. First comes
the soul’s change, then it can come to dwell in a higher place.67 What then
of the lowest seal? Marsanes assures his readers that the entities of this seal
are incorporeal (3,9). These are probably, then, souls either still embodied
or newly disembodied that are still in the process of learning the ways of
66 For discussion of this and the next passage in Zostrianos, see both Sieber’s
notes in Nag Hammadi Codex VIII and Turner, in his reply to Corrigan, 47–48.
67 The “place” of Marsanes 3,17 is almost certainly the uJperouravnio" tovpo" of
Phaedr. 247c3. Cf. Marsanes 5,20, where the Greek word is tovpo".
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Gnosticism. This represents a step intermediate between Zostrianos’s
higher kind of “dead” soul and the soul in exile. The “self-begotten” souls
of the sixth seal are equivalent to those in Zostrianos.68 The three parts of
the Psychic realm in Marsanes show a soul becoming more pure. It should
be noted, however, that the Soul-triad in Marsanes is not equivalent to
Iamblichus’s triad of Hypercosmic, World, and Individual souls.
The remaining seals concern the two highest Platonic realms. Seals
seven through ten take us into the realm of the Intellect and reintroduce
us to familiar characters. The seventh seal concerns “the self-begotten [aujtogenhv"] power [duvnami"],” i.e., Autogenes (3,25–26); the eighth “the Mind
[nou'"] which is [male, which] appeared [in the beginning],” i.e., Protophanes (4,2–7);69 the ninth, marred by a lacuna, Kalyptos;70 and the tenth
Barbelo. The realm of the One, as we know it from Allogenes, Zostrianos,
and Three Steles of Seth, is given in seals eleven and twelve (4,13–19):
the Invisible One [ajovrato"] who possesses three powers [duvnami"] and the
Spirit [pneu'ma] which does not have being [oujsiva], belonging to the first
Unbegotten (fem.).

Finally, the thirteenth seal concerns the Silent One “who was not [known]”
(4,19–22).
If we compare these two highest realms to the highest realms of the
other three Sethian texts, we can discern certain important differences in
Marsanes. Working from the top down, the first obvious difference is the
addition of the Silent One. Second, Marsanes agrees with Allogenes
against the other two texts in dividing the next highest being into two: an
invisible three-powered One and a Spirit. Third, it does not add a third
68 Souls are discussed later in Marsanes. At 25,17–20, there seems to be a “division” that takes place from a soul at its higher (“self-begotten?”) phase to lower
(embodied state). See Pearson’s note in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X, ad loc.
Later at 25,26–26,6 the text distinguishes the soul “that came into existence” from
“the self-begotten soul.” This again seems to indicate a fall from a higher to lower
(embodied) phase. “Come into existence” would mean “come into bodily existence.” Corresponding to the fall is a loss of the soul’s power, represented by sets
of vowels. See Pearson’s note in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X, ad loc. Finally,
at 41,16–22, there is a distinction between embodied souls “that are upon the earth”
and “those outside of the body [sw'ma], those in heaven.” The latter class are “more
than the angels,” which Pearson assumes means that there are more human than
angelic souls. Rather, the idea may be that pure human souls in heaven are more
divine (“more” = “higher”?). Compare Chald. Or. frg. 138, where souls of theurgists
exist “in the angelic space.”
69 On the identification, see Pearson, Gnosticism, 154.
70 See Pearson’s note in Nag Hammadi Codices IX and X, ad loc.
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hypostatic realm between the One and the Intellect, as Allogenes does.
Fourth, it divides the realm of the Intellect into three members, not four,
as Allogenes and (sometimes) Zostrianos does. Fifth, it does not mention
the Being-Life-Mind triad. We must now address the question of whether
these changes reflect an Iamblichean stance.
7. Iamblichus and Marsanes
Although Marsanes posits a Silent One over and above the Invisible
Spirit/Unbegotten One of the other Sethian texts, the Silent One is not
equivalent to Iamblichus’s Completely Ineffable. The defining characteristic
of the Ineffable is that it completely transcends the realms beneath it. The
Ineffable “is not therefore participated [metevcetai], nor does anything have
a share [metadivdwsi] of it” (Damascius Princ. 1.25.21–22).71 Marsanes’ Silent
One communicates with lower levels of being through the Triple-Powered
One, which is its agent (7,12–15). Indeed, we are told (6,5–8):
That one who exists before all of them reaches [to the divine] Self-engendered One [aujtogevnnhto"].

If the Silent One reaches to the lowest level of the Barbelo aeon, it cannot
be Iamblichus’s Completely Ineffable One.
Some have thought that Iamblichus’s Myst. 8.2 also presents evidence
for the Completely Ineffable.72 There Iamblichus distinguishes two Ones
(261.9–262.8):
Before truly existing beings and universal principles is the One God, prior
even to the First God and King. It remains unmoving in the oneness of its
unity. Neither the intelligible nor anything else is interwoven with it. It is
situated as a paradigm of the self-produced, self-engendered god who is
the only Father of the true Good, for he [the One God] is something
greater and prior, a source of all things and base of the intelligible
primary forms that really exist. And from this One the independent god
manifests itself, for which reason he [the first God and King] is both a

71 Cf. Princ. 1.21.11–14 and the texts cited by A. Linguiti, “Giamblico, Proclo, e
Damascio Sul Principio Anteriore All’Uno,” Elenchos (1988): 101 n. 23.
72 H. D. Saffrey and L. G. Westerink, eds. Proclus: Théologie Platonicienne (6
vols.; Collection des universités de France; Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1968),
3:xxx–xxxiii, followed by Linguiti, “Giamblico, Proclo, e Damascio,” 95 n. 2.
P. Hadot, Porphyre et Victorinus (2 vols.; Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1968), 1:97
n. 1, correctly sees that the higher One of the De mysteriis passage is the second
One discussed by Damascius. For a comparison of Myst. 1.5 with 8.2, see Finamore,
Iamblichus, 40–42.
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principle and father to himself because he is a principle and god of gods,
a monad from the One, pre-existent and a principle of Being. From him
[the first God and King] is substantiality and essence, for which reason he
is called the Father of Essence. He [the first God and King] is pre-existent
Being, the principle of intelligibles, for which reason he is named Ruler
of the Intelligible.

Saffrey and Westerink73 mistakenly associate the “One God” of this passage
with the Ineffable and the “First God and King” (oJ prw'to" qeo;" kai;
basileuv") with the “Monad uncoordinated with the triad” (ou[te . . . nohto;n
aujtw/' ejpiplevketai). Iamblichus, however, is clear that this entity is, rather,
the One God (qeo;" ei|"). The subject of the first sentence (261.9–11) is this
One God, and the pronoun (aujtw/', 261.12) in the next sentence must therefore refer to him. Thus the highest of the Ones mentioned by Iamblichus
in this passage is described in terms similar to that of the second of his
three Ones in Damascius Princ. 2.1.4–8:
After this we must examine whether there are two first principles before
the first intelligible triad, the completely ineffable and the one unconnected with the triad [hJ ajsuntavkto" pro;" th;n triavda], as the great
Iamblichus says in the 28th book of his most perfect Chaldaean Theology.

Furthermore, Iamblichus in Myst. 8.2 is expounding the Hermetic doctrine
on the first cause (tov prw'ton ai[tion, 8.1.260.4). Thus whichever Ones
Iamblichus discusses in 8.2 will be causal Ones, not a Completely Ineffable One. We must conclude, therefore, that the De Mysteriis passage concerns not the highest two (of three) Ones, but the lowest two. The highest
One of Myst. 8.2 does, therefore, bear a resemblance to the Silent One of
Marsanes, but neither is equivalent to the Completely Ineffable, which
exists apart from and has no causal effect upon the rest of the universe.
In Iamblichus’s realm of the One there were not only three Ones, but
also a principle of diversity, the Indefinite Dyad. Marsanes differs not only
from Iamblichus’s system but also from that of other Sethian treatises.
Marsanes preserves three ones (none of which is completely ineffable)
but maintains the Sethian “Triple Power” as the cause of multiplication in
the lower realms. In Allogenes, there were two first-principles, the Invisible Spirit and Triple-Powered One. The Triple-Powered One, however,
became Mind (Barbelo) through the emanation of the Being-Life-Mind
triad inherent in the Triple-Powered One. In other words, the TriplePowered One truly had three “powers” or levels through which the multiplicity of the aeon of Barbelo could be said to be produced. Marsanes

73 Proclus: Théologie Platonicienne, 3:xxxii–xxxiii.
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presents no such triad. Instead, the power of multiplication comes from
the Triple-Powered One as a median between the Silent One and Spirit
Without Being, above, and Barbelo and her aeon, below. Thus, the TriplePowered One is called the activity (ejnevrgeia) of the Silent One (7,16–19)74
and is also the source of the knowledge that Barbelo becomes (9,1–8).
This active One is “triple” in the sense that it is the active nature of the
Silent One, exists after the Silent One but before Barbelo, and is the
knowledge that Barbelo becomes.
If this is correct (and we will deal with an alternate view momentarily), then the Marsanes again differs from Iamblichus’s system in lacking
both an Indefinite Dyad and the Being-Life-Mind triad.
Turner has recently attempted to introduce the Being-Life-Mind triad
into the Triple-Powered One in Marsanes.75 There are two passages to
consider. In the first (8,18–29) there is an ambiguity in the clause “the third
power of the Three-Powered, when it had perceived [noei'n] him,76 said to
me.” Pearson takes the third power as referring to Autogenes and the pronoun “me” to Marsanes; Turner thinks the former refers to Mentality and
the latter to Barbelo. Now if Marsanes were assuming a Being-Life-Mind
triad in the Triple-Powered One, then the third power would be Mentality,
if Marsanes adopted the Iamblichean order. On the other hand, if
Marsanes were assuming that the Triple-Powered One is the immediate
source of the Barbelo aeon (as it is in Zostrianos), then the third power
would be Autogenes. As Pearson points out,77 Autogenes is called a “power”
(duvnami") that is “third [perfect (tevleio")].”78 Further, it is unprecedented

74 The text does not name him. It reads: “But the energy [ejnevrgeia] of that One
<is> the Three-Powered One, the One unbegotten [before] the Aeon [aijwvn], not
having [being (oujsiva)].” Turner, in his reply to Corrigan (10), thinks that the words
“that One” refer not to the Triple-Powered One but to the Invisible One, which
exists between the Silent One and the Triple-Powered One. [The text should read:
“But the activity of that One (the Invisible Spirit) <is> the Triple Powered) One.
The Unbegotten One (i.e., the Invisible Spirit) is prior to the Aeon, since he is in[substantial].” JDT]. (There is a similar ambiguity at 7,12.) Turner’s interpretation is,
of course, possible, and it provides a role for the Invisible Spirit, about which
Marsanes says little otherwise. Nonetheless, elsewhere the words ejnevrgeia/ejnergei'n are used of the Triple-Powered One in its role as the activity of the Silent
One (6,22; 7,1–3; 7,23–24).
75 Turner in his reply to Corrigan, 10–11.
76 Or perhaps “me,” see Pearson, Marsanes, 272–73.
77 Pearson, Marsanes, 258 and 265.
78 Interestingly, the Triple-Powered One is called “the first perfect One” at
7,27–29 and 8,4–7. This suggests that it is not Autogenes’ position in the aeon of
Barbelo that gains him this epithet, but rather his position as Son in the old Sethian
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for an abstract concept like “Mentality” to address the Sethian elect,
whereas Autogenes, as a descending savior figure, would naturally address
them. The preponderance of the evidence is on Pearson’s side.
The second problematic passage (9,1–28) concerns Barbelo, who
divides herself from the Triple-Powered One and stands apart as Knowledge (gnw'si") of him. After Barbelo is hypostatized outside of the TriplePowered One, the text continues (9,9–14):79
She withdrew [ajnacwrei'n] from [these] two [powers], since she exists [outside of] the Great One, [seeing what] is above [her, the Perfect One] who
is silent.

Pearson80 remarks that “it is not clear from this passage exactly what Barbelo is withdrawing from.” Turner believes that the two powers in question
are Existence and Vitality. The only two beings discussed in the twentyeight-line passage (besides Barbelo herself), however, are the Silent One and
the Triple-Powered One. Furthermore, the clause immediately following the
phrase “these two powers” refers to these two beings. The phrase “the Great
One” is the Triple-Powered One, from which Barbelo emanated and outside
of which she now stands. The “Perfect One who is silent” is clearly the Silent
One, who is above her and the Triple-Powered One, who “is situated as she
is situated” (9,7–8).81 It is in Barbelo’s separation from these higher beings
that she begins the process of the creation of her complete aeon.82
triad of Father-Mother-Son. This would make Barbelo the second perfect One. See
Pearson, Marsanes, 258.
79 The translation is Turner’s in his reply to Corrigan, 10.
80 Marsanes, 275.
81 The translation is Turner’s in his reply to Corrigan, 10.
82 This is, of course, a different meaning of “power” than that of 8,19, where the
three powers seemed to be Father-Mother-Son. It is worth noting that, in Marsanes’
description of the twelfth seal (4,11–19), the Invisible Spirit is described as “belonging to the first Unbegotten [fem.].” This must be a reference to the Silent One, but
the use of the feminine is puzzling. It is possible that the feminine noun to be
understood is “power,” from “three powers” that the Triple-Powered One possesses
(4,15–16). If so, then the first power of the Triple-Powered One is the phase in
which it is unified with the Silent One (and this is equivalent to the Invisible Spirit),
the third power is Barbelo, the phase at which there is complete differentiation
between knower and object, and the middle phase will be the Triple-Powered
One itself, existing separately from the Silent One but not yet differentiated from
the lower realm. If this were correct, then we may be able to make sense of the
triad knowledge/gnw'si"–hypostasis/uJpovstasi"–activity/ejnevrgeia belonging to the
Silent One in 9,16–18. His knowledge is Barbelo, his activity is the TriplePowered One, and his hypostasis, then, would be what he is in himself qua
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In the end, one cannot prove with absolute certainty that the author
of Marsanes is not alluding to the Being-Life-Mind triad. One can only say
that there is no overt mention of the triad here, that there is no need to
summon up the triad to explain the text, and that the burden of proof rests
on those who attempt to find allusions to the triad.
Iamblichus had placed the Being-Life-Mind triad in the realm of the
Intellect. Marsanes does not, although it does establish a triad in the Barbelo aeon: Kalyptos-Protophanes-Autogenes. Indeed, Marsanes shows a
triadic structure within all of its levels, as we have seen. Iamblichus also
created such triadic structures in his hypostatic realms, but there are important differences in Marsanes (viz., no use of the structure UnparticipatedParticipated-In Participation, no Being-Life-Mind triad, no separate
Intellectual realm).
This brings us to a final difference with Iamblichus, the role of Autogenes. We have seen from the other Sethian texts that Autogenes is a character who does not fit well into the Platonic system because his
movements are unrestricted from the highest realms to the lowest. The
same is true in Marsanes. Autogenes (“self-begotten”) descends from the
“Unbegotten One, who does not have being [oujsiva], who is the Spirit
[pneu'ma]” (6,3–5). “That one who exists before all of them reaches [to the
divine] Self-engendered One (aujtogevnnhto"),” i.e., to Autogenes (6,5–7).83
Autogenes is called a savior,84 who descended to our realm to save
humanity. Just as in Allogenes, Autogenes is an Intellect figure that can
descend into the realm of matter. A descending Intellect is not possible in
Platonism and is specifically denied by Iamblichus himself.85
Pearson is wrong therefore when he claims that “Autogenes here plays
the same role as ‘the demiurgic intellect’ in Iamblichus’ discussion of
Egyptian theology.”86 At issue between us is the interpretation of Myst. 8.3.
supreme being. The use of “power” in this instance then is in reference to the
three powers of the Triple-Powered One. If the same conception were used at
8,18–29, then the “third power” would be Barbelo, not Autogenes. Even on this
interpretation there is still no compelling reason to see the Being-Life-Mind triad
at work in either passage. [See discussion and translation of Marsanes 7,1–9,20 in
the previous paper in this volume, “The Setting of the Platonizing Sethian Treatises in Middle Platonism.” JDT]
83 For the identification, see Pearson, Marsanes, 265–66. Whether “the one who
exists before them all” is the Silent One, as Pearson says, or the Invisible Spirit is inconsequential to the point that Autogenes’ source is higher than the realm of Intellect.
84 6,15–16: “as it is manifest that he saved a multitude.” See Pearson,
Marsanes, 235.
85 Myst. 1.12. See also above, note 23.
86 Pearson, Marsanes, 264.
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I will summarize this important chapter and explain why I do not think it
entails a descending Demiurge.
Iamblichus begins by delineating an Egyptian system consisting of a
transcendent One (Eikton), an Intellect (Emeph), and various celestial gods
(262.14–263.9). He then discusses the demiurgic intellect under various
names (Amoun, Phtha, Osiris) (263.9–264.4). This intellect “descends to
generation and leads the invisible power of the hidden reason-principles
into light” (ejrcovmeno" me;n ejpi; gevnesin, kai; th;n ajfanh' tw'n kekrumevnwn
lovgwn duvnamin eij" fw'" a[gwn, 263.9–10). The reason principles are, as it
were, enmattered forms that produce in nature what the gods have
planned out beforehand and separately from nature. The Intellect does not
mix with matter but illuminates the reason principles, which thereby produce order in the material realm. Iamblichus goes on to explain that the
Egyptians assign one set of rulers in the sun over the celestial bodies and
another set in the moon over material ones, and so on (264.5–14). These
and not the Demiurge/Intellect mix with matter. Thus, Iamblichus concludes (in the passage that Pearson translates) that the Egyptians adopt a
single system from the One to matter. The One produced87 matter from the
essentiality of divided materiality; the Demiurge created (ejdhmiouvrghse,
265.9) the impassive spheres (of the planets); he distributed (diekovsmhsen,
265.10) the lowest form of matter among mortal bodies. The point is that
the Demiurge/Intellect does not descend into and mix with matter.
In summary, then, Marsanes differs in significant ways from the writings of Iamblichus. In the realm of the One, Marsanes’ Silent One is not
like Iamblichus’s Completely Ineffable and Marsanes does not make use
of the Indefinite Dyad. Marsanes does not mention the Being-Life-Mind
triad. The role of Autogenes is unlike that of Iamblichus’s Intellect. There
is no use of Iamblichus’s metaphysical triad of Unparticipated-Participated-In Participation and no separate Intellectual realm between the
Intelligible and Psychic realms. The Iamblichean Psychic triad of Hypercosmic Soul, World Soul, and Individual Souls is not equivalent to the
triad in Marsanes.
8. Conclusion
I began this paper with an examination of the metaphysical systems
of Iamblichus and the three Sethian texts Allogenes, Zostrianos, and the
Three Steles of Seth. I tried to show that the three Sethian texts while

87 parhvgagen, 265.6; it is a technical term. See Proclus Elem. Theol. 7 (“Every
productive cause [to; paraktikovn] is greater than any nature it produces [paragomevnou].” See also the note of E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The Elements of Theology (2d ed.;
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 194.
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exhibiting a core Sethian system nonetheless differ from each other in significant ways. The dissimilarities show their various ways of dealing with
Sethian tenets (such as the Triple-Powered One, the placement and order
of the Being-Life-Mind triad, the number of entities in the Barbelo aeon,
and the role of Autogenes) and with the Platonic system. Marsanes fits
well with these three texts. It shares with them the Sethian divinities and
Platonic structure. It exhibits differences too, such as the lack of the
Being-Life-Mind triad and of the Triple Male, but it clearly belongs with
the other three Sethian texts.
The dating of Marsanes remains problematic. Since it bears no
marked similarity to Iamblichean Neoplatonism, it may easily be dated to
the same time period as the other three Sethian treatises. Although its use
of a higher “Silent One” does not necessarily mark it as a work later than
the others, its thoroughgoing use of triadic structure may suggest (but no
more than that) the influence of the kind of Neoplatonism existing in the
time of Porphyry.88 If my earlier conjecture is correct that the other three
Sethian treatises are to be placed in this same time period, then we have
four Sethian texts each using different methods of adapting Sethianism to
Platonism during a time when Porphyry is publishing the writings of Plotinus (including those against the gnostics) and (presumably) his own antignostic works.
Although Iamblichus composed his works after Marsanes was written,
there is no decisive evidence that he knew either it or any similar Sethian
treatise. In Iamblichus’s only recorded reference to the gnostics (DA 375.9),
he states that they claim that the reason for the soul’s descent is paravnoia
and parevkbasi". These two words are not found in Marsanes or any other
gnostic text.89 His use of the terms certainly does not convey any direct
knowledge of Marsanes.
Thus, Marsanes, like the other Sethian treatises discussed above,
seems to belong to a pre-Iamblichean time. Iamblichus, in his turn, seems
unaware of its existence. There is no compelling reason to see any connection between the Neoplatonic philosopher and this Sethian treatise. It
seems (again, if my chronology is accepted) that Plotinus and Porphyry
settled once and for all the Neoplatonic arguments against the gnostics.
Thereafter the Sethians presented no threat to later Platonic philosophers
such as Iamblichus.
88 The triadization exists throughout the system, even in the psychic and material realms. The desire to establish triads in each hypostasis may explain the addition of the Silent One to the realm of the One, for otherwise the Silent One seems
to add very little to Marsanes’ system or to the Invisible Spirit/Unbegotten One in
the other three Sethian texts.
89 See Pearson, Marsanes, 267 and 275 n. 80.
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Metaphysical Schemata

Plotinus

Iamblichus

The One

Completely Ineffable One
(pantelw'" a[rrhton)
Simply One (oJ aJplw'" e{n)
Limit (pevra")—The Unlimited
(to; a[peiron)
The One Existent (to; e}n o[n)

Marsanes

The Silent One
Spirit without Being
Invisible One with Three
Powers

Intellect

Being (o[n)
Life (zwhv)
Mind (nou'")
Unparticipated Intellect
Participated Intellect
Intellect-in-Participation

Barbelo: Kalyptos
Protophanes
Autogenes

Soul

Hypercosmic (Unparticipated Soul)
World (Participated Soul)
Individual Souls (in Participation)
Nature and Matter

Self-begotten ones
Repentant Souls
Lower incorporeal soul
kosmikov" and u{liko"
realms
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Allogenes

Zostrianos

Three Steles
of Seth

The Invisible Spirit

The Invisible Spirit

Unbegotten One

Barbelo (Triple Power)
Kalyptos-Existence

Barbelo
Kalyptos

Protophanes-Blessedness

Protophanes
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Triple-Powered One:
That Which Is
Vitality
Mentality
Barbelo Aeon:
Kalyptos
The hidden ones
paradigmatic Forms
Protophanes-Harmedon
Those who are together (undifferentiated
Forms and souls)
Triple Male
The thought of those
who are together
Autogenes
The individuals
(individual Forms
and souls)

Triple Male

Autogenes-Vitality

Soul:
Self-begotten ones
Those in repentance
Those in exile
Two kinds of “dead”
(i.e., embodied) soul

Autogenes (= Triple
Male)

ANCIENT APOPHATIC THEOLOGY
John Peter Kenney
Saint Michael’s College (Vermont)
Ideas are malleable things, creatures of context and hostages to historical use. Formed in original clusters, they may migrate into distant
domains, where they can lose much of their natural shape and be drawn
to novel ends. Few ideas in religious history are more difficult to track than
apophatic theology, the paradoxical claim that the ultimate deity exceeds
the bounds of human discourse. It is a complex notion, relying upon a
nexus of concepts in order to be intelligible. Its meaning is thus systematic
and abstract, nesting in a host of related ideas and providing a secondorder commentary upon them. Hence the project of its assessment by historians and philosophers of religion is itself difficult and fraught with peril.
This paper is but a brief effort at that task, undertaken at the close of
our seminar’s inquiry into the relationship between “Gnosticism” and later
Platonism. Both are traditions that are reputed to emphasize apophatic
theology; both do indeed evince such thinking in varying degrees. The
intention of our session this year is to reflect on these trajectories, which
are often depicted as the twin sources of negative theology in Western religious thought. My efforts will be directed primarily towards the Neoplatonic side of the discussion, using Plotinus as my principal informant, but
I will refer to “Gnosticism” throughout. I have also tried to connect my
analysis to Michael Williams’s paper1 in order to focus our seminar discussion and to make the connection to the Nag Hammadi corpus more
firmly. Separate sections of the paper will address aspects of the apophatic
tradition that seem particularly salient.
In scholarship, as in life, idiosyncrasies should never be discarded
lightly. They add vividness to our intellectual passing and may be what is
most memorable about our work. For some time I have been framing a
thesis regarding the emergence of philosophical monotheism in late antiquity. That thesis cannot be presented in any detail here, although its ramifications are sketched out in reference to our present topic. More details
may be found in my earlier works, to which references are made. Because
1 [See the paper of M. A. Williams, “Negative Theologies and Demiurgical Myths
in Late Antiquity,” in this volume]
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we are now attempting to analyze “gnostic” and later Platonic theology, I
have concentrated on theory, rather than on adducing and compiling texts.
We seem to be at that stage in our collective inquiry when we are attempting to achieve some theoretical grasp of the materials we have been considering. Indeed, we have also been engaged in reviewing and, in many
cases, moving beyond some earlier, well-established theories. This paper
is meant to push on with that effort by collecting a series of different points
that may be of use in this project of reappraisal. Finally, I have written this
piece as a seminar paper, inviting response on the points articulated
below. Hence it is framed in a less conclusive fashion than is perhaps customary, and it offers a number of explicit questions that are intended to
direct our discussion. My goal is to connect up with the very fruitful
exchange that we enjoyed at our 1996 meetings in New Orleans.
1. Apophasis and Transcendence
We might begin with the most technical aspect of the apophatic tradition, its role in the articulation of divine transcendence. Ancient metaphysics found the topic irresistible. The denial of predicative ascription to
the first principle was part of a strategy for presenting the ontological status of such an entity. It is an approach whose roots go back at least as far
as Parmenides. It is worth remembering that in the background of Parmenides’ thought lay the early mathematical realism of the Pythagoreans,
whose numerology was a first step towards an articulation of a class of
divine entities removed from the spatio-temporal world. This is an initial,
historical clue to the nature of classical apophatic theology, its critical association with some form of realism.
But realism itself was constitutive of the effort to reconceptualize the
divine world, to offer an alternative to the pantheon, and to discover a different mode of articulating the “place” of the divine. We find in Plato a
formal and abstract account of a transcendent world, a level of existence
not just invisible or hidden, but also nonspatial and atemporal. The forms
were separate from the sensible world because they were predicatively stable, unlike the transients of the visible world. Moreover, forms occupied a
level of reality superior to the things of this world, so that the noetic cosmos was understood to be divine and perfect in contrast to the ontological squalor of becoming.
Two points should be noted: transcendence in Plato was initially
understood in reference to predication, to the perfect predication that
defined the nature and status of the ei[dh. The constituents of “being” were
supremely knowable because they were perfect paradigms of the qualities
that they defined. The intelligible world transcended the sensible realm
precisely because of its apodictic character. This meant that separation
from change, time, and space was tied conceptually to the perfection and
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qualitative stability of the forms. There was, therefore, nothing murky
about transcendence. An additional upshot of this approach was its nonanthropomorphism. The forms were primarily conceived as being properties, and, although there was considerable discussion about the scope of
being in the Academy, there remained a preponderant emphasis on what
might be called the predicative foundations of transcendence. The other
natural source for a theory of transcendence, psyche, was relegated to a
subordinate status. Accounts of the immortality of psyche in the Phaedo
and of its origins in the Timaeus associate animacy with the higher world
of the intelligibles. Hence the roots of the Platonic tradition’s understanding of transcendence rested upon a particular, abstract theory about universals, predicates, qualities, and properties.
So too did the origins of apophatic ontology. It is with the difficulties
that Plato identified in his own theory of forms that the impetus for
apophatic discourse can be found. However the Parmenides might be
read, it was a preeminent source for apophatic discourse in subsequent
classical thought. There Plato confronted the conundrum of his realism: its
potentially recessive character, exhibited in the infamous “third-man” argument. Plato may very well have been experimenting with conceptions of
unity that avoid the problems that the Parmenides identified as endemic
to the theory of self-predicable forms. In that case, such unities might have
served as replacements for forms, as a new class of intelligibles. But the
evidence of Speusippus and the Old Academy indicates that this thinking
was applied to a final unity beyond the intelligibles. What matters for our
purposes is this: the transcendence of the forms and the further transcendence of a final One were conceptually linked from the beginning within
the Platonic tradition.
Realist ontology was vital, then, to the notion of the apophatic One.
As a seminar we need to come to terms with this. The doctrine of the One
as the transcendent “ground of being” was postulated as an extension of
Platonic ontology. As Aubenque suggested, it represented “un dépassement de l’ontologie grecque classique.”2 This is true of the thought of Plotinus as well as that of earlier—if poorly attested—figures such as
Moderatus. The apophatic theology of these authors in the PythagoreanPlatonic trajectory rested on a degree of reality metaphysics. The One
stood in a complex but superior relation to the constituents of “being,”
which themselves are preeminent in reference to their ontological clients.
The o[nta were thus conceptually pivotal: they were the standards that
lower entities only approximated, while they were also the level of finite
perfection that the One exceeded.
2 Cited in J. P. Kenney, Mystical Monotheism: A Study in Ancient Platonic Theology (Hanover and London: Brown University Press, 1991), 135.
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Apophatic theology might thus be said to have been part of a “double”
transcendence theory. The first level of transcendence was the postulation
of the intelligibles, which stood outside space, time, qualitative alteration,
etc. A second, higher notion of transcendence was then employed in reference to the One, which was understood to exceed even the perfection of
the o[nta. As has been suggested, the One’s transcendence of being may
have been required to staunch the explanatory regress identified by the
“third-man” argument. If one postulates a hierarchy of perfect unities upon
which lower entities depend ontologically and by which they are defined,
then a problem arises regarding the source and foundation of these unities.
A host of related philosophical issues are involved with this line of reflection, prominent among which are the principle of sufficient reason and the
paradoxes of self-reference. None can be explored here, but they should be
registered in order to underscore one central point: the apophatic One was
not a theological notion independent of some very precise claims in metaphysics upon which its conceptual character depended.
One critical question now emerges for our consideration of “Gnosticism”: do the various sorts of “gnostic” theology indicate a commitment to
realist ontology? If so, then we have before us distinct but conceptually
related theologies. If not, then we are faced with at least a partial impasse.
There is no doubt that some of the same discourse, the language of classical apophatic theology, was transferred into some “gnostic” theologies.
But are the ontological foundations of both trajectories similar? I attempted
to address these questions in a paper on the Tripartite Tractate for the
great Oklahoma Gnostic “Roundup” of 1984.3 But I remain uncertain
whether the same ontology underlies, for example, both the Platonic intelligible world and the Valentinian pleroma, despite some obvious thematic
similarities. What follows from this is agnosticism regarding the exact commensurability of apophatic theology in Platonic and Valentinian thought.
This worry could, of course, be generalized further. Notice in particular
that the Platonic tradition had quite exact reasons for its “double transcendence” thesis and a precise account of the perfect predication that it forswore in reference to the One. Apophatic theology did not serve as a
“first-order” articulation of divine transcendence. Rather, it constituted a
higher-order support for the transcendent nature of the ei[dh, and it articulated by projection the general notion of a final divine unity.
The point might be put somewhat differently by asking two related sets
of questions. First, what was the “metaphysical location” of those entities in
the “gnostic” texts that seem analogous to “being” and the forms? Were the
pleroma, the aeons, the Triple-Powered One, Barbelo, etc. separate from
3 J. P. Kenney, “The Platonism of the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I,5),” in Neopla-

tonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992).
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the spatio-temporal cosmos in the same way as the intelligibles were? We
are all aware how vexed the question of transcendence was in antiquity
and how difficult was the Platonic notion of metaphysical separation. Do
the various “gnostic” texts tell a story about intracosmic entities, about
powers within this cosmos? Or do we have the Platonic two-world theory—a story about distinct levels of reality—clearly involved? The same
question applies, as we know, to patristic texts, with the relevant contrast
existing between Stoicizing Christians such as Tertullian and Platonizing
authors such as Clement of Alexandria and Origen. And we might further
recall that this very issue—the nature of transcendence—was central to
Augustine’s anti-Manichean polemic in the middle books of the Confessions. Are we certain that this same Augustinian contrast, between a strong
or Platonic theory of divine transcendence and a much weaker one, is not
also to be found between the two traditions that we are analyzing?
Here a brief parenthetical remark might be apposite. I take it that we
are now quite uncomfortable with the universal attribution of anticosmism
to the “gnostics.” Perhaps we might begin to wonder whether we fell into
that mistaken mode of analysis because we also have tended to interpolate a tacit Platonic ontology into these texts. Have we been culturally disposed to supply a “degree of reality” metaphysics where there was no such
sharply articulated understanding of transcendence? Perhaps we have been
disposed to represent the structure of reality along lines subtly different
from those that were original to the “gnostic” texts and to see negative
evaluations of the visible cosmos as far more sweeping than the texts portray. To denigrate part of an interconnected cosmos is, after all, different
from rejecting a separate level of reality. It might then be asked whether
an earlier misreading of the inherent anticosmism of many “gnostic” texts
was itself not founded on another misreading, the tendency of several generations of scholars to use Platonic “degree of reality” ontology as a foundation for interpreting “gnostic” ontologies?
These queries lead to a second set of concerns about the strategy of
apophasis in “Gnosticism.” Does apophatic theology function in “gnostic”
texts to establish a further ontological level beyond the threshold of transcendence? Or do these accounts articulate the hidden presence of an
entity that is vastly greater and more exalted than those that can be
described, but that is not clearly understood as marking off or occupying
a status “beyond” the transcendent character of the intelligibles? We know,
for example, that Marsanes postulates a silent and unknown One beyond
the Invisible Spirit, itself above the Triple-Powered One, from which
emanates the Aeon of Barbelo. Is the ontological status of this Invisible
Spirit, or of the Triple-Powered One, or the “summit” of the silent One’s
silence (Marsanes 7,20–21), analogous to the sharply separate character of
the Plotinian One? The question is not whether there might not be a
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general similarity based on a transference of ideas, but whether we can
find the same foundational ontology involved. If not, then we would need
to differentiate separate schools of negative theology with distinctive
meanings, though similarity through mutual interaction would be an open
historical question. I take it that the work of this seminar has advanced this
latter question toward the affirmative. But the former issue remains—in my
judgment—still open.
I hasten to add that I agree with the suggestion of Michael Williams that
we can certainly see the transference of Platonic apophatic language into
“gnostic” texts.4 John Turner’s papers for this group have also been convincing regarding the transfer of discourse between these trajectories of
thought. The Apocryphon of John, the Tripartite Tractate, Marsanes, and
Allogenes are obvious examples. But that discourse needs to be understood
differently, for it has been embedded into another theological grammar and
has lost its original ontological foundations. Our task, then, as historians of
theology is to recover that new context and its adjusted meaning, and perhaps to understand the purpose behind these instances of borrowing.
2. Apophatic and Kataphatic Theology
All apophatic theology requires a first-order religious discourse to
which it takes exception. As A. H. Armstrong put it in one of his later
papers: “a negative theology needs a positive theology to wrestle with and
transcend.”5 This observation might allow us to expand upon the point
made in the first section: apophatic theology in the Platonic tradition turned
on classical realism; perhaps that much might be granted. But an initial,
broader question emerges: Are there some guiding reasons for the effort to
correct, extend, or reject this initial level of theological discourse? And we
might further inquire whether those reasons are articulated. To approach
these questions I will make a few observations regarding the Platonic tradition and invite parallel suggestions regarding the “gnostic” trajectory.
The “critical value” of negative theology has been discussed for some
time.6 This reading of the ancient Platonic texts suggests that the ascension
of the spiritual intellect—which apophatic theology seems meant to

4 M. A. Williams, “Negative Theologies and Demiurgical Myths in Late Antiquity,”
SBL Seminar Papers, 1997 (SBLSP 36; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 20–46. [See the
following paper in this volume.]
5 A. H. Armstrong, “On Not Knowing Too Much about God,” in Hellenic and
Christian Studies (Aldershot, Hampshire, Great Britain: Variorum; Brookfield, Vt.:
Gower, 1990), 131.
6 Cf. J. P. Kenney, “The Critical Value of Negative Theology,” HTR 86 (1993):
439–53.
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initiate among Platonists—could not have begun without a fairly wellgrounded conception of the divine world. Otherwise, there would have
been nothing to negate, nothing for the contemplative soul to exceed and
surpass. An established theology would seem, then, to have been a precondition of Platonic apophasis. The critical value of negative theology
should thus be seen as the result of this exception to a fixed set of theological claims. For Platonists, that meant correcting their metaphysical
account of the intelligible world. The great apophatic ascension texts of the
Platonic tradition derive their spiritual drama from the soul’s forced movement beyond what was otherwise understood to be perfection as such.
Thus “being,” “life,” “mind,” “divinity,” “rest,” “beauty,” “goodness,” and the
like all must be rejected and surpassed by the soul seeking the One. The
energy of the via negativa is directly proportional to the degree to which
these epithets had been previously understood as descriptive of divinity.
There was, within the Platonic tradition, an intricate process by which a
normative metaphysical language was first established in regard to the
intelligible world and then excerpted to a higher, contemplative end.
Apophatic theology among Platonists derived its critical value and its contemplative efficacy from the shock of aphairesis, of conceptual stripping
away from accepted accounts of “being” and the intelligibles.
But there was no escaping kataphasis. This was true in several ways.
As Michael Williams noted in reference to “gnostic” texts, apophatic theology was usually connected up with kataphatic claims.7 This—we might
now see—is a conceptual necessity, for they are interrelated. Apophasis
without kataphasis would be empty. Moreover, even the most intensely
apophatic theology is guided by a tacit conception of its divine or ultimate
principle. Otherwise, its process of negation would be nothing but an exercise in skepticism. Yet it is clear that the Platonists of late antiquity took
the reality of the One very seriously and were guided both by their kataphatic accounts of intelligible “being” and by their tacit understanding of
the One.
This last point is an important opening for our comparative inquiry.
It invites us to look for a moment at this subtle, Platonic conception of
the One and the grounds for its articulation. We might, on that basis,
have grounds to compare it to “gnostic” conceptions. Despite the strenuousness of Plotinian aphairesis, there is a cluster of notions that lurk
behind Plotinus’s discussion, wrapped in his characteristic oi|on phrases.
Even Plotinus uses some privileged language, terms such as “One,”
“Good,” “first,” “source,” etc. And it is also clear that, while the One
resists conceptual specification, some concepts fit better than others.
7 M. A. Williams, “Negative Theologies and Demiurgical Myths in Late Antiquity,”
in the present volume, esp. 283–84, 290–92.
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Thus to call it “evil,” or “limited,” or “corporeal” would be a greater violation than to call it by any of the licit “pointer” terms, like “unlimited”
or “good.” This suggests that beneath the apophaticism of Plotinus,
beneath his general proscription of predication, there lay a general
understanding of ultimate divinity. Here we need to take particular care
with this sensitive—indeed neuralgic—point for Plotinus, given his constant and insistent proscriptions against kataphatic description of the
One. This vague notion of what was, and was not, acceptable in reference to the One was based in part on those philosophical scruples we
have already discussed. But it was also founded upon a theological
reflection, of what was understood culturally to be proper to the ultimate divinity, of what was qeoprephv". To say that the One was “good”
was to rely on some theological representation, however qualified by
apophasis. It is admittedly difficult to know quite how to represent this
spiritual understanding. While Plotinus would not allow it to be presented as conceptual or intellective, it was nevertheless either a vector
for the contemplative soul or perhaps a preconceptual grasp of at least
some aspect of the One. This suggests that there was a proper way
towards the One, despite the soul’s fears of contemplative ascent (e.g.,
Enn. 5.1.9.3). Or alternatively, it suggests that there was a preconceptual, approximate sense of the One available to the soul, according to
Plotinus. Either construal (and they are not exclusive) indicates that Plotinus was trading upon some general representation of divinity, despite
his commitment to apophasis.
The story may be more interesting even than this, and we shall return
to explore the connection of Hellenic theology and apophasis in the next
section. But we need now to recognize that apophatic theology trades
upon kataphatic theology in a variety of ways. These patterns of semantic
interrelation are determinative of the meaning of any given theological
tradition. This binary relationship between kataphatic and apophatic
components established the special character of Neoplatonic theology,
with (as we have seen) its particular notion of the intelligibles and its cluster of “pointer terms” that it diffidently employed in reference to the One.
These formed the normative theological foreground against which apophasis was employed.
This suggests both a general and a specific observation. If kataphatic
theology is understood to be central to apophasis, then—as a rule—negative theologies differ in their meaning depending on the theological tradition upon which they are based. While formally related as modes of
negative discourse, they each establish a different form of theological portraiture. In the case of Plotinus, this contextualist thesis indicates that his
negative theology requires a reading that keeps that foreground present.
We might turn now to an exploration of that issue.
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3. Hellenic Theology
If negative theologies are not all alike, but only formally similar, then
kataphatic traditions emerge again as highly significant to the study of
apophatic theology. The kataphatic foundations of the various sorts of
“gnostic” thought would be an interesting inquiry, one that might threaten
to plunge its investigators back into the quest for the origins of “Gnosticism,” or at least into the specification of some theological context for each
“gnostic” text. But I assume—perhaps wrongly—that the kataphatic foreground of the Sethian or Valentinian texts was quite different from that of
Plotinus and the Platonic school. This is another question that might
warrant further discussion. Nonetheless, the background of Plotinian
thought is itself quite clearly Greco-Roman, and it might be useful now to
bring that to bear on our subject.
We might consider the religious roots of Neoplatonic apophasis. The
thesis that I have argued elsewhere is that negative theology was a constitutive development within Greco-Roman religious thought, a result of
efforts to refine and elaborate the archaic account of sacred reality.8 On
this view, the ancient pantheon of sacrificial polytheism underwent various strategies of revision in the classical period, among which was the
gradual elaboration of a type of Greco-Roman monotheism. Were I a
comparativist, it would be tempting to connect this pattern of polytheistic
revision with similar changes in the Vedic pantheon, to which GrecoRoman theology was remotely related historically, and to which it bears
considerable resemblance. The willingness to countenance various theological appraisals of a sacrificially based polytheism is a feature, common
to both Hindu and Hellenic thought, worth underscoring as we continue
our reflections.
What remains to be said about this thesis is perhaps already obvious:
the employment of negative theology was an indigenous part of the emergence of Greco-Roman monotheism out of archaic polytheism. This transition was a prolonged and complex development. Its basis was the religious
structure of classical polytheism, which tended to see the gods, including
the Olympians, as focal manifestations of the more obscure power of divinity itself. The gods were the anthropomorphic foreground of the divine, but
behind them was a deeper, primordial reservoir of power. There was also
a pronounced effort in the classical period, exemplified by Aeschylus, to
collect these anthropomorphic forces into a single power and to associate
this principle with primordial divinity itself. This “Zeus monotheism” was

8 J. P. Kenney, Mystical Monotheism, 32–42, 150ff.; and “Monotheistic and Polytheistic Elements in Classical Mediterranean Spirituality,” in Classical Mediterranean Spirituality (ed. A. H. Armstrong; New York: Crossroad, 1986), 269–92.
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one response to the need to clarify the theology of ancient polytheism.
Related to it was the gradual emergence of the divine mind as a distinct theological principle separate from the gods. Xenophanes and Empedocles
were examples of this, so too are Aristotle and Xenocrates. The Middle
Platonic conception of a supreme mind at the level of transcendent being
was the direct result of this line of theological development.
The theological character of Middle Platonism had several aspects that
warrant our attention. First is the exaltation of a supreme and transcendent
nous, whose primordial status was achieved by emphasizing its remoteness
and indifference to the cosmos. An abstraction from earlier “Zeus theism,”
this theology presented the divine mind as distant and removed. As a
result, compensatory focus was placed upon secondary or intermediary
powers, whose spiritual accessibility was greater and whose cosmological
influence was more immediate. Chief among these was the second mind,
or demiurge, the fashioner of the cosmos. The theologies of Numenius and
Alcinous both evince this pattern.9 This “demotion of the demiurge” suggests a determined effort to clarify the character of the first god such that
it is wholly removed from materiality. Implicit in this model, of course, is
a tacit dualism from which Middle Platonism was never free. The details of
this model varied, but it was common for active agency to be located in a
secondary or even tertiary power. Lesser gods, astral powers, and other traditional deities had a place as well.
This hierarchical theology, with its ranks of powers culminating in the
first nous, seems a natural one, consistent as it surely was with the conventions of classical piety and with Platonic “degree of reality” ontology.
But there remained one problem. To identify the first principle as a divine
mind at the head of a chain of powers ran the risk of collapsing that divine
entity into the rest of that series. By locating the supreme mind within the
hierarchy of being, Middle Platonic theism tended to assimilate it to the
overall systems of reality and to obscure its supremacy.10
It was in this context that negative theology came to the fore. It is possible to trace its history, even if our evidence is meager.11 We can find it
employed in authors such as Alcinous to help refine the nature of the first
nous. In the well-known Did. 10 passage, Alcinous attempted to remove
the first nous from epithets that would associate it with lower levels of reality, while also endorsing its self-sufficiency, perfection, goodness,
and paternity. Here negative theology is used as one strategy of divine portraiture. Yet it was also true that others were articulating a somewhat

9 J. P. Kenney, Mystical Monotheism, ch. 2.
10 Ibid., 88–90.
11 Ibid., ch. 1.
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different, more abstract conception of a first principle through the use of
negative theology. As we are all aware, it is difficult to achieve much historical precision on this subject. Yet I do think it likely that a more sweeping theological use of negative theology was employed prior to
Plotinus by monotheistic Neopythagoreans such as Eudorus and Moderatus. This suggests that apophatic thought was particularly central to the
development of another type of Greco-Roman theism, the theology of the
divine One, a power beyond both nous and being.
The pre-Plotinian history of this theology matters for us only to the
extent that it furnishes a context for Plotinian apophasis. In Plotinus this
alternative form of Greco-Roman monotheism begins to come very clearly
into focus, largely through his relentless use of negative theology. His was
a theology of divine simplicity. Negative theology was systematically
deployed to prevent the One’s assimilation to all other sorts of reality,
which were treated as its consequents. The One was the final divine unity,
the ultimate source of reality. As such it was necessary to delineate the
One from all finite beings subsequent to it by removing it from the logic
of predicative ascription. Apophatic discourse allowed Plotinus to reject
resolutely any conception that might have allowed the One to be drawn
back into the structure of reality, whether that reality was transcendent of
the spatio-temporal world or contained within the cosmos. As noted earlier, this “double transcendent” thesis was a hallmark of Plotinian theology and marked a critical advance in monotheistic theory. What Plotinus
achieved, therefore, was the codification, through innovation, of GrecoRoman monotheism.12
Negative theology was, on this account, part of the theological grammar of Hellenic theism. Its limited use among pre-Plotinian thinkers, such
as Alcinous or Numenius, was nonetheless important to their representation of the first deity. In Plotinus, apophatic discourse became a preeminent tool for philosophical theology, the chief method for clarifying the
character of the first principle. In each of these cases, negative theology
was deeply interwoven into the tradition, an aspect consistent with Hellenic religious thought and piety. Through its use, a long-standing element
of that tradition, its latent theism, came to new conceptual clarity. In this
respect, negative theology should be seen as a specific strategy within the
Greco-Roman tradition, rather than merely a conceptual or philosophical
device that was—in its formal character—largely “portable.” Negative theology might thus be said to have had its own particular history, tied in with
the emergence of monotheism within Greco-Roman religion.
This reading of classical negative theology raises, then, the question of
the relation between Greco-Roman apophasis and “gnostic” versions. Here
12 Ibid., ch. 3.
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is a fertile source for renewed discussion. If this reading is generally correct, then Neoplatonic theology was endemically apophatic. Moreover, this
“negative theism” was a natural outgrowth of Hellenic spirituality, the result
of the gradual effort to explore the divine unity behind the surface tale of
polytheism. Several issues then emerge: Can we discover a similar account
to explain “gnostic” apophasis? In the past I have tended to contrast Hellenic theism, and its indigenous negative theology, to Abrahamic monotheism, which was centered on a single, personalized divine being.13 Free from
the burden of grounding a pantheon in an ultimate divine unity, Abrahamic
monotheism went about the project of articulating its more sharply exclusive sort of theism in a different way. Hellenic apophatic theology was an
importation into that tradition; Philo or Clement of Alexandria are examples.
But these remained two separate traditions of ancient monotheism.
Can “gnostic” apophasis be given a local habitation and a fairly specific reason for its emergence? Was it similarly central to any given form of
“gnostic” theology? I take it from Michael Williams’s paper that we have in
the past overemphasized the apophatic component in “gnostic” thought.
Again, this may be due to the tendency, noted earlier, to import Platonism
into our hermeneutic of “Gnosticism.” But if we have placed too much
weight on “gnostic” apophasis, then we need to adjust and consider anew
its proper value in any given “gnostic” text or school of thought. To do so
we need to decide what conceptual role apophatic theology played in
each case, and whether this represented only a marginal role—perhaps as
a culturally based instance of borrowing—or a more significant function,
though not an essential one. In this regard I would ask in particular
whether those who study “Gnosticism” might regard it as perhaps an effort
to re-envision elements of the Abrahamic tradition using the resources of
Hellenic theism, including apophatic discourse. This has been a question
that has lingered in my own mind over the past few years as we traced the
lines of interaction between later Platonism and “Gnosticism.” If that is
plausible, at least in some instances, then we would need to reflect on the
reasons for that effort to translate and revise a mode of religious thought
held by a minority group into the discourse of the culturally dominant
pagan world. The present task, then, is to work through specific apophatic
texts within the “gnostic” pleroma and to sort out the theological context
from which such theology departed. If “gnostic” apophasis follows patterns
that are rational, then recovery of these kataphatic foundations and the
implicit rules of their negation should be specifiable.
A final note on demiurgic theology and apophasis: Michael Williams has
suggested that we might use the category “demiurgical myth” to collect
13 See J. P. Kenney, “Monotheistic and Polytheistic Elements in Classical Mediterranean Spirituality,” 269–92.
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some of the theologies we have been considering. The operative distinction
would be between a first god and that entity to which active cosmological
agency was attributed. This is an interesting approach and suggests a further point that follows from the thesis iterated here. The concept of an
active demiurge, subordinated to first god, would be—on my analysis—a
fundamental feature of Hellenic theism. Emphasis upon a demiurgic second
power was part of the project of moving away from the lingering anthropomorphism of earlier accounts of a divine mind. This was, in part, the
impetus for thinkers like Numenius and Alcinous. It is interesting that more
dualistic philosophers such as Plutarch or Atticus were inclined to retain a
first principle that acts directly as a demiurge.14 As noted, the demotion of
the demiurge, which was increasingly pronounced in the later Middle Platonic period, was a development driven by the need to secure a clear claim
to ultimacy of a first principle. There was a compelling logic to this move
within the Hellenic theological tradition.
We might then consider whether we can offer a similar conclusion
regarding “Gnosticism.” There are several alternative ways to get its demiurgic character. One would be to identify a similar, indigenous reason for
the postulation of a demiurge. Another would be to discover a basis for
the adoption of this demiurgic model within any form of “Gnosticism.”
This would be to assume a Hellenic origin for this theology and would
focus attention on the basis for its transfer into a different mode of theology. The latter analysis would suggest once again that Greco-Roman theism was drawn upon by “gnosticizing” thinkers intent upon revising an
antecedent system of theology. These two approaches clearly have implications regarding the sources of “Gnosticism,” or at least of any given
“gnostic” text.
Perhaps I might conclude this section with an incautious observation.
The real work for future comparative analysis between Greco-Roman and
“gnostic” theology lies here, in the study of the complex development of
Hellenic theism in late antiquity and the stimulation that this afforded to
other religious schools, especially some forms of Judaism and Christianity. Just as we have been conditioned to think about “Gnosticism” through
the lens of Platonic transcendentalism, so too have we been inclined, by
habit and disposition, to treat the theology of the majority tradition of the
pre-Theodosian Empire as if it were a minor sideshow, unlikely to have
had the merit to have influenced anyone, except in details. I do not wish
to sound crypto-Harnackian, but we will continue to make progress in
our comparative work only if we could treat the wide band of later Hellenic theism (i.e., the Neopythagoreans, the Middle Platonists, Hermetica,
14 J. P. Kenney, Mystical Monotheism, 57–84 on Numenius and Alcinous; ibid.,
43–53 on Plutarch.
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Chaldean Oracles, Plotinian and Iamblichean Neoplatonism, etc.) as a
powerful theological tradition, prestigious and authoritative as it was.
Then we will begin to imagine better why others might have wished to
adopt its ideas and why its closely connected conceptions of an apophatic One and a demiurge were adapted by other schools and traditions.
If we can make this shift in our dispositions, then we can describe the
connections of “Gnosticism” and Platonism in different, more comprehensive terms.
4. Soteriology and Sacred Hierarchy
Mention has been made in our recent sessions of the “locative”
dimension of both “gnostic” and later Platonic theology. I would like to
get at this aspect briefly, but without being drawn into terminology based
on agendas from outside our domain. Perhaps we might use the notion
of “hierarchy,” that is, the idea that there are levels of divinity and reality.
There is an inevitable spatial component to such thinking, one that is difficult to remove. Apophatic theology was related to this hierarchical
aspect of later antique religious thought in ways that invite reflection. One
dominant theme throughout Greco-Roman theism is the idea that the cosmos is an ordered whole that mirrors the transcendent order. Gregory
Shaw has done a fine job of articulating this aspect of later Platonism in
his recent book on Iamblichus.15 Following J. Z. Smith,16 he suggests that
Iamblichus was the great restorer of the “locative” religious model,
whereby the soul’s salvation is understood to derive from its congruence
with the cosmos, from its inhabitation of its proper place in a fundamentally ordered and good universe. On this account, Iamblichus rejected the
more pessimistic Numenian-Plotinian line of thought, which culminated in
Plotinus’s innovative view “that the soul did not descend entire.” This doctrine of the undescended soul suggested that the lower reaches of the
cosmos were evil, so that the soul’s descent brought it into polluted contact with matter. Why else would the soul’s connection with the transcendental world be so assiduously retained, by insisting on its continued
ontological association with the noetic realm, if its embodiment were not
an act of evil defilement?
The central contrast would be between Plotinus and the “gnostics” on
the one hand, over against the school of Iamblichus on the other. To
quote Shaw:17
15 G. Shaw, Theurgy and the Soul: The Neoplatonism of Iamblichus (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), 1–17.
16 J. Z. Smith, Map Is Not Territory (Leiden: Brill, 1978), 88–103.
17 G. Shaw, Theurgy and the Soul, 10.
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The pervasive acosmic mood of late antiquity effected a change in this
locative orientation, and its influence was felt even in Platonic circles
where it reversed the tradition of locative taxonomy. . . .
Iamblichus’ position developed in the context of this cosmic pessimism: he
was the inheritor of a Plotinian Platonism where the soul never descended
into a body; it remained in the heavens, above the flesh and the physical
world. Plotinus’ . . . view of the soul, which may have been influenced by
Gnostic dualists, was unorthodox from a Platonic perspective.

Iamblichus emerges on this account as a neoconservative Platonist. The
burden of his efforts was to restore the classical valuation of the physical
universe. He did so through his restoration of the “locative” aspect of Platonism, its commitment to the principle of hierarchy, and his adoption of
theurgy, the practice of Hellenic ritual. It is the former that is apposite to
our topic.
We might now consider apophatic theology in reference to this contrast within the Platonic tradition. Let’s set aside the question of late
antique pessimism and its attribution to “Gnosticism” or to Plotinus. What
is interesting about the contrast between Plotinus and Iamblichus is their
common commitment to apophatic theology and to Hellenic theism. What
divides them is their separate understanding of the hierarchy of reality and
the soul’s place within it. Their dispute centers on soteriology. To quote
Shaw again:18
In theurgy, Iamblichus provided a soteriology that theoretically could
touch any soul, from the most material to the most spiritual, while preserving their communal affiliations. With a more consistent metaphysics
Iamblichus succeeded in restructuring Plato’s teachings in a way that preserved the mystical elements of Plotinus’ soteriology without losing contact with the physical cosmos or society.

Plotinus and his school are thus committed to what might be called an
“autosoteriology.” As Porphyry put it in De Abstinentia (2.49.1): “In every
respect the philosopher is the savior of himself.”
This analysis suggests that apophatic theology could support two distinctive types of theism within Neoplatonism: an Iamblichean theology in
which the idea of the hidden One reinforced the idea of levels of reality,
and a Plotinian theology in which the notion of an ineffable One was conducive of greater permeability among these levels. Hierarchy and the “locative” aspect of classical theology would be undercut by the Plotinian
model, both by the doctrine of the undescended soul and by his under18 Ibid., 14.
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standing of the omnipresence of the One. Thus Plotinian soteriology
would track the special character of his ontology.
But it might also be argued that Plotinian apophatic theology does not
undercut the locative dimension of later Platonism. By its predicative resistance, the One can be said to be omnipresent to all its consequents in ways
consistent with their nature, for it has no fixed nature of its own to enforce
separation. For Plotinus, that then means that qewriva can reveal the soul’s
place in the structure of reality and its underlying ontological connection
to the One. It is the latter feature that appears to the contemplative soul as
its undescended aspect. To admit this is not to deny hierarchy or to reject
the locative, only to press out the implications of ontological omnipresence. Indeed, a proper reading of Plotinian contemplation would be
grounded in an enlightened recognition of the soul’s rootedness in all levels of reality and in the One.19 The late antique Platonic debate over soteriology may well be the product of Porphyry’s own approach to his master
Plotinus, with his emphasis on the model of psychic flight, and of
Iamblichus’s reaction to that approach. Even so, the dispute indicates that
Platonic negative theology was open to a range of variations.
That point raises a final series of comparative questions. Is it possible
to find similar approaches to hierarchy within the various “gnostic” texts?
Can these be seen to track along the same lines of ontological representation, and is there any connection of these different ontologies to divergent
soteriologies? Do instances of “gnostic” apophasis underscore or subvert
the “locative” aspect of such theology? All of these seem to be natural
points of comparison.
5. Noetic Postscript
Fear of revisionism is the beginning of scholarly wisdom. This seminar paper was intended in that spirit, in recognition of our place in what
is surely the initial phase in the study of “Gnosticism” and its relation to
late antique Platonic theology. We are still, I believe, at the stage of reconnaissance, as we survey the texts and try out different theories to explain
their features. There are several modest suggestions embedded in this
paper that I should like now to collect in lieu of a conclusion. They are
designed to help make the future task of debunking our contributions
more difficult.
As has been suggested, I have come to think that importation of Platonic transcendentalism into the study of “Gnosticism” may be a source of
confusion. This has been the “tolmeric” basis of my concerns, voiced in
19 This is argued at some length in my paper, “Mysticism and Contemplation in
the Enneads,” American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly 71.3 (Summer 1997) 1–23.
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earlier years, about commensurability. I worry that this may be yet another
item that found its way uncritically into the study of “Gnosticism,” a result
of the training of most students in the field. Using Platonism as a template
may have led to a more radical reading of the hierarchical character of
“Gnosticism,” to a more rarefied understanding of its notion of transcendence, and perhaps to a heightened sense of its acosmism. Again, allow
me to reiterate that this is not meant as a wholesale criticism of the comparative work that many scholars have done. Rather, it is a plea for continued refinement of the basis of those comparison. Perhaps we have
done the “gnostics” a disservice by too often reading them as mythologically inclined Platonists.
The other concern beneath the surface in this paper is our continuing
need—indeed, scholarly obligation—to recover the authentic tradition of
pagan Hellenic theology. It is necessary that we come to understand seriously and sympathetically the metaphysics and theology of what was, for
much of the period we study, the most prestigious and culturally authoritative tradition, and the one subscribed to, at various levels, by the majority in the Roman world. Only then will its persuasive force be clear to us
and its powerful presence be more certainly recognized within “gnostic,”
Jewish, and Christian thought. This is now a great opportunity for progress
in comparative study, one to which many of our members have made distinguished contributions. This is surely one of the great desiderata in the
study of Western religious thought, the need for recovery of the late classical tradition. In this respect, our short-lived seminar has been quite singular, even exemplary. And, nested as it has been in the Society of Biblical
Literature, who would dare to think that the irony of its presence has failed
to excite delight in Elysium?

NEGATIVE THEOLOGIES AND DEMIURGICAL MYTHS
IN LATE ANTIQUITY
Michael A. Williams
University of Washington (Seattle)

1. Introduction
Among the most famous examples of negative theological speculation
from late antiquity are some of those sources customarily assigned to the
category “Gnosticism.” In an insightful article surveying various ancient
forms of negative theology and their emphases on the unknowability of the
highest God or suprasensible reality, the late Richard Wallis suggested that
“it is in Gnosticism . . . that we find the strongest pre-Neoplatonic affirmations of divine unknowability.” And yet Wallis also observed that in spite of
our greatly expanded information about such myths, due to the availability
in the latter part of this century of new sources such as those from Nag
Hammadi Coptic codices or the related Berlin Codex 8502, “the significance
of Gnostic negative theology remains as controversial as ever.”1
Drawing on certain pertinent results and implications of scholarly
research on Nag Hammadi and related sources over the past several years,
I would like in this paper to offer for consideration a set of four propositions: (1) Although “negative theology,” or at least an insistence on the
unknowability of the highest God, is often assumed to be one of the essential features of “gnostic” myth, this feature is in fact not ubiquitous among
the myths normally viewed as “gnostic.” And the number of such sources
in which one encounters any significant amount of negative theological
discourse is relatively limited. (2) In those sources in which we do find
extended passages with negative theological discourse we also tend to find
this language formulated with discernible patterns and structures that
imply some interest in the usefulness of rational argument. Thus, contrary
to the notion that “gnostic” revelation typically entailed a despair and
abandonment of rationality and that negative theology was the ultimate
1 R. T. Wallis, “The Spiritual Importance of Not Knowing,” in Classical Mediterranean Spirituality: Egyptian, Greek, Roman (ed. A. H. Armstrong; New York:
Crossroad, 1986), 468 and 461.
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expression of this, it seems to be precisely in the sources where negative
theology is most exploited that we can make the best case for the adaptation of philosophical argument. (3) In the analysis of the role of negative
theology in these mythic sources, it is necessary not to restrict the focus
too narrowly on the negation itself, the insistence on the absolute
unknowability of God. Paradoxically, the exercise of negation is an important part, but only one part, of what is often a much larger more multifaceted experience of “knowing God” that is attested in these myths. (4) In
particular, narrow emphasis on formulas of negation in such myths has frequently been one of the key building blocks in the characterization of an
alleged “gnostic” worldview as so “anticosmic” that it could find no help
from the visible cosmos in the quest for knowledge of the divine. By contrast, I will argue that exactly the sources with the most prominent examples of negative theology turn out also to provide some of the best
evidence for appeals to forms of cosmological argument.
Recently I have argued at some length that the very category “Gnosticism” is no longer serving us well as a tool for analysis.2 In most of its constructions, it tends to suffer from a vagueness that has prevented real
consensus about its meaning and application (i.e., there are too many
cases where we seem not to be able to reach agreement about whether a
source is to be classified in this category). And in any event, the category
tends to be constructed out of clichés that too often turn out to be misrepresenting many of the supposedly “gnostic” sources. “Anticosmism” is
one of the most common of such clichés, and, I have become more and
more certain, it is one of the least enlightening and most problematic. I
hope to have included in what follows some further illustration of why this
verdict is justified.
The title of this paper self-consciously avoids the category “Gnosticism”
and mentions instead a general classification, “demiurgical myths.” I use the
term “demiurgical myth” to mean simply a myth in which a distinction is
made between the highest God or ultimate principle and the entity or entities to whom are ascribed the initiative and responsibility for the fashioning
of the material cosmos. As a matter of fact, this definition would include
most of the myths conventionally classified under “Gnosticism.” But there
are also other writers or traditions, such as philosophers like Numenius or
Alcinous, who present at least “demiurgical” doctrines, even if they are not
always framed in the form of more elaborate mythic narratives.3
2 M. A. Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism”:An Argument for Dismantling a Dubious Category (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1994).
3 See J. M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists: 80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1977); J. Whittaker and L. Pierre, eds. and trans., Alcinoos:
Enseignement des doctrines de Platon (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1990); J. M. Dillon,
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The classification “demiurgical myth” is intended here as a category
that is more neutral and less freighted than “Gnosticism.” I employ it as a
heuristic category, hoping to “find out” things that such myths might and
might not convey or imply. “Demiurgical myth” is not being used here as
a label for a single religion or religious tradition, and I do not assume that
I will find exactly the same results in every such myth. What do we find
out about demiurgical myths and negative theology?
2. Absence/Presence of Negative Theological Discourse
The first thing we note is that not all demiurgical myths seem to have
a negative theology. A writing such as the Nag Hammadi Apocalypse of
Adam, for example, contains a demiurgical myth in which Adam and Eve
are created by a lesser god,4 and the author speaks fairly matter-of-factly
about the higher, “eternal” or “living God,” or “God of truth.” While knowledge of the latter was lost by Adam and Eve (Apoc. Adam 65,10–11), it is
restored by means of later revelations all down through history. In this text,
the true God is not wrapped in alpha privatives, and the myth is not about
God’s unknowability or incomprehensibility. To the contrary, the writing
speaks straightforwardly of the importance of having true knowledge of
this God.5
I mention an example such as this because precisely in discussions of
the theme of divine transcendence or negative theology in late antique
sources one can encounter generalizations such as: “The doctrine of the
unknowability of God represents also a fundamental feature of the theology of Gnosticism.”6 These days, the demiurgical myth in the Apocalypse
of Adam is always counted as an important representative of this category
“Gnosticism,” and yet it hardly supports the assertion just quoted. Indeed,
it would be fairly easy to produce a relatively long list of sources from Nag
Hammadi and heresiological accounts of sectarian mythologies in which
there is no, or relatively little, actual use of negative theological labels or
discourse. Admittedly, this absence in many instances may be a misleading silence, more a factor of an author’s specific purposes at the moment
than an indication of no interest at all in such discourse. But it is worth
keeping in mind the fact that there is actually a rather limited number of

trans., Alcinous: The Handbook of Platonism (Oxford: Clarendon Press; New York:
Oxford University Press, 1993).
4 Apoc. Adam 64,17–19, etc.; called “God almighty” (e.g., 69,4), or “Sakla” (e.g.,
74,3), or “God of the powers” (e.g., 77,4–5).
5 Apoc. Adam 64,13; 65,10–11; 72,14; 82,21–23; 83,11–21; 84,10; 85,15.
6 S. Lilla, Clement of Alexandria: A Study in Christian Platonism and Gnosticism
(London: Oxford University Press, 1971), 219.
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cases where we do encounter explicit formulations of negative theological
language in these myths.
A long-standing favorite illustration of radically negative theology is
the account given by Hippolytus of Rome about the doctrines of the early
second-century C.E. Christian teacher Basilides. This source alleges
Basilides to have taught a supreme God who was absolutely beyond any
name or description whatsoever, a “non-existent God” prior to being itself
(Hippolytus, Ref. 7.20.2–21.4). In his summaries of teachings of Valentinian
Christians, Irenaeus of Lyons refers to their use of negative theological language (e.g., Haer. 1.1.1), though certainly not a usage with the panache
encountered in the doctrine ascribed to Basilides.
The discoveries of sources such as the Berlin Codex 8502 and the Nag
Hammadi codices have provided a few important new examples of negative theology among demiurgical myths. The texts containing the most
elaborate articulations of negative theology are: the Apocryphon of John;
the Letter of Eugnostos (and a text that is likely dependent on it, the Sophia
of Jesus Christ); Allogenes, and probably also the tractate Zostrianos
(though the relevant passages in the latter are quite fragmentary); and the
Tripartite Tractate. There are significant instances of negative theological
jargon in other tractates as well, though the works just mentioned stand
out by their inclusion of extended sections devoted to this topic. As Roelof
van den Broek has commented, some of them contain “descriptions of the
ineffable God which in length and elaborateness surpass all those known
from Platonic or orthodox-Christian sources.”7
3. Negative Theologies: Patterns
Among the demiurgical myths that do contain negative theological discourse in significant quantity, research has now demonstrated that we
should be cautious not to mistake these instances as merely a kind of haphazard potluck of mystical-sounding or “numinous” jargon. Though there
is increasing awareness of this among scholars, it is an important fact that
has not always been appreciated: In an article several years ago, William
Schoedel presented a convincing and important argument about monistic
implications underlying the use in certain “gnostic” sources of a specific
formula of “topological” theology—God as “containing” while being
“uncontained.” In developing his argument, Schoedel at one point justifiably contrasted the formula as strictly defined with other uses of the label
“uncontained” (ajcwvrhto"), where it appears without the other half of the
formula (“containing”), as one term in a list of negative theological
7 R. van den Broek, Studies in Gnosticism and Alexandrian Christianity (NHMS

39; Leiden: Brill, 1996), 43–44.
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attributes. Then as an aside he added: “The language of negative theology
in a Gnostic setting is ‘numinous’ language. The wonder of God’s being is
magnified without specific reference to precise theological formulation.”8
Now although this generalization probably does express what has been a
widely held impression, it can no longer be defended. For contrary to the
implication of such an assertion, we will see that some of the most extensive examples of negative theology among these sources actually seem to
display some care in their employment of negations.
I quote one further example illustrating how this has not always been
understood, this time from comments by the late Hans Jonas on the very
important instance of negative theology in the opening sections of the
Apocryphon of John:
Like all gnostic speculation, the revelation of the Apocryphon (the revelatory stage first having been set) starts with a dissertation on the ultratranscendent First Principle; and here we meet with the kind of emphatic
and pathetic verbosity which the “ineffable” seems to have incited in
many of its professors: the over four pages of effusive description devoted
to the very indescribability of the divine Absolute—expatiating on the
theme of His purity, boundlessness, perfection, etc., being beyond measure, quality, quantity, and time; beyond comprehension, description,
name, distinction; beyond life, beatitude, divinity, and even existence—
are a typical example of the rising “negative theology,” whose spokesmen
did not tire for centuries of the self-defeating nature of their task. Justly
more reticent, the Valentinians contented themselves on this point with a
few telling symbols (as “Abyss”, “Silence”).9

Now in a section of his forthcoming book on the Apocryphon of John,
Michael Waldstein has forcefully demonstrated how inadequate is such a characterization of the negative theological discourse in the Apocryphon of John as
mere “pathetic verbosity” and “effusive description.”10 Rather, Waldstein contends that the long passage about the Invisible Spirit in Ap. John II 2,26–4,18
(= BG 22,17–26,14) is “a disciplined piece of writing which develops not only
8 W. R. Schoedel, “‘Topological’ Theology and Some Monistic Tendencies in

Gnosticism,” in Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts in Honour of Alexander Böhlig
(ed. Martin Krause; NHS 3; Leiden: Brill, 1972), 91.
9 H. Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (2d ed.; Boston: Beacon, 1963), 199; and the corresponding German version in idem, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist, part 1 (3d ed.;
FRLANT 51 Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964), 393. Certainly the last comment about the parsimony of Valentinians in this regard is no longer tenable in light
of such works as the Tripartite Tractate from Nag Hammadi Codex I (see below).
10 I am grateful to Michael Waldstein for allowing me the opportunity of reading
a 1995 draft of part of his book, and my citations here refer to pages in that draft.
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an account of the first principle, but, at the same time, an account of the different forms of argument and language by which it can be approached.”11 He
shows that this portion of the Apocryphon of John may be analyzed into discrete sections with recognizable organization and development, and manifesting continuity in both form and content with similar material from Middle
Platonic school tradition, especially Alcinous and the Christian apologist Aristides. I give here only outlines of some of Waldstein’s analysis:12
After a brief opening list of attributes of the Invisible Spirit (BG 22,17–
23,3 = II 2,26–32) there is a first series of assertions, each followed by a
supporting clause introduced by gavr, “for” (BG 23,3–14 = II 2,33–3,7):
It is not right to think of him as God. . .
for he is more than God,
(He is) a principality [ajrchv] over which nothing rules [a[rcei],
for there is nothing prior to him;
Nor does he need them: he does not need life,
for he is eternal;
He does not need anything,
for he cannot be completed as if he were lacking so as to be completed,
but rather he is always entirely complete.

After this is a series of seven negations (II 3,7–15 par.), all but one supported by a clause introduced, not by gavr, but by the Coptic ebol Je
or Je, “since” (= Greek o{ti?). Rather than a full translation, I provide a
somewhat more skeletal rendering that brings into relief the structure:
Illimitable
Unexaminable
Immeasurable
Invisible
Eternal
Ineffable
Unnamable

since no one prior to him to
since no one prior to him to
since no one prior to him to
since no one has seen him
existing forever
since no one comprehended
since no one prior to him to

limit him
examine him
measure him

him to speak about him
name him

Waldstein points out that a via negationis argument with a similar structure
and “rhythmical application of negation” is found in Aristides.13 The next
11 M. Waldstein, The Apocryphon of John: A Curious Eddy in the Stream of Hellenistic Judaism (draft version), 110.
12 Cf. M. Tardieu, Écrits gnostiques: Codex de Berlin (Sources Gnostiques et
Manichéenes 1; Paris: Cerf, 1984), 248–53.
13 Waldstein, Apocryphon of John, 98; Aristides Apology 1 (J. R. Harris, ed. and
trans., The Apology of Aristides [2d ed.; TS 1.1; Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1893], 35–36).
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major section of the negative theology in the Apocryphon of John (II
3,20–28 par.) is structured in still another way, with a via eminentiae pattern: “He is neither A nor B (nor C nor D), but something better than these.”
As is well known, this section of the Apocryphon of John is closely paralleled by the text of Allogenes 62,27–63,14, indicating a literary relationship
of some sort, perhaps a matter of a dependence on a common source. And
finally, still a further clear pattern is found in II 4,3–10 par., where several
positive attributes are applied to the Invisible Spirit, but in such a way as
to underscore that the Invisible Spirit is source of all such things (once
again, in a more skeletal rendering):
Eternal
Light
Life
Blessed
Knowledge
Good
Mercy
Grace

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the

one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one

who
who
who
who
who
who
who
who

supplies
supplies
supplies
supplies
supplies
supplies
supplies
supplies

eternity
light
life
blessedness
knowledge
good
mercy
grace

The famous section of negative theology in Alcinous Did. 10.3–4 contains
the same kind of argument about attributes of the “First God.” The latter can
be said to be the Good (ajgaqovn) since “he is the source [ai[tio"] of all good”;
he is Truth (ajlhvqeia) since he is the origin (ajrchv) of every truth (10.3).
I have outlined only a few key elements of Waldstein’s analysis here,
but his discussion presents a splendid case for treating the account of the
Invisible Spirit in the Apocryphon of John as something much more than
merely “numinous” language without any very precise theological formulation. What might seem at first glance to the reader to be a rambling
stream of “pathetic verbosity” actually does have a structure and a certain
level of precision in argumentation.
Perhaps part of the reason underlying dismissive characterizations such
as that quoted from Jonas is that earlier generations of scholarship had been
more inclined to view even some of the corresponding passages from more
“professional” Middle Platonic figures, like that in Alcinous Did. 10, as theologically incoherent. For on the one hand, God is described by disallowing the validity of any predication whatsoever, while in virtually the next
breath positive attributes are applied. Jaap Mansfeld has addressed this
problem of how via negationis, via eminentiae, and via analogiae argumentation can seemingly coexist in a kind of “peaceful jumble.”14 He argues
14 J. Mansfeld, “Compatible Alternatives: Middle Platonist Theology and the
Xenophanes Reception,” in Knowledge of God in the Graeco-Roman World (ed. R.
van den Broek, T. Baarda and J. Mansfeld; EPRO 112; Leiden: Brill, 1988), 92.
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that such writers viewed these as “alternative modes of cognition, compatible albeit of unequal value.” Alcinous, observes Mansfeld, “is most conscientious in informing us about the three modes of cognition; other surviving
Middle Platonist authors seem to take them for granted and provide us with
a clutter of epithets without being very clear about the justification for their
procedure, although hints are occasionally provided.”15 And it is perhaps
just such hints that we find through a close analysis of the structure of the
description of the Invisible Spirit in the Apocryphon of John.
Both Eugnostos and the Tripartite Tractate also manifest in their sections that describe the highest God features that indicate some amount of
care in the structure of the argument (Eugnostos III 71,13–73,3; Tri. Trac.
51,8–55,26).16 Roelof van den Broek17 has pointed out that much of the
relevant section in Eugnostos may be analyzed as a series of four arguments, each with three parts. Eugnostos III 71,18–72,13:
He is immortal, eternal,
(1) Having no birth,
(2) for everyone who has birth will perish;
(3) he is unbegotten;
(1) Having no beginning [ajrchv],
(2) for everyone who has a beginning has an end;
(3) nothing rules [a[rcei] over him.18
(1) Having no name,
(2) for whoever has a name is the creature of another;
(3) he is unnamable;
(1) He has no human form,
(2) for whoever has human form is the creation of another;
(3) he has his own form, not like the form that we have
received or seen, but a strange form that surpasses all things
and is better than the totalities. It looks to every side and
sees itself from itself.
15 Mansfeld, “Compatible Alternatives,” 110–11.
16 On the negative theological discourse in Eugnostos in general, see the very

informative treatment by D. Trakatellis, The Transcendent God of Eugnostos (trans.
C. Sarelis; Brookline, Mass.: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1991), especially 35–65,
who provides extensive discussion of parallels, though he does not comment on
the patterns identified by van den Broek.
17 R. van den Broek, “Eugnostos and Aristides on the Ineffable God,” in Knowledge of God in the Graeco-Roman World (ed. R. van den Broek, T. Baarda and J.
Mansfeld; EPRO 112; Leiden: Brill, 1988), 207.
18 Van den Broek, “Eugnostos and Aristides,” 207, suggests that the Coptic here
was a mistranslation of the Greek anarchos estin, “he was without beginning.” This
may be, though there may also be simply a play on the multiple connotations of
archein. See Ap. John BG 23,6–7 = II 2,36–3,1, and my discussion below.
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Moreover, van den Broek has noted the unquestionable parallel between
the order of the four negations here and the same sequence in the same
four negations in both Aristides and in the Tripartite Tractate. The section
in the Tripartite Tractate is admittedly longer and more complex, but it
cannot be accidental that the description of the Father in that text includes
a sequence of sections treating the following themes:19
Not begotten (and not created)—51,28–52,6
No beginning (and no end)—52,6–53,5
Completeness (no defect)—53,5–54,1
No name—54,2–27
No face or form—54,27–55,14

One can see that the sequence of themes exactly matches that in the passage from Eugnostos cited above, with the exception of the inclusion in
Tripartite Tractate 53,5–54,1 of a section on perfection/lack of defect. But
van den Broek has noted that the same series of themes, including a section on perfection/lack of defect, is also found in the description of God
in the Syriac version of the apology of Aristides:20
Not begotten, not made;
A constant nature, without beginning and without end;
Immortal, complete, and incomprehensible: and in saying that he is
complete I mean this: that there is no deficiency in him. . . .
He has no name, for everything that has a name is associated with
the created;
He has no likeness, nor composition of members; for he who possesses
this is associated with things fashioned. . . .

Van den Broek suggests that all three authors have made use of some common source.21

19 Cf. the extensive analysis of this section of the Tripartite Tractate in E.
Thomassen and L. Painchaud, eds. and trans., Le Traité Tripartite (NH I, 5)
(BCNHT 19; Quebec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval, 1989), 264–76.
Thomassen subdivides the section in much the same way (though without the
comparison to Eugnostos and Aristides), and provides important citation of parallels for individual elements from philosophical literature. On parallels for individual elements, see also H. W. Attridge, ed., Nag Hammadi Codex I (The Jung
Codex): Introductions, Texts, Translations, Indices (2 vol.; NHS 22–23; Leiden:
Brill, 1985), 2:221–33.
20 Van den Broek, “Eugnostos and Aristides,” 217–18. Translation here from J. R.
Harris, ed. and trans., The Apology of Aristides, 35.
21 Van den Broek, “Eugnostos and Aristides,” 205.
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Actually, it is possible to extend the comparison even further by noting that at least part of the above pattern of thematic progression might be
isolated also in the Apocryphon of John:
(He is) a principality [ajrchv] over which nothing rules [a[rcei], for there is
nothing prior to him;
Nor does he need them: he does not need life, for he is eternal; He does
not need anything, for he cannot be completed as if he were lacking
so as to be completed, but rather he is always entirely complete. . . .
(BG 23,6–14)
the unnamable One, since there is no one prior to him to name him. . . .
(BG 24,4–6)
For he is not corporeal; he is not incorporeal; he is not large; he is not
small; he is not a quantity; for he is not a creature. . . . (BG 24,15–19).

The fourth item here is not precisely parallel to the theme of form/likeness
in the lists from Eugnostos, Aristides, and the Tripartite Tractate, though
the connection with createdness22 in all four is striking. And “unnameability” is one member of a long list of attributes at that point in Apocryphon
of John, so perhaps it is merely accidental that its position comes at a point
after a discussion of ajrchv and “completeness” as in the other three sources.
Nevertheless, there may be some amount of relationship in thematic order,
rather than mere randomness.
In any event, it is clear from the above discussion that at least several of the most important examples of negative theological discourse
from the Nag Hammadi codices (or from anywhere in so-called “gnostic”
literature)—the Apocryphon of John, Eugnostos (and the Sophia of Jesus
Christ), and the Tripartite Tractate —manifest intentional structures in the
presentation of their arguments, rather than being merely a stream of
alpha privatives.23

22 At least in the shorter recension of Apocryphon of John. This element is absent

in the longer recension.
23 K. King, Revelation of the Unknowable God with Text, Translation and
Notes to NHC XI,3: Allogenes (Santa Rosa, Calif.: Polebridge, 1995), 154–57, has
shown how the important apophatic theology in Allogenes is also patterned in
accordance with conventional and identifiable structures and formulas. That
some of these structures involved interpretation of Plato’s Parmenides has been
recognized for some time (see, e.g., J. D. Turner, “Gnosticism and Platonism:
The Platonizing Sethian Texts from Nag Hammadi and Their Relation to Later
Platonic Literature,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism [ed. R.T. Wallis and
J. Bregman; Studies in Neoplatonism: Ancient and Modern 6, Albany: SUNY
Press, 1992], 449–50).
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4. Negative Theologies and Knowledge of God
I mentioned above that the demiurgical myth in the Apocalypse of
Adam lacks any negative theological discourse and contains straightforward
references to the possibility of having knowledge of the God of Truth. But
even the presence of significant negative theology does not always rule out
a strong emphasis on seeking after knowledge of the Unknowable.
Some of the most striking examples of this are to be found in forms of
Valentinian Christian myth. There is first of all the classic account that Irenaeus provides of the mythology of the Valentinian teacher Ptolemy (Irenaeus Haer. 1.1.1–8.5). In this myth, the aeon Wisdom longs to
comprehend the incomprehensible Father. This is referred to as “an impossible effort” (1.2.2), and of course the passion produced in this futile
attempt resulted in the series of events leading to the material creation.
However, even though it might be true to say that according to this myth,
“[e]vil originates in the desire of Sophia (Wisdom) to comprehend the
Father,”24 that is not quite the same as saying that the desire to know the
Father is evil.
Indeed, in Ptolemy’s myth a wish to know the Father seems to be
shared by all of the aeons in the realm of Perfection (1.2.1), not just Wisdom. Among the aeons, Only-Begotten Mind (Nous) alone was actually
able to behold and know the Father, yet even Mind wished to share knowledge with all the rest of the aeons. Interestingly, the knowledge that Mind
wished to share with the others is described as essentially negative knowledge: that the Father is without beginning, incomprehensible, and invisible. But by the Father’s will, Mind was constrained by Silence from
conveying any knowledge about the Father, and this left the remaining
aeons still wishing for such (1.2.1). In other words, the highest God may
be incomprehensible and ineffable, but seeking after knowledge of God is
portrayed here as the most prominent and “natural” instinct among the
aeons in the realm of divine Perfection.
Moreover, the course of Ptolemy’s myth as a whole conveys the message that the Unknowable wishes to be known, though only through a
knowledge mediated by Only-Begotten Mind (1.2.1; 1.2.5). The very
restraint of Mind by Silence seems to lead to Wisdom’s attempt at comprehension. The latter does eventually have as part of its “fallout” the evils
of the material realm. However, the process as a whole results, by divine
providence, in the fullest possible distribution and attainment of knowledge of God.
The Tripartite Tractate is an example of a form of Valentinian myth that
contains a very elaborate development of negative theological discourse,
24 Wallis, “Spiritual Importance,” 468.
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and yet somewhat paradoxically stresses that the unknowable Father wants
very much to be known. Immediately following the lengthy negative theological discourse on the Father (Tri. Trac. 51,28–55,14) that I have mentioned above, we find the comment: “Now if this (Father) who is
unknowable in his nature, and who possesses all of the majestic attributes
that I have mentioned, wishes to provide knowledge so that they might
know him, from the abundance of his sweetness, then he is able to do this”
(55,27–34). And the remainder of the myth in this text reveals that this is
precisely the Father’s will. But this revelation is a gradual process, since the
Father is so great that a sudden revelation would have overloaded the circuits, so to speak (64,28–37). The revelation is also not direct but mediated, through the Son, who is the “trace” (i[cno") of the Father (66,3) and
is all of the Father’s names,25
the
the
the
the
the

form of the formless,
body of the incorporeal,
face of the invisible,
expression of the ineffable,
mind of the inconceivable. . . . (66,13–17)

This self-revelation, we are told, is intended to inspire a constant searching after the Father, even though the Father’s primordial essence is
unsearchable (71,15–20).26 Thus, it is by the will of the Father that the
Father is known, because he breathes a spirit into all things that creates in
them the idea of seeking after the Unknowable, so that they are drawn to
him as if by a sweet aroma (71,35–73,8).
The Wisdom figure in the Tripartite Tractate is the Logos, and like Wisdom in Ptolemy’s myth, the Logos here attempts in vain to comprehend
the incomprehensibility of the Father (75,17–19). But once again what I
want to emphasize here is that the myth portrays this quest for knowledge
as something good or well-intentioned (76,2–4), even though the futility of
the Logos’s attempt leads to defects and consequences that must be
brought under control through the creation of the cosmos. But even all of
these consequences, according to the author, happened completely in
accordance with the will of the Father (76,13–77,11). The Logos’s initial
effort is a kind of necessary, programmed failure.
Not only is there a paradoxical relationship here between an elaborate negative theology that insists that the Father is completely beyond
25 On this, see Thomassen and Painchaud, Le Traité Tripartite, 307–10.
26 The passage possibly assumes a “distinction between knowledge of the

Father’s existence and knowledge of his essence” (Attridge, Nag Hammadi Codex
I, 2:285).
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imagining and a message of revelation that declares that the Father wants
all things to seek after knowledge of him. It is also the case that this paradoxical tension appears to be quite integral to the theology here, and
more specifically, it is integral to the theodicy. For the dynamics of the
myth in this form of Valentinian speculation render precisely the highest
values, love for and knowledge of God, as the unintentional sources of
evil. The very aspiration that triggers the problem is at the same time a
quest for that which is most highly valued. To appreciate the unique
dynamic here, we might contrast this with a myth such as that offered by
Origen of Alexandria. In Origen’s theology, the source of evil is traced to
the gradual turning away of rational souls from concentration on God, a
version of the Platonic notion of evil-as-absence. Now the Tripartite Tractate (and Ptolemy, according to Irenaeus) handled the same basic Platonic
notion in a different way. The Logos (or Wisdom) does not really
turn away from God, but toward God—in an intense but futile reaching
after God. The “absence” that becomes evil here is the failure of a wellintentioned effort, unlike Origen’s “sinning” souls, who cannot be said to
have been well intentioned.
Now the particular dynamic I have just mentioned, where the origins
of evil are, ironically, linked as intimately as possible to laudable aspirations for divine knowledge, is certainly not present in all demiurgical
myths, and in fact, it may have been limited to certain forms of Valentinian speculation.27 A somewhat analogous motif is found in the myth that
Hippolytus ascribes to Justin “the pseudo-gnostic,” though this myth as
narrative is entirely different from the myth in the Tripartite Tractate or
Ptolemy. Justin’s myth has evil originate when the creator, Elohim, aspires
to discovery of realities more transcendent than himself and in so doing
ascends to “the Good,” at the same time abandoning his previously contracted marriage relationship to Eden (Hippolytus Ref. 5.26.21). Elohim’s
actions become paradigmatic for the human initiate, but his ascent is both
the highest good and the cause of evil. Once again, while searching after
knowledge of the highest God is the central value, it is also offered up as
the solution to problems of theodicy. However, Justin’s myth contains
nothing like the elaborate negative theology found in the Tripartite Tractate, and therefore knowledge of “the Good” is not portrayed in the same
way as epistemologically problematic or paradoxical.
Even though sources such as the Apocryphon of John or Eugnostos or
Allogenes do not seem to capitalize on this theodicy-related potential in the
paradoxical relationship between elaborate negative theological assertions
and the search for knowledge of God, their myths do in other ways
embody tensions entailed in placing a premium on seeking knowledge of
27 Cf. Thomassen and Painchaud, Le Traité Tripartite, 329.
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the Unknowable. One dimension of this involves sharply paradoxical formulations concerned with the mystical, “peak” experience. Many others
have commented on the way the author of the tractate Allogenes, for example, distills the ultimate experience of knowledge of the Unknowable in
the terminology of “not-knowing knowledge” or an “ignorance that sees”
(e.g., Allogenes 59,28–32; 60,8–12; 61,1–2; 64,10–14), and the author may
have been among the earliest experimenters with this kind of formulation
in the history of Western mysticism.28
However, there is another type of tension that I am more interested in
exploring here, and that is the larger and somewhat more implicit one
between, on the one hand, the assertion of divine unknowability and, on
the other, the assumption that knowledge about the divine can be gained
from the visible cosmos.
5. Negative Theologies and Sensibility about the Cosmos
The classic study by A.-J. Festugière, La révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste, distinguished two broad currents among religious and philosophical traditions in late antiquity, according to how the supreme Being was
imagined: a type in which God’s nature could be known in some measure
through observation and contemplation of the visible cosmos, and a type
in which God was understood to be hyper-cosmic, beyond any analogy in
the visible world—i.e., the sort of God described in the more enthusiastically negative theologies. As Festugière put it, in the latter case knowledge
of God is not aided by the visible world, “because it is a matter of reaching a Principle of which nothing here below offers an image, since It is, in
essence, different from everything else.”29 Thus, the only way for such a
God to be known is by means of revelation.
Now it has become commonplace that one of the ways in which “gnostic” negative theology is distinguished from “nongnostic” Jewish, Christian,
or Platonist negative theologies in antiquity is by asserting that for “gnostics” the description-by-negation somehow went hand in hand with a complete absence of any faith in rational paths to knowledge or any sensibility
for the material cosmic realm as revelatory of divine truth. As van den Broek
has put it recently, in an introductory chapter to a collection of his essays:
At first sight, the gnostic and hermetic doctrines of God have much in
common, since both start from a theological concept which was wide-

28 See Turner, “Gnosticism and Platonism,” 448; King, Revelation, 19, 148–52,
169; Wallis, “Spiritual Importance,” 470.
29 Festugière, La révélation d’Hermès Trismégiste (4 vols.; Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, 1949–1954), 4:59.
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spread in the classical world. It is the idea that God is so transcendent that
he can only be described in the terms of what we call “negative theology:” he is ineffable, invisible, incomprehensible, unbegotten, without
beginning and without end, incorruptible, immeasurable, invariable,
unnamable, etc. This view is found among pagan philosophers, Christian
theologians, gnostics and hermetists. There is a difference, however, for
the philosophers, and some early Christian theologians as well, said that,
though it may be true that God is unknowable in his essence, he can nevertheless be comprehended by the human mind (nous), through philosophical reasoning and through contemplation of the cosmic order. This
emphasis on the human nous as a useful, though imperfect, instrument
for the knowledge of God is also found in the hermetic texts, but never
in those of the gnostics: in their view, the supreme God was inaccessible
to the human mind. However, like the platonic philosophers of their time,
the gnostics felt no difficulty in combining this negative theology with
positive qualifications of the ineffable God.30

Werner Foerster’s introductory comments in his anthology of “gnostic”
texts contain another good illustration of this common perception of the
implications of negative theology in these myths. He notes that God in
these traditions is “the unknown Father” and that frequently there is the
attempt “to describe this unknown God with an array of negative expressions,” or with the prefix “fore-” (Fore-Father, etc.), so that “all that can be
said is simply this, that it lies before all that is visible and conceivable.”
“So,” continues Foester, “God and the world stand apart and in opposition.”31 Similarly, in his general treatment of Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism, Kurt Rudolph includes a section on “the unknown
God,” in which he covers, among others, the negative theologies of
Basilides, the Apocryphon of John, Eugnostos, and the Tripartite Tractate.
Rudolph then concludes:
These examples, which could be extended without difficulty . . . show that
the gnostic conception of God is dictated by a contrast to all previously
existing conceptions and so has a thoroughly revolutionary character. Certainly the terminology is indebted to contemporary philosophy; also it is
possible to note certain agreements in cosmology (Plotinus knew that very
well), but the underlying world-denying tone cannot be mistaken.32

30 Van den Broek, Studies, 10.
31 W. Foerster, ed., Gnosis: A Selection of Gnostic Texts (trans. R. McL. Wilson; 2

vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972–1974), 1:4–5.
32 K. Rudolph, Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism (trans. R. McL. Wilson; San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1983), 64–65.
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What I would like to argue here is that this widespread tendency to single
out negative theology in “gnostic” texts as symptomatic of things like a
peculiarly virulent anticosmism, or a rejection of any usefulness in human
intellection or contemplation of cosmic order, runs up against the following
embarrassments: (1) As we have seen, developed negative theological discourse is not ubiquitous among these demiurgical myths and is in fact limited to a handful of them. (2) On the other hand, we have also observed
that in most of the sources that do contain extensive negative theological
discourse such language is not being employed haphazardly, but in patterns
that may be understood as forms of rational argumentation. In other words,
even though the invocation of via negationis or via eminentiae arguments
in these demiurgical myths comes in the medium of a revelation, it seems
fair to ask why the possibility of an openness to a role also for human intellection should be dismissed in these cases, any more than when such arguments are invoked in authors like, say, Gregory of Nazianzus.33 (3) And
finally, it is noteworthy that just those “gnostic” sources that contain the
most remarkable instances of extended negative theological discourse happen also to be among the very sources where arguably the most positive—
not most negative—relationship is depicted between true divinity and the
material cosmos. This is exactly opposite from the general impression
sometimes conveyed by treatments of “Gnosticism,” to the effect that “gnostic” negative theology is simply the ultimate expression of “gnostic” worlddenial. I need to elaborate on this latter point.
For example, it has long been recognized that the Tripartite Tractate
is among the examples of Christian demiurgical myth with the least evidence for animosity toward the demiurge or the material cosmos. The
archon who is assigned the role of “beautifying”34 and “working on” the
things below is used “as a hand” by the Logos, to effect the divine purposes (Tri. Trac. 100,30–36). Because the creative activity of this lower
demiurge is being guided, without his awareness, by inspiration from the
divine spirit, the things that come into being from this agent are in the

33 Gregory can speak at great length of the deep mystery of God’s essence that

is impossible for human reason to comprehend and within the same oration also
discourse on theological implications humans should see in the marvels of the visible cosmos (Theological Oration 2 [Orat. 28]).
34 I follow Attridge (Nag Hammadi Codex I, 1:275) in using this translation of
the Coptic tsaeiw, which could be a translation of some form of the Greek kosmei'n, which of course has connotations both of ordering and adornment, with
order being a form of beauty. Thomassen and Painchaud (Le Traité Tripartite, 171)
render tsaeiw with “façonner.” The English translation “beautify” provides an
explicit and legitimate reminder that producers and readers of writings such as the
Tripartite Tractate did indeed see beauty in the cosmos.
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image of the spiritual realities (100,36–101,9). This notion that the lower
demiurge is unwittingly operating under divine guidance from above is not
unique to this tractate but is found elsewhere in Valentinian myth.35 I wish
to underscore its presence because the obvious implication is that the
physical creation is understood in such traditions as containing images and
signs of divine realities.
Indeed, Irenaeus does apparently indicate that in support of their
views his Valentinian Christian opponents would often appeal to this correspondence between patterns in the pleromatic realm and patterns in the
visible cosmos. He says at one point (Haer. 2.15.3) that when he engaged
them in conversation they would question him as though he knew nothing about the creation. But when he, in turn, pressed them about details
concerning their notions about the transcendent realm, or Pleroma, they
would rely either on metaphors involving human emotions or on language
pertaining only to “that harmony that can be observed in creation.” Irenaeus thinks he has them cornered here, since they must resort to discussions of patterns in secondary realities in order to explain their theories
about the Pleroma. But for our purposes, the passage is enormously revealing, for what it tells us is that Valentinian Christians appealed to cosmological arguments in support of their transcendental theology.
The writing Eugnostos is another familiar example of a myth in which
any anticosmism is less obvious.36 I have mentioned earlier some of Roelof
van den Broek’s insightful analyses of patterns in the negative theology in
Eugnostos. However, the way in which he frames those insights with
respect to the “gnostic” character of Eugnostos illustrates how that category
has become encumbered with presuppositions that may often obscure
what is actually in the text. In the opening section of Eugnostos the author
states that:
Everyone born since the foundation of the world turns to dust. Though
they seek after God—who he is and what he is like—they have not found
him. Many of the wise among them have made likenesses of the truth

35 E.g., Irenaeus Haer. 1.5.1; and see the numerous parallels cited in the commentary sections in Attridige, Nag Hammadi Codex I, and Thomassen and Painchaud, Le Traité Tripartite.
36 So much so that there has been debate as to whether the work should be classified as “gnostic.” See, e.g., D. M. Parrott, “Eugnostos and ‘All the Philosophers,’”
in Religion im Erbe Ägyptens: Beiträge zur spätantiken Religionsgeschichte zur
Ehren von Alexander Böhlig (ed. M. Görg; Ägypten und Altes Testament 14; Wiesbaden: Otto Haarassowitz, 1988), 153–67, and the summary of views in J. L. Sumney, “The Letter of Eugnostos and the Origins of Gnosticism,” NovT 31 (1989):
172–81.
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based on the management [dioivkhsi"] of the cosmos, but the likeness has
not attained to the truth. For the management is described in three ways
by all the philosophers, so that the three accounts are in conflict. . . . (III
70,3–16)

The author then summarizes and rejects the three different theories: that
the cosmos simply operates under its own direction, that it is guided by
providence, or that it is ruled by fate (III 70,16–71,5). In the remainder of
the work the author claims to be presenting the reader with the truth about
God. Now based on the parallels in their negative theological discourse
that I mentioned earlier, van den Broek suggests that both Eugnostos and
the Christian apologist Aristides
made use of a source which, in the traditional way, inferred from the
orderly government of the universe that its Maker and Mover must be
God, but at the same time asserted that, though we can see God’s works
it is impossible to know his nature, and then went on to develop an
explicitly negative theology based on the opposition between the unbegotten and the begotten. Their dependence on a common source explains
the correspondences between Eugnostos and Aristides. The differences
between them can be explained by Eugnostos’ gnostic world-view, which
forced him to reject the cosmological proof of God’s existence with arguments developed in the Sceptical tradition.37

Commenting specifically on the reference to argument from dioivkhsi" that
I quoted above, van den Broek asserts that
Eugnostos starts his argument by referring to and then firmly rejecting the
idea that God’s existence and nature can be known from the dioikêsis of
the cosmos. Though he does not explicitly say so, we may assume that
he had to reject this view because, as a gnostic, he ascribed the origin of
the world to a lower, most probably evil demiurge.38

Now the problem here is twofold: First, we really do not know precisely
the shape of Eugnostos ’s teaching about the demiurge. I would agree with
van den Broek that the overall nature of the myth in this writing does make
it probable that the author “ascribed the origin of the world to a lower . . .
demiurge” and that therefore we likely have a demiurgical myth. But there
is no justification for assuming that this demiurge is “most probably evil.”
Secondly, it is not in fact clear that the author of Eugnostos is rejecting the
proposition that the dioivkhsi" of the cosmos has relevance for discerning
37 Van den Broek, “Eugnostos and Aristides,” 211.
38 Ibid., 209.
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the nature of God. What are rejected are three conflicting philosophical
positions derived from such analogical argumentation. And in fact, later in
the work the author seems to appeal precisely to cosmological argument
in support of the truth of the assertions in the myth. After the negative
theology in III 71,13–73,3 that I have discussed earlier, the author emphasizes the importance of understanding the distinction between the invisible and the visible, the imperishable and the perishable (III 73,3–74,7).
Then the author says that if anyone wishes to trust the information set
forth in the myth, that person should “search from what is hidden to the
completion of what is visible, and this thought [e[nnoia] will teach him how
belief in invisible things has been discovered from what is visible. It [= the
belief] is a source of knowledge” (III 74,14–20). The remainder of Eugnostos does just this. Beginning with the highest God who had been
described in the negative theological discourse, the author traces the various levels of emanation down just to the point of the appearance of the
visible cosmos. Thus this author, like the Valentinian traditions discussed
above, assumes a congruence between the ordering of the visible cosmos
and the supernal, invisible realities.39 The author probably does reject the
sufficiency of human reasoning alone in attaining the truth, and the author
certainly asserts that the true nature of the highest divine source is beyond
the grasp of human intellect. However, that does not rule out any role at
all for intellection, as is indicated by the author’s appeal to e[nnoia,
“thought.”40 Nor in particular does revelation exclude a place for cosmological argument in gaining assurance concerning the truth about the
39 See also J. Dillon, “Pleroma and Noetic Cosmos: A Comparative Study,” in

Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Studies in Neoplatonism: Ancient and Modern 6; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 107, who notes that
Eugnostos “envisages quite an extensive parallelism between the noetic and physical worlds,” although Dillon wonders “how coherent a theory of archetypes the
Gnostic writers had.” But, just as with any other writers from antiquity, that question should be considered on a case-by-case basis. P. Perkins, “Beauty, Number,
and Loss of Order in the Gnostic Cosmos,” in ibid., 285, rightly notes that Eugnostos “apparently proposes some form of contemplation of heavenly order as a key
to the knowledge of the divine received by the Gnostics.”
40 Parrott, “Eugnostos,” 161–62, feels compelled to take this “thought” as a reference to an aspect of the highest God who functions essentially as a revelatory
being, “communicating with those who are open to it,” rather than as a contemplative exercise in thought invited by the author. But I see nothing that requires
such a reading of ennoia as a hypostasized being here. Trakatellis, The Transcendent God, 37, makes a similar mistake, in my view, in emphasizing that the
prologue to Eugnostos “constitutes a radical rejection of the possibility to gain
even a partial knowledge of God, either through the thinking processes or
through research.”
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divine realm. In fact, the author seems to view as fundamentally important that the reader think through the implications of correspondences
between visible and invisible realms.
Now the Apocryphon of John unquestionably presents a much more
negative portrait of the creator, Ialdabaoth. However, even in this work we
find evidence that the material cosmos itself is not understood to be a
repulsively grotesque and chaotic environment completely alien to, and
unrevealing of, the nature of true divinity. For with respect to the creation
of the earth and all the various heavens, the author says that Ialdabaoth
put everything in order, in the likeness of the first aeons that had come
into being, so as to create them in an incorruptible pattern—not that he
himself had actually seen the incorruptible things; rather, it was the power
within him (that did so), which he had received from his Mother, since
she had begotten within him the likeness of the cosmos. (II 12,34–13,5)

The short recension does not mention the role of the Mother here, but
it does state that the arrangement of the various firmaments, heavens,
and aeons in the created realm corresponds to the image and pattern
(tuvpo") of the transcendent, incorruptible aeons (BG 44,5–9).41 There
must be a sensibility here to a level of order in the visible world that
results from a corresponding beauty and order in the transcendent
divine realm. Something about the structure of divinity can be observed
in the visible cosmos, though a full understanding of the nature of the
relationship depends on further revelation—as it did for many Jewish
and Christian authors.42
41 Waldstein has noted this passage (Apocryphon of John, 169) and rightly
stresses the presence in Apocryphon of John of what can be called a form of “cosmic piety” (165–68).
42 In comparing Platonic notions of an intelligible, paradigmatic realm with
“gnostic” notions of the Pleroma, Dillon has commented that “there are elements
in the Pleroma, in both Valentinian and Sethian systems . . . which do seem to serve
as paradigms” (“Pleroma and Noetic Cosmos,” 106). However, the similarities
should probably be pushed even further than Dillon mentions. For he suggests that
one might object that: “the Pleroma is not really a model on which the physical
world is based. The physical world is an error and an abortion for the Gnostics,
and the Demiurge receives little or no guidance from above in creating it, nor has
he access to the Pleroma as a model to work with” (106). Dillon cites the teachings of Marcus (Irenaeus Haer. 1.17.2) as an exception to this general rule (109 n.
15). Yet certainly the Apocryphon of John, the Tripartite Tractate, and Ptolemy are
other examples, and it may well be that this sense of a correspondence between
order and beauty in the material cosmos and order and beauty in the aeonic realm
was not uncommon among other demiurgical traditions.
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Finally, we may comment about this matter with respect to texts such
as Allogenes and Zostrianos and the opponents of Plotinus whom the latter criticizes in Enn. 2.9. As I have mentioned, Allogenes contains some
very striking negative theology, culminating in the affirmation that the
Unknowable is so transcendent that it can actually only be “known”
through a form of “unknowing.” On the other hand, it is harder to say
much about the nature of the relation between negative theology and cosmology in this case, since the writing (at least what survives of it) contains
so little direct mention of the material realm. But the few passages that do
seem to be pertinent indicate a less dualistic worldview than is often
assumed for “Gnosticism.”43 The Unknowable is the “source” (phghv) for
everything else, being related to things like matter, number, form, and
shape only as immaterial matter, numberless number, shapeless shape, etc.
(Allogenes 48,21–32).44 The related tractate Zostrianos, though also frustratingly fragmentary, contains more direct allusions to the relation
between the transcendent realms and the material cosmos. Several passages seem to refer to the presence in certain levels of the transcendent
realm of archetypal patterns for realities in the visible world—not only of
people, but of the elements earth, water, air, and fire, and also of animals,
trees, fruit, even weeds!45 As John Dillon has commented, “What we seem
to have portrayed here is a comprehensive archetype of the physical
world, right down to the tares among the wheat.”46
The acquaintances whom Plotinus criticizes in Enn. 2.9 seem to have
used writings such as Allogenes and Zostrianos, and we may thus assume
that they had some fondness for the negative theological discourse in such
texts. The controversy between Plotinus and these opponents is often imagined to have involved sharply different positions about the role of cosmic
piety in contemplation of the intelligible and supraintelligible, and certainly
it is true that Plotinus himself understood the difference partly in these terms.
43 See Schoedel, “‘Topological’ Theology,” 108; King, Revelation, 11, 105; B.
Pearson, Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (SAC 5; Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1990), 163.
44 See King, Revelation, 97. K. Corrigan, “The Anonymous Turin Commentary on
the Parmenides,” 57 (seminar paper that appears in this volume in revised form as:
“Platonism and Gnosticism. The Anonymous Commentary on the Parmenides:
Middle or Neoplatonic?”) has suggested that both Allogenes and the Tripartite Tractate represent a “Speusippan-Stoic view of the origin of life (although in an ambiguous and probably much mitigated form),” so that the “embryonic dynamis of all
future creation indwells primordially in the depth” of the first principle.
45 Zost. 48,2–29; 55,15–25; 113,1–117,15.
46 Dillon, “Pleroma and Noetic Cosmos,” 104; cf. Corrigan, “Anonymous,” 72–73
(see n. 44).
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In Enn. 2.9.17.28 Plotinus says that these people “despise the beauty that is
here.” He implies that they speak of “another cosmos better than this one”
(2.9.8.26–28; cf. 2.9.5.25), and we have seen evidence from texts such as Zostrianos for notions of a transcendent intelligible cosmos. But though there
clearly were differences between Plotinus and his opponents about the relation between the material cosmic order and supramaterial reality, we should
be careful not to conclude too quickly that it was merely a matter of some
blunt “gnostic” hatred of all matter and a lack of interest in, and even an
inability to see any beauty in, the material realm. In fact, Plotinus himself
seems to admit that his opponents do not deny the beauty in the cosmos;
they just refuse to grant it the kind of interpretation and importance that he
deems appropriate. He says that their arrogant sense of superiority is based
precisely on their claim to have disdain for something they call “beautiful”—
i.e., it would not have been so special to claim to despise something “ugly”
(2.9.17.30–33). Thus it was not really an argument over whether there was
visible beauty and order in the cosmos, but rather over the question of divinity in that beauty and order of the heavens and stars. Plotinus says that these
people assert their own souls to be immortal and divine but reject the notion
that the heavens and stars share that divinity, and they do so even though
on the one hand they see the order and beautiful form and arrangement in
the heavens, while on the other they especially complain about the disorder
here on earth (2.9.5.8–14). Such an argument would not be so effective if it
were the case that these acquaintances of Plotinus somehow were denying
any beauty or order in the heavens.
As a matter of fact, we do find what appears to be a positive exhortation to the contemplation of cosmic order in at least one tractate from Nag
Hammadi, Marsanes, which also happens to be closely related to works
such as Allogenes and Zostrianos. Birger Pearson has pointed out how
Marsanes speaks of the salvation of the sense-perceptible world (Marsanes
5,17–26), and Pearson notes that a positive evaluation is given to cosmic
contemplation on the fragmentary pages 41–42 of Marsanes: “Blessed is . . .
whether he is gazing at the two (sun and moon) or is gazing at the seven
planets or at the twelve signs of the Zodiac or the thirty-six Decans. . . . ”47
Now Pearson is inclined to view such a passage as a deviation from “the
usual gnostic attitude toward the heavenly bodies,” and he explains this as
the result of influence on Marsanes from Platonism. The presence of Platonic influence is clear, though that is the case, at some level, with a great
many “gnostic” sources. I would simply suggest that there may be no need
to be labeling instances of openness to contemplation of the implications
of cosmic order as exceptions or deviations from the “usual attitude” in
these demiurgical myths.
47 See Pearson, Gnosticism, 163.
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The remark by Plotinus (Enn. 2.9.5.8–14) that I mentioned above, about
his opponents complaining about disorder here on earth, is actually a clue
to the real issue regarding disorder here. The focus of his opponents’ criticism was not on ugliness in the structure of the heavens or what we would
call the natural world, but rather on ugliness in the moral and social realm,
the realm of motivations, attitudes, and relationships, and the field of
human fortunes. When Plotinus is most explicit about the complaints that
these opponents have about the world, it is not about the ugliness of the
heavens, but rather about social inequities such as wealth and poverty, the
injustices that befall individuals in the great sports arena of life where there
are winners and losers (2.9.9.1–28). Why is everyone not good and perfect;
why is there evil (2.9.13.22–33)? They were concerned about disease, but in
this area they evidently did not merely complain about human misfortune.
They actually cured diseases through exorcisms—experiencing them not
merely as “natural” calamities but as the work of demons with intentions
(2.9.14.14–18). We can also see this concern with the issue of motivations
in the fact that, according to Plotinus, they said that the demiurge created
the cosmos out of a desire to be honored (2.9.4.14; 2.9.11.22).
In Enn. 2.9.6.30–33, Plotinus remarks that by their introduction of plurality (multitude of names, etc.) into the intelligible order, his opponents
bring the intelligible nature into likeness with the perceptible and inferior
realm. He naturally sees this as a flaw in their argument, since in his view
this amounts to dragging supernal realities down to the level of inferior
models. However, what for him is a flawed approach may be read by us
as another confirmation that these opponents were using a form of cosmological argument, extrapolating the nature of the wonderful levels of the
transcendent realm partly from features in the visible cosmos. Of course, if
we take texts such as Allogenes or Zostrianos as windows on some of their
views, their negative theology exalted the ultimate Source of all things
beyond the reach of such analogy. But the very nature of ascent visions
such as those in Allogenes or Zostrianos seems to be that the “peak” experience of proximity to the Unknowable is only a fragile moment in the
larger blissful experience of knowing divinity.
6. Summary and Conclusions
I have argued here that much of the attention that has been given to
the presence of negative theology in demiurgical myths such as those
found among Nag Hammadi and related sources has frequently misread
the timbres, implications, and functions of such language. Most often this
misreading has been a function of larger assumptions about the values and
worldviews expressed in such traditions—assumptions that, it seems to
me, are becoming ever more difficult for us to entertain in light of the last
few decades of scholarship on such materials. While relationships have
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long been recognized between negative theology encountered in such
demiurgical myths and forms of negative theological discourse in other
ancient sources such as Platonic philosophical literature or Christian theologians, these parallels tend to be routinely qualified in such a way that
a peculiarly “gnostic” strain of negative theology is successfully isolated.
“Gnosticism” has often been imagined as a form of piety that entails radical negative theology virtually by definition. Moreover, “gnostic” negative
theology has been regarded as a key symptom of a general abandonment
of any confidence in rationality, as the unsystematic heaping up of numinous attributes. The rather steep elevation in negative theological discourse
in some of these sources has typically been understood as an expression
of a singularly fierce sense of opposition between God and the cosmos,
alleged to have been a defining characteristic of “Gnosticism.” There has
often been the assumption that in “gnostic” sources negative theology and
cosmological argument must stand in inverse proportion, so that there can
hardly have been room left here for any positive sensibility about seeing
images of the divine in the beauty and order of the cosmos.
I have argued that an analysis of negative theological discourse among
the demiurgical myths conventionally classified as “gnostic” suggests that
most all of the above assumptions are false. Significant use of negative theological discourse is limited to a certain selection of these sources. Where
it is found, in writings such as the Apocryphon of John, Eugnostos, the Tripartite Tractate, or Allogenes, its employment is far from being completely
unsystematic, and in fact we find patterns and structures that reflect
attempts to develop organized argument and presentation of theological
position. And, ironically, contrary to the notion that negative theology is
the quintessential expression of anticosmism, it would seem that the
sources in which are found the most significant instances of negative theology are also among those where it is easiest to demonstrate more positive sensibilities with respect to the material cosmos, and even the
employment of forms of cosmological argument.
In a paper on “Negative Theology in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,”
Curtis Hancock primarily underscored the similarities between Plotinus and
“gnostics” in the deployment of negative theological discourse. But he suggested that a notable difference was that “gnostics” often applied negation
somewhat “farther down the hierarchy of realities,” whereas Plotinus limited it to the One.48 There may be some validity in this contrast,49 but in
48 C. Hancock, “Negative Theology in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism,” in Neoplatonism and Gnosticism (ed. R. T. Wallis and J. Bregman; Studies in Neoplatonism: Ancient and Modern 6; Albany: SUNY Press, 1992), 176, 180.
49 Though this contrast would not work if we move beyond Plotinus to other
Neoplatonists. Wallis notes, for example, that also in Iamblichus’s view, ineffability
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my view much more interesting than locating some precise “cut off” mark
in the application of negation is the recognition that in these demiurgical
myths, as in most other instances of negative theology, a radical emphasis
on the ultimate unknowability of God is paradoxically only one dimension
of the larger experience of knowing God.
In his brilliant study of vision and imagination in medieval Jewish mysticism, Elliot Wolfson50 has distinguished between two types of contemplative vision in the Western mysticism: (a) the “introvertive” type,
influenced primarily by Neoplatonic notions of the transcendent One,
where the goal is to strip away image and form through a via negativa and
achieve an “imageless” vision “beyond differentiation and distinction” and
where logically the approach “should culminate in an apophatic theology
that assumes that statements about what God is not have more truth value
than statements about what God is”; and (b) the “cognitive” type that
“affirms that supernatural or spiritual knowledge comes by way of revelation, intuition or illumination.”51
Wolfson notes that proponents of the first type often “will, in the end,
insist that things invisible must be pursued through visible reality, through
the agency of imagination.” However, there is still the claim in this type
that seeing God is something beyond image. “Imagelessness thus overcomes image in the visio mystica, yielding the paradoxical situation that
sensible or imaginative seeing is spiritual blindness.”52 But Wolfson’s central concern is to argue that the second, cognitive type has been misunderstood in previous study, since scholars have traditionally explained the
use of images in this second kind of mystical literature as “the translation
of ineffable experience into communicable form” and have not always
realized that “recourse to sensible images and symbols is part of the mystical experience itself.”53 In general contrast with the more “purely Neoplatonic vision,” contemplative vision in Jewish, Christian, and Islamic
traditions is “not entirely free of concrete and sensible images”:
Seeing God—like seeing anything—is seeing God as something, that is,
under certain aspects that are informed by some prior interpretative
framework. The imaging of the divine, therefore, does not simply result
“extended much further down the metaphysical scale,” and Proclus imagines
degrees of unknowability in the hierarchy of the transcendent (Wallis, “Spiritual
Importance,” 475–76).
50 E. R. Wolfson, Through a Speculum That Shines: Vision and Imagination in
Medieval Jewish Mysticism (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1994), 58–67.
51 Ibid., 58–60.
52 Ibid., 58, 59.
53 Ibid., 60.
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from the mystic’s desire to translate the ineffable experience into a communicable form, but is an intrinsic part of the experience itself.54

With some adaptation of these important insights, I would like to make a
similar point about material I have discussed in this study. But rather than
focusing on the twofold typology that Wolfson has sketched out, I am
more interested in how elements of his discussion may help bring into
relief the relation in some of these demiurgical traditions between negative
theology and knowing God. It is a fundamental mistake, in Wolfson’s view,
to think of the “real” mystical visionary experience as being some ineffable moment, with all the imagery encountered in descriptions of it being
relegated to the status of nonessential and replaceable commentary. He
insists that we pay more attention to how integral the agency of imagination can be even in the experience of what is often claimed by mystics to
be unimaginable.
In a similar vein, I would argue that it is a mistake in the case of the
sources I have discussed here to place narrow emphasis on negations
stressing the ultimate unknowability of God or to focus only on a sharp
polar tension between the abstract affirmation of the true God’s absolute
incomprehensibility and a consequent total dependence on some critical
moment of divine revelation. It seems to me that an inclination toward this
kind of reading of the significance of negative theology has been especially
characteristic when it comes to negative theology in demiurgical myths
such as those in the examples from Nag Hammadi. What needs to be seen
is the far more protracted, more complex experience of knowing God that
seems often implied in these myths—an experience stretched out over
important and informative stages, levels, and media (e.g., the structure of
the material cosmos) that are as integral to the total experience of knowing as is the realization of God’s unknowability.
54 Ibid., 66.
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1. Introduction
We may imagine, proceeding from some texts in Plotinus Enn. 6.7
and Plato’s Timaeus, the following anachronistic dialogue between Plato
and Plotinus:
PLATO: The Demiurge and his children ordered all things in the cosmos
according to a rational plan. Thus you can see that the ox has horns
in order to defend itself.
PLOTINUS: Now, my revered Plato, in addition to particular things that
we behold with our senses, do you not also claim that there are
Forms or Ideas, known alone to the eye of intellect? And such Forms
ground the characters of things that we perceive with our senses?
PLATO: Indeed I do, Plotinus, as I have said on many occasions.
PLOTINUS: Just now, my dear Plato, you were speaking of oxen, were
you not?
PLATO: Indeed I was, Plotinus.
PLOTINUS: Now you were saying that the ox has horns in order to defend
itself. Yet you would have another reason for its possession of horns.
Would you not then say, Plato, that in addition to the sensible ox
there is also an intelligible Ox, a Form of Ox? And would you not say
that the sensible ox has horns through participation in or imitation of
the Form of Ox?
PLATO: Indeed I would, Plotinus.
PLOTINUS: Now the sensible ox has horns in order to defend itself
against other oxen, or other animals. Is this correct?
PLATO: To be sure, Plotinus. But it also has horns by participation in or
imitation of the Form of Ox.
PLOTINUS: But this Form of Ox, oh divine one, does it have horns in
order to defend itself against other Forms, e.g., the Form of Wolf, or
the Form of Man?
PLATO: Such a result would be absurd, oh creature of a day!
PLOTINUS: Then the Form of Ox, apart from the particular ox, why does
it have horns?
PLATO: Why, to be an ox, of course.
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Our imagined dialogue establishes that the sensible ox has two dimensions, one horizontal (it has horns in order to defend itself against other
creatures on the same plane of existence) and another vertical (it has horns
by participation in or imitation of the Form of Ox). The Form of Ox, however, seems not to have the horizontal relationship yielded by the theme
of self-defense. In the universe of discourse that surrounds the ox qua ox,
the ox has horns in order to be an ox. The Form of Ox is an expression
of aseity.
By “aseity” I mean the state or condition of ontological independence.
“Aseity” means a se. As such, it could be taken to mean “dependent upon
itself,” a phrase that might introduce an unwanted duality. I take it rather
as a se explicandum, i.e., to be understood from within a universe of discourse belonging to itself. I do not mean “self-dependent,” but “independent,” i.e., not depending for its existence on other entities. An objection
that may properly be made to my use of the term “aseity” is that the sensible world is dependent upon and explained with reference to the Soul,
the Soul bears this relationship to Intellect, and Intellect to the One for its
being. Thus Soul and Intellect, as dependent, could not have aseity. For
the purposes of my discussion, however, I bracket the question of Intellect’s dependence upon the One when I discuss the relationship, for
example, between the sensible world and the intelligible world. From the
horizon of the relationship between the intelligible and sensible worlds,
the intelligible world possesses aseity in contrast to the sensible world.
Now, further enquiry will reveal that the intelligible world is dependent
upon the One for its existence, but that is another question.
To return to our example, in the particular ox, the quality of having
horns may share in that aseity through participation. Yet the attribute “having horns” belongs to its connectedness with other particulars. We may say
the same of “having eyes.” The ox has eyes in order not to bump into
things or to find food. On another plane of discourse, the ox has eyes in
order to be itself.
Plotinus teaches that there is also connectedness in the World of Forms.
In Intellect, each Form contains all of the others in an internal relationship.
To think one is to think all the others at once. Thus to noetic intuition, the
Form of Ox is in some way all the other Forms as well. In Intellect, there
is no contradiction between aseity and connectedness, and Intellect is the
perfect realization of providence and its eternal model. In the sensible
world, however, the principles of aseity and connectedness come apart.
Thus the sensible ox will be viewed as having horns only from the horizon
of its connectedness with other things, i.e., its need to defend itself. Yet this
connectedness is a vulgar connectedness. As the sensible world, not particular by particular, but as a whole approaches the unity of Intellect, a deeper
connectedness is revealed that preserves the aseity of each thing.
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We may examine some texts that will support the Platonic-Plotinian
dialogue we have constructed. In the Tim. 45de Plato describes how the
mortal body is equipped with vision for the sake of preservation (swthriva,
d7). Following this text, Plotinus says that humans and other animals are
equipped with sense for preservation (wJ" ou{tw" a]n swv/zoito, 6.7.1.1–5).
Aristotle, in the An. post. 2.8.93a17–21 argues that we must know the
“that” or existence of a thing (to; o{ti) before we know its reason for existence (to; diovti). However, he argues further (An post. 2.8.93a39–b8) that it
is possible to know a thing’s existence and its reason for existence by the
same act: thus the definition of and the reason for an eclipse admit of the
same account: the occultation of the sun by the moon. Plotinus asks, concerning the intelligible world, “How then can the alone and the one and the
simple contain explicitly the ‘this that there should not be that,’ and ‘there
had to be this if not that’ and ‘this appeared useful and this preservative
[swthvrion] when it came to be’?” (6.7.1.39–42).1 Plotinus argues further that
both the human being and human sight exist in the intelligible world in
such a way that “that” (to; o{ti) and “why” (to; diovti) coalesce. He offers as
an illustration of that coalescence Aristotle’s example of the eclipse
(6.7.2.1–12). Intellect is everything that it contains so that “that” and “why”
are embraced by that unity (6.7.2.10–11). He asks further how horns in the
intelligible world could exist for the sake of defense? Surely it is only for
completeness (pro;" to; aujtarkev" tou' zw/ov u kai; to; tevleon, 6.7.10.1–2).2
From the above discussion, we may see that there are two different
kinds of salvation or preservation (swthriva). In the first, shared by both
Plato and Plotinus, something has a characteristic in order to preserve itself
against perils in the sensible world. In the second, in which Plotinus
covertly disagrees with a Platonic statement, while undertaking a legitimate
extension of Plato’s views of Form, it has that characteristic, not because

1 The translations shall be taken from A. H. Armstrong, ed. and trans., Plotinus:
Enneads. English and Greek (7 vols.; LCL; Cambridge: Harvard University Press;
London: W. Heinemann, 1966–1988); the line numbering follows the editio minor
of P. Henry and H.-R. Schwyzer, Plotini Opera (3 vols.; Scriptorum classicorum bibliotheca Oxoniensis; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1964–1982).
2 Cf. F. M. Schroeder, Form and Transformation: A Study in the Philosophy of
Plotinus (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s, 1992), 17–19; P. P. Matter, Zum Einfluss des
Platonischen “Timaeus” auf das Denken Plotins (Winterthur: Keller, 1964), 115–16.
In 2.9.8.1, Plotinus blames the gnostics for asking why (dia; tiv) Soul made the universe: the question arises on the part of those who think the universe had a beginning in time and was made by a being who turned from one thing to another; cf.
C. Parma, Pronoia und Providentia: Der Vorsehungsbegriff Plotins und Augustins
(Leiden: Brill, 1971), 31. The absorption of “why” into “that” in Plotinus may belong
to the ambit of his antignostic polemic.
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of its connectedness to other things, but in order to be itself: the characteristic belongs to its aseity and completeness. We shall see from our ensuing discussion that it has that characteristic, not only to be complete in
itself, but also because its possession of that characteristic, observing the
creature’s own aseity, contributes to the perfection of the cosmos as an
organic whole.
2. Hierarchy and Connectedness
The Greek word that we translate as “providence,” provnoia, is derived
from pro-, “before,” and noei'n, “to think.” From this etymology we are
tempted to see providence as a taking thought beforehand, so that God
deliberates like a craftsman when designing the creation. Plotinus warns
against this interpretation:
And further, [consider it] also like this: we affirm that each and every thing
in the All, and this All here itself, is as it would have been if the free
choice [proaivresi"] of its maker had willed it, and its state is as if this
maker proceeding regularly in his calculations [proi>evmeno"] with foresight
[proi>dw'n] had made it according to his providence [provnoian]. But since
things here are always like this and always come to be like this, so their
rational principles also always rest among the things which exist all
together, standing still in a better order; so that the things here transcend
providence and transcend free choice, and all the things which are in real
being stand in intellectual stillness. So that if someone calls this disposition of things providence, he must understand it in this way, that Intellect
is there standing still before this All [pro; tou'de nou'" tou' panto;" eJstwv"],
and this All here is from and according to Intellect. (6.8.17.1–12)

Plotinus loves to play with language: we may notice the semantic field of
words or phrases beginning with the prefix pro- (“before”): proaivresi",
proi>evmeno", proi>dw'n, provnoia, pro; tou'de. The beforeness or priority of
providence then does not belong to foresight as we would understand it,
but to the beforeness, firstness, or priority of Intellect.3 Now the priority of
3 On the etymology of provnoia in this passage see Parma, Pronoia und Providentia, 23 who compares 3.2.1.21–23: th;n provnoian ojrqw'" a[n kai; ajkolouvqw" levgoimen tw'/ panti; ei\nai to; kata; to;n nou'n ei\nai kai; nou'n pro; aujtou' (sc. tou'de tou'
pantov"). We may see a similar etymology in 5.3.6.18–22 where Plotinus derives
diavnoia from dia; nou'; ultimately discursive thought is parasitic on the thought of
Intellect; cf. W. Beierwaltes, Selbsterkenntnis und Erfahrung der Einheit: Plotins
Enneade V.3. Text, Übersetzung, Interpretation, Erläuterungen (Frankfurt am Main:
Klostermann, 1991), 113, and my review of Beierwaltes in Ancient Philosophy 14
(1994): 474–75. V. Schubert, Pronoia und Logos: Die Rechtfertigung der Weltordnung
bei Plotin (Munich: Anton Pustet, 1968), 30–31, sees provnoia as having a mediating
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Intellect is not like the priority of a series, e.g., of numbers, for it is not
merely one member of the series.
The person who complains about the imperfection of the cosmos is
objectively finding fault that plants have no sense perception, a quality that
belongs to a higher order, viz., animals, or the one who blames human
deficiencies wants a human being to be a god (3.3.3). Yet such aspersions
are not merely a failure to observe hierarchy. They are also a refusal to
allow each thing to be what it is in its aseity, i.e., as sufficient unto itself
in the absence of hierarchical reference:
For one ought not to enquire whether one thing is less than another but
whether it is, as itself, sufficient [wJ" aujto; aujtavrkw"]; for all things ought
not to have been equal. Is this then so, because the creator measured
them out with the deliberate intention that all things ought not to be
equal? Not at all; but it was so according to nature for things to come
about so. For the rational forming principle of this universe follows upon
another soul, and this soul follows upon Intellect, and Intellect is not
some one of the things here but all things. (3.3.3.17–22)

Here Intellect, which initiates a hierarchy, is not what it is by membership
in that hierarchy.
The Plotinian Form, apart from its uses in explanation, ontological,
epistemological, or ethical, retains aseity and a value independent of its
functions as cause. The Form reveals its aseity to those who are open to
receive it, not simply as an explanation, but as an intrinsically valuable
object of intellective vision. The Form is also, in the hypostasis of Intellect,
position between the intelligible and the sensible world: it does not belong to the
intelligible world which is “beyond providence” (ejpeivkeina pronoiva", 6.8.17.7).
However, the providence transcended in 6.8.17 is the vulgar providence of foresight; as we have seen, in a higher sense providence is founded in the priority of
Intelligence, that nou'" is prov. Schubert generally sees providence as a mediation
between intelligible and sensible reality. He sees the following hierarchy (53):
Intellect is the origin, the Soul the place, Nature the vehicle, Logos the content,
providence the result, and matter the object of formation. Schubert’s treatment
neglects what I am calling “aseity.” He is properly critical of Harder’s translation
of Logos as “Weltplan” on the grounds that it implies rational planning and an
exercise of discursive thought (115). However, he falls into the trap himself (109):
“Plotin geht von der Voraussetzung aus, dass die Welt dem Nous gemäss, also
vernünfitg geordnet ist; diesen Sachverhalt drückt bei ihm der Pronoiabegriff aus.”
Yet Intellect is not the locus of discursive thought. Thus that the world imitates
Intellect or unfolds its content in such a way that it would appear orderly to the
discursive mind does not mean that it imitates Intellect and hence is orderly. Schubert’s censure (124) of Plotinus as a dogmatist follows from Schubert’s misunderstanding of hierarchy in Plotinus.
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poised in a unity of mutual implication with other Forms. Each Form, in
being what it is, is also and contemplates also the other Forms.
It is only in the sensible world that aseity and connectedness are
brought into conflict. To say that something’s existence is justified only by
its contribution to the whole is to deny its aseity. On the other hand, to say
that something might exist unto itself, without reference to the whole, is to
affirm aseity at the cost of connectedness. The most basic problem in Plotinian providence and theodicy is how to reconcile aseity and connectedness in the sensible world.
If the prefix pro- (“before”) belongs to aseity, then the prefix sun(“with”) describes connectedness. We may see a semantic field involving
this prefix at work in On Providence 2, where Plotinus argues that apparently chance events are embraced by the universal connectedness of the
cosmos. The semantic field sharing the prefix sun- (“with”) is in this passage complemented by a semantic field initiated by the prefix pro(“before”). The connection of these two semantic fields suggests that aseity and connectedness are brought into a dialectical relationship with
each other:
Chance circumstances [suntucivai] are not responsible for the good life,
but they, too, follow harmoniously [sumfwvnw] on the causes before them,
and proceed woven into the chain of causation by so following. The ruling principle weaves all things together [sumplevkei], while individual
things co-operate [sumferomevnwn] on one side or the other according to
their nature, as in military commands the general gives the lead and his
subordinates work in unity with him [sumpneovntwn de; tw'n suntetagmevnwn]. The universe is ordered by the generalship of providence [pronoiva/
strathgikh/'] which sees the actions and experiences and what must be
ready to hand, food and drink, and all weapons and devices as well;
everything which results from the interweaving is foreseen [o{sa ejx aujtw'n
sumplekomevnwn proewvratai], in order that this result [to; . . . sumbaivnon]
may have room to be well placed, and all things come in a well-planned
way from the general—though what his enemies planned to do is out of
his control. But if it was possible for him to command the enemy force as
well, if he was really “the greater leader” to whom all things are subject,
what would be unordered [ajsuvntakton], what would not be fitted into
[sunhrmosmevnon] his plan? (3.3.2)

Plotinus begins with the word suntuciva, “chance circumstance,” a compound noun consisting of the prefix sun-, “with, together with” and tuvch,
“fortune.” One event happens to occur with another: it is a co-incidence.
Now he dwells upon the prefix sun- (“with”), showing how an apparent
coincidence is really embraced in the universal synchronicity of the cosmos.
The substantive translated as “result” above, to; sumbaivnon, would normally
mean just “something that happened.” But we are now prepared to see how
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its prefix sun- is involved in the providential skein, in that everything
that results from the interweaving, literally “with-weaving” or “togetherweaving,” of events (sumplekomevnwn) is foreseen (proewvratai).4
These same semantic fields initiated by the prefixes sun- (“with”) and
pro- (“before”) are also brought together in the discussion of providence
in 6.7.1–2. Plotinus argues against the view that the world was created by
planning and deliberation:
Therefore neither forethought [provnoia] for a living thing nor forethought for this universe in general derived from a plan; since there is
no planning there at all, but it is called planning to show that all things
there are as they would be as a result of planning at a later stage, and
foresight [proovrasi"] because it is as a wise man would foresee
[proi?doito] it. For in things which did not come to be before planning
[pro; logismou'], planning is useful because of the lack of the power
before planning, and foresight, because the one who foresees did not
have the power by which there would be no need for foresight.
(6.7.1.28–35)

In 6.7.2, a passage that we examined above, Plotinus is showing how “that”
(to; o{ti) and “why” (to; divoti) coalesce in Intellect. To understand this, we
are to comprehend how the whole transcends the parts. If our perspective
is simply how one part relates to another (linear causation) we shall never
see how everything is embraced in a transcendent wholeness. Indulging an
amplificatio, Plotinus illustrates the connectedness of Intellect from the
lesser connectedness of the sensible cosmos. Notice here the semantic field
initiated by the prefix sun- (“with”):
And truly, just as in this All here below, which is composed of many
things [ejn tw'/de tw'/ pavnti ejk pollw'n sunesthkovti], all of them are linked
4 This passage is dependent upon the image of the general and his army in Aristotle Metaph. L 10.1075a14–16. Observe the uses of suntevtaktai 1057a16 and 19.
Compare Plotinus 3.3.2.5–6: suntetagmevnwn. Plotinus proceeds from his use of Aristotle’s verb to other words initiated by suvn but introduces the complementary use of
vocabulary initated by prov toward his own purposes. R. Harder, R. Beutler and W.
Theiler, Plotins Schriften (5 vols.; Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1959–1960), ad loc., prefer
a reference to Mot. an. 10.703a29–34, but P. Boot, Over Voorzienigheid (Enneade
III.2–3 [47–48]) (Amsterdam: VU Uitgeverij, 1984), 280, is doubtless correct in preferring the reference to the Metaphysics. Porphyry Vit. Plot. 14.5–7 emphasizes Plotinus’s acquaintance with that work. The linguistic parallels also seem closer. We may
also see the influence of Plato, Phaedr. 246e4 and Laws 905e and 906e on the martial imagery (Boot, ibid.); on the reference to the Laws see R. Ferwerda, La Signification des Images et des Métaphores dans la Pensée de Plotin (Groningen: J. B.
Wolters, 1965), 165. Note the occurrence of suntetagmevnoi" at Laws 906e5–6.
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[suneivretai] to each other, and each individual reason why is contained
in their being all—just as in each individual the part is seen relating to
the whole—it is not that this comes to be, and then this comes after that,
but they jointly establish [sunistavntwn] cause and caused together in
relation to each other, so much more there in the intelligible must all
things be each of them related to the whole and each to itself. If therefore there is a joint existence [sunupovstasi"] of all things together, of all
things with nothing random about it, and there must be no separation,
then the things caused would have their causes in themselves, and each
would be of such a kind as to possess its cause causelessly. If then the
intelligibles have no cause of their being but are self-sufficient and independent of cause, they would be in possession of their cause in themselves and with themselves. For again, if nothing there is purposeless,
and there are many things in each, you could say that all the things
which each individual has are each individual reason why. So there in
the intelligible the reason why was before [proh'n] and with the things
[sunh'n] and was not a “why”, but a “that”: but rather both are one.
(6.7.2.30–46).

In the concluding sentence we may see that, in Intellect, just as “why” and
“that” coalesce, so do “before” (pro-) and “with” (sun-). We have seen that
“before” belongs to aseity: the intelligible cause is not in its own nature a
cause nor is it “before” as in “antecedent cause.” “With” belongs to connectedness, but not of a kind that may be understood in terms of linear
causation, of one thing causing another. All is embraced in a universal connectedness. Intellect models providence, while, strictly speaking, it is not
itself providential, i.e., there is no pro- or “before” in it. Its connectedness
is organic: the function or contribution of any part may be understood, not
with reference to some other part or parts, but always in relation to organic
wholeness and connectedness. The sensible cosmos imperfectly imitates
Intellect, so that here for the first time “before” and “with,” “why” and
“that” come apart.
The connectedness then of the intelligible world is undone in the sensible world as the descended Form is sundered by its relationships to other
things. Thus aseity is challenged by the kind of connectedness that prevails
in the horizontal dimension of the sensible cosmos. Yet there is also a challenge to aseity in hierarchical connectedness. If we see any link in the
hierarchical chain as confined to the role of mediating between the phase
above and the phase below itself we deny its aseity. That there is a hierarchy and that mediation occurs within it is clear. Yet it is Plotinus’s task
to preserve the aseity of each entity in his universe. The hierarchy is established, not by some external Demiurge, or by the thought of any philosopher, but by each entity within it being itself and realizing the horizontal
connectedness appropriate to itself.
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3. Providence and Human Salvation
In our previous discussion of swthriva, “salvation” or “preservation,”
we saw that the term applied both to the sensible and the intelligible
dimensions. On the sensible plane, something has a characteristic or safeguard for the sake of preservation against perils that it confronts on that
plane. It should, however, be stipulated that a safeguard of something in
the sensible world is grounded in the thing’s intelligible essence.5 On the
intelligible plane, a creature has a characteristic both for the sake of its
completeness and for the sake of the integrity of the whole cosmos. We
may expect that these distinctions are relevant to Plotinian anthropology.
!Adravsteia is the cosmic law by which the sins or good deeds of past
lives are respectively punished or rewarded in future lives.6 Thus bad masters in this life are made slaves in the next, intemperate rich men made
poor, etc. (3.2.13). On the horizontal plane of salvation, even unjust suffering in this life will eventually be remedied in the next. This karma, as
it were, that redresses the wrongs of past lives is deployed in the sensible
world (certainly it is founded ultimately in the intelligible realm). The operation of this cosmic law, while it may not, as the safeguard of substance in
the sensible world, afford us immediate preservation or salvation from perils, works long range in favor of the just upon that plane.
The second sense of salvation is realized in the sage’s indifference to
fate and his contemplative deliverance from concern with this world. If we
are plundered of our identity by the parasitic division of our attributes as
they are deployed in the sensible cosmos, our transcendence of our relationships with the sensible world secures our aseity. That transcendence in
turn introduces us to the community and perfect connectedness of the
intelligible cosmos.7
Plotinus enjoins indifference to the hazards of this world. We should
observe murders and the sackings of cities as if they were events on a
stage (3.2.15.43–47). Our ability to escape the evils of the world depends
upon a fundamental principle: it is not matter that diminishes us or drags
us down: the struggle is between the higher and the lower self (3.3.4.27–

5 6.7.3.15–22.
6 The principle of ajdravsteia is borrowed from Plato, Phaedr. 248c2; cf. Plotinus

3.2.13.16.
7 V. Schubert, Pronoia und Logos, 92–93 (cf. 126), complains that in 3.2.16 Plotinus tries to establish the same sort of benign opposition between good and evil
as is embraced by the opposites such as high and low, white and black, hot and
cold. It depends surely upon one’s eschatology. Plotinus sees the sensible cosmos
as an imperfect imitation of the intelligible world. On this model, there can be no
final victory of good over evil: they can only be counterpoised in a cosmic balance.
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34).8 The human soul may escape the cycle of birth and rebirth and stand
with the Soul outside becoming (e[xw genevsew", 3.2.4.6–11).
In a previous article, I have argued that Plotinus makes an abundant
use of the ontological term initiated by the sun- (“with”) prefix, sunousiva,
and other epistemological vocabulary initiated by the same prefix (suvnesi"
and sunaivsqhsi").9 The word sunousiva bears the senses of coherence of
an entity with itself, presence of one superior entity to a lower entity, and
dependence of a lower entity upon a higher one. Plotinus prefers sunousiva
to parousiva as a term to describe presence because, where parousiva
describes only the presence of a higher entity to a lower one, sunousiva and
related words initiated by the sun- prefix offer an elaborate and elastic
inventory of presence and dependence.
The uses of the sun- prefix in our present context of providence offer
a familiar elasticity. Such words describe the coherence (connectedness)
of both the sensible and intelligible worlds. The connectedness of the sensible world is founded in the greater connectedness of the intelligible
world. Sunousiva may properly describe both instances of connectedness.
Yet the sunousiva of the sensible world has both horizontal and vertical
dimensions. It is founded in the priority of Intellect as providence. Yet that
providence is before by being with, i.e., with itself, in the greatest sense
of connectedness. So the withness of the sensible world, as it is intensified, enters progressively into the prior connectedness of the intelligible
world, so that the “before” of providence becomes “with” for us and we
“with” it.
Apart from the question of transcendence, there abides the question of
free choice in this world and whether it is compromised by the determinations of providence. We have seen how in 6.8.17.3 proaivresi" as deliberated choice is excluded from the act of creating the sensible world. It is
eliminated together with other words initiated by the pro- prefix, including providence as a kind of foresight or taking thought beforehand. We
have also seen how “before” is, in Intellect, absorbed into “with.” This
scheme is mapped onto Plotinus’s account of free will:
Suppose you say: “I have power to choose this or that”? But the things
that you will choose [aiJrhvsei] are included in [suntevtaktai] the universal
order, because your part is not a mere causal interlude in the All but you
are counted in as the person you are. (3.3.3.1–3)

8 Cf. Armstrong’s note, which refers us to 1.1.10; 2.9.2; 4.4.18; 6.4.14–15. The
same point is made in 3.6.5.
9 F. M. Schroeder, “Presence and Dependence in the Plotinian Philosophy of
Consciousness: Sunousia, Sunaisthêsis and Sunesis,” ANRW 2.36.1:677–99.
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The verb translated as “include” (suntavttein) is initiated by the sun(“with”) prefix. Here what we see as priorities and choices are already
enmeshed in a universal connectedness. Notice how this connectedness
does not negate the aseity of the human person. The human being is not
simply the object, but the subject of providence, insofar as he or she is a
microcosm: “we are each one of us an intelligible universe” (ejsme;n
e{kasto" kovsmo" nohtov", 3.4.3.22).10 The bad man is responsible for his
evildoing: “For he is not only what he was made but has another free principle, which is not outside providence or the rational principle of the
whole” (3.3.4.6–8). One could say that his error consists in electing his own
and partial providence, not looking to the whole and its beneficent order.11
In the organic All, the part is saved by the whole (e{kaston tw/' o{lw/ sw/vzetai, 4.4.32.33). Salvation lies in integrity.12
That principle of aseity is admirably expressed in the lapidary sentence: “Providence ought not to exist in such a way as to make us nothing” (Ouj ga;r dh; ou{tw th;n provnoian ei\nai dei', w{ste mhde;n hJma'" ei\nai,
3.2.9.1–2). Nothing in the Plotinian universe is ever merely an instrument.
It is also the case that human beings, while they may be determined, are
also determinants in universal providence: “men, too, are principles” (ajrcai; de; kai; a[nqrwpoi, 3.2.10.18).
When a seer looks into the future, he does not see the causes that lead
to the things he foresees, e.g., he would see visions of war and carnage,
but he would not see the causes that led to the Second World War. He
would see “that” and not “why.” In 3.3.6, the ordinary person is unable to
distinguish between providence and the body of cause and effects on
which it works. Providence is the form, the network of cause and effect
the matter. When the diviner sees a person in the future, he does not work
out the network of causes that produced that person. He sees the end
toward which providence has been working. He sees the “that” (to; o{ti),
not the “why” (to; divoti). The end of providence is suchness, not the “reason why.” The poet and contemplative Angelus Silesius says: “Die Rose ist
ohne warum; Sie blühet, weil sie blühet”13 (“The rose has no ‘why’: it
blooms because it blooms”). That sense of suchness and aseity is at the
heart of the Plotinian doctrine of providence.14

10 Cf. Parma, Pronoia und Providentia, 102; cf. 106.
11 Cf. Ibid., 135–36.
12 Cf. Ibid., 67.
13 Angelus Silesius, Sämtliche Poetische Werke (ed. H. L. Held; 3 vols.; Munich:

Carl Hansen, 1949), 1:209.
14 V. Schubert, Pronoia und Logos, 124, who faults Plotinus’s attempt to derive
the moral from the cosmic order, sees in this passage merely an example of the
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The human being in the sensible world mirrors the connectedness
of the intelligible cosmos. Plotinus argues (3.2.14) that, while in Intellect each is all, in this world “man” is a part and an individual, not all.
Yet he continues:
But there would certainly not be any grudging by the whole if the part
did gain in beauty and order so as to make it of greater worth; for it
makes the whole more beautiful when it has become of greater value by
its gain in beauty and order. For it becomes of this kind by being made
like the whole and, so to speak, being allowed to be like this and given
such a place that in the region of man, too, something may shine in him
as the stars shine in the heaven of the gods; a place from which there may
be a perception of something like a great and beautiful image of a god—
whether a living one or one made by the art of Hephaestus—in which
there are stars flashing on the face, and in the breast others, and a setting
of stars placed where it will be clearly seen. (3.2.14.20–30)

We are reminded of an astronomical illustration of the unity of Intellect
(5.8.4):
Each there has everything in itself and sees all things in every other, so
that all are everywhere and each and every one is all and the glory is
unbounded; for each of them is great, because even the small is great: the
sun there is all the stars, and each star is the sun and all the others.
(5.8.4.6–10).

In 3.2.14, Plotinus makes clear that the sensible world can never achieve the
identity of each and all that is to be discovered in Intellect. Yet at times that
completeness may be approximated, as in the present image of the starry
face of the contemplative in which the illumination manifests the wholeness
of Intellect. Even as there the stars are all the sun and the sun is all the stars,
so this countenance participates in that heavenly noetic unity. At the same
time, the human being who achieves that participation is at the greatest level
of individual perfection and is most human. Thus the aseity of human perfection is at one with the interconnectedness of all things.15

human inability to sort out what is caused by providence and what is caused by
matter. In this he fails to see the positive character of divining the “that,” as
opposed to discovering the “why” of things.
15 R. Turcan, The Cults of the Roman Empire (trans. A. Nevill; Oxford and Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1996), 152, sees in this passage a reference to an idol of
Zeus Heliopolitanus. The god of Baalbek’s statue is distinguished by the fact “that
his idol combines the cuirass with a celestial garment. The compartments of his garment are occupied by busts or symbols of the planetary gods.” (See plate 18 in the
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4. Some Thoughts about Plotinian Providence and Gnosis
In Sethian texts the descent of Sophia results in a further emanation
of a Demiurge who fashions the sensible cosmos. The gnostic resists the
creation of the Demiurge in seeking deliverance from the evil world that
he has made. In his treatise Against the Gnostics, 2.9.10–12 Plotinus
attacks those who present a similar view. His assault upon the gnostic
Demiurge is well prepared by his deconstruction of the Platonic Demiurge. Certainly Plotinus takes the view that the Demiurge of the Timaeus
is a device to demonstrate the relationship of imitation that exists between
the intelligible and sensible worlds, i.e., the story is to be interpreted, not
literally, but figuratively. What is more, divine making is not to be considered as an exercise in deliberative thought. Now the Demiurge is a
mediator who mediates between the intelligible and the sensible reality.
Plotinus’s insistence on aseity does not dispute a hierarchical ordering of
the All in which the One stands first, Intellect second, Soul third, and the
sensible cosmos last. Yet “first” is not “first” in the sense that it exists either
to initiate a series or to mediate between one level of reality and another.
Hierarchy is an article of suchness rather than a tool of mediation.16 Intellect is the content of the sensible world.17 If we ask, what does the sensible world mean, the answer is: Intellect. The approfondissement of
sensible connectedness is Intellect.
same volume). Turcan, however, sees 3.2.14 as referring only to the sky and not to
a human figure. That it does refer to a human or somewhat anthropomorphic figure only enhances Turcan’s argument that this passage refers to the sculpture in
question. We may think of Plotinus’s view that the sculptor Pheidias, while employing a sensible model, portrayed Zeus as he would appear if he chose to appear
among us (5.8.1.38–40). In 2.9.18.30–35, Plotinus, censuring the gnostics for their
despising of the cosmos, urges that we imitate the soul of the All and of the stars.
Perhaps this material influences Porphyry to write in the Vit. Plot. 13.5–7 that “when
he [Plotinus] was speaking his intellect visibly lit up his face.”
16 Cf. Parma, Pronoia und Providentia, 59–60, 72. For an example of the other
view, see E. Früchtel, Weltentwurf und Logos: Zur Metaphysik Plotins (Frankfurt am
Main: Klostermann, 1970), 41: “Die dritte Hypostase, die Seele, hat die Aufgabe, zwischen dem mundus intelligibilis und dem mundus sensibilis zu vermitteln.” In Plotinus,
“such” (toiou'ton) refers both to what kind of thing something is and also to something substantial: “I mean ‘of this kind’ [to; toiou'ton] having together with their substance also the cause of their existence [to; su;n aujtw'n th'/ oujsiva/ e[cein kai; th'"
uJpostavsew" th;n oujsivan], so that the observer afterwards can say why each of its inherent parts is there, for instance why there is an eye and why the feet of these particular beings are as they are and the cause which brings into existence together each part
of each thing and brings them into existence on account of each other” (6.8.14.20–25).
Surely the use of toiou'ton here expresses what I am calling “aseity” very nicely.
17 Cf. Parma, Pronoia und Providentia, 42ff.
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For Plotinus, the gnostics err in thinking that a hierarchy implies an
unredeemed diminution. This is because they misunderstand the very
nature of the true hierarchy that preserves the aseity of each phase. For the
gnostics “before” destroys “with” and without “with” there is no meaning.
Human salvation, in its first and most important sense, depends, not upon
the mediation of a savior figure, but upon an autonomous and codetermining role in the cosmos and the deepening of that connectedness until
it debouches upon the noetic unity and connectedness of Intellect.18
Finally, Plotinus insists against the gnostics that if, after every argument,
one persists in blaming the order of the cosmos, there is no need to act as
a citizen of it (politeuvesqai, 2.9.9.17).19 We are altogether too accustomed
to construe the final words of the Enneads in Porphyry’s arrangement, the
“flight of the alone to the alone” (6.9.11.51), as a statement of contemplative individualism at the cost of community. As Gurtler has shown, a sense
of community informs all of Plotinus’s thinking.20 We may feel entitled to
see in 2.9.9 an ethical rejection of what Plotinus perceives as gnostic exclusivity. In Intellect, where the relationship between part and whole is as it
should be, all is friendship (pa'n auJtw'/ fivlon, 3.2.1.32). In the sensible cosmos, the parts are at war and there is no longer only friendship (filiva). One
part is at variance with another part at whose cost it is saved (swvz/ etai,
3.2.2.1–7). Note that we have here a negative version of salvation. Aristotle
observes that the good ruler will promote civic friendship because it produces justice more effectively than constitutional articles.21 As friendship
18 Thus Plotinus excludes the efficacy of petitionary prayer: 3.2.8.36–42.
19 Cf. the reference to the cosmos as polis at 2.9.9.19.
20 G. M. Gurtler, “Human Consciousness and Its Intersubjective Dimension in
Plotinus” (Ph.D. diss., Fordham University, 1978); and idem, Plotinus: The Experience of Unity (New York: Peter Lang, 1988); cf. F. Schroeder, Form and Transformation, 91–113; see K. Corrigan, “‘Solitary’ Mysticism in Plotinus, Proclus, Gregory
of Nyssa and Pseudo-Dionysius,” JR 76 (1996): 28–42, for an excellent discussion
of how the formula “alone to the alone” is neither narcissistic nor autoerotic. As
Corrigan points out (35), in the same chapter that describes the “flight of the alone
to the alone,” Plotinus says, “This is the life of gods and godlike and blessed men”
(6.9.11.49–51). This statement suggests a sense of community.
21 Cf. Eth. nic. 8.1.1155a22–28 and F. M. Schroeder, “Friendship in Aristotle and
Some Peripatetic Philosophers,” in Greco-Roman Perceptions on Friendship (ed.
John Fitzgerald; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 40. For further exploration of friendship in Plotinus, see Schroeder, Form and Transformation, 91–113. I wish to thank
Kevin Corrigan for his helpful critique of my paper on the occasion when it was
presented at the Gnosticism and Later Platonism Seminar at the Annual Meeting of
the Society of Biblical Literature in Orlando, Florida, on November 21, 1998. I have
benefited greatly from his remarks in preparing this final version. Of course, any
remaining defects are entirely my own responsibility.
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transcends and fulfills law, so does providence and its friendship transcend
the cosmic law of fate. The connectedness of Intellect is the model to
which the righteous will look for the realization of justice in the city of the
sensible cosmos.
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